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ABSTRACT 

Egyptian Proper Nam-es and Loanwords 

in North-Next Seeitic 

.. 
Yoshiyuki Muchiki 

The aim of this thesis is to establish, from the North-West Semitic 
side, the consonantal correspondences between Egyptian and North-West 
Semitic (Phoenician, Aramaic, Hebrew, and Ugaritic). Akkadian in El- 
Amarna tablets is also treated in order to look into the chronological 
differences. 

In order to accomplish this purpose, all Egyptian elements found in 
North-West Semitic, i. e., Egyptian personal names, Egyptian divine 
names, Egyptian geographical names, and Egyptian loanwords are 
collected and their identifications-are carefully worked out. Then 
the following correspondences are established: 

Eg Phoenician Aramaic Hebrew Ugaritic Akkadian 

3 ' ' '. A by vowel 0 
'Y 'Y 'Y AI by vowel Y0 

by. vowel YH0 
y Y Y Y - YI 
W W W W - WU 
b B B B B B 
p p P P P P 
f P P p p p 
in M M M M M 
n N N N N N 

r R RL RL RL RL 
s s S S S S6 
6 a 3 6 - S 
h H H H H H 
h H H H H H 

HK H H H H 
h K Fi 

- - - 
k - Q Q Q Q 
k K KQ K - K 
g - - G - - 
t T T T T T 

_t 
s 9 - - z 

d I T T - DT 
d 8 S 

- - 

We conclude that the correspondences were remarkably stable. Eg 

consonants correspond to individual NW Sem consonants. Only NW Sen Z 

cannot represent Eg consonants, and Eg t does not have the exact 
counterpart in NW Sem, being represented by Ph S, Aram S and EA Akk z 
(not attested in Hebrew). 
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INTRODUCTION 

Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to establish, from the North-West 

Semitic side, the phonetic correspondences between North-West Semitic 

(Phoenician, Aramaic, Hebrew and Ugaritic) and ancient Egyptian 

chronologically. In other words, the present study deals with how 

North-West Semitic scribes wrote Egyptian in their Semitic writing 

systems, with concentration on consonantal correspondences. 

Between Semitic and Egyptian there are three different directions 

in relationship: (1) cognates, (2) Semitic loan words in Egyptian , 

and (3) Egyptian loan words in Semitic. However there have been 

considerable confusions over phonetic correspondences between the two 

languages, because most scholars disregarded or ignored the fact that 

Semitic and Egyptian scribes transliterated each others' languages 

1The studies on Semito-Hamitic cognates are A. Erman, "Das VerhAlt- 
niss des Ägyptischen zu den semitischen Sprachen" ZDMG 46 (1892) 
pp. 93-129. A. Ember, "Kindred Semito-Egyptian Words" ZAS 51 (1912) 
pp. 110-121; ZAS 53 (1917) pp. 83-90; Egypto-Semitic-Studies 
(Leipzig, 1930). W. F. Albright, "Note on Egypto-Semitic Etymology 
I" AJSL 34 (1918) pp. 81-98; "Notes on Egypto-Semitic Etymology II" 
AJSL 34 (1918) pp 215-255; "Notes on Egypto-Semitic Etymology III" 
JAOS 47 (1927) pp. 198-237; F. Calice, Grundlagen der Agvptisch- 
Semitische Wortvergleichung, (Wien, 1936); M. Cohen, Essai 
comparatif sur 1e vocabulaire et la phonetique du chamito-Semiti- 
que, (Paris, 1947). For a bibliography since 1844, see A. Ember, 
Egvpto-Semitic-Studies pp. IX-XIV. 

2There has been no recent systematic study on this area: most 
notable are M. Burchardt, Die Altkanaanäischen Fremdworte und 
Eigennamen im Ägyptischen (Leiptig, 1910); W. F. Albright, The 
Vocalization of the Egyptian Syllabic Orthography (NY, 1934). 
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diffeerently. An example is the correspondence between Et and Sem S. 

Egyptian scribes used t for Semitic S. Therefore it was naturally 

assumed that Semtic scribes also used Sem S for Eg 0. However the 

Fact is quite contrary to this general assumption. Therefore there is 

a need to establish the correspondences in terms of the Semitic side, 

and the present thesis is devoted to this. 

This comparative study between Semitic and Egyptian should bring at 

least four more results of interest to the philologist. First of 

all, it could enable us to see the historical changes and real sound 

values of Egyptian consonants. It is well known that the Egyptians 

were extremely conservative in their writing system. Therefore it is 

very difficult to discuss their sound values on the basis of the 

hieroglyphs. However, when Semitic scribes wrote Egyptian they tried 

to transcribe it as they heard it. Therefore their records are 

contemporary witnesses to the real sound values of Egyptian4. 

Secondly, the study could also reveal some of the phonetic values of 

Semitic, because the number of consonants is different, e. g., Egyptian 

has three strong hs (h, h, h), while Ugarit has two and the rest of 

North-west. Semitic has only one H (H). Ehen we observe how Semitic 

scribes deal with the three Egyptian hs, it should tell us about some 

-'The most notable case of this correspondence is Heb GN SKT which 
has been identified with Eg tkw. This is a Semitic place name 
transcribed into Egyptian, not vice versa. Another type of 
confusion should be noted here, i. e., the correspondence between 
Eg' and Sem H. Eg' is represented by Akk b, because Akk does not 
have '. Yet this fact is extensively used for the correspondence 
between Eg and North West Sem which has ', e. g., Ph P'R is 
identified with p3-hr.. v "the Syrian" (Benz, PN p. 193). 

'With this idea A. Millard worked on Assyrian royal names in Semitic 
(Aramaic and Hebrew), Assyrian Royal Names in Biblical Hebrew" 
JSS 21 (1976) pp. 1-14, which shows that the method is sound and the 

result is fruitful. 
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differences in sound values of Semitic consonants. At the same time, 

the study could show differences, if any, in sound values of 

consonants among North-West Semitic which have been virtually regarded 

as the same, when we look into the way the same Egyptian consonant was 

differently represented by four North-West Semitic languages. 

Thirdly, it could improve our knowledge of the meaning of Semitic, 

when an Egyptian etymology has been established, especially in cases 

of loan words. Finally, Aramaic and Hebrew might shed light on 

Egyptian vocalization, because of matres lectionis which frequently 

helped to indicate pronunciation of foreign names and words. 

Method 

Appropriate materials for this purpose are (1) Egyptian Personal 

names, (2) Egyptian Divine names, (3) Egyptian Geographical names, and 

(4) Egyptian loan words transcribed into Semitic. First, therefore, 

I collect these Egyptian elements from each North-West Semitic 

document and work on their identifications. Then I analyse the 

consonantal correspondences by using the collected materials of which 

identifications are sure. Because of the goal of the study, when we 

work on identification we should start with well established corres- 

pondences, and pursue the explanation within the correspondences as 

far as possible. We only accept another correspondence when the 

evidence clearly requires it. For example, we start with the 

correspondence between Ph K and Eg k. However, when a certainly 

Egyptian name p3-di-hns. w is found under PTKNS, we accept the 

correspondence between Ph K and Eg h. On the other hand, in the case 

of MHPR`, we do not identify it with w3h-lb-r` as Kornfeld did, 

because the correspondence between Aram M and Eg w is not certain, and 
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the name could be explained as 'mnh-ib-r' or mn-hpr-r'. The accep- 

tance of the representation of Eg w by Aram M is rejected in this 

case. To accept a new correspondence, at least two certain examples 

are required unless the identication is perfectly clear, because 

scribal mistake or dialectal variants are always possible. 

Identification 

It is obvious, therefore, that the identification plays a key role 

in Ute study. As the consonantal correspondences are on a strict 

base, the identification also should be investigated until beyond 

doubt.. The following are our criteria for identification; 

(1) First of all, negatively, the name does not have any possible 

Semitic explanations. Not only is it not attested as a Semitic name, 

but also the name or its element is not attested as a Semitic root 

(including Akkadian). If the identification is open to both Egyptian 

and Semitic, the name cannot he used for the analysis. 

(2) Positively, the name has good Egyptian explanations; that is, 

(i) the name is attested as Egyptian with proper phonetic correspon- 

dences in the appropriate period. (ii) the name has the same pattern 

as Egyptian names, i. e., PT (p3-di-) + DN; 'S (ns) + DN etc. which are 

attested in the appropriate period. (iii) the name has a typical 

Egyptian name element, e. g., 'NH ('no "life"), Egyptian divine names, 

r.., 'S "Isis"; 'SR "Osiris" etc.. (iv) the name itself, its 

element, and/or the name type is attested in the appropriate period; 

e. g., all Ph and Aram names should be attested after the New Kingdom. 

(3) Additional pieces of information on each name are also helpful; 

(i) the context where the name or word occurs, the affiliation which 

the name bears, and the provenance where the documents containing 
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Egyptian names and words were found, (ii) the frequency of attestation 

which offers an aid to determine the identification, e. g., amanma§su 

(Ug Akk) seems to be identified with zmn-m-g, because of the 

coresponcence between 9 and 4. However, imn-ms is so common in the 

New Kingdom period that we could safely choose imn-ms for its 

identification. (ii) For investigation of the later pronounciation 

of Eg words, Coptic should bring considerable information. Especially 

when we check the vocalization of Eg words, which often appears 

through matres lectionis in Aram, since the Coptic forms reflect the 

later condition of Eg pronunciation, their information on vocal 

aspects is quite useful. (iv) Finally other forms of Egyptian names, 

such as Greek, Coptic, Akkadian, enable us to see the historical 

stages of Egyptian names and consonants, though each language has its 

own weakness in transcribing Egyptian, e. g., the Greek forms cannot 

reflect aleph, 'ayn, h-sounds, etc.. 

(4) As for loanwords, further considerations seem to be required; 

(i) The word should show proper consonantal correspondences, (ii) It 

must also correspond well to Egyptian in meaning, and the meaning 

should fit the context of the Semitic text. (iii) The possibility of 

it being a Hamito-Semitic cognate must be carefully examined. (iv) The 

Egyptian word should be attested since the Middle Kingdom. If the 

word is attested in Eg since the Old Kingdom, because of the great 

time span in which the word could be borrowed, it is most likely an 

Egyptian loan word. (v) If the word is commonly attested in Semitic 

documents, and has been given a Semitic form, it would be more 

difficult to distinguish a loan word from a cognate. However, if the 

word singly occurs in the context of Egyptian contact, the possibility 

of an Egyptian loan is high. 
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After all these examinations, these Eg names and words are 

classified in three categories; 

1. Names or words which, though possibly Egyptian, cannot be 

identified with certainty (no mark). 

2. Names or words which are probably Egyptian, but not confirmed 

(marked with *). 

3. Names or words which are certainly Egyptian (marked with **). 

If those which others have thought to be Egyptian but which are not 

or are at best very doubtful are marked with ?. Only those which have 

two asterisks will be used for the final analysis. 

Problems 

The fundamental hindrance is, needless to say by now, in the 

conservative Egyptian writing system itself, which hardly reflects the 

phonetic changes5, because our goal is to establish phonetic 

correspondences on the basis of the correspondences of letters. The 

reconstruction of the phonetic value of the Egyptian consonants, in 

the case of the present study, is made possible, to some extent, 

through the following; 

1) The knowledge of the historical course of the changes of 

Egyptian consonants and morphemese; e. g., final r and fem. t dropped 

in the Late Egyptian. 

The reconstruction of Eg phonology can be made possible through (1) 

Coptic and transcription of Greek, Aramaic, Hebrew, Akkadian etc.; 
(2) foreign or loan words in Egyptian; (3) sound-shift in Egyptian. 
Using LA III p. 944. 

bHistorical study of Egyptian consonants has been done by J. 

Vergote, Phonetique Historique de J'Egvptien (Louvain, 1945); 
Grammsire Copte (Louvain, 1973); W. Worrel, Coptic Sounds (Ann 

Arbon, 1934); J. Osing, "Lautsystem" LA III pp. 944-947. 
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2) The check of progressive spellings; e. g., db3. t "box" has been 

also spelled as tb. i (cNJ4 )/ tb. t (p j 
.°) in the Middle Kingdom; 

db. t ( 4J °.. ) in the New Kingdom. The collected spellings seem to 

indicate that its pronunciation changed from something like db3. t to 

tb. t/tbi to db. t. However the knowledge of the historical changes of 

Egyptian consonants tells that the course of the change of the 

consonant d is d>d>t. Therefore, the real change is db3. t > db. t 

> tb. t / tbi, through which we know that the New Kingdom spelling db. t 

is a historical spelling, the pronunciation had already become [tbi] 

in the Middle Kingdom. 

3) Investigation of Coptic, e. g., the Coptic form of db3. t is 

THHOE, TAu e. 

4) Comparison with transcriptions into cuneiform7, Greek can also 

provide us with the historical stages of Egyptian consonantal values. 

5) Vowel shifts which took placed in Egyptian between Ramesses II 

and the Assyrian period are known to us; 

/u/ > /e/, /u/ > /e/, /a/ > /o/ (after nasal > /u/)8 

The second hindrance is dialectal differences in Egyptian, about 

which we know very little. All what we can do to resolve this problem 

is to look into the dialectal differences in Coptic forms. 

The problems are not only on the side of Egyptian, the Semitic 

languages also could not escape phonetic changes in the course of the 

history. In this study we assume that Semitic phonemes did not change 

7H. Ranke, Keilschriftliches Material zur Altägyptischen 
Vokalisation (Berlin, 1910), 

8J. Osing, LA III, pp. 947-8; For other references, see Heb GN PTRWS. 
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in sound values (e. g., Id/ is always [d]). It is possible that 

Egyptian words and names underwent a secondary change or were 

Semiticized in pronunciation, after being transcribed into Semitic. 

It is also possible that the divine names and words which were 

borrowed and found a permanent place in Semitic remained as historical 

spellings even after the pronunciation changed in Egyptian9. In this 

case the first contact in which word or names are transcribed is more 

important. 

Previous Works 

There are two previous studies devoted entirely or partially to Eg 

proper names and words in North-West Semitic languages. In 1906 W. 

Spiegelberg published "Ägyptisches Sprachgut in der aus Ägypten 

stammenden aramäischen Urkunden der Perserzeit" (in Orientalisches 

Studien Theodore Noeldeke zu® 70 Geburtstag, pp. 1093-1115, Giessen), 

in which he collected 56 PNs, 30 DNs, 4 GNs, 5 month names, and 5 loan 

words (total 99) from the Aramaic documents'° and put forward the 

following correspondences between Aramaic and Egyptian consonants; 

Aram Eg 

I 

Aram Eg 

Mm 

prothetic aleph Nn 

BbmS s/ sý 

9For this case, see Ph 'SR "Osiris. " 
10Six years later, he again studied Egyptian personal names in Aram 

documents from Elephantine, and added 24 PNs in "Die ägyptische 
Personennamen in den Kürzlich veröffentlichten Urkunden von 
Elephantine" OLZ 15 (1912) pp. 1-10. In an additional work, "Zu den 
ägyptischen Personennamen der Urkunden von Elephantine" OLZ 16 
(1913) pp. 346-347, he made two corrections. These works are not 
included in the analysis of the correspondences between Egyptian 

and Aramaic given below. 
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G g (? ) r t 

H (vowel letter) p pf 

W w or (vowel letter [u/o]) S d (X) 

H hhh Q gk 

T ddt R r 

Y 3 (Copt i /e in s 

initial or final) ? t 

K k T t (( t, t, d, d) 

L 1 

Though many identifications and discussions in his study are still 

valuable, because the number of Egyptian elements is limited and 

misunderstandings are included, the phonetic correspondences are still 

incomplete and wrong correspondences crept into the table. Further- 

more, the correspondences are only between Egyptian and Aramaic, 

leaving other North-West Semitic languages untouched. 

The second major attempt was made by T. Lambdin, Egyptian Loanwords 

and transcriptions in the Ancient Semitic Languages (unpublished Ph. D 

dissertation submitted to the Johns Hopkins University, 1952). 

However, this work was a little unfortunate from the viewpoint of our 

goals, because of its uneven achievement. First of all, his main 

concern was, as the title suggests, with Egyptian loan words in Old 

Testament and E1-Amarna tablets". As a result Egyptian proper names 

in the Old Testament and Egyptian in other North-West Semitic 

"Both were later published as independent articles; "Egyptian loan 
words in the Old Testament, " JAOS 73 (1952) pp. 145-155; "Egyptian 
Words in Tell-El Amarna Letter No. 14" Or. NS 22 (1953) pp. 362-369. 
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documents were largely neglected. He devoted 59 pages (out of which 

38 pages are assigned for loanwords) to Hebrew, 55 pages to Akkadian. 

However, to Aramaic and Phoenician are devoted only 20 pages, in which 

he simply collected Egyptian elements from previous works without 

careful examination. Then, the same names are cited with different 

references three times (e. g., PMS' AP 73.13; PMSP CIS 147. B. 13; yet AP 

73.13 = CIS 147. B. 13 etc. ). Therefore, there is little progress in 

his study concering Egyptian in Aramaic and Phoenician. Furthermore 

his main interest is in identifications, not in the phonetic relation- 

ship between two languages. 

Finally perhaps it is legitimate to mention in this section 

Kornfeld's Onomastica Arawaica aus Ägypten, pp. 77-97, because of the 

bulky collection of Egyptian PNs in Aramaic, in which he studied 229 

Egyptian PNs. However his work suffers from its failure to check the 

original publications and the Coptic forms, and from the acceptance 

of the wider correspondence between Egyptian and Aramaic. Yet G. 

Vittmann has much remedied his weakness, "Zu den ägyptischen Entspre- 

chung aramäisch überlieferter Personennamen" Or. NS 58 (1989) pp. 213- 

229. 

The present study differs from those of Spiegelberg and Laabdin in 

bringing all Egyptian elements in all North-West Semitic documents and 

analysing them historically and geographically with concentration on 

phonetic aspects. It affords a more consistent comparison between 

Egyptian and North-West Semitic, even some comparison among North-West 

Semitic languages. The continuing discoveries of ancient texts in 

Egypt and the Near East enable the present work to take such more 

material into account than the earlier studies. 
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CHAPTER 1: 

EGYPTIAN PROPER NAMES AND WORDS 

IN PHOENICIAN AND PUNIC 

The personal names in Phoenician and Punic documents have been 

collected and analysed by F. Benz, who published his dissertation 

Personal Names in the Phoenician and Punic Inscriptions in Rome 1972. 

I am indebted to his work for my collection of Egyptian personal names 

and for checking the possibility of Semitic explanations of the names. 

After his work (virtually ended in 1970), Semitic proper names are 

found every year in the index of "Bulletin d'Epigraphie Semitique" by 

J. Teixidor in Syria 44 (1967)-56 (1979)1. These two works are the 

main sources of my collection of Egyptian names, though 1 have checked 

each publication of new Phoenician and Punic inscriptions wherever 

possible. 

As for Egyptian names in Phoenician texts, T. Lambdin first 

collected 4 Egyptian DNs and 15 Egyptian PNs in his dissertation. 2 

All these possibilites except one were followed by Benz (p. 192f) and 

'This was republished as a single volume: Javier Teixidor, Bulletin 
d'Epigraphie Semitique (1964-1980), (Paris: Librairie Orientaliste 
Paul Geuthner, 1986). 

2Thomas 0. Lambdin, Egyptian Loanwords and Transcriptions in the 
Ancient Semitic Languages (unpublished dissertation subimitted to 
the Johns Hopkins University) Baltimore 1952. For the previous 
studies of Egyptian names in Phoenician, see p. 116 and 131, among 
which the most important is W. Spiegelberg, "Die ägyptischen 
Personennamen in den kurzlich veröffentlichten Urkunden von 
Elephantine, " OLZ 15 (1912) pp. 1-11. 
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he added six names, yet most of his identifications are not certain. 

Recently G. Vittmann re-examined these Egyptian names and added seven 

more Eg names3. Here 53 personal names, 11 divine names, 3 geographi- 

cal names, and 2 loanwords are collected. only those which have two 

asterisks will be used for the final analysis. 

A. THE DOCUMENTS: DATES AND PROVENANCES 

It is riot only impossible but also unnecessary to enter into an 

exhaustive discussion on the dating of Phoenician inscriptions, 

because it is not our main purpose. It is important, however, to give 

a date for each document in which the Egyptian names occur for the 

purpose of the chronological correspondences of Egyptian and Phoeni- 

cian forms. Therefore, in the following list I followed the widely 

accepted dates, while trying to accept recent discussions on the dates 

as much as possible. 

The dates of the documents are determined by two different 

criteria: (1) Historical information mentioned in documents (e. g. 

Pumiyaton 362/1-312 BC; the Nubian campaign of Psammeticus 593 BC) and 

(2) palaeography. Since dated inscriptions are quite limited, the 

majority of the inscriptions is dated on the basis of the paleography. 

The accuracy of the paleographical determination is enhanced to a 

considerable extent by B. Peckham, The Development of the Late 

Phoenician Scripts, 1968. When he discussed the dates of the 

documents, I have mostly followed him. The grounds of each date are 

found in footnotes. If there is no footnote the dates of the 

'G. Vittmann, "Zu den in den phönikischen Inschriften enthaltenen 
ägyptischen Personennamen, " GM 113 (1989) pp. 91-96. 
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documents are those given by the scholars who published the document I 

quoted. The dates of a few documents in CIS are based upon Harris' A 

Grammar of the Phoenician Language p. 157. The dates are given only 

for the documents which have Egyptian names used for the later 

analysis. 

(t) cis. I. 

9 2nd c. BC Umm el-Awamid 

11 (KAI 33) 325 BC4 Cition 

12 4th (-3th) c. BC Cition 

13 ca. 300 BC5 Cition 

46 (KAI 35) end of 4th c. BC Cition 

53 early 3rd c. BC6 Cition 

58 4th-3rd c. BC Cition 

86 (KAI 35) 450-400 BC7 Cition 

88 386 BCb Idalion 

93 (KAI 40) 255/4 BC9 Idalion 

102a (KAI 49.34) 5th-3rd c. BC'° Abydos 

102c (KAI 49.36) 5th-3rd c. BC Abydos 

111 592 BC11 Abu Simbel 

112 592 BC Abu Simbel 

118 (KAI 58) 3rd c. BC12 Piräus (Greece) 

4Peckham, pp. 18, n. 27; 21. KAI 33. 
Slbid., p. 7 and 24. 
6lbid., p. 37. 
71bid., p. 7. Cf. J. P. Healey's date: ca. 550 BC in "The Kition 

Tariffs and the Phoenician Cursive Series, " BASOR, 216 (1974) 
PP. 53-60. 

6Ibid., p. 9 and 24. 
9Ibid., p. 23f. 

'°KAI 49 
11Peckham, p. 106 abd 161. 
12 KAI 58 
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122 (KAI 477) 2nd c. BC' Malta 

144 (KAI 46) mid-9th c. BL' 4 \ora 

154 5th-4th c. BCIý Iharrus 

197-375 400-146 BC1e artha, 4e 

617 3rd c. B( i, artnav, 

670-3557 400-146 B(: art hagE> 

3778 (KAI ; 8) 3rd c. im, arthaQF- 

3919-5522 400-146 BC L; art. hage 

5523 (KAI 96) 2rad half of 3rd c. BC Carthage 

5852-5991 (hA1 91) 400-146 BC Carthage 

(21 Krug. mid-5th c. BC Elephantine 

[31 RES 

1 (KAI 48.2) 

235 (KAI 48.3) 

297 

298 

2nd-1st c. BClö Memphis 

same as above 

mid-5th c. BC'9 Sidon 

307 2nd half of 2nd c. BC U Umm el-'Awaaid 

662 (KAI 118) 15-17 AD21 Ras el-Haddagia 

13lbid., p. 69. F. Cross dated it late 2nd cent. BC (IEJ, 14,1964, 
p. 186, n. 9). 

14W. Rö1lig, "Paläographische Beobachtungen zum ersten Auftreten der 

Phonizier in Sardinien" in Antitiron Jürgen Thimme p. 128. 

15G. Amadasi, IFP, p. 94. 
"Peckham, p. 195ff. Note the fall of Carthage in 146 BC. 

171bid., p. 182. 
'SKAT 48 
'HA. Vonel, "Six Ostraca pheniciens trouves au temple d'Echmoun pres 

de Saide, " BMB, 20 (1965) pp. 45-95 esp. p. 58f. 

20M. G. Amadasi, IFP, p. 18. 
2 'KAI 118 
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800 ( KAI 17) 2nd c. BC« 

928 n. d. 

1216 (KAI 68) 3rd c. BC2 

1332 (KAI 49.37) 5th-3rd c. BC24 

1340 5th-3rd c. BCl' 

1507 (KAI 52) 4th-2nd c. BC26 

[41 KAI 

12 

29 

50 

51 

3rd-2nd c. BC27 

mid-7th c. BCzh 

6th c. BC'9 

4th-3rd c. BC 

l00 

124 

ri .d. 
53 AD 

Tyre 

TI. p. 

Terranova-Pausania 

Abydos 

Abydos 

unknown (Egypt) 

Byblos 

Ur 

Saqqara 

ri. p. 

Dougga 

Leptis Magna 

[5J Journals 

N. Aime-Giron, BIFAO, 23 (1924) p. 3: end of 5th c. BC, Egypt 

M. Chehab, BMB, 13 (1956) p. 43-52, No. 4.1,2: end of 3rd-end of 

2nd c. BC, Umm el-'Awamid. 

A. Dupont-Sommer, JKF, 1 (1950) p. 44.1: 9th-8th c. BC, Cilicia 

M. Dunand, BMB, 18 (1965) P. 106: 2nd half of 5th c. BC30, Sidon. 

R. Barnett, BMQ, 27 (1963-1964) p. 85: 5th c. BC31, Egypt. 

1G Peckham, p. 77; also KAI 17. 
L3 KAI 68. 
24KAI 49; G. Amadasi, IFP p. 66. 
25M. Lidzbarski, Eph. III, p. 96. 
26Peckham, p. 128, n. 69. 
171bid., p. 45 and 54; cf. kAI and Dussaud (Syria, 6 p. 269) dated it 

as 1 c. AD. 

"Ibid., p. 105 and 127. 
29Ibid., p. 128 and KAI. 
3°Teixidor, Bulletin, p. 210. 
''Ibid., p. 126 and 334; Röllig, Welt Or., 5 (1968) p. 118-120. 
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A. Honeymann, JRAS, (1960)p. 11 1.1: 327 BC-l-, i. yprus . 

M. Lidzbarski, OLZ, 30 (1927) p. 458: n. d., bb los 

W. Kornfeld, AÖAW, 115 (1978) p. 203: Abydos. 

F. Vattioni, SF, p. 180, No. 4 and 5: n. d., n. p. 

[6J Other Works 

M. Amadasi, IFP, p. 39: 5th-4th c. BC, Malta. 

--------, IFP, p. 93: 5th-begin. of' 4th c. BCs', I'harros 

E. Babelon, Trai to des monnaies, p. 7581.: 361-312 Bl'. 

A. Berthier-R. Charlier, El-Hofra, p. 256.1 

-------- El-Hofra, p. 138.3 

G. Cooke, NSI, 149, B6: 361-312 BC, Cition. 

M. Dunand, Fouilles de Byblos, vol. 1 no. 1111a: Byblos 

G. Hill, Catalogue of the Greek Coins of Cyprus, p. 21-22: 361-312 

BC, Cition. 

J. Fevrier, [AM, p. 116: 3rd c. BC, Maroc. 

M. A. Levy, SG, p. 24: n. d. /n. p. 

--------, SG, p. 25: n. d. /n. p. 

P. Magnanini, IFO, p. 63: n. d., Abu Simbel. 

p. 122: 3rd c. BC, Idalion. 

p. 21: 2nd c. BC, Umm el-Awamid. 

p. 77: 5th c. BC, Elephantine. 

J. Segal, Saqqara.: 5th c. BC, Saqqara. 

"Peckham, p. 18, n. 27. 
33M. L. Uberti, "Scarabeo Punic del Museo Archeologico Nazionale de 

Cagliari, " Atti del 1` Convegno Italiano Ticino Oriente Antico, 

(1978) p. 160 
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B. INVENTORY OF EGYPTIAN PROPER NAMES AND LOANWORDS 

I1] Personal Names 

'B'Y 

--- ibi 

Ph) papyrus: KAI 51. Rs. 3 son of PTBNTT 

(Eg] Ranke 1,20.9 m. Late; 1.20.10 m. /f. OK-Dyn 26; 

DemNB I, 61(fbv) IGk] cf. 'j8oIs 
, C- 1'(30i]5 '10'Z6 1'6öels 

(NB p. 146) 

Cf. Aram 'B' 

The reading 'B'Y is not sure. Yet the Egyptian origin of this 

name is also suggested by KAI (III, p. 69). Both affiliation and 

provenance support 'B'Y as an Egyptian. What is more, there 

seems to he no Semitic explanation. Eg common name ibi is the 

nearest equation, though it does not exactly correspond to 'B'Y. 

** 'BD'BST (hybrid) 

--- 'BD-b(3)s. t(. t) "Servant of Bast" 

[Ph] CIS I, 86b. 6; Krug 12,15b. 2,39,46 [')BD'BST; RES 800.2, 

1332. [Pu] CIS 1,3267.5 [`BD]'BST. 

[ Eg ] see DN 'BST [ Gk) ; 4ýýou, 8 rios . 

** 'BDBST (hybrid) 

--- Var. of 'BD'BST 

[Pu) CIS 1,2082.4 

[Eg] see DN 'BST 
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** 'BR'S (hybrid) 

--- 'BR-3s(. t) "Isis is strong" 

(Pu) Berthier-ChaarIier, E1-Hophra p. 155 no. [56.1 

IEg] see DN 'S 

** 'VMN (hybrid) 

--- 'j-mn(. w) "Brother of Min" 

VIp. 93 

I Ph J Krug 150 

IEal for mn. w see Wb 11,72.11. 

Vittmann explained it as a pure Eg name i(')h-mn "Min is born" 

(DemNB 1,58), which is equally possible. 

** 'HMS 

"The moon is born" 

VIp. 93 

IPh) CIS 1,111.1 

IEgi Ranke 1,12.19 m. MK-Gk; DemNB 1,58 IArami 'HMS IGkI 

X`cocdrs A, uao'IS , Alccoris YCwLr/s (NB 69, `L2,27,29) 

As for the reading of the final letter ('HM_), see Peckham, 

p. 106, no. 7, and p. 161. Also his discussion about the date of this 

inscription p. 127f. The loss of E9 'ayn appearsfrom NK 
4 

R1.4-1, 

i (' )h (Wb 1.42) and Copt. b/02, SOO? , 
fA, & cf. Heb YRH, Akk 

warou; they perhaps share a common ancestor (Spiegelberg, II. 

p. 8) . 

'L'MN (hybrid) 

--- 'L-imn "Amon is god" 

[Ph/Pu) seal: Levy, SG p. 24 no. 5; CIS I, 1331.3/4 ]'MN 
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lEg! see Heb DN 'MWN 

* 'MHPY 

--- im(y. t)-hpy. 

[Ph] ostracon: Saqqara, IV (corrected to 'MHPY by J. Naveh, IEJ 

35 p. 211) 

13 l (Ranke 1,25.24 f. NK); im, v. t-p. t (Eg1 cf. im. y-pth 
tna 

(Ranke, I. 25.23) 

Likewise possible is a hybrid name 'M-hpy "Mother of Apis. " 

** 'MNNK 

--- ! mn-nh(w) 4 "Amun is a protector" 

(Ph) seal: Vattioni, SF no. 5 LPTH BN 'MNNK. 

[Eg] Ranke 1,29.20 m. NK. 

The reading of is not nh (Ranke 1,29, n. 2), but nhw 

"protector" Ob II, 304.14f). 

** 'MT'SR (hybrid) 

--- 'MT-3s(ws)-ir "Servant of Osiris" 

[Ph] CIS 1,93.2 

[Eg] see DN 'SR 

** 'SBRK (hybrid) 

--- 3s(. t)-BRK "Isis has blessed" 

[Ph] Amadasi, IFP p. 21,12.2 

[Eg] see DN 'S 

** 'Sef 

--- * 3s(. t)- `3(. 0 "Isis is great" 
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[Ph] KAI 12.3 

[Eg] cf. lmn-3 (Ranke I, 26.26), pttr-'3 t i3d. ]8), ter s (24b. 9), 

mw. t-`3. t (147.12) 

Cf. Aram 'SYT" (3s. t-t3-'3. t "Isis the Ereat. ") ; Ph `HR 

"Horus is great"). 

Donner-Röllig (KAI 12) considered that 'S' is a hvpocoristicon 

of "S`MS, which does not exist. 'I tie &leph of '. J. t has possibly 

preserved by the feminine ending -t. 

('JSR'DR (hybrid) 

---3s(ws)-(i)r-'DR "Osiris is mighty" 

[Ph] Amadasi, IFO p. 122,12.1 

[Eg] see DN 'SR 

** 'SRGN (hybrid) 

--- 3s(ws)-(i)r-GN "Osiris is a protector" 

(Puj CIS 1,821.4 

(EgJ see DN 'SR 

** 'SRSMR (hybrid) 

--- 3s(ws)-(i)r-AMR "Osiris is a keeper" 

[Phi CIS 1,122.2,3 

[Eg] see DN 'SR 

** 'SRTNY (hybrid) 

--- 3s(ws)-(i)r-TNY "Osiris, give him" (Benz p. 217) 

(Ph) Krug 1 

[Eg] see DN 'SR 

For the interpretation of this name, see Benz p. 217. 
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.o0 
'STKYN (hybrid) 

--- 3s(. tl-TKNY "Isis establishes" (Benz p. 209) 

IPul CIS I, 1159.2 

[Eg) see DN 'S 

' PN 

--- ipn I 
(meaning unknown) 

[Puj J. -B. Chabot "Punica" JA, Series 11, vol 10 

(1917) pp. 53-71. 

[Eg] Ranke 1,24.10 m. Late/f. MK. 

Benz did not explain the name, yet he suggested 

the possible connection with the Ug. name apn (UT 

19.307). 

** 'T 
A 

--- lt(f) x- "Father" 

IPhl CIS 1,6059; seal: Vattioni, SF no. 44. 

[ Eg) Ranke 1,50.13 m. D, yn 6-Late/f. MK 

* 'TM 

--- *itm "Atum" 

[Pul CIS 1,5548 

[Eg] cf. Wb 1,144.5. 

The Eg. god itm is not attested as a PN. However, it is quite 

possible that 1tm was used as a PN, because many other DNs, such as 

hr, pth, imn etc., were frequently used alone as PNs. 

BB', BBY 

--- bb. I, bb. J (w), b(3)b3 
J'J & J'J' Qý 
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[Pul CIS 1,3025.2 BB' ; 3108.3 BBY ; AA/ 100.7 Bh'r 

lEgJ Ranke 1,95.16,19; 96.3-9 m. /f. OK-Late. I. Aram1 Bb' 

Semitic possibilities are Akk baba (AP. ti p. 49); Ug bn hb( l, T 

19.440); Heb 'aJ. (Neh 10: 16, Ezr G: 11(; Talmudic bäb. 9 ', b-ýbay 
T "' 

(see Benz p. 282), though the Egyptian name is equally possible. 

* BDSY (hybrid) 

--- BD- 3s(. t) "By the hand of Isis" 

I Pu J CIS I, 5684.2 

[EgI see DN 'S 

It is most likely that SY is a deity (Benz p. 364). That Sl is 

3s. t is perhaps supported, to some extent, by Aramaic form NPSY 

(nfr-3s. t), PTSY (p3-di-3s. t). Yet this is the sole case where 

Isis occurs as SY in Pu texts. 

** BK' 

--- b(3)k. i 

[Ph] seal: Levy, SG p. 25 (no. 6) 

(Eg) Ranke 1,90.13; cf. Ranke 1,93.19 and 20; 98.25 and 26 m. MK- 

Late/f. NK. The entry of Ranke 1,90.13 should be divided into b3k 

and b3k. i. [ Gk )B? ýcx7,, 6o , os, 4ik is , ft k is , '3oxws, )6VK7OI 

(NB p. 7Off) [NA] bak-ki-e (Postgate, Fifty NA Legal Docum., 

no. 18.36; see Zadok, G. M 26 p. 64). 

* BL' 

--- br Ao 
ý' 

IPu I CIS 1,132.7 

[Ego see Aram BL' 
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** BN'S (hybrid) 

--- BN-3s(. t) "Son of Isis" 

[Ph] Amadasi, IM p. 77,39 

[Egj see DN 'S 

BNHP (hybrid) 

--- BN-hp "Son of Apis" 

IPhi Krug 34b 

[ Eg l for tip see kb 111,70. 

Cf. Gk An is ; Copt 5ZA7TE , bZATT, ; Aram HPY. 

** B`LHNT (hybrid) 

--- B`L-hnt(y) "(a crocodile god) Hnty is lord" 

[Ph] CIS 1,52.2 

(Eg j For linty }a 
ý, 

see Wb 111,308.6f 

B"' 

--- b. 3(w) J M1LJ 

[Ph] KAI 50.2 

(EgJ Ranke 98.22 m. NK(? ) [Aram] cf. Bý'H LAkkI cf. ba-sa-. L (APN 

p. 53a) 

Eg b93w corresponds to B§'. Though BS' is feminine in the Ph 

text, while Eg bg3w is masculine, it is to be remembered many Eg 

names are used without distinction of sex. Akk ba-ia-a leaves 

the identifi-cation uncertain. 

* HR 

--- hr(. t) " 4' "Peace" 

(Pu] CIS I, 2511.5 
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(E91 Ranke I, 230.21 f'. Late 

There is a Semitic root hr "mountain'', which once occurs in 

HRB'L. Yet there seems to be no example of Semitic Hk alone as PN. 

** HRB 

--- hr-(i)b o 
$' 

The contented" 

lPuJ CIS I, 375.5; 1386.2 

1F91 Ranke 1,230.5-7 m. Oh-Gk/ f . Late-Gk 1 Gk 1c f'. `EefEVS (NS p. 103) ., 

** HRB'L (hybrid) 

--- hr-B`L "Ba`al is contented" 

[Ph] Dunand, Fouilles de ivblos, no. 1111a 

[Eg] cf. hr + DN type names, such as hr-b3st. t iRanke I, 230.20f 

Late). 

Cf. HRB, HR 

w' 

wi(3) 
ýý1 "Boat 

Benz p. 192; K p. 121; VIp. 91 

[Ph) Krug llb LW' BR SHPMW 

[Eg] Ranke 1,75.24 m. /f. MK-NK. (Gk) cf. 0, ios (VB p. 248) 

Benz considered the name to be Eg w3r (Ranke 1,72.14), which is 

attested once in the Late period. Since Eg final r dropped in NK, 

it is possible, yet we have to admit that the final ' functions as 

a vowel letter indicating [i], which is unlikely. In terms of its 

affiliation, an Eg name is preferable, though it does not offer a 

strong support. If this is an Eg name w03) is more likely. The 

preservation of Eg i of w13 at the end is demonstrated in such 

names in Aram as PTHW' (pth-m-W), PW' (p3-n-wi3). Lidzbarski 
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suggested that the name is a short form of a Semitic name such as 

'B' (so attested in Talmud; Krug p. 7). Yet as Vittmann pointed 

out, it is more likely that the name is a LW' (L is not a 

preposition). For this name attested in Ph, see Teixidor, 

Bulletin, p. 489. 

** WHPR' 

w(3)h-(i)b-r` ®' & "Re` is kindly" 

Benz p. 192 

[Ph] Nöel Aime-Giron, BIFAO 23 p. 5. 

[EgJ Ranke 1,72.28 m. Late-Gk; II p. 348; DenNB I, 113 [Gk ]O fop? 

(LXX) , 01'14: 4pprs (Manetho), 'Anpis (Herodotus and Diodorus) 

'Ooarppýs , Oua(O, a s (NB p. 239,246), A1Tpi s (Ctesias, Athenaeum 13) ; 

[Heb] HPR' (Eg king Dyn 26, Jer 44: 30); [AkkJ cf. uh-pa-ra-sa-a, 

'u-uh-pa-ra-sa-a (E. Weidner, in Melanges S. vriens offerts A R. 

Dussaud, II, pp. 931f; for Eg w3h-lb-r'-s Ranke 11,348); [Aram] 

WHPR' ; [Copt j cf. . OYHß cop/. (w3#-i b-p3-r ` DemNB I , 132) . 

It is noteworthy that Heb HPR' does not have an initial weak 

consonant w. The Heb initial W might not be supported by a full 

vowel, then dropped like da' for Weda` (Gesenius sectiorfl9h). 

Perhaps the change is w(3)h-0b)-r' *[wähpara'] > *[uhpara`) (cf. 

Akk. Uh-pa-ra) > *[hopara'J (Anaptyxis) > [hopra'J (vowel syncope). 

It is interesting enough that Eg b corresponds to P in Ph, Heb, 

Aram, and even Akk. Notice that Akk forms 'uh-, 'u-uh do not 

indicate an initial consonant; if there was the initial consonant, 

it should have been written as mu-uh. 
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H'ß 

--- hr ,,, 
"Horus" (? ) 

Teixidor, Bulletin p. 129 (no. 72) 

[Ph] Masson, BCH 93 pp. 694-700 

Teixidor considered that the name is Horus. Yet the identifica- 

tion is open to question, because of the middle aleph. 

** HB 

---hb(. y) 
l ®A "He of festival"(? ) 

[Ph] seal: Vattioni, SF no. 8. 

(Eg] Ranke 1,236.15 a. NK. 

This root is not attested in Ph and Pu. Harris suggested it an 

abbreviation of a name (Harris, Gramnar, p. 99). There is a Heb PN 

höbab which is not quite comparable, because of the gemination of B, 

though BDB suggest their possible connection. An Eg name, there- 

fore, is most likely because hb is common as a word (Wb 111,57.5) 

and a PN since OK. 

In terms of name-giving, Eg PN HB perphaps shows the same 

practice as Heb haggiyah and Ebla du-bu-hi-DN, Ard-nubatti, 

Ardrhhesu indicate. They were most likely born in a day of 

festival (A. Millard, ARES, 1, p. 164). 
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ea 

HLBS34 

--- hrbs 41 "The face of Bes" 

IPhI Krug 10.2 HLPS (Reading quite uncertain. The following 

discussions are based on an assumption that the reading HLBS is 

correct) 

LEg] Ranke 1,253.27 m. Late; DemNB 1,205 (p3-hr-bs/ hrbs) (Gk] 

Xoc\pjs , ', 4A p7sis (NB p. 17. see also A. Leahy, Cd'E 55 p. 57-58; 

Fraser, JEA 40 p. 135) 

[NA/NB] ha-la-be-e-su (Wiseman, Iraq, 28 p. 156); teal-la-bi-sie, ha- 

la-bi-e-si, ha-la-bi-e-. e. See also R. Zadok, GM 64 P. 73 for these 

cuneiform correspondences. 

** FDKB'L (hybrid) 

--- hm-B`L "The servant of Baal" 

[Pul CIS 1,4734.3 

[EgJ cf. hm + DN type name, Ranke 1,239.17ff. hm-pth "the servant 

"34Since Ranke cited this name wrongly (Ranke 1,253.27), it has been 
always spelled HLBS, rather than HLPS (Lidzbarski) by most scholars 
(J. Griffith, D. Wiseman, A. Leahy, R. Zadok). Although 
Lidzbarski stated that the reading of this name is sure (Krug. 
p. 6), we can be sure from the photograph, of only two letters, 
namely, the first letter H and the last letter S. The second 
letter which most scholars have considered L, is not likely to be 
L, in comparison with another L which occurs in the previous line 
in BDB L. It could be a trace of an erased letter. The third 
letter cannot be B, because we have in this inscription three other 
Bs which show a consistent form of B. The B of HLBS does not look 
like the other three Bs,. P is more likely, as Lidzbarski read. 

For the discussions on this name, see J. Gwyn Griffiths "Is 
Cholbe a Greek name? " ASAE 51 (1951) pp. 219f., and A. Leahy, 
"« HARWA » and « HARBES »" Cd'E 55 (1980) pp. 43-63, esp. 56-62. He 
observed that Eg. hr "Horus" is always written as MR in Semitic, 
while the other ter (ß) could be rendered by HL in 
Semitic (The Phonetic change of Eg. r to Semitic L was discussed by 
W. A. Ward (Or NS 32, p. 419 n. 1). Benz (p. 109 and 311) observed a 
Semitic root HLP "to change", "to substitute" in HLBS, which he 
explained as 

HLP(')S. Yet we should remember that HLP is not found 
in Ph but in Aram, Heb, and Arab (Lidzbarski, Krug., p. 6). 
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of' Ptah" Im. Late r, hm-mn. i, ti, ý ýýrýant '>f Min m. iuht, Iim-hthr 

(m. OK). 

IQKY 

--- hm(. t) "Maidservant" 

(Pu] CIS 1,3179.5; 3709.5; 4924.4/5; 5730.3; 5951.2; 

[E9) Ranke I, 240.3 f. NK-Dyn. 22 

Equally possible is hm. i ®LýQý 
,®iQ +"(kanke I, " 69. lý 

m. /f. MK); Om. y-QQ (Ranke 1,259.15 t'. Nk,. 

** }D4NKT 

--- *hm-nht "Servant of (god) the Mighty" 

(Pul CIS 1,336.3 

(Egj For hm as a PN element, see Ranke 1,239.16, also hm + DN type 

names: hm-pth, hm-mn. w, hm-r' etc. For nht as a epithet for a 

deity, see p3-n-nht " He who belongs to the Mighty" (Ranke 1,109.6 

and 7 m. Dyn2O-Gk). 

HNTS 

---hnt(3)s(w) "Lizard" 

Benz p. 192; VIp. 91 

[Ph] statue: RES 1507.2 (KAI 52) 

[Eg] Wb 111,122 [Demot] tints (Erichsen p. 315) (Copt]A Neoyc9 as 

a PN 2ANTOYG (Crum p. llb) 

Benz suggested the Eg origin of this name and identified with 

hnw. t-s3 (Ranke 1,244.4). However Eg s usually does not correspond 

to Ph S. While hnw. t. s (quoted by KAI 52) is attested only in OK, 

hnts. w (Ranke 1,245.13) is attested in MK. Vittmann compared it 

with Demot tints "lizard. " If the name is Eg, Vittmann's solution 
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is most likely 

** HP 

---hp 
ä 

[Ph) ostracon: Saqqara, XX 

[Eg) Ranke 1,237.1 m. MK-NK/f. OK-MK. 

Cf. Aram DN HP. 

** HPYW 

--- 
p hp-iw A, ä JA the Apis has come" 

L p. 131; Benz p. 192 

(Ph) krug 47.2,54.1. 

[Egj Ranke 1,237.5 m. NK(? )-Late. [Gk) 'ATTIEÜS 
, 

'Fne3S (NB 

p. 39,100) 'AiTlos 
, 

'A7flTIOS 
, 

Airiobs 
, 

ÄiiEws ATiiwv (Aram) HPYW, 

HPY'W 

Phonetic correspondence is a little difficult. The following 

other forms give us some clues for the phonetic reconstruction; 

Aramaic form fully written HP'YW (cf. HPYW); [Copt] s2A1TE , 
bZAnl 

(Apis); Copt EI[I]"to come"; Akk 1mNa-ab-tu-pa-ap-pi-i (Ranke KM, 

p. 39), 1 uk-ha-ap-pi-i (Ibid., P. 41); [Gk j AMC-US; 

therefore, [*Hapi'i/ew. j < [*Hapi-i(a). w(u)J, then intervocalic 

aleph droped or merged [Hapiw] > Ph HPYW, Aram HPYW, Gk 'Ei v 

'Anf os , 
'Arr 1005 . The final W is an element of sdm. w form (old 

perfective). 

0 
HPT 

--- hpt 1ä 13 P "Embrace" 

[Ph] seal: Clermont-Ganneau, JA Series 8 vol. 1 

[EgJ Ranke 1,239.1 m. /f. MK-Late. 
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tIR 

--- hr k "'Horus"' 

I p. 93 

(PhI CIS I, 46.1; RES 1340 IPul 4; 19. x, 

EaJ Ranke 1,245.18 m. loh-Gk/f. i(ik 'cpo5 
, 

`np , 
fpo ' 

`nPPos, Tnpws, Öpos, "o)p 
, 

Apovs, oh -, 
4, t, 4'. J-i, i [(opt. 

2wtO 
, gAp ( Aram) HR, H 4R ( Heb IH RI IgI Hk i ýrýnd Ohl {). 136) 

[NA] mHu-u-ru (AP. h p. 90a; Flanke, KM p. 29; lado)k, (;. +! Lt;, 1). 64; cf. 

CAD H P-256 tiuru ""son") . 

** HRWS 

hr-wd(3) ýj, L' "Horns is pruspf-rous 

L p. 131f; Benz p. 192 

[Ph] Krug 40 

[ Eg j Ranke 1,246-23; p. 378; 251.24 m. Late-(2k I Gk i `ApwwB1s , 

`Apuw8 s, 
Apuuirls (NB p. 52,57) (Aram J HRW1 , }4} S ((upt g pOYoL 

[NB) 1 jar-ma-su, Ha-ar-ma-su (Wiseman, Iraq Gis 1). 15:, 1. 

* HRKP 

--- "`hr-k(3)p "Horus is Bird catcher" 

[Ph] Arug 54.2. 

[Eg) cf. p3-k3p. w "The bird catcher" (Ranke 1,120.5 m. Late-Gk). 

cf. p3-ir-k3p (Ranke 1,101.15 m. Late). 

Another possibility is *hr-kf3 "Horus is trust-worthy-" (cf. kf3 

"the Trustworthy" Ranke 1,334.15). 

** HRMS 

--- hr-ms(. w) 
Jý Pý "Horus is born" 

[PuJ Berthier-Charlier, E1-Hofra 138.3 
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[Eg ] Ranke 1,219.1 m. MK-Gtr/ f. MK-Nh (Gk l `Fpýuäs (, bb p. 104) . 

** YMHT 

Aft. 
--- 

i(i)-m-ht(p) km 
0 "Coming in peace" 

VIp. 93 

[Phl Krug 14a. 

E91 Ranke 1,9.2 m. Oh-Gk; DemNB 1,55 . (Gk) I, tOUOJS ,E oüä7s , 

'IjcovT 
, , ILL0dT7s , 'IepouO7s(NB p. 149) (Aram) YMHWT, 'MHWT 

With respect to the dropping of the final p of htp, we could 

compare it with its late form (Wb 111,188). Gk forms also 

support that the final p dropped. Yet it should be remembered that 

Coptic still preserved the final p as Zwrir , Zwiri- . The root MHT 

is not attested in Semitic, so the interpretation as an imperfect. 

form, which Benz offered, is impossible. 

Y I. yf , 

--- 
i pt. Y 

WEE9Q 

[Pul Berthier-Charlier, E1-Hofra 161.2,3. 

[Eg] Ranke 1,24.19 m. NK-Late. 

Considering that laryngals and pharyngals were merged in the 

Late Punic, a Semitic explanation; YPTH > YPT' is not impossible. 

However, the aleph for het seems to be restricted in the initial 

position (Benz p. 204; cf. Friedrich-Röllig, PPG2 p. 14f. ). 

** YTNHP (hybrid) 

--- YTN-hpy "Apis has given" 

[Ph] Krug 2,5,16 

[Eg] see Wb III, 70.1ff. 
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KNMY 

--- `kn-m(3)i The lion is strong" 

(Pul CIS 1,3785.3 

[Egj cf. ern + DN type names (Ranke I, 334.18ffi: n-imn (m. NK- 

Dyn. 21). For MY (m31) see Ph. PMY. 

The equation of Ph K for Eg k is a little questionable. 

KNPWN 

--- *k(3. i)-nf(r)-wn "MY beautiful ka exists" 

(Pu] CIS 1,4531.4/5. 

(E91 cf. k3(i)-nfr V Ln t (Ranke 1,340.10 m. OK-Late) and nfr. w-wn 

(Ranke 1,203.23). 

** KNPY 

--- k(. 3. i)-nf(r) VIL0 "(My) ka is good" or "(My) beautiful ka" 

L p. 132; Benz p. 192. 

[Ph I Krug 24. 

t Eg ] Ranke 1,340.10 m. OK-Late. [ Gk J kOVOÜjPls 
, )(OVOUrpis 

(NB p. 181,478). [Aram] KNWPY. 

Loss of the final r of Eg Or is common enough (MNP--mit-nfr, 

Copt. s NOYLE 
,b 

NOylI 6erny, LEG section 1.9). Yet the plural 

form or old perfective form nfr. w preserved the r with the 

protection of the final -w (cf. Copt NOYyp ). Hence the Eg 

correspondence of KNPY is not k3-nfr. w as Benz suggested (Ranke 

1,338.6,340.10). The final Y is most likely to be a vowel letter 

(see the later discussion "The Possible matres lectionis in Ph and 

Pu" P. M. 
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KSY 

--- (1 )ks 
1" 

+ gen tilicY �The Nubian'' 

L p. 132; Benz p. 192; VIp. 92 

Phi graffito: CIS 1,112 c. 1 KSIYJ, c. 2 KSY; graffito: 

Magnanini, IFO p. 63.4; Lidzbarski OLZ, 30 p. 45835 

lE°1 Ranke 1,48.23; DemNB 1,80; cf. Ranke 1,102.4 m. Dyn 22 [Copt] 

c6wýý EBw "Nubian" }l Gk J 'EKUnS 
, 

'EkOva-IOs, koic, s 
, XOL/ýjS (NB 

pp. 97,185,478) cf TºEKUOIS , nFXUTcoS, TTEXÜOLS(NB p. 259). IHeb) 

KW , KWAY [. Aram) KSY INA] Ku-ü/u-si (Assurb. 1,53,78 as GN). 

cf. ku-sa-a-a-, ku-sa-18-a (APN p. 119a) [MBJ NO INBI küsu. 

1(i) of As is a prothetic aleph which is not reflected in Ph. 

texts. The loss of the aleph could be explained: (1) the prothetic 

aleph simply dropped; (2) Eg word for "the Nubian" has two forms, 

namely AT and ksy (see Ranke 1,348.26 ksw), which is supported by 

Gk forms Eti is and koüo-is 
. 7he final V of Kit is probably a 

gentilic. Lipinski pointed out the possi-bility that SSY is an 

Semitic name" attested in the cuneiform texts (APN p. 119a). Yet 

there is no difficulty to think that the same name occurs in the 

cuneiform texts. 

** MY 

---m(3)i 
' 

"Lion" 

(Pu] CIS 5852.1 

091 Ranke 1,144.1 m. OK-NK. 

Cf. Ph PMT 

j"Dussud's reading BNPMY (Syria, 6,1925, p. 270f. ) was corrected by 
Lidzbarski. For the text from Abu Simbel, see also J. Friedrich, 
ZDMG 114,1964, p. 226. 

s6Lipinski, review of Personal Names in the Phoenician and Punic 
Inscriptions, by F. Benz, in Bibl. Or 32 (1975) p. 79; cf. IPA' 
p. 232, no. 803. 
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MNTHR 

--- 'mnt(. w)-hr "Horus is Mont 

IPh) seal: Bordreui1, (ataiIo, ue dr, s sceau. l. p . ''t, ino. IL ) 

J E; ) of. mnt. w+ Div type: mnt. a-imn '. Amun is Mont" 

(Ranke 1,153.25 m. Dyn 20); mnt. k-mrn. k "Min is Mont" (kantre 

1,154.15. m. NK). 

* MRYHY 

--- `mr-ihy- The beloved of the Cow" 

[PhI CIS 1,60.3; 1,93.3,4,5 

[Eg] cf. mr + DN type names (Ranke 1,155.15ff. ): mr- ip. t 

m. NK), mr-imn, mr-b3st. t etc.. Eg god A, 41 A 
(Copt. "Ne 

I A2, H) (Wb 1,119,15f. ) Who is attested in PNs well, such as pJ-ih, 

p3-ih. v, p3-n-1h. w (Ranke I, 101.24-0; 106.16). 

* NBSK 

--- *nb(. 1)-s(b)k "My lord is Sobek" 

[Pul CIS 1,531.3 

[Egi cf. nb. 1 + DN type names: nb. ]'-r' (kanke 1,186.1), nb. i-imn 

(Hanke 1,183.10). For the dropping of b, see Aram PTSBK. 

NPR 

--- nfr(. w) 
1ii "Beauty" 

Teixidor, Bulletin, p. 126; Aime-Giron, JA, 17 p. 57f.; 

VIp. 93 

[Ph] Krug 50; Kornfeld, AOAW 115 p. 203 (no. 20). 

[Eg] Ranke I, 203.16-18 m. /f. Ok-NK [Gk] NE(pEpws 
, yere , 

NEca p S, NE'pEpeAS, NESo¬pos (NB p. 230) l Aram] NPk 

This name is not listed in Benz, although it occurs in 
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Lidzbarski Arun no. 50 N. M. where he suggests a possibility of an 

fg name. The name is not nil (Ranke 1094.1), because of the 

preservation of r of nfr (Gk vOUps ; see the discussion in KNPI). 

For the possibility of the name as Eg loan in Canaanite, see Ug nil 

( UT 1680). 

SKR 

--- skr ö Sokar" 

[Pul CIS 1,3751.4 

[Eg) Ranke 1,298.8 m. /f. MK (Notice that skr is used as theophoric 

element until the Late Period (e. g. Ranke 1,298.11; 1,200.17; 11, 

p. 370). 

There is a Ph root SKR to remember" (Heir ZKR), which can be 

a PN, cf'. zäher (1Uhr 8: 31) 
, zakkür (Num 13: 4) , Ph ZKR. 

** SNR 

--- s(3)-nr(. t) 
p 

"Son of Vulture goddess" 

IPhi RES 297.1 

tEgi Ranke 11,312.13 m. Late 

Notice that stir is attested as a GN, and PN (LET 19.1776). Yet. a 

Semitic etymology is uncertain; so an Eg solution is more probable. 

** SSR 

--- s(3)-sr . 
"Son of the ram" 

[Pul CIS 1,2882.3; 3351.7/8 

[Eg] Ranke 1,284.10 m. Gk. 

** SPTH 

--- s(3)-pth "Son of Ptah" 
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---s(3. t)-pth °ö "Dau ht. er of I'taah.. 

L p. 132; Benz p. 192; I p. 92 

l PYi 1 Krug-' 9.1 . 

lE l Ranke I, 282.1 m. NK-Late; Ranke I, '! Fi+ý. ' f. Mn iNB) isi-ip- 

to-hu (Vittmann, GM i0 p. 65) 

** SR'SR (hybrid) 

--- *sr-3s(ws)-ir "Osiris is noble'' 

[Ph] seal: Vattioni, SF no. 4 

IEg) cf. the sr + DN type names (Ranke I, 316.26i-. 1-1 .3m. NK-Late) 

sr(')-imn, sr(? )-pth, sr(°)-mnt. w, sr-dhºrt i. 

`BD'MN (hybrid) 

--- `BD-imn "Servant of Amon" 

IPh I Krug 8.1; M. Dunand, BMB, 18 (1965) p. lUb 

NO l see DN 'MN I Gk J 'i 
, 
61, #O os (Josephus) #"V (Diodorus of 

Sicile), 'A, iU, awv(F. Jacoby) 

F. Cross and P. McCarter compared the name with Ug. guru 

'ammana, Hittite KUR Am-ma-na, a mountain in Syria, perhaps the 

Anti-Gassios (Rivista di Studi Fenici 1 p. 4 n. 7), because the 

'BD'MN occurs as the name of a king of Sidon. However, it is 

conceivable that a Phoenician king features an Eg deity (cf. PMY) 

and it is usual that the `BD is composed with a deity. At least, 

therefore, there is no difficulty to think that the name on a jar 

from Elephantine contain a Eg deity (Krug 8.1). 

'BD'S (hybrid) 

(Ply/Pul CIS 1,3523.2 RES 298.1 

[Eg] see UN 'S 
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** `BDHR (hybrid) 

--- `BD-hr "Servant of Horus" 

[Ph] RES 307.1/2; CIS 1,53. 

IEg1 see PN HR. 

* `BDKRR (hybrid) 

--- `BD-krr "Servant of the Frog" 

[Pul CIS 1,2630.3 

[Egi for krr see Wb V, 61.5f. Copt sKPOYP , bXpoYp 

"the frog". cf. NA pa-ak-ru-ru for Eg p3-krr (Ranke, KM, p. 31). 

The correspondence between Ph K and Eg k is not certain. 

Notice that Eg A is represented by NA A. 

`BDMT (hybrid) 

--- `BD-mw(. t) The servant of Mut" 

(Pul CIS 1,2098.3 

(Eg) cf. Ranke I, 90.18f. b3k-mw. t "the servant of the Mut". 

Mut (mw. t) is one of the most common theophoric elements in Eg PNs. 

`BDS (hybrid) 

--- Var. of `BD'S 

[Pul CIS 1,308.4 

'BD'A (hybrid) 

--- Var. of `BD'S 

[Pu] CIS 1,4948.3 

[Eg] see DN 'S 

Notice the confusion of ' and ' in Punic. Cf. 'BDS 
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`BDPMY (hybrid) 

--- 'BD-p(3)-m(3)1' "The ser4ant. of PI 

(Phl CIS 1,88.6 

(Eh 1 see PN PMY 

** `BDPTH (hybrid) 

--- 'BD-kith "The servant of Ptah' 

[Phi CIS 1,111.1; Krug 2-1,30 ' BDPTH 

[E91 for pth, see kb 1,565; Copt nTAZ Gk 

** `BDR` (hybrid) 

--- 'BD-r' "The Servant of Re"' 

[Pu] CIS I, 3778.10 

lEg) for r' see Wb 11,401; Baby. rT'a; Heb k' ; (2k -pi 

Copt S. b pH ,a pl . 

** Iil 

--- * `(31-hr 

Teixidor, Bulletin, p. 431; G p. 465; K p. 85; VIp. 93 

[Pul seal: Amadasi, IFP p. 93 No. 103'. 

LEgj cf. hr-`3 c "Horns is great'' (Ranke 1,246.9; 

11,377) 

Notice an honorific transposition of hr. See also the composi- 

tion of '3 + DN: '3-pth (Ranke I, 57.17), '3-3h. ty (Ranke 1,57.5), 

'3-imn (Ranke 1,57.7). cf. imn-0 (Ranke I, 26.26), pth-'3 (Ranke 

-- -------- ---- -- --- 
37For the photo, see M. L. Uberti, "Scarabeo punic del Museo 

Archeologic Nazionale di Cagliari, " Atti del 1° Convegno Italiano 

sul 6'icino Oriente Antico; Orientis Antiqvi Collectio X111 (Rome, 

1978) pp. 157-162, pl. X1I1. 
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1,138.18). m. MK-NK ON with hr is common enough throughout the 

history of Egypt, e. g. Ranke 1,245.18ff. It seems there is no 

necessity to limit the composition '3 + DN to only MK; against 

Lambdin, Kornfelt p. 85, see Grelot p. 465). Vittmann explained it 

as `nh-hr, citing Aram `HRNPY. However, the merging of two 

different, strong Eg hs is unconceivable, and 'HRNPY does not 

exist (see Arm `HMNPY). 

* `MSKR (hybrid) 

--- 'M-skr "(My) kinsman is Sokar" 

(Pu] CIS 1,3303.4 

[Eg1 for skr ö 4J 
see Wb 111,487.13. In PNs see Ranke 1,200.17; 

11,370 nfr-k3-skr "fine is the ka of the god Sokar" (m. Late); 

Ranke 1,298.8-11. 

Two explanations proposed by Benz are (1) abbreviation for 'BD 

+ DN, (2) AS "to carry" + DN. Yet he did not identify the deity 

(cf. 'MSMLK, B'L'MS, MLQT'MS Benz p. 379). When we compare it with 

Heb names `MY'L "My kinsman is god", 'MYNDB "My kinsman is noble", 

'MYADY "My kinsman is Shaddai", although there is Ph word SKR (Heb 

ZKR) "to remember", it is most likely that SKR is a theophoric 

element. 

`NB'L (hybrid) 

--- `n-B`L "Fine is Baal" 

[Pul CIS 1,5844.4 

., --" [Eg] see `n + DN type names: 'n-b3s. t. t Ö "Fine is Bastet 

(Ranke 1,61.11 f. Late); 'n-mw. t "Fine is Mut" (Ranke 1,61.18) 

Notice Ph roots `N I "to see", II "spring", 1I1 "sight", IV 

"now" (Tomback p. 251-2), which seem not to be used in PN (Benz 
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p. 381. ), while `n + D, is a common, Eg to-m i ni nf" name ýn the Late 

Period. Considering that NB L is a feminin«- n amt-, the E9 

possibility is likely (see the discussion of heb E'V 

`NBTB'L (hybrid) 

--- `n-BT-B'L The daughter of Ba al is h autiiui 

[Pul CIS 1,5893.4 

[E91 see `NB'L 

** `NHPMS 

--- *'nh-p(3)-ms "The child lives 

L p. 132; Benz p. 192; VIp. 92 

[Ph] Krug 14b. 

[E91 cf. 'nh-p3-hrd "The son lives" (Ranke 1,63.17 m. Late-, k; DemNB 

1,99; p3-ms "The child" (Ranke 1,105.11 m. Nh) 

The Eg form x'nh-p3-ms does not occur in Eg documents. Yet both 

elements 'nh and p3-ms are well attested it, Eg P. N. 'There is no 

difficulty to conclude that the Ph may have preserved a good Eg 

PN. Another possibility is ` `nh-pJ-ms(s) where ms(s) is the Libyan 
J 

word for "chief". This word entered Egyptian in Dyn 22/23. 

** PTH 

--- `(3)-pttt t1 
öj "Ptah is great" 

[Phi Krug 42 and 59. 

(Eg] Ranke 1,57.17; 138,18; DemNB 1,9 5. m. MK-Late 

See `HR for the discussion of this type of name. PTH as a 

theophoric element is very common throughout Egypt. 
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PDS (hybrid) 

--- P1)-(3)s(. t) ''Isis has ransomed" 

[Pu) CIS 1,3896.2; 3916.7 

IEgJ see DN 'S 

Halff (Karthage 12 p. 139) suggested that PDS is PD'S (p3-di- 

3s. t), However Eg d is exclusively equated with Ph and Pu T. If we 

accept the elision of the aleph of 3s. t ('S > S), as suggested in 

BDSY, Aram NPSY etc., a hybrid name PD-3s. t is most likely, cf. PDYH 

"YH has ransomed" (Benz p. 389). 

Ywsx 

--- *p(3)-(n-)wsh(. t) "He who belongs to a wide hall" 

[NPuJ seal: Vattioni, SF no. 46 

[Egj cf. p3-n-t3-wsh. t "He who belongs to the wide hall" (Ranke 

II, 281.13). 

** PT'S 
L: l 

p(3)-d(i)-3s(. t) 
ýJO 

"He whom Isis has given" 

L p. 132. Benz p. 193; VIp. 92 

[Ph] Krug 39 BN'S (corrected to PT'S by Vittmann; yet the T is 

uncertain), 48; a little box: KAI 29.1 

[Egj Ranke 1,121.18 m. Dyn. 22ff. -Gk; II p. 355; DemNB 1,290 (p3-ti- 

0 S. i) [Copt] 1TAAHCE, 1TATECC- , IUATHCE(DemNB 1,290) [Gk] 

TT. (TErd/S, ( Tr Tý6/S 1T TEI, o'/5 , (ITETýd/5 ), ( 17o(T1Ö15 ), 7TdTEIO'E 

TrETe7trE, IT(cTEIr/s 
, (ITET4707OS )(NB pp. 286f, 312,318). [Aram) 

PTSY, PT'SY INB) pa-ti-e-s6 (Zadok, GM 26 p. 65) [Persia) pa-ta-e- 

si-i' (Ranke, KM p. 40). 
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PT'SY 

--- p(3)-d(i)-3s(. t) 

L p. 132; Benz p. 193; VIp. 92 

( Ph) Grin' 57. 

IEgi see PT'S 

Cf. Aram PT'SY 

Possible explanations of the final I are: (1) a mater lectionis 

(see "The possible Mater Lectionis" p. 76). (2) a caritative ending 

or feminine ending Y; cf. . ray (Gen 11: 30), na'ämi (Ruth 1: 2). F. 

Gröndahl observed a caritative ending -y [-iyal in Ug PN: 

il(i)piya, kalbeya, gb'ly, krny etc. (Gröndahl p. 25), and Akk 

caritative endings are also -(i), va and -(y)atum. Yet this element 

seems non-existent in the Ph names (Benz p. 242). (3) Eg bi-form of 

this name. First this possibility of a bi-form is suggested by Eg 

documents: (i) p3-d1-3s. t and (ii)p3-di-3s. t. 1 (Ranke 1,121,18 and 

19). Yet the final i (q ) could be a man determinative (-&). 

Secondary cuneiform writings show the possibility: R. Zadok (GM 

64,1983, p. 74) points out that the theophoric element Isis is 

spelled in two ways, i. e., (1) (d)e-si-' (tA/Am-mat-"e-si-' 423/2 

BC; Ab-di-de-si' 217/6 BC) and (2) e-su ( Ra-bi-(i-)me/me-(e)-su 

2nd c. BC). Yet the Ph variations PT'S and PT'SY occur at the same 

time and place, so I am inclined to consider it as mater lectionis. 

YTBNTT 

---*p(3)-d(i)-b(3)-n(b)-dd(w. t) "He whom the ram, the lord of 

Mendes, has given" 

L p. 131f; Benz p. 192f; VIp. 91 

Phi statue: RES 1507 

IE91 Ranke 11,284.20; see Aime-Giron, BIF40 38, p. 29 lGk) 
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1TETEµEVFi7S(NB p. 313) 
. 

Harris (Grammar p. 137), followed by Lambdin, Benz, and KAI, 

divided this name into two names; "PT son of TT. " However, KAI 

also quotes A06-Giron (BIFAO 38 p. 29) who first proposed the Eg 

equation of PTBNTT. A single name is more likely because we have 

Gk correspondence VIT"6"Q5 , The lack of b can be justified by 

(n)s-b3-n(b)-dd(. t) = 6eJL VS7s(Ranke 1,174.17). Cuneiform material 

uruBi-in-di-di (b3-nb-dd) (Assurb. 1,99) also proves that b of ub 

has been lost. 

Eg. dd. w (# JO "Mendes") and dd (Ik "to say") took 

different phonetic changes. The dd () became d (probably dd 

> dt >d ) from MK (Wb, V, ¬18), and took no further change until 

Copt X. cf. ýH' (dd-hr). Contrarily the dd. w ( a' ® ) in 

question changed into dd (probably dd. w> dd. w> dd) from MK (W), 

V, 630). This was rendered as TT in Ph. (cf. Ranke KM p. 93: 

teti=dd(. t). What is more, Eg. dd (Ph TT) is not attested as a 

single name after Dyn. 18 (Ranke 1,401.3,4,7: notice 1,401.5 has 

a foreign sign), though PT (p3-di) is attested well until Gk 

period. Therefore PTBNTT is most likely to be one name. 

** PTKNSI 

--- p(3)-d(i)-hns(. w)-k 
&®I 

"He whom Khons has given" 

L p. 132; Benz p. 193 

[Ph] Krug 49.1. 

J Eg] Ranke 1,125.21 m. K-Gk; DemNN j!,,, 336 (p3-ti -hnsw) J Gk J 

TTETEj(WVO'/$, 17aTEXWV , TIETa? OVS , ITCTE0-wV , 
1TETEXWV(S)( NB p. 

318). [Aram] PTHNS. ý JNB J pa-at-ha-an-si (Zadok, GM 64 1983 

p. 73). [Copt] Cf. Snýk-yoNC, bTlA-XwV . 
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** PLSHR (hybrid) 

--- PLS-hr "Horus has watched'' 

IPuJ CIS 1,4853.4 

(Eg J see PN HR. 

** PMY 

---p(3)-m(3)i D "The lion" 

IPhI CIS I, 144.8 (Nora inscription) 

CIS 1,4777.6 

(E-a1 Ranke 1,105.5; DemNB 1,186 m. Late. [Gk) TT, iOIS , (Oc(O/S 

[ Copt j ITAMwel (Heuser p. 23) 

Cf. Aram PSNPMWY 

PMY has been known as an unidentified god in Ph texts. Yet this 

deity is to be identified with Eg lion god p3-m31. For a full 

discussion on this identification, see Y. Muchiki, "The unidenti- 

fied god PMV in Phoenician texts" JSS 35 (1990) (forthcoming). 

PMYTN (hybrid) 

--- t)(3)-nh(3)i-(Y)TN "PMY has given" 

(Ph/PuJ CIS 1,617.4,5; 670.2/3 PAYTN; 2106.3 PMYTN; 5690.4/5; 

Babelon, Traits des monnaies, pp. 758-59 no. 709-724; Cooke NSI, 

149. b. 6 (coin) PMtYTNJ; Hill, Catalogue of the Greek coins of' 

Cyprus, p. 21-22 

Egl see PN PMl . 

, re 
PMYSMR (hybrid) 

---p(. 3)-m(3)i-AMR "PNY has kept" 

IPuh CIS 1,2379.6 

[Eg] see PN PMY. 
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"e 

** PMYSMI' (hybrid) 

--- p("3)-m(3)1-ýM` 

IPhi CIS 1,197.3 

l Eg 1 see PMY. 

e 
PMYSRK' (hybrid) 

"PMY has heard'' 

--- p(3)-m(M-SRR' "PMY is the Lord" 

[Pu] CIS 1,5981.1 

IEg) see PN PMY 

For the interpretation see Benz p. 403 (SRK' = 'DN'). 

** PMYYTN (hybrid) 

--- p(3)-m(3)i-YTN "PMY has given" 

(Phi CIS 1,11; 

CEgJ see PN PMY. 

PMY1(Y' (hybrid) 

CIS I, 12; Honeyman, JRAS 1960 p. 111.1 

--- p(3)-m(3)! -HWY' "PMY has preserved him" 

[Pul CIS 1,5981.1 

[Eg] see PN PMY. 

** PMT 

---*p(3)-(n-)m(w). t "He who belongs to Mut" 

L p. 132 

[Ph] Krug 56 

LEgI Ranke 11,280.13 (cf. SIp. 1105 No. 40). IGkIijo(#o gis 

11c, 000TIS , n«JLL8rfs , f7o1, #ÜT7s , (NB p. 263f .) [Aram] PMT. 
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* PNP' 

--- p(3)-nf(r) ''The beautiful ore" 

IPuj CIS 1,908.4; 2035.4/5; 2487.4; 3557.4; 3919.4; 5963.2 IPjNP' 

CIS 1,3778.8; CIS 1,5523.4 

lEgj Ranke I, 113.1 m. NK-Dyn. 26; DemNB I, 3 and 192 (Gk)Tfd'° I5 

noravoiup/s, TTocvoücproS, navou' , TEocvoür/s , navoUltºs , gevoUlt/5 

i9otvoUpiS, 7TaVoU7T (: NB p. 270f. ) (Aram) PNPH 

Another possibility is p3-nfr-1 J -t44 "The beautiful one 

came" (Ranke 1,113.2 m. Late), which explains the final ' as Eg. i. 

,a" 
PSMSNYT 

--- psmtk-s3-nv-. t 

S 11 p. 9 

f Ph j Krug 8.2 

[Egj see Aram PSMSNYT. 

* PSR 

--- (1) p(3)-sr "The prince" 

(2) p(3)-(n-)3s(ws)-(i)r 
Q® 

"He who belongs to Osiris" 

L p. 132; Benz p. 193; VIp. 92 

IPhJ graffito: RES 1322 

Eg J (1) Ranke 11,189 m. NK. [ Gk J nE ß-öp/5 , Tf6000p1s , TTE6Up/S 

(NB p. 308). (2) Ranke 1,107.5 m. Dyn 21-6k; DemNB 1,360 l Gk 

TT UaIpIs , naUc&1p, s , TT ucsp'os (NB p. 3UH) [Aram] 1ShY 

Benz (p. 193) suggests two possibilities of Eg names p3-sr and 

p3-srl. P3-sri is attested well from Dyn 19 to Gk, yet the 

correspondence between Eg . and Ph s is hardly justified. P3-9'ri 

should he compared with Ph PSR. P3-sr is more likely to be equated 

with PSR. The second possibility is p3-n-3s(ws)-fr, if we admit 
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that aleph of 'Sk (3s-ir) has been lost as in Aram -SRI (FTSRY, 

PSRY). 

** P`L'BST (hybrid) 

--- P`L-b(3)s. t(. t) "Bast has made" 

[Ph) CIS I, 102a; Krug 11a 

[Eg] see 'BST 

PIR 

--- p(3)-`r 0 "He who ascends" 

Benz p. 193; V p. 92 (with negation) 

[Ph] scarab: RES 903 (now lost). P. Bordreuil, 

Catalogue des Sceaux, p. 21 no-4 P'RHMN 

[Eg] Ranke 1,103.8 m. Late. 

Benz compared it with p3-hr. y "The Syrian" (Ranke 1,116.17). 

However, the correspondence between Eg h and Ph ` is hardly 

accepted. E. Ledrain suggested the mountain Pe'or in Moab as 

the origin of this name (Revue d'Ass. v, 2, p. 93) Cf. Pu P'R 

"marbles? " (DISO p. 233), Heb PRY (2 Sam. 23: 35), Ug PN P`R (UT 

2078). Therefore an Eg origin is questionable. 

** PPY 

--- ppy 
ä'4y 

[Pul KAI 100.7 

[Eg] Ranke 1,131.18 (perhaps 130.3,5,6; 131.12) m. /f. MK-NK. [Gk] 

rfärtos TO TTTras rrartoüs 
, 

rTe1TOUs TTITtnüs 
, 

ITETrIv 
, 

TIIT 7s 

(NB p. 277 and 305). 

There is no root PPY, no explanation from the Semitic side. 

Though ppy is a famous Eg name in Dyn 6, Ranke 1,131.18 gives 
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evidence that this name was still common in Nh and used even in the 

Late period as a component of names (kantr(, I-1) and 6k forms 

show it was common. 

** PPN 

--- p(3)-(n-)pn(w) 
q 

�ý� 
ýi 

He who belongs to the Mouse" 

IPh I CIS 1,1435.4; 2946.4 PPINJ; 3140.3 1PPHI 

IEg] Ranke 1,108.1 m. Dyn 26. IGk] cf. TT 77VO1 (NB ß .27 b} 

There is no satisfactory Semitic explanation of this name. ug 

ppn (UT 2084 hr1 ppn; UT 85.6 "ppa-pa-na), which is probably from Eg. 

** PgMHY 

--- p(3)-s(ri)-(n-)mhv(. t) 
ýý Qop The son of Mht" 

VIp. 93 

jPhI statue: RES 1507.2 

lEg] Ranke 1,118.24 m. Gk; II p. 355; DemNB I, '-,, 5o (see tanke 

I, 118.7-119.11 for p3-Ari-n- type name which are very common during 

the Late and Gk. preiod). Gk J j'eve(ýu)fcoüs , y/eVE1. Xois (NB p. 485). 

KAI presents a broken name P§M__Y3S. Teixidor, however, reads it 

PSMHY with the comment that this reading is sure (Bulletin, p. 213, 

No. 124). With respect to the final I in Ph, it should be 

remembered that the goddess Mehet is written as x{144 mhy" t (h'b 

11,127). It indicates that the final by was still pronounced in 

F. g in a final syllable, where final -t had been lost (Copt MZH). 

For other cases in which the final v is recorded in the Late and Gk 

"See also Lidzbarski, Handbuch, Vol. 11. Plate X. 5; for the photo 
J. Perron "La inscripcion cartagiriesa en el Arpocrates madrileno, " 

Trabajos de Prehistoria, N. S. 28 (1971) plates I-IV. 
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and Gk period, see Ranke 1,108.15,325.24,387.21,394.1,411.5. 

PSR 

--- p(3)-sar(i) Qýýl "The lad" 

(Pu) CIS 1,5724.4. 

[Eg] Ranke 1,118.5 m. Dyn 19-Gk (Gk] TwdIpIS , 
TTE61pls 

, 

Tr ö pts , Tro«a'Iee , ni pts (NB p. 282). 

There is a Semitic root PSR in Akk. pasgru "loose, untie" in 
ýV. 

PN pa-se-er; pa/isru "secret" in PN Itti-GN-pa-§ir//i-ru/ri; 

päs"iru(m) in PN 1 "pa-si 
-ri, GN pa-ger/sie-er (. 4Hw 11,844-845). Yet 

the meaning of the North West Semitic root PSR is obscure (DISO, 

P. 238, see AP, P-168). Benz suggests the possible connection 

of PSBR with NPu name YPSR (Benz p. 396). Yet note the feminine form 

TSRY (t3-sri. t) in Aram. (Sagqara 95a. 1). 

PT' 

0 
p(3)-(i1-)t(3) .. Iä "He who belongs to the land" 

(PuI RES 1216.4 

[Egj Ranke 1,112.3 m. NK-Late; 120.17; DemNB 1,6.420 

[Gk] ridTOs, TT T2S, iTETwS (NB p. 289 and 292). [Aram] PT' 

Copt forms of t3 "land" are STo , 
bgo 

, which are reflected in 

Gk forms. Note other possible explanations; (1) Donner-Röllig's 

suggestion (KAI 68): PTH' > PT'; see also DISO p. 232. (2) Iranian 

name element pats "protect", pati- "lord" (Mayrhofer, OPP pp. 134, 

350). 

** PTH 

--- pt. "Ptah" 

[Ph] seal: Vattioni, SF no. 5. 
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f Eg1 Ranke 1,138,9 m. MK-Late (Gk 1 nTdLoiS , TT Tai iS ( tip p. 348). 

PTH' 

1 
--- pth 

0 

[Pul CIS 1,154.2 

[E91 Ranke 1,138.9 m. MK-Late (Gk I TTTo(Ua 5, TT Tä iS (NB p. 348) . 

(Copt J cf. . Jp9AMONT(Heuser p. 61) . 

The final aleph of PTH' is a feature of Punic HN, such as 

KN, ý/KNS', Y`R/Y`R', 'R§/'RS' etc. as a hypocoristic (Benz p. 233). 

** PTHY 

--- pth (. y) 
äl 

"44 "He of Ptah"(') 

[Ph] graffito: CIS 1,111 

[Eg] Ranke 1,142.4 m. Late. 

ee 

Frrxw 

--- p(3)-(n-)t(3)-(n. t-)4w(. t) "He who belongs to the Cow" 

(Ph] CIS 1,112a 

{EgJ For this type of PN see p3-cri-n-t3-ih. t (Gk V/1�Ta75 

Ranke 1,119.9 and 10). TYHW is comparable with t1-ihw. t (Ranke 

11,278.8) and p3-ihw. t (Ranke 1,106.16). Singular article t3/p3 

with plural form must indicate t3-n. t-ihr.. t or p3-n-ihw. The 

final W is a reflection of the plural ending; cf. P3-Ih (Ranke I, 

101.24). (Gk) 1TETdOUs , TTETaUS , TTUTdüS, TTETdÜOS, TnETdU, ITETEUS 

1TFTEU5 , TrETEEUS , >1EBEUS, TTETE1OUS, m C-&S , 
1TETEE000S, rrET'/d US , 

TTETEWiUS , TTETEOUS (NB p. 310) . 

Cf. Copt. sbEa fALH for ih. t. 
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** SH' 

--- d(d)-h(r) , "The face speaks" 

L p. 132; Benz p. 193. 

[Ph] Krug 34c; Fevrier, IAM. p. 116 no. 75 

[Eg] Ranke 1,411.12 m. Late-Gk/f. Gk [Gk] TaXwS , TEws (NB p. 424 

and 433). [Aram] SH' [NA] Si-ha-a, Si-hu-u (APN p. 205b; Ranke, 

KM, p. 34,38). Cf. CoptXw, A. E' (constr. form). [Heb] cf. Xfl'. 

(Neh 11: 21, Ezr 2: 43, Neh 7: 46) 

Ph SH' (Benz p. 193, Estanol, Vocabulario Fenicio, p. 216) does 

not exist (print mistake? ). IAM, p. 116 no. 75 is not SH' but SH'. 

see plate VII. Since MK (c. 1800 BC) Eg dd became d (see PTBNTT; 

Wb V, 618). 

** SHPMW 

--- t(3y)-hp-(i)m. w III "Apis can seize them" 

L p. 132; Benz p. 193 

[Ph] krug lib; 21.1,26,34c. 

[Eg) Ranke 1,388.2 m. Late-Gk/f. Late [Aram] SHPMW, $HPYMW 

[Akk] Sah-pi-ma-a-u (APN p. 190a). 

The final consonant W is a suffix pronoun (3. m. pl). 

** SKNSM+ 

--- t(3y)-hns(. w)-(i)m. w 
®1ýý 

"Khons can seize them" 

L p. 132; Benz p. 193 

[Ph] Krug 48. 

[Eg] Ranke I, 388.6 m. Late. 
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* §MW 

--- t(3y)-(i)m. W "(DN) can seize them" 

[Pu] CIS 1,2760.3 §MW, 5255.1 

[Eg] Ranke 1,387.13; 11,399  . Late (a short form of t3y + DN + 

lie. W) [Gk]lauwous(bilingual), 2_7cuaus, ®auwus, Pditws 

[Aram] SMW [Akk] sä-au-ü (Zadok, The Jews in Baby., p. 33). 

Benz left it unexplained. The possibility of the equation of Ph 

with Eg t is suggested by the dialectical varieties in Copt 811, 

b 61. Since Aram SMW is attested, Ph §MW = t3y-ii. w is possible. 

Yet this is the only case of the representation of Eg t by Ph S. 

(see the later discussion p. 76). Cf. also Aram PSM K. As for the 

name Harris suggested that it is an error (Harris p. 151). There- 

fore, the identification remains uncertain. 

* lrHw 9 

--- t(3)-h(3)w(. ti) ojjýj 

[Pu] CIS 1,320.3 

[Eg] Ranke 1,366.13 and 24 

Feminine name beginning with T indicates the possibility of 

an Eg name. If ) is t, not ti, it can be understood as omitted 

like most feminine endings -t Yet if it is protected by a dropped 

vowel i, this equation is not probable. 

* TPT 

--- *t(3)-(n. t-)p(3)-d(1) "Daughter of p3-di" 

[Pu] CIS 1,2683.3 

[Eg] cf. t3-n. t-p3-di-sbk (Ranke 1,360.2 m. Gk); p3-di (Ranke 

1,121.17 m. Dyn 22-Gk) 

Benz, following CIS, consnsidered TPT is a misspelling of SPT 
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(Benz p. 186). Yet PT (p3-di) is a common Eg name in the Late 

period, which is attested in Aramaic as PTY. Therefore "Daugher of 

PT" is likewise possible. 

[21 Divine Names 

** 'B8T 

--- b(3)s. t(. t) 'p "Bast" (a goddess of Bubastis) 

[Pu] Amadasi, IFP p. 39,31.2 

[Eg) Wb 1,423 [Aram] 'BST [Akk] ubesti cf. pa-at-u-as-tü, pu-tu- 

bis-ti (Assurb. I, 96) 

Ph initial aleph is a prothetic aleph (Cooke, NSI p. 69). 

Akk forms indicate that Eg b3st. t starts with a /u/, Ph initial 

aleph is used to protect the initial vowel. 

** '14N 

ILUli 
--- imn 4 

.,, 
"Amon" (a god of Thebes) 

[Pu] RES 662.1 

[Eg] h'b I, 84.16f. [Gk] äuoüv [Copt] bAMOYN [Baby] a®äna, aaünu 

[Heb] 1b [Ug] aan 

Estanol (Vocabulario fenicio p. 68) suggests that 'MN is an error 

for HMN, because of the development Pu H>' (Friedrich-Rö1lig PPG, 

section 35; see a discussion of KAI, III p. 123). Therefore the 

combination Baal-Ammon is reasonably deleted from this catalogue. 

** '3 

--- 3s(. t) 
.dp 

"Isis" (wife of Osiris) 

[Ph) RES 1.2 
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[Eg] Wb IV, 8 [Gk] (TT¬TE)JU'LS . [Copt] SHCE, bHCI [Area] 

'SY [NA] -ehu/-es- [NB] -esi' (Ranke, KM p. 43). 

'SR 

3s(ws)-Jr Ji' "Osiris" (stod of the netherworld) 

[Ph] RES 504. B. 1 'S[R) 

[Eg) Wb 1,359 [Aran] 'WSR, 'SR (Copt] CYCIPL , OYCIP( , OYCEP- 

[Gk] 'Oa'lp(s [NA) cf. PN pu-ti-se-ri (Zadok, GM 26 p. 65); GN Pu- 

si-ru (pr-ws-ir "Busiris" Assurb. 1,100) 

It is to be noted that the corresponcence between Ph ' and Eg w 

occurs only in the case of ws-Jr "Osiris. " We have certain 

inscriptional indications that Osiris was ws(f)r in the Gk period: 

Qý 
,, (Wb 1,359). Before that period, 

however, there is no inscriptional evidence with respect to the 

reading of Osiris. It was Erman who first advocated the reading of 

Osiris as ws-ir (ZAS, 46, pp. 92-95). It was unfortunate that his 

wrong treatment of the Aramaic equation 'WSR/'SR led him to the 

wrong conclusion. There seems to be no difficulty acknowledging 

that the initial aleph retains its consonantal value, and the 

following waw is a mater lectionis u. This fact is confirmed by 

our Ph equation 'SR (5th-1st c. BC, 28 times), because of its 

rigorous consonantal system. Therefore, we can safely conclude 

that Eg reading of Osiris is not ws-fr, but 3s-ir before the Gk 

period. After that period Ph ' is preserved as a historical 

writing (for the full discussion, see Y. Muchiki, "On the trans- 

literaton of Osiris, " JEA 47 (1990) (forthcoming). 

** HRPKRT 

--- hr-p(3)-hrd ,ýQA "Harpokrates (Horus the child)" 
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Phi statue: RES 1507; Barnett, BMQ 27 p. 85. 

IE91 Wb 111,123.6 (Gki `Apno«pär7s ApnoXpä77s AprrcKpaTiwv, 

ApnOXPaT(WV ( NB p. 53 f) 

Cf. Aram PTHRPHRT (For some differences between Ph and Aram 

transcription, see Degen, "Der Name Harpokrates in Phönizischer und 

aramäischer Umschreibung" Weld Or. 5 pp. 218-221). 

The following DNs are attested as theophoric elements in hybrid 

names: HP (hp "Apis"), HR (. ir "Horus"), MN (mn. w "Min"), PMY (p3- 

m3i "The lion"), SKR (skr "Sokar"), R' (r ` "Re'"). 

[3 1 Üeograpti_ical_ Names 

** 'N 

--- 
1(w)n(w) L1® "Heliopo 

[Ph) CIS I, 102a 

[EgI see Heb 'N. 

** MNP 

m(n)-nf(r) "Memphis" 

I Ph] CIS 1,102c 

(Eg) see Heb NP and MP 

From the context it is likewise possible that MNP is MINJNP 

"from Memphis. " Yet notice Aramaic form MNP. 

** THPNHS 

---ßt(3)-h(. t)-p(3)-nhs(, v) "The mansion of the Nubian" 

(Ph] KAI 50.3 
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(EgI see Heb THPNHS. 

141 Loan fiords 

'Y "coastal land" 

--- II w° "island" 

[Ph/Pu] CIS 1,139 'YNSM; KAI 99.5; CIS 1, 'L66.3/4; C'IS I, 268.3/4; 

Cooke 56.4 

[Eg] see Heb Lw 'Y. 

HTM "seal" 

--- htm 
ö, Q "seal" 

(Ph) CIS 1,5522.5; KAI 51. Vs. 9 H(TjM; 51. Vs. 9/IU; KAI 124.4; 

Dupont-Sommer, JKF 1 p. 44.1; CIS 1,118; scarab: RES 928. 

[Eg] see Heb Lw HTM. 
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C. ANALYSIS OF PHONOLOGICAL CORRESPONDENCES 

1] Ph__ Eg_phonetic_Cprrespondences 

Ph ': Eg 3 (mid. 7th -ist c. BC) 

PN='S'', SP'SR, PT'(? ), PT'S, PT'SY; DN='S, 'SR 

Ph ': Eg 1 (593 BC-15/17 AD) 

PN='HMS, 'MNNK, 'T, BK'; DN='MN; GN='N 

Ph ': Eg final ray (5th-3rd c. BC) 

PN=SH'4° 

Ph prothetic ': Eg 0 (5th-2nd c. BC) 

DN='BST 

Ph B: Eg b (5th-2nd c. BC) 

PN=BK', HRB, PTBNTT; DN='BST 

Ph H: Eg h (4th c. -146 BC) 

PN=HRB 

Ph W: Eg w (5th c. -146 BC) 

PN=WHPR`, HPYW, FIRMS, SHPMW, SKNSW, 

3 For the final Eg. r>1, see Cerny, LEG, section 1.9. 

401n the final position, Eg r is represented by Ph aleph like English 
(fa: fa r] > [fa: äa']: SH'. Since Eg hr (, g) already changed into 
[ho] at the final position (cf. Copt 20 , yet Qpo ), the final 

aleph seems to function as a vowel letter: aleph = /o/. The aleph 
of PNP' (p3-nfr) could be explained in the same way (aleph = /e/). 
However it might be the feature of Punic personal names, to which 
the final aleph is sometimes added, like PTH' (see the later 
discussion on Metres Lectionis p. 76). 
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Ph H Eg h (6th-2nd c. Bt. 

PN='HMS, WHPR HMNFd, HP16, Hk, HR6S, HRMS, 1MH"1, SHSHPMW, `HR, 

'PTH, PtMHT, PTH, PI H', P1HY; DNHP, Hk, HkPhk1, I'1}{; t; ti=THPNHS 

Ph H: Eg ti (9/8th c. BC-53AD) 

PN=`NHPMS; Lw=HTM 

Ph T: Eg d (7th-2nd c. B(-' ) 

PN=PT'S, PT'SY, PTBNTT, PTKNS; DN=HRPKhT 

Ph T: Eg d>d (4th c. -146 BC) 

PN=PTBINTT41 

Ph Y: Eg y (593-146 BC) 

PN=MY, PSMHY, PPY, PTHY 

Ph Y: Eg i (mid-9th-2nd c. BC) 

PN=HPYW, YMHT, PMl; DN=PM\ 

Ph Y: Eg 0 (593 BC) 

PN=K Y"ae 

Ph mater lectionis Y: Eg 0 (5th c. B(-') 

PN=KNPY, YT' Sß 43 

Ph K: Eg k (593-5th c. BC) 

PN=KNPY, KSY 

Ph K: Eg h (mid. 5th-2th c. BC) 

PN='MNNK, HMNKT, SKNSMW, PTKNS 

"For the phonetic change Eg dd > dd ('IT), see the entry of PTBNI'T. 

4 The final yodh could be resolved as Ph gentilic. 
43The final yodh seems to be a mater lectionis. See the later 

discussion on the possible metres lectionis p. 75. 
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Ph K: Eg h (5th-2nd c. BC) 

DN=HRPKRT (cf. Aram HRPHRT) 

Ph M: Eg m (mid-9th c. BC-53 AD) 

PN='HMS, 'MNNK, HRMS, HMNKT, YMNT, MY, SHPMW, SKNSMW, 'NHPMS, PMY, 

PMT, PSMHY; DN='MN, MN, PMY; GN=MNP; Lw=HTM 

Ph N: Eg n (6th c. BC-15/17 AD) 

PN='MNNK, HMNKT, KNPY, NPR, SNR, `NHPMS, PPN, PTKNS, PTBNTT, 

SKNSMW; DN='MN; GN='N, MNP, THPNHS 

Ph S: Eg s (7th-1st c. BC) 

PN='HMS, 'S'', HRMS, SNR, SSR, SPTH, SR'SR, `NHPMS, PT'S, PT'SY, 

PTKNS, SKNSMW; DN='BST, 'S; GN=THPNHS 

Ph ': Eg ` (5th-1st c. BC) 

PN='S '' , WHPR', `HR, `NHPMS, `PTH; DN=R` 

Ph P: Eg p (mid-9th-2nd c. BC) 

PN=HPYW, SPTH, 'NHPMS, `PTH, PT'S, PT'SY, PTKNS, PTBNTT, PMY, PMT, 

P6MHY, PPY, PPN, PT', PTH, PTH', PTHY, SHPMW; DN=HP, HRPKRT, PTH, 

PMY; GN=THPNHS 

Ph P: Eg f (5th c. -146 BC) 

PN=KNPY, NPR; GN=MNP 

Notice that this correspondence is restricted to Eg nfr. 

Ph P: Eg b (aid. 5th c. W) 

PN=WHPR` (after laryngal /b/ > /p/) 
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Ph S: Eg d (mid. 5th c. BC) 

PN=HRWS, SH' 

Ph S: Eg t (mid. 5th-3rd c. BC) 

PN=SHPMW, SKNSMW 

Ph R: Eg r (5th-1st c. BC) 

PN=HRB, WHPR`, HR, HRWS, HRMS, NPR, SNR, SSR, SR'SR, 'HR; DN=HR, 

HRPKRT, R' 

Ph §: Eg h (591-2nd c. BC) 

PN=KSY, P§MHY 

Ph T; Eg t (9/8th c. BC-53AD) 

PN='T, YMIIT. HMNKT, SPTH, `PTH, PMT, PT', PTH, PTH', PTHY; 

DN='BST, PTH; GN=THPNHS; Lw=HTM 

[2] EA : Ph Phonetic Correspondences 

Eg 3: Ph o (aid-9th-2nd c. BC) 

PN=BK', "PR', HRWS, KNPY, SPTH, 'HR, 'PTY, MY, PTBNTT, SKNSMW; 

DN='BST, PMY (articles p3 and t3 excluded). 

Eg 3: Ph ' (7th-1st c. BC) 

Eg i: Ph o (7th-1st c. BC) 

PN=HRB, W! JPR`, K§Y, SR'SR, PT'S, PT'SY, PTBNTT, PTKNS, P3MHY, 

SHPMW, SKNSMW; GN='N 

Eg i: Ph ' (591-3th c. BC) 

Ph Y (mid-9th c. -146 BC) 
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Eg y: Ph o (6th-5th c. BC) 

PN=SKNSMW, SHPMW; DN=THPNHS 

The reasons for the lack of Ph equivalents are : (1) the 

reduction of t3y. cf. Copt 82. I , b6( (Ph S); (2)the loss of the 

final y. nhsy 
Ljý 

\\ > nhs Gk ,, 
ý' (Wb 11,303) 

Eg y: Ph Y (6th-3rd c. BC) 

Eg `: Ph o (591 BC) 

PN='HMS (see the entry 'HMS) 

Eg `: Ph ` (5th-3rc c. BC) 

PN=WHPR', `NHPMS, `PTH, `HR, 'S "; DN=R` 

Eg w: Ph o (5th-2nd c. BC) 

PN=PTKNS, PMT, SKNSMW; DN=MN; GN='N 

The lack of correspondence is due to loss in the Eg words, e. g., 

hns. w> hns; Copt fTA- yo&C (Ph KNS) 

Eg w: Ph W (5th c. -146 BC) 

Eg b: Ph o (4th c. -146 BC) 

PN=PTBNTT (Bi-labial following n dropped) 

Eg b: Ph B (5th-2nd c. BC) 

Eg b: Ph P (end of 5th-end of 4th c. BC) 

Eg P: Ph 0 (mid of 5th c. BC) 

PN=YMHT (final Eg p dropped) 

Eg p: Ph P (mid-9th c. -146BC) 

Eg f: Ph P (5th c. BC) 
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Eg m: Ph M (aid-9th c. BC-53 AD) 

Eg n: Ph o (4th-2nd c. BC) 

PN=PPN, P6MHY, PT' 

The losses of Eg n are due to assimilation. 

Eg n: Ph N (6th c. -2nd c. BC) 

Eg r: Ph o (5th-2nd c. BC) 

PN=KNPY, PSMHY; GN=MNP 

Eg r: Ph ' (5th c. -146 BC) 

In the final position Eg r lost its consonantal value and 

functioned as a vowel letter (see each entry SH', KNPY). 

Eg r: Ph R (6th c. BC-146 BC) 

Eg h: Ph H (4th c. -146 BC) 

Eg h: Ph H (6th-2nd c. BC) 

Eg h: Ph H (9/8th c. BC-53 AD) 

: Ph K (mid 5th c. -146 BC) 

Eg h: Ph K (5th-2nd c. BC) 

Eg s/s : PH S (7th-2nd c. BC) 

Eg s: Ph 6 (6th-2nd c. BC) 

Eg k: Ph K (591-. id 5th c. BC) 
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Eg t: Ph o (7th-2nd c. BC) 

PN, DN, GN=passim 

Eg fem. ending -t lost its consonantal value since NK, except 

PMT (p3-mw. t). 

Eg t: Ph T (6th-2nd c. BC) 

Eg I: Ph S (mid 5th c. BC) 

Eg d: Ph T (7th-2nd c. BC) 

Eg Ph S (mid 5th-3rd c. BC) 

Eg d> /d/ : Ph T (4th-2nd c. BC) 
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[3] Table of Correspo ndences 

* Ph in capital , Eg in lower case 

Ph primary secondary Eg primary secondary 

3 t rw 3 ' e 

glottal- i Y m 
stops 

t r r t 

Y y 1 ? Y Y e 
semi- 
vowels W w w W '0 

B b b B P0 

labials P p f b p P 0 

f P 0 

M     M 
nasals 

N n n N 0 

lateral L - 

trill R r r R 

S S s S 

sibilants 
S s s 

H h h H 

pharyngals H h h h H 

laryngals h HK 

h K 

Q - k - 

velars K k h h k K 

G - g - 

T t t T 0 

D - t 

alveolars T d d d T 

s d t d T 

z - 
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(41 Notes onthe Correspondences 

a) Glottal Stops 

It has been generally acknowledged that Eg 3 lost its consonantal 

value from NK except initial 3.44 This fact is observable among the Ph 

forms of Egyptian names. No Eg alephs are reflected in Ph forms, 

except in the initial position of 'S (3s. t) and 'SR (3s-iv) and 

possibly in the final position. 

As 'S and 'SR are DNs ( Isis and Osiris), it is possible to assume 

that the initial aleph remains as an historical spelling in Ph in the 

Late period. However, it is not necessary to think that Eg 3 does not 

correspond to Ph aleph at the initial position. We have inscriptional 

evidence that the aleph of 3s. t was pronounced even in the late 

period; 
4 

YI'°d (Wb V, 8.11 ). Therefore, when 3s. t and 3s-Ir entered 

the Ph world, both were rendered as 'S and 'SR, because of the 

existence of the Eg aleph. Some centuries later, Eg aleph was lost 

even in the initial position. Yet the aleph continued in Ph to 

protect the following vowels [e) and [o]. 

Probably 'S" (3s. t-'3. t) is the best example to indicate the 

possibility that Ph ' corresponds to Eg 3 in the final position. Eg 

aleph could be protected by the feminine ending. Another example in 

which Eg 3 seems to be described by Pu aleph is that of PT' (p3-n-t3). 

Yet the fact that Coptic rendering of Eg t3 is TO, boo leads us to be 

inclined to consider it as a vowel letter. Yet Copt does not have an 

aleph-sign, so if the final aleph was pronounced, they could not write 

it. 

44For examples, Osing, "Lautsystem, " LA, III, p. 947; J. Vergote, 
Phonetique, p. 96; see the synoptic table after p. 122). 
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The assumption that Eý i p<-ss«-sseS two s', u1ýý! «: ýi« sinFg pt ian4' : 

(1) semi-vowel i and ! [) aleph se --ms I I)#- (')nt i rmed ti }h equations Y 

and The correspondence of' Eg i tý) Ph ' is ciearO attested at the 

initial position (e. g. 'HMS, 'MN, ''y) and at the Iiflat position (e. g. 

BK'; notice that the final aleph could be a vowel letter). Eg 1 and 

ph Y correspond well. Yet HP1I (hp-iw) is not a case of the 

correspondence between Eg i and Ph i, because here Kg i was an aleph 

which was dropped in Ph by merging with preceding 1/, r'. 

b) Labials 

Due to the absence of a sign for the 1'consonant in Ph, Eg f is 

represented by Ph P. It is natural that Ei voiceless 1' corresponds 

to Ph voiceless P, rather than voiced B. Eg b once corresponds to Ph 

P (WHPR': w3h-ib-r'). Since this Eg b is consistently represented by 

P among all Semitic forms, it is probable that the internal change of 

sound value /b/>/p/ took place in Eg, before this name was recorded by 

Semitic scribes. According to all Greek forms and the Hebrew forms, 

the b of w3irib-r' closes the syllable. Therefore it possible that 

this b became a voiceless aspirate which the scribes heard as P 

(notice the Akk form uh-pa-ra). 

c) Sibilants 

Two sibilants S and S well correspond between Ph and Eg without 

confusion. There are two names, however, which slightly indicate that 

45Gardiner, EG', section 20. cf. A. de Buck, Grammaire, section 13, 
he said the second value is any vowel with soft attack of 
progressive relaxation 
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Eg s was recorded by Ph 1: 'AROLH (='SRALH". ' CIS 1,65.1/2) and 'BUR 

(=`BD'SR? CIS 1,4229.4)4b. Though the Assyrian deity "Assur" is not a 

attested as a theophoric element in Ph and Pu inscdriptions, 'R is 

more likely Assur in terms of phonology. If 'AR is 'SR (Osiris), then 

the following two explanations are possible; (1) Ph S became S under 

the influence of another S of hH. (2) Dialectic variation in 

Cyprus" 

The correspondence between Ph S and Eg t is only suggested by Ph 

AMW (t3c--im. w). However, since §MW is unique this correspondence 

cannot be certain. Benz suggested it is a misspelling of SM` (p. 420; 

cf. Harris, Grammar, p. 151). 

d) Pharyngals and Larybgals (Eg hs) 

The different number of h-consonants between Eg (h, h, h and h) and 

Ph (H and H) compelled ancient scribes to conflate them. Yet the 

correspondences are very characteristic; 

Eg h= Ph H (lx) 

Eg h= always Ph H (42x) 

Eg h= Ph H (2x); Ph K (4x) 

Eg h= Ph K (2x). 

Notice that only Eg h has more than one Ph equivalent. These 

correspondences will be fully discussed in the next chapter, 161 

Spirantization. 

46Tsevat, VT, 4(1954) p. 4, said "an example of a syncretism of Osiris 
and the Ph deity, Salah. " Yet more likely to be SLH "to send. '' 

47Friedrich and Röllig, PPG, section 47. 
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e) . 
Aivec, lar 

Ph S seems to represent hg two (ii ttf rent consonants; t and d: 

t (E_g t; v- 2x E1F"ph 

d (Eg -wd3, old- 2x hl f- ph 1. 

It is generally assumed that. Eg t and d run parali'"1 in the course 

of their phonetic history, yet kept tht, distinction 1111 til (optic as 

follows: 

t Lt9hI/(t9I = Copt 6 

_d 
Itsl/IdEI = Copt 2S 45 

Yet as far as Eg t3y is concerned, there are dialectical varia- 

tions; 5)ý(, and 1161" Since both names (SHPMW, SKNSMM) came from 

Elephantine, the sound of Sahidic is most likely. We may perhaps 

safely conclude that Ph S corresponds to Eg 
_t, 

when t became /d/ (Copt 

X). Therefore, Ph S basically corresponds to Eg day. 

Eg t> /d/ (= Lopt)L) 
Ph S 

Eg d (= Copt X 

Finally it is noteworthy that Ph consonants U and L were never used 

to represent Eg consonants, though a full range of dentals (or 

alveolars) is attested in Eg. 

4SJ. Vergote, Phonetique, p. 38f'f; Using, ''Lautesystem, " p. 947; de 
Buck, Grammaire, p. 26. 

49There is a unconfirmed PN MW ( 
_t3y-im. w), which seemes to indicate 

the correspondence between Ph S and i. g t. Considering that the 
provenance of SMW is Carthage, we also could assume that Eg t3y was 
pronounced like Bohairic 61 

, not Sahidic2LI , which is used in the 
Delta. The Greek form of this name, -a'cwouS, points that Eq t3y was 
heard as a kind of sibilant. Cf. Aram representation of E, g t is , 
riot S. 
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[5] The Possible Mater Lectionis in Ph 

It has been said that Ph writing was rigidly consonantal. Vowel 

letters are not used at all in Ph inscriptions, except a very few 

foreign names found from Cyprus50. However, a few Eg names from 

Elephantine indicate possibilities of matres lectionis; SH', KNPY, 

PT'SY. 

(1) SH'- (dd-hr *[diho]): 5th-3rd c. BC 

It is well known that the final r dropped in Late Egyptian. Eg hr 

became Zo in Coptic. Therefore, the final aleph of SH' probably 

indicates an /o/ vowel. 

(2) KNPY (k3.1-nfr): 5th c. BC 

Eg sg. nfr, after losing the final r, is represented by either NP 

(MNP) or NPY. Even in Aram nfr is written without the final Y (cf. 

NPSY -- nfr-3s. t; WRSNP -- wrs-nfr etc. ). This strongly suggests Y is 

a vowel-letter. The Greek forms kovoUtois , Xpvou GIs , and Copt 

N oY yE , NOYyl point an /i/ or /e/ vowel in this final syllable 

like the Ph Y. 

(3) PT'SY (p3-di-3s. t): 5th c. BC 

The fact that the name is also realized as PT'S strongly supports 

that the final Y is a mater Iectionis. For the detail see the entry 

PT'SY. 

As far as the KNWPY and PT'SY is concerned, there are no 

alternative explanation. The use of aleph and yodh in these names 

from the 5th century onwards indicates that the Phoenician scribes 

were aware of the function of oatres lectionis although they saw no 

need to use them in writing their own languages. 

50Z. Harris, p. 17f 
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CHAPTER 11 

EGYPTIAN PROPER NAMES AND WORDS IN ARAMAIC 

Egyptian proper names and loan words in Aramaic documents were 

first collected to any extent by W. Spiegelberg in "Ägyptisches 

sprachgut in den aus Ägypten stammenden araaäischen Urkunden der 

Perserzeit. " (C. Bezold, ed., Orientalische Studien Th. Nöldeke sum 

70. Geburtstag, 1906, pp. 1093-1115; Abbr. S I). He also worked on Eg 

PN in the documents from Elephantine in "Die ägyptischen Personennasen 

in den kürzlich veröffentlichten Urkunden von Elephantine, " (OLZ 

15,1912, pp. 1-10; Abbr. S II). Every study on Eg names in Aram, 

written later, owes much to him. 

When M. Noel Aime-Giron published Textes Areieens d'Egypte in 1931, 

he added a number of identifications of Eg PNs. Then these three 

collections were combined by T. Lambdin in the third chapter of his 

unpublished Ph. D. thesis; Egyptian Loanwords in the Ancient Semitic 

Languages (1952; Abbr. L). In 1970s there were published two more, 

important works with respect to foreign names in Aramaic texts; (1) P. 

Grelot, Documents Arameens d'Egypte (1972), in which, pp. 460-502, he 

identified and discussed a considerable number of Eg names, as well as 

others (Abbr. G). (2) W. Kornfeld, Onomastica Aramaica aus Ägypten. 

(1978) in which the number of Eg names reached 229 (Abbr. K). 

In the present work are discussed about 400 PNs, 9 DNs, 19 GNs and 

51 LWs including 12 month names. Only those which have two asterisks 

will be used for the final analysis. 
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A. ARAMAIC DOCUMENTS: DATES AND PROVENANCES 

The paleography and the dates of Aram documents were fully studied 

by J. Naveh, The Development of the Aramaic Script (1966). In the 

following list I have accepted his dates, whenever he discussed the 

dates of the texts (Abbr. N). The grounds for each date are found in 

footnotes. If nothing is mentioned in footnotes the dates of the 

documents are those given in the publication quoted. The dates are 

given only for the documents which contain Egyptian names used for the 

final analysis. 

[1] AP (Cowley): Papyrus, from Elephantine' 

1 495 

2 484 

3 408 

4 ca. 4752 

5 471 

6 465 

7 late 5th c. BC (461 or 401)3 

8 460 

9 460 

10 456 

1The following dates are mostly based on Naveh p. 31-36, unless there 
is no indication. 

2No 4 is not a dated document. Cowley suggests the possible 
relation with No. 2 and 3. 

3Cowley 461 BC (Artaxerxes I), Yaron 401 BC (Artaxerxes II), JSS, 2 
(1957) P. 34. 
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11 2nd quarter of 5th c. BC4 

12 last quarter of 5th c. BC5 

13 447 

15 441 or 435 

16 2nd half of 5th c. BC 

17 428 

18 434-420 

20 420 

21 419 (N. p. 33) 

22 400 (N. p. 43)6 

23 end of 5th c. BC. 

24 same as above 

25 416 

26 412 

27 late 5th c. BC 

28 411 

29 ca. 409 

30 408 

31 408 

32 probably 408 or little later 

33 ca. 408 

34 last decade of 5th c. BC 

35 400 

37 late 5th c. BC 

38 same as above 

39 last quarter of 5th c. BC 

4Cowley's date ca. 455; Yaron's date on. 479 (JSS, 2, p. 42f). 
5Cf. Cowley's date: 450-440 BC. 
6Cf. Cowely 419 BC. 
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40 same as above 

41 2nd half of 5th c. BC 

42 last quarter of 5th c. BC 

43 late 5th c. BC 

44 same as above 

45 2nd half of 5th c. BC 

50 5th c. BC7 

51 end of 5th c. BC 

53 same as above 

56 last decade of 5th c. BC 

63 5th c. BC8 

66 - 68 same as above9 

69 (CIS II 149) late 5th c. BC 

70 (CIS II 144) same as above 

71 (CIS II 145) 3rd quarter of 5th c. BC 

72 (CIS II 146) ca. 375 (N. p. 43f) 

73 (CIS II 147) late 5th c. BC 

74 (CIS II 148) late 5th or early 4th c. BC 

75 (CIS II 150) late 5th c. BC 

76 (CIS II 151) late 5th c. BC 

81 beginning of 3rd c. BC (N p. 43), Edfu 

83 recto before 400 

83 verso ca. 300 

p. 317A 5th c. BC, Saqqara 

7"Year 13" is mentioned in line 3. Yet there is nothing to identify 
the date. 

8"Year 13" and "year 6" are mentioned. Yet no clue for the date. 

9No. 66-68: fragmentary inscriptions do not show any indication for 
dating. 
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[2] AI (Sachau): ostraca 

75.1 earl y 3rd c. BC (N. p. 44) 

75.2 end of 4th c. BC(N. p. 37) 

76.1-3,5 ca. 475 BC (N. p. 44) 

76.4 5th c. BC (N. p. 39) 

76.5 same as above 

77.1-2 ca. 475 BC (N. P. 37) 

77.3 4th c. BC (N. p. 45) 

78 ca. 475 (N. p. 37) 

82 n. d. 

83 n. d. 

87 n. d. 

[3] AD (Driver): 410 (N. fig 6)10, provenance unknown 

1-13 

Frag 1A, 1B, 3,7,10. 

[4] BP (Kraeling)11: from Elephantine 

1 451 BC (N. p. 36) 

2 449 BC (N. fig. 5) 

3 449 NC 

4 434 BC 

5 427 BC 

6 420 BC (N. p. 36) 

7 420 BC 

10None of the letters is dated. Driver's dates 411/10-408 BC (cf. 
Naveh's fig. 6 for AD 3,4,5,7). 

"All documents are dated, except No. 16, which is a collection of 
fragments. 
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8 416 BC (N. p. 36) 

9 404 BC (N. fig. 5) 

10 402 BC 

11 402/1 BC (N. p. 36) 

12 402/1 BC 

13 399 BC (N. p. 36) 

14 449 BC 

16 

[5] CIS II 

8 722-705 BC (N. p. 11), Nineveh 

113 end of 5th/begin. of 4th c. BC (N. p. 56), Teima Oasis 

116 n. d. 

122 482 BC (N. p. 52), Saqqara 

123 5th c. BC (N. p. 22)12, Memphis 

125 5th c. BC (N. p. 22), Abydos 

126 same as above 

127 same as above 

128 same as above 

130 same as above 

132 same as above 

134 5th c. BC (N. p. 22), Akhmi  

135 5th c. BC (N. p. 22), Wadi es-Saba Rigaleh 

136 same as above 

138 ca. 475 (N. p. 37), Eleph. 

140 Egypt 

141 5th c. BC (N. p. 42)13, Egypt 

12Cf. KAI 268 5th-4th c. BC. 
13Cf. Gibson's date: early 4th c. BC (p. 120). KAI 269: 5th-4th c. BC 
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142 early 5th c. BC (N. p. 42), Egypt 

154 2nd half of th c. BC, Eleph. 

155 same as above 

[6] LH (Bresciani and Kamil): from Hermopolis 

Late 6th or early 5th c. BC (N. p. 16)'4. 

[71 Krug (Lidzbarski): 5th c. BC, Elephantine 

[8] RES 

438 485 BC (N. P. 42) Syene 

492 n. d. 

961 Wadi es-Saba Rigaleh 

1296 Eleph 

1372 5th-3rd c. BC15 Abydos 

1373 same as above 

1376 same as above 

1787 Egypt 

1788 Memphis 

1789 Memphis 

1791 Saqqara 

1793 Eleph 

1810 436 BC Saqqara. 

1818 Memphis (? ) 

1819 Ma'sra (Eg) 

14J. Naveh, "The Palaeography of the Hermopolis Papyri, " in Israel 
Oriental Studies, pp. 120ff; N. fig. 3. cf. the date of Bresciani 
and Kamil: middle of 5th c. BC (LH p. 361) 

15Lidzbarski, Eph, III, p. 96 
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[9) Saqqara (Segal): 5th c. BC16 

[10] TAR (Aime-Giron): from Saqqara 

2 7th c. BC (N. p. 15) 

5-86 middle or 3rd quarter of 5th c. BC (N. p. 36) 

86bis 1st half of 4th c. BC (N. p. 43) 

87 same as above 

93-110 5th c. BC (N. p. 22 n. 69) 

[111 Other Works 

E. Bresciani, Aegyptus, 39 p. 4: n. d., E1-Hibeh 

--------, Fraiwenti di un Testo Araoaico: 5th c. BC, Saqqara 

Degen-Müller-Röllig, NEphe, II, 

p. 10 (Papyrus Berol 23000): end of 5th or 4th c. BC17, Eleph. or 

Hereopolis 

p. 67 (papyrus): 7th c. BC 

p. 75 (papyrus): late 6th or beginning of 5th c. BC, Eleph. 

Herr, Seals p. 30 (seal): 6th c. BC 

Lizdbarski, Eph, III 

p. 20 (ostracon): ca. 475 (N. p. 38), Eleph. 

p. 107 (graffito): 5th c. BC (N. p. 22), Abydos 

p. 109 (graffito): 5th c. BC (N. p. 22), Abydos 

p. 112 (graffito): 5th c. BC (N. p. 22), Abydos 

p. 114 (graffito): 5th c. BC (N. p. 22), Abysos 

p. 122 (ostracon): n. d., Egypt 

16Naveh concluded that most of then belong to 5th c. BC due to 
palaeographical criteria (IEJ, 35,1985, p. 212). Cf. Segal's date: 
5th-4th c. BC (Saqqara, p. 4). No 30 is dated "year 34th" (according 
to Segal's reading). However, the text is so damaged that the date 
cannot be sure. 

17Naveh, JAOS, 91, p. 379. 
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Sefire I (KAI 222): 8th c. BC 

Sznycer, in Homage a A. Dupont-Sommer p. 186: 5th c. BC, Hereopolis18 

[12] Journal 

Aime-Giron, JA, 18 (1921) p. 61 (papyrus): 5th c. BC, Saqq. 

--------. AE 23 (1923) p. 42 (on wall): 450-475 BC (N. p. 40f)19, 

Sheikh Fadl 

--------- ASAE, 26 (1926) p. 25 (ostracon): ca. 475 

(N. p. 38), Eleph. 

--------- ASAE, 39 (1939) p. 352 (graffito): 5th-4th c. BC, Wadi-el- 

H5di 

--------- BIFAO, 38 (1939) p. 38 (ostracon): late 4th-early 3rd 

c. BC (N. p. 44), Edfu. 

p. 42 (stela): 5th c. BC, Saqq. 

p. 58 (ostracon): mid 2nd c. BC, Edfu 

Bauer-Meissner, SBPA, 1936 (papyrus): 515 BC (N. p. 16), Eleph. 

Bresciani, RSO, 35 (1960) p. 22 (papyrus): 2nd quarter of 5th c. BC 

(N. p. 21), Padua 

Cowley, PSBA, 25 (1903) p. 264 (ostrcon): ca. 450, Fleph. 

--------- PSBA, 37 (1915) p. 218 (papyrus): beginning of 3rd c. BC 

(N. P. 44), Edfu 

JRAS, (1929) p. 109 (ostrncon): ca. 475 (N. p. 38), Syene 

A. Dupont-Sommer, RES, 1941-45 p. 67 (ostrcon): ca. 475 BC (N. 

p. 38), Eleph. 

--------- Semitica, 1 (1946) p. 44 (papyrus): 600 BC (N. p. 16), 

Saqq. 

"Porten, Semitica 33 p. 92. 
19Cf. Giron's date: mid 7th and 6th c. BC. 
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--------- ASAE, 48 (1948) p. 112A (ost, con): ca. 475 (N. P. 38), 

Eleph. 

--------- RSO, 32 (1957) p. 3 (ostrcon): ca. 475 (N. p. 38), Eleph. 

Kornfeld, WZKM, 61 (1967) p. 11 (graffito): n. d., Syene 

--------- ABA W, 110 (1973) p. 133 (graffito): 330-30020, Edfu 

Marakten, MDIK, 43 (1987) p. 170-172 (ostraca): 5th c. BC, Eleph 

Porten, Or NS 57 (1989) p. 26 (papyrus): 5th c. BC, Eleph 

Rabinowitz, JNES, 15 (1956) p. 2 (metal bowl): 5th c. BC (N. p. 22), 

Tell el-Maskhüta 

--------- JNES, 18 (1959) p. 154f (metal bowl): 5th c. BC (N. p. 22), 

Tell el-Maskhüta 

Sayce, PSBR, 26 (1904) p. 208 (graffito): Memphis 

--------- PSBA, 30 (1908) p. 28f (graffito): Heshän 

--------- PSBR, 33 (1911) p. 183 (ostt^con): ca. 475 BC (N. p. 37), 

Eleph. 

Teixidor, Syria, 41 (1964) p. 286 (papyrus): 417, Abydos 

Torrey, Numismatic Note, (graffito): 318 BC (N. p. 52), Damanhur 

20Lipinski, OLP, 6/7, p. 388. 
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B. INVENTORY OF EGYPTIAN PROPER NAMES AND WORDS 

[1] Personal Names 

? 'GN 

--- i kn (. i 

G p. 462; K p. 121 

[Aram] APO 75,2.15 (p1.62) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,48.17 m. NK. cf. also 16 (m. MK) 

The correspondence between Aram G and Eg k needs further 

evidence (cf. PQRQPTH -- p3-n-grg-pth) (see Chapter VI: alveolars). 

Though not attested as a PN, there is a Aram root 'GN "bowl" (DISO 

p. 3) and Heb 1 (KB p. 11). Akk akünu (CAD A 286; AHw I 30) "a 

kind of jar" is generally regarded as an Eg loanword (ikn 

Wb 1,140; cf. Lambdin Or NS 22,1953, p. 363). Yet Burchardt 

considers that the word has a Semitic origin (Burchardt, II9 p. 10). 

Ass PN a-gi-nu also occurs (APN p. 136). The identification is far 

from certain. 

** 'WPT6TN 

--- "ip(. t)-t(3)-Ad(. t) "Opet, the saviour" 

[Aram] Saqq. 1.3,8 

[ Eg ] cf. Ranke 1,148.17  w. t-bd. t° 
4ä 

; 370.13 t3-d. t-mw. t 

f. Dyn 21f. 

'Ip. t, Goddess of Luxor, was pronounced Cope] in the Late Period. 

The final W seems to contradict the Eg fem. ending -t which is 

normally realized as Aram Y, though not necessarily so. The masc. 
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form of the saviour is p3-. d. w (Wb IV, 563.10f), so the fem. form 

is *t3-9d. w. t. The final W, therefore, may be a counterpart of 

the Eg consonant w, protected by the fem. ending -t, or it may be a 

dialectal variant. Cf. Segal's *wpwty-. §t3 which is not attested. 

'H' 

1h3 (< h3) 
1: 

"Warrior" 

K p. 119; V II p. 224 

[Aram] Bauer-Meissner, SBPA, 1936,415.2; 16 [']H'; 19 'H['] 

[Eg] Ranke 1,44.7 m. NK or a short form of 1h3-type (Ranke 1,44.8- 

16). 

Equally possible is i(`)h 
IT 

"moon" (Ranke 1,12.13) and 

its hypocoristicon (Ranke 1,12.14-13,10). However the Semitic root 

'H "brother" prevents us from confirming that this is Eg. The name 

can also be a hypocoristicon with the Semitic 'H. 

* 'HAIN 

--- 2(`)hnon "The Moon is enduring" 

V II P. 225 

[Aram] Saqq. 105.5 

[Eg] cf. DN + an. w type of PN. e. g., hp-sn(w) (Ranke 1,237.15); hr- 

®n(w) (1,252.3); hns. w-in(w) (1,271.5); i`h-as-nn(w) (1,13.2). 

Those names are all attested between NK and Gk. 

A hybrid interpretation is not entirely excluded such as 

sn(w) "Min is a brother, " though less likely. 

** 'ATP 

--- 
i (i)-#p 

A,, 
[] "Coming in peace" 

[Aram] ostracon: Sayce, PSBR, 33 P. 183.2 
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[Eg) Ranke 1,10.16 m. OK-Late 

Cf. 'MHWT (li-m-htp), YMHWT 

There is a Semitic root HTP "do hurr 

Heb and Arab. Yet from the context, it 

'HTP is a PN, rather than a verb (Aphel 

T between H and a labial, see the later 

Correspondences e) alveolars. 

*# '1114$ 

--- i (' )ý-®s "The moon is born" 

K p. 77; V p. 214 

[Aram] ostracon: APO 76.4.6 (p1.63) 

[Eg] see Ph 'HMS. 

'HPPY 

iedly" in Aram, "catch" in 

is much more likely that 

iRpv). For the change T> 

discussion [3] Notes on the 

--- * i, [i(3)-pp. y "Pepi is a warrior" 

G p. 463; K p. 77; V II p. 214 

[Aram] AD 4.4 

[Eg] cf. 1h3 (Ranke 1,44.7 e. NK); pp. y (Ranke 1,131.12 

m/f. OK-NK) [Gk] cf. ATrinacS, AnInh S 

3h-pp. y "Pepi is beneficial" (for 313 see Ranke 1,2.21) is 

another possible reconstruction. The first element 3h is used 

from OK to the Late Period: 3h. t-isn-'r. w "Amun is effective V 

against them" (Ranke 1,3.10  . Late) and 3h-i'h (Ranke 1,2.22 

m. Dynl9). A hybrid explanation is also possible *'H-PP. Y "Pepi is 

a brother. " Note that Vittmann suggests the alternative reading, 

i. e., 'HRPY, yet he gives no solution of it. To change the reading 

to 'HRPY (Vittmann) is unnecessary. 
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.e. fB 

--- *i(`)h-(ii)r-hb "It is the Moon who makes festival" 

L p. 117; K p. 77; V II p. 214 

[Aram] AP 73.16 (corrected to 'HRTYS by Vittmann p. 214) 

[Eg) cf. Ranke 1,12.14,15,17 W)#-. 11r-di-s(w) "It is the Moon 

who gives him, " i(')h-m-hb "the Moon is in the festival. " 

It seems that Copt Eon "festival" for Eg hb contradicts the Aram 

form HYB. Dismissing the first aleph, Kornfeld identified the name 

with hr-m-#b (Ranke 1,248.7 m/f. NK-Gk), which is unlikely. The 

reading is difficult. The fourth letter could be T. Therefore, 

Vittmann corrected it to 'HRTYS which is more likely. (for this 

name see 'HRTYS). 

** 'HRTYS 

--- i Oh-Of )r-di-s(w) 
Q 

d. _t 
"It is the Moon who has given 

him/her" 

S II p. 3; L p. 117; K p. 77 

[Aram] AP 63.2,73.16 'HRHYB (corrected to 'HRTYS by Vittman 

p. 214); Saqq. 28a. 7; 41.9 'HRTYS; 43a. 3 'HRTYS 

[Eg] Ranke 1,12.14 and 15 m/f. Late; DemNB I, 57 (i`h-i. ir-ti-s) 

[Gk] 'AeTaLS 
, 

`j4proci's (NB p. 56) 

' HTBSTY 

--- 'HT-b3st(. t) "The sister of Bast" 

G p. 460; K p. 40; Lipinski, Eibi. Or. 31 p. 121; Teixidor, Bulletin 

p. 355 (no. 41) 

[Aram] AD 11.1 'HTBSTY; 4 'HTBSTY 

[Eg] see Ph 'BST 

Cf. HTWBSTY 
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The name has been explained as Semitic: Ass aahatu-bästi "The 

(divine) sister is  y gurdian angel" (cf. masc. ahu-bas/Jti APN 

p. 15; Driver AD p. 32, G., K. and Teixidor). However, E. Lipinski 

(Bibl. Or. 31, p. 121) points out the Eg theophoric element Bast, 

which is found in Ph PNs 'BDBST, 'BD'BST, P'L'BST. The identifica- 

tion is open to choice. 

TY 

--- idi 

G p. 494; K p. 119 

[Aram] LH 4.3 and 6 

[Eg] Ranke 1,53.22 m. OK-MK, f. MK. For the similar names, see 

Ranke I, 53.23ff, id. 1, id. y etc. Yet these names are only attested 

until MK. 

A short form of the name composed with the element it(f) such as 

itf-wr, itf-ws-ir, itf-m3' etc. (Ranke I, 50.18ff) is a possible 

explanation, yet Eg t is usually not represented by Aran T. 

' KY 

--- 
1 ky 

K p. 119 

[Aram] graffito: TAE` 93 

[Eg] Ranke 1,48.5 cf. Ra#he 1,47.26-48.12  . Late 

Aime-Giron suggests 'KY is Ass ak-ki (APN p. 266). Lycian Akkcc. 

Yet his affiliation HRZBD "Horus has bestowed" points out the 

possibility of an Eg name. Cf. Ug aky (Gröndahl p. 216), 'ky 

(Harding p. 63). 
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* 'MWN 

--- nun "Amun" 

[Aram] AD 5.3 

[Eg] Ranke 1,26.18 a. MK-Late cf. . DeaNB 1,83 [Gk] Auwi 
, 

'AcwV 
, 

AftwvlvS 
, 

AýccýVts (NB p. 29) 

Equally possible is a Semitic explanation'dmön (2K 21 a king of 

Judah, IPN 228-9), which is derived from 'MWN "master workman" (? ). 

** 'MWRTYS 

--- im(n-i)r-di-s(w) i _ý Q i' "It is Amun who has given him" 

S II p. 3; L p. 117; K p. 77 

[Aram] AP 35.1; 6 'MW[RT]YS; BP 13.3 'MWRTY[S] 

[Eg] Rankel, 26.24; II p. 243 a. Late-Gk; DeaNB 1,84 (1, n-i. Ir-[ti- 

s? ) [Gk] 'AWOPTdIOS 
, 

A, utlpTa? OS , 
A, AEVorpr¬7s, 'A, U0VOprdir, s, 

'A, 90P-rot i5 (NB p. 27) [NA] a-aur-ti-. 4e (APN p. 23; Ranke KM p. 27) 

As is shown in Gk forms, n of imn is assimilated into the 

following r (nr > n), likewise in Akk form. 

** ''1' 

--- i(i)-m-ht(p) `iÜ "Coming in peace" 

K p. 77 

[Aram] AP 69A. 11 1'MHWT; 69D [']MHW[T] 

[Eg) Ranke 1,9.2 m. OK-Gk; DeaNB 1,55 [Gk] 'I, aou9ov, 'I coUB//s 

'j1aoVT7s, 'IýuoudýjS 'AýuoýT7s 'rý, uoUB/s (NB P. 27,149) 

Cf. TARiWT, Ph YMHT 

The loss of the final p of htp is evident in Gk forms AJUEVw9ýs, 

'Aj vouOis(< imn-htp; Ranke 1,30.12; DemNB 1,85; NB p. 24) and the 

month name p3-n-imn-htp, which is represented by either 81TAp MZA T1T 

or bf0AMENW, 9(Gk jPOS#EVwO) . They show that the final p has been lost 
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when the long [u]-vowel came in between h and p, like our examples 

'MHWT, YMHWT. The name might be compared with lvn-htp on the 

assumption that Eg n of Lon is assimilated, yet the Gk forms 

preclude it. 

*' SWTYS 

--- 3s(. t)-0ir)-d1-s(. t) 8V "It is Isis who has given them" 

S II p. 4; L p. 117 

[Aram] AP 66,12.2 

[Eg] Ranke 1,3.19 f. Late-Gk [Gk] 'Frpprocis 
, ', Ed-EPTc(S (NB p. 108f) 

Cf. 'STYS 

With respect to the loss of Eg fir which is usually represented 

by Aram R, the following two explanations can be offered; (1) the 

misspelling of W for R (S, L and K, see 'SRTYS); (2) the 

progressive assimilation of r into [o): -sor- > -so- . 

** ' SWRY 
0 g: a 

--- 3s(. t)-wr(. t) 
ý0 *9 "Isis is great" 

S III p. 347; L p. 117; G p. 475; K p. 77; V II p. 214 

[Aram] LH 7.2; AP 43.2 and [13] 

[Eg] Ranke 1,4.1 f. NK-Gk; De®NB 1,76 [Copt] ECoYEPE [Gk] 

'Er-o. pis , 
'EoOLJi pis , 'Erw pis (NB p. 108f ) 

Equally possible is ns-wr. t "He/she who belongs to the great" 

(Ranke I, 174.11  . Gk/f. Late-Gk [Gk]EÖo7P'S [Copt ]6CoYEPE ). The 

final Y is a mater lectionis, representing the Eg fee. ending. 

** 'SFIWB 

--- Ws-hr(w) "He belongs to Horus" 

SIp. 1111; L p. 117; G p. 470; K p. 77 
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[Aran] AP 15.2,17,19,21,23,24 ['S]HWR, 26,30,37; 20.3,6,8, 

20 

[Eg] Ranke 1,178.7; II p. 365 m/f. Late-Gk 

Eg ns is always rendered as 'S because of the assimilation of n 

to s (S I p. 1111). 

** 'SHNWM 

--- (n)s-hn®(. m) "He belongs to Khnum" 

SIp. 1099; L p. 117; K p. 77 

[Aram] ostracon: CIS II, 155A. 2,155B. 5 'SRWNPR (the latter was read 

as 'SHNWM by Vittmann, yet remains uncertain) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,179.1 s. Late 

Notice Eg b corresponds to Aram H, not K like Ph (see the later 

discussion [6] Spirantization). 

. 64 

' STWM 

--- (n)s-(i)tm "He belongs to Atum" 

K p. 77 

[Aram] CIS II, 155A. 3 

[Eg] Ranke 1,174.4 a. Late 

The unusual correspondence between Eg t and Aras T could be 

explained by the influence of the following labial, as T becomes T 

under the influence of the preceding labial in 'SPTN, PTHRTYS. 

Though the reading is uncertain, one more letter seems to be 

visible after the final M. 

** ' 3YT" 

--- *3s(. t)-t(3)-`3(. t) "Isis the great" 

[Aram] Saqq 56.1 'Sr! '[, 2 'SYT ', 3 
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[Eg) cf. 3s. t-wr. t 
-d rile- "Isis is great" (Ranke 1,4.1 f. NK-Gk). 

for the second element, cf. t3-'3. t (Ranke I, 354.13ff f. NK-Late) 

Cf. Ph 'S" 

* 'SKY§W 

--- short form of 'SKSYT (ns-k3y-kw. ty) 

L p. 117; G p. 470; K p. 77 

[Aram] AP 2.19 

[Eg] see 'SK6YT 

The short form 'SK6+a eater lectionis W as a caritative ending. 

* 'SKYT 

(n)9-k(3y)-h(w. )t(y) 
-ýlTd 

W "He belongs to *3Y-sw. ty" 

L p. 117; G p. 501; K p. 78 

[Aram] AP 53.7 

[Eg] Ranke 1,179.8 a. Late-Gk/f. Late cf. ns-p3-k3y-sw. ty (Ranke 

1,175.18) 

The correspondence between Aram K and Eg k is unusual. 

** 'sm 

ý. ens 
--- Ws-ion (. w) "He belongs to Min" 

SIp. 1099; L p. 117; K p. 78 

[Aram] ostracon: CIS II, 138A. 1 

[Eg] Ranke 1,176.12 e. Late-Gk [Gk] 'FcrurvIs , 'Fourvls , 

Z, L /v¬s , Z, ucv Z, ccrvis , jurv , 
2-`crvr5 (NB p. 108,118,388) 

** 'SMT 

--- Ws-aw. t "She belongs to Mut" 

SIp. 1099; L p. 117; K p. 78; V II p. 215 
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[Aram] CIS II, 155A. 1 

[EgJ Ranke 1,176.10 f. NK-Late 

As for CIS II, 155B. 1, there is enough space for two letters 

between S and T. Three down strokes suggest PM between S and T. 

Vittmann considers it to be ns-mtr "He belongs to the witness. " 

Though phonetically possible, ns-mw. t is much more common. 

'SPTNSNY 

--- *(n)s-p(3)-d(j)-n(. 1)-sn(. t) "He belongs to him whom the sister 

has given" 

[Aram] CIS II, 155B. 6 'SPTH_NY (corrected here) 

[Eg] For the type of ns-p3- see Ranke 1,174.19-175.21. For the 

structure of the second half, see Ranke 1,124.5 p3-di-n. 1-3s. t "He 

whom Isis has given to me. " Since ns- can be attached to any name 

in order to produce another name, this combination is possible. 

'SPTH NY 

--- see 'SPT9NY 

K p. 78; V II p. 215 

** 'sir 
--- Var. of 'SPMT (ns-p3-mdw) 

S I, p. 111; G p. 471; K p. 78 

[Aras] AP 2.2 'SPMT, 22 'SP[MT]; 3.3 'SP[MT]; 4.7 

[Eg] see 'SPMT 

** 'SPMT 

--- (n)s-p(3)-md(w) 2041 "He belongs to the (sacred) staff" 

SIp. 1111; L p. 118; K p. 78 
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[Aram] AP 6.10; 8.7; graffito: TAE 98; ostracon: CIS 

II, 155B. 1'SPMT; Porten, Or. NS, 57 p. 26; NEph II, p. 75 [Eg] Ranke 

1,175.1; IIp. 365 [Gk] 'Fvir ris E r, a# 9t5[ NB p. 108f ) [Akkl 

ia-pi-as-a-ýu (APN p. 105a) 

Cf. 'SPMT 

As the Gk form shows, Eg d of 'd. w changed into [aet-J, which is 

realized as MT in Aram. The Eg d also corresponds to Aram T in 

'SPMT under the influence of a preceding labial. There is no 

necessity to deal with 'SPMT and 'SPMT differently, as Lasbdin 

proposes. Akk t of ih-pi-as-a-tu should be remembered here. 

* 'SPSN 

--- 'i(n)s-p(3)-sn "He belongs to the (sacred? ) tree" 

[Aram] Saqq 1.5 

[Eg] for the element of An. w see Ranke 1,211.5 nht-hr(. w)-n3-An. w 

"Strong is Horus of the trees" (m. Dyn 25); Ranke 1,244.8 hnw. t-sn. w 

"Mistress of trees" (f. Dyn 20); Ranke 1,422.13. Yet the element 

. n. w is always used in plural in these attested forms. 

o "p. e 
Dpe 

--- '3s(ws)-(I1r-wn(n)-nfr(w) "Osiris, Onnophoris" 

SIp. 1099; L p. 118; K p. 78; V II p. 215 

[Aram] CIS II, 155B. 5 

[Eg] Ranke 11,275; Vb 1,311.1 [Copt] cf. DYCEpovENL(ipE(Spielgerg). 

Cf. Ranke 1,246.17 hr-wn-nfr DAe? 'ý (m. Late-Gk), see Ranke 1,79.19 

wn-nfr. w (Copt oYENoßp , Gk Dvvwcopis "Onnophris" which is a surname 

of Osiris (CDME p. 62), meaning something like "the perfect" lit- 

"being-beauty. " The text is so faded as to not be read with 

certainty. The final letter seems to be M (cf. Vittaann's reading 
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'SHNWM for the meaning see above). 

* 'SRTYS 

--- see 'SWTYS 

S II p. 3; L p. 118; K p. 78; V II p. 215 

** 'SROWT 
na 

--- 3s (. t)-rsw. t(y) p "Isis is rejoicing" 

S II p. 3; L p. 118; G p. 475; K p. 78 

[Aram] AP 34.3 

[Eg] Ranke 1,4.10 f. Late-Gk; II, p. 336; DemNB 1,79 [Gk] fOEPoülis , 
'E 

,ELs 'Fýopýüs (NB p. 108f ) 

Cf. 'SR§T. 

** 'SRAT 

--- Var. of 'SR6WT 

G p. 475; K p. 78 

[Aram] LH 1.3 

[Eg] see 'SR§WT 

* 'STU 

--- *(n)s-t? "He belongs to (Thoth's) plummet" 

G p. 470; K p. 78 

[Aram] AP 22.81 

[Eg] cf. Wb V, 325.17 

Kornfeld prefers ns-(p)th (Ranke 1,176.5). Although it is 

well attested in E1-Anarna tablets that the p of pth drops (see 

Chapter IV: Tahmassi, Tahmaya, Hiku(p)tah) it is not usual in NW YY 

Semitic. I follow Grelot who points out Eg th ,a synonym for 
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Thoth. Many other possibilities should be remembered: *ns-t3-hy. t 

(cf. Ranke 1,366.21); *ns-t3-hwt "He belongs the temple" (cf. Ranke 

1,110,1 p3-n-hwt "He who belongs to the the temple"  . NK); `ns-thw 

(cf. Wb V, 325.5). 

ýpw 

-- see 'P` 

K p. 79; V p. 215 

IPA 

--- ipw, ipi etc. 

cf. K p. 501; K p. 79 'PW, 'P` 

[Aram] AP 24.37 'WH (corrected into 'PH here, cf. APO 'ZH) 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 1,22.15 ipi o/f. OK-Late; Ranke I, 22.22ff ipy 

etc. m/f. MK-Late. 

** 'P' 

--- i W. f- `(3) 
.- --j "He is great" 

G p. 501; K p. 79; V II p. 215 

[Aram] AP 53.6; 24.4 [']P[`] 

[Eg] Ranke 1,14.2 m. Late; DeaNB 1,59 [Gk] cf. AMU 
, 'Anwv , 

'EnCuS (NB p. 42f, 102 ) 

Ib(. y)-i'(. w) (Ranke I, 19.4), suggested by Kornfeld, is only 

attested until MK, and we must assume that Eg i has been lost. The 

composition of an element ip and `3 (Grelot) is possible, though it 

is purely theoretical. As for AP 53.6, the reading is sure. 

Kornfeld's comment "Lesung unsicher, vielleicht--'PW" is unnece- 

ssary (Vittmann also questioned his reading). Grelot and Kornfeld 

read 'PW in AP 24.4, yet no support is gained from the text itself. 
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** 'PRY 

--- i (w. )f-r(r) (<* iw, f-r. i) "°'o "He is a8ainct me" 

[Aram) Jar: APO 82,15.1 (p1.69) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,14.21; 17.10 m. Late [Gk) cf. ATTpios 
, 'EnoOpis 

(NB P. 42,101) 

-RY corresponds to Copt Epoc "for me", which is represented as 

an emphatic form of Eg preposition r (cf. }fir > hrr Wb III, 131). 

3PMD 

--- Var. of 'SPMT (? ) 

[Aram] APO 69.11 

[Eg] see 'SPMT 

The correspondence between Aram D and Eg d could be justified by 

'BWD/'BWT (3bdw) "Elephantine. " However the second letter , 

corresponding to Eg s is troublesome. 

BB' 

--- bb. iJJ 4 

G p. 467; K p. 119 

[Aram] APO 75,2.15 

[Eg] Ranke I, 95.16-96.12 bb. ', bb. F, bb. y, bby etc. (m/f. OK-Late) 

[Ph] BB' [Gk]ßäpEt(NB p. 70) [Akk] Ba-ba-a-a (APN p. 49a), f Be-be-e 

(ANG p. 242) [Ug] ba-ba, ba-bi-ia-nu (Gröndahl p. 117) [Heb] cf. -,? 1 

BEIM 

--- *bh "Buchis bull" 

K p. 79 
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[Aram] Weil, REJ 65 p. 18.5 

[Eg] cf. DemNB 1,184 p3-bh; 364 pa-bh; Wb 1,472.14 bh "Buchis" 

[Gk]ßoüu, s (NB p. 78) 

MB Ba-hu-ü, Ba-he-e, NA Ba-hi-i (AHW I, 96b; cf. APN p. 50, 

derived from bahn "meager, thin") suggest that BI{Y could be an Akk 

name. 

BYKN' 

--- "bik. n "Our falcon" 

[Aram] Saqq 40.1 

[Eg] For bik, see Ranke 1,93.18 and 19 J dº 
,. `p3-bik and 

t3-bik. t are preserved in Gk forms n/37-xis , r, 5 , xis (Ranke 11,279.8; 

11,324.23). 

e" 

BYQN 

--- bw-kn iý 
,i 

[Aram] Saqq 21.5 

[Eg] Ranke 1,94.17 m. NK 

Cf. *b3-kn, suggested by Segal, which is not attested. 

BKRNP 

---b(3)k-(n-)rn. f 
ý 

"" "The servant of his nage" 

K p. 79 

[Aran] RES 1788 

[Eg] Ranke 1,91.11 and 17 (b3k-rn. f) .. Late; DeMNB 1,147 (bk-rn. f) 

[Gk] 4oxopivls (NB p. 78) [NA] Bu-kur-ni-ip "a king of Pahnuti" 

(Assurb. 1,105; Ranke, KM p. 27). 
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* BL' 

--- br o ý" "The blind" 

G p. 468; K p. 79; V II p. 215 

[Aram] AP 28.5 

[Eg] Ranke 1,97.27  . Gk; DemNB I, 143ff (br, b1, bl. t, b13, bit) 

[Gk] OEAX7s , /jE-\ýs , &FAI2s , )CEAXIos (NB p. 73) [Copt] eA\E (Crum 

p. 38a) cf. nIAA6 [Akk] be1ä, bel-a-a, Be-la-a (ANC p. 113) [Pu] 

BL' (Benz, p. 89,287, left unexplained) 

The Eg name br/b1 is attested well in Demotic documents. His 

mother TB' and his brother PTWSYRY are Egyptians in AP 28. So BL', 

a slave, is likely to be from an Eg family. Yet the Semitic 

derivation is still conceivable due to the Akk form, bele 

(hypocoristicon with "Baal"). 

BS' 

--- bs. y 
JP 

L p. 118; G p. 468; K p. 79 

[Aram] TAE 100a, b; 112a, b; BP 11.2,15 

[Eg] Ranke I, 98.18f  . Late/f. NK [Gk] ,os, 189oäs ,p c-o �sTvdis 

(NB p. 74f . OAP p. 79f ) 

Probably a shortened form of the name of which theophoric 

element is Bes. Equally possible is Semitic explanation: ba-sa-a 

(APN p. 53a), cf. Heb besay, Aoorite BS' (APNMT p. 177). 

BSH 

--- Var. of BS'(? ) 

K p. 79 

[Aran] LH 8.11 
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B OIH 

--- b-43w 

[Aram] Saqq 8.4 

[Eg] Ranke 1,98.22-24; see Ph B. ' 

GLHB 

--- grhb i1 rU. J(' ý "Sacred Ibis bird" 

G p. 471; K p. 79; V II p. 215 

[Aram] APO 75,2.15 (pl. 62) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,352.12 f. (? )Gk; Erichsen p. 587 gl-hb, p3-gl-hb [Gk] 

KaA? /3ts . (NB p. 160) 

The final letter B is uncertain. Grelot prefers N rather than 

B. Sachau read it as W. Because of the attestated Eg name, b is 

preferable. 

Ho PR' 

--- *h(3)b-r. i "One sent to me" 

K p. 79; V II p. 215 

[Aram] CIS 11,130 (cf. the reading of RES 1368 'BM') 

[Eg] cf. h3b "to send" (Ranke 1,229.4 m. OK); hab-sw (Ranke 1,229.5 

m. Dynl2) 

Even if the reading should be correct, the identification is 

still difficult. Kornfeld, following CIS, considered it hpry (=Gk 

A17ptos NB p. 42; Erichsen p. 356) which is well attested (Ranke I, 

268.21ff). Yet the equation of Aram H with Eg h is hardly 

acceptable. A reconstruction above is possible with a slight 

change b> /p/, because both elements, hab and r+ sufffix pronoun 

are attested in PNs. However, the reading is quite uncertain, 

making the identification impossible. 
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** HRYW 

hr-lb 
ö0 

"Contented" 

L p. 119; V II p. 223 

[Aram] AP 74.5 HDYW (corrected to HRYW by Lambdin and Vittmann) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,230.5 m. OK-Gk/f. Late-Gk [Gk] `Fpa-us [Ph] HRB 

[Aram] cf. HRYWT' 

The final b of hr-ib was assimilated into the previous / w/ 

sound: ib *[iüb] > [iuw] > [iw]. For the discussions on vocaliza- 

tion of 1b, see W. Albright (JEA 23 p. 203), and his review article 

on Phonetique historique de J'Egyptien (JAOS 66 p. 317). for the 

examples of the loss of b, see K. Sethe, ZAS 50 p. 80-83, e. g., skb, 

sgb > skr, ski; msb > ms. Cf. `Fp(avovnIS hr-ib-inpw with loss 

of b. 

** HRYWT' 

--- *hr-w(3)d. (t) "Uto is contented" 

G p. 472; K p. 80; V II p. 215 

[Aram] LH 7.4 

[Eg] cf. Ranke I, 230,12 hr-bast. t 
c '1 (m. Late) for w3d. t 

"Uto (cobra-goddess) " see Wb, I 268.17 ; cf. Gk 6ourw, Copt 1fQYTO/ 

130YTO pr-w3d. t; Aram HRYW 

Ranke's reading hr-lb is more likely to be hr, for the lb is a 

determinative since NK, see Wb 11,496. 

* WHPY 

--- * w(3)/r(i)b "(DN) is kindly" 

[Aram] AP 74.1 PHPY (corrected here to WHPRY); Saqq 53.13 WHPY[ 

[Eg] cf. Ranke I, 72.28ff 

Probably a short form of w3h-1'ßi-r`; the final Y is a hypoco- 
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ristic ending. 

** "PR, 

--- w(3)h-(i)b-r` ®& "Re` is kindly" 

L p. 119; G p. 496; K p. 80 

[Aram] ostracon: CIS 11,154.3 WIf) ,7 WHPi' (cf. Aim6-Giron, BIFAO 

38 P. 36); AP p. 317A. 3 (Aiae-Giron, JA 18 p. 61); TAE 26.2 [WHIPR`, 

29.2 [W]HPR`, 30.1; LH 2.14,3.5,4.14; ostracon: Dupont-Soiuer, 

RSO, 32 P. 403.3; Saqq 10.10 

[Eg] see Ph WHPR`. 

** WHPI' MHi 

--- w(3)h-(i)b-r`-m-(3)h. (t) . 
05yýt9 

"(King) w3h-ib-r` is on 

the Horizon" 

S II p. 5; L p. 119; G p. 496; K p. 80 

[Aram] AP 26.1,24 WHPR`MNY (cf. APO Z, AP Y for `); AD 3.4 

[Eg] Ranke 1,73.3; DemNB 1,112. 

* [W]HPR`NH[T] 

--- * w(3)li-(i)b-r '-nht "(King) w3h-lb-r ` is strong" 

L p. 119; K p. 80 

[Aram] TAE` 69 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 1,209.22-212.19 for the compounds with nht as the 

first element, Ranke 1,29.21 for nht as the second element: tan- 
V 

nht, 3s(ws)1r-nht etc. 

* WI TRW 

--- *w(3)h-t(3)-(n-)rw "May she who belongs to the lion endure" 

[Aram] Bordreuil, Catalogue des sceaux, p. 103 no. 135 
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[Eg] For the first element, see Ranke I, 72.26ff. For the second 

part, see TRW. *W3h-tri "May the willow tree endure" may be 

another possibility (cf. Ranke I, 158.2 mr-tri. t; CDME p. 306 trt > 

tr(t)). 

** WNPR 

--- wn(n)-(n)fr(. w) "(The) good exists" 

SIp. 1108; L p. 119; G p. 483; K p. 80 

[Aram] AP 24.36 WNPR, 66.10 WNPR[ 

[Eg] Ranke 1,79.19; I, xxi; II p. 349; DenNB 1,118 (Gk] Ovvth'pros 
, 

Evvöfops 'Ovvd<Op'os , 'Ovv6Sopis , 'Ovvu"jppeis , 
'Ovvw(op, s , 

'ovu; cperos ' 'OVWcppIs , 'Ovocpp( , '0v010p1s , '0voo3E10 (NB 

p. 241f) [Copt] oYANOypE , oyeNo, 3p For some discussion on this 

name, see Gardiner, JAOS 56 p. 190. 

W ** WRSNP 

--- wrs-nf(r) 
ä "Good watcher" 

S II p. 5; L p. 119; G p. 487; K p. 92 

[Aram] APO 75,2.3 PR6NP (corrected to WR6NP by Lidzbarski) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,83.7; DeaNB 1,120 [Gk] 'Opr-voUeprs 
,OÖ VOd(oros , 

'OpaEvourrrs 'OpdEvoOco is , 
', Qpo-evoün 

, 
'Apcrevoücoa 

'aPa-c-voiJ{ois OÖepC vousvlos, D46-E voülprs , 
Ovc-POrvoupoIos 

00,00- voücois , 
roPu-EV04rs (NB p. 244), BoPTavovfptOs(Cru i. 491a) 

[Copt] OYEPfi6NOYß¬ , , 8, IP-WCENOYNI (Crum p. 491a) 

Grelot and Kornfeld, following the original publication PRSNP, 

reconstructed *pry--4r1-(n-)inp. w "Son of Anubis came out" (cf. 

Ranke I, 133.18f). Other possibilities are; (1) a metathesis PR6NP 

>P RNP (p3-br1'-(n-)Jnp. w Ranke 1,118.9 m. Gk); (2) *p3-rä4(w)-nfr 

(Ranke 1,115.1). Yet the reading WRSNP is epigraphically more 
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likely and this name is attested very well. 

* ZBKBRK (hybrid) 

--- sbk-BRK "Sobek has blessed" 

[Aram] APO 84.8 reverse 

[Eg] Wb IV, 95 I'J "Sobek" [Gk] ZouXos 
, 

2oK -, EEk- 

Eg god sbk is naturally expected to be SBK in Aran and perhaps 

SBQ (in PTSBQ). We need further evidence to justify this equation. 

The change S>Z in the initial position may be comparable with 

ZWYT derived from Akk samitu. 

ZBKPR/DYM (hybrid? ) 

--- sbk-PRYM "Sobek to 

[Aram] APO 84.8 left (p1.71) 

[Eg] see ZBKBRK. 

** HWNy 

--- hwn Rt IIf "The youth" 

K p. 50; V II p. 223 

[Aram] APO 76.2.2 

[Eg] Ranke 1,236.5  . Late-Gk [Akk] tau-ni-i (APN p. 90a) 

Notice the Demot spelling has i (ý qC' ), which is 

represented by the final Aram Y. 

**HWg 

--- hr(. w) "Horus" 

SIp. 1109; .Lp. 119; G p. 475; K p. 80; Teixidor, Bulletin, p. 357 

[Aram] AP 23.3,24.8 HF/R[, 13 H[WR], 16 HW[R], 38.4,6,8a, 8b, 

53.7; AD 3.4 HWI ; BP 6.8,9.10,10.6; Saqq 69b. 3 HW*R*; stele: CIS 
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11,122.1 (KAI 267); Porten, Or NS 57 p. 37 no. 10 col. 2.8, col. 3.4; 

Bauer-Meissner, SBPA 1936 p. 415.16; Bresciani, "Frammenti di un 

Testo Aramaico"B x+2; graffito: Kornfeld, WZKM 61 p. 11 no. 2606 

[Eg] see Ph JJR 

** HWRY 

--- hr. y 
44 "He of Horus" (? ) 

G p. 475; K 81; V II p. 215 

[Aram] AP 22.40,79 HW[RY], 85,23.9,37.13,15; TA, 9 25.6 HWR[Y]; 

ostracon: CIS 11,125; NEph I p. 10 (Pap. Berol 2300). 1,9 

[Eg] Ranke 1,251.17  . NK-Late [Gk] I(Jpis (NB p. 497) 

Grelot and Kornfeld proposed hr-ii "Horus has come" (Ranke 

1,245.21; Gk `. l PETS ). However, as Vittmann observed, HR "Horus" 

in construct state is not realized as HWR, but as HR (the later 

discussion [3] Matres Lectionis e) Notes on the Use of aatres 

lectionis"). Moreover, hr. y is a simpler solution and much 

more common in the period. The final y is an ending of a shortened 

form (Ranke II p. 146) or an adjectival form. A Semitic explanation 

is not impossible: hört (Gen 36: 22). Yet this well-attested Eg 

name is more probable. Twice HWRY is a father of an Egyptian (AP 

23.9, TAE 25.6; probably NEph I p. 10.9). 

HYH 

--- h(3)y-h(r) 
g 

yq (meaning unknown) 

L p. 119; G p. 474; K p. 114 

[Aram] BP 3.23b 

[Eg] Ranke 1,262.8  . Late 

The identification was first made by Albright (BP p. 164). Yet 

Grelot objected to it because the final 'aleph is usually expected 
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for Eg hr, as H' (see SH'). Grelot prefers Iranian to Eg, because 

of its affiliation (son of 'TRLY, a Caspian). He also sugests the 

possibility of a Hurrian name: haj+ha (NPN p. 212b); cf. Akk hi-hi-e 

(APN p. 88a) from Asia minor. Also Eg Ph (Ranke 1,254.8 cf. Copt 

Z42). Therefore, the identification is open to choice. 

R 

NM 

--- *hk(3)-m-ny. t "The (god of) magic is Neith" 

[Aram) Saqq 45a. 3 

[Eg) cf. Ranke 11,296.9 #3.. z-ny. t "Keith is  y magic" (f. Dynl-2); 

see also hk3-e-type: hk3-m-s3. f "the magic is his protection, " hk3- 

m-h3. t "the magic is on the top" (both e. Late). Also ny. t-hk3 

(Ranke 11,296.9 f. Dynl-2) and ®3i-a-hk3 (Ranke 1,144.5 m. NK). Aram 

W to represent of Eg m is possible (see TWT for TMT). Though the 

first part of the name is partially damaged, the second part NYT 

"Neith" is clear. So the name must be Eg. 

HKN' 

ao 
--- hkn(. t) ,L,,,, D "Praised one" 

[Aram] CIS II, 122B 

[Eg] Ranke 11,308.17 f. Late 

SIp. 1100; K p. 81; V II p. 215 

There are lots of similar names attested in Ranke 1,257.1 hkn. 1; 

257.2 hkn. y. t; 257.3 hkn. w; 11,308.16 hkn (all until MK). The 

exact identification is dificult. 

** HKRTYSW 

--- *Iik(3)-(i)r-dz-sw "It is the (god) Magic who has given his" 

SIp. 1100; L p. 119; K p. 81 
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[Aram] ostracon: CIS II, 138B. 1 HBRTYSN, 3 HBRTY[S]N (corrected to 

HKRTYSW by Spiegelberg and confirmed by Degen, NEph I, p. 27) 

[Eg] Ranke 11,308.13 (reconstruction based on Aram) 

Although the name is a reconstruction, it is certainly Eg. For 

the element hk3, see Ranke I, 256.2ff. The type of this name, DN + 

Ir-di + suffix, is very common. 

** HNM 

--- hnm(. w) lýl "Khnum" 

[Aram] ostracon: Aime-Giron, ASAE, 26 p. 25 (1. B. 3) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,275.5 m/f. OK-MK 

The name, attested until MK in Ranke, was preserved in Aram 

texts. As a theophoric element, hnm. w is still common in the Late 

period (see Ranke I, 275.19; 276,1,14,15,16 etc). 

* #NNW 

--- * hnm(. w)-i w "Khnum came" 

S II p. 5; L p. 120; G p. 457; K p. 81 

[Aram] AP 53.5 

[Eg] see DN + iw type, such as ian-]'w (Ranke 1,26.21; Gk Aw(crvs 

hp-lw (Ranke 1,237.5; Aram HPYW), hns. w-iw (Ranke 1,270,17) 

If the final W is a vowel letter, hns. w (Ranke 1,275.6 m/f. OK- 

MK) may stand for HNMW. Yet it is known that the final consonant w 

has been lost in Eg, thus Gk xvou, Brs 
, Xvovjc . Therefore, it is 

more likely that the final W stands for the Eg fw. Spiegelberg, 

followed by Lambdin, interpreted it as jinni-'3, which is impossible, 

because Eg `ayn does not lose its consonantal value. For Eg 1w = 

Aram W, see Ph HPYW. 
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** HNMNTN (hybrid) 

--- bnm(. w)-NTN "Khnu  has given" 

K p. 50 

[Aram] graffito: Sayce, PSBA, 30 p. 28f no-4 

[Eg] see HNWAI. 

* INS 

--- hns(. w) "Khons" 

SIp. 1109; L p. 120; K p. 81; V II p. 215 

[Aram] AP 74.6 HNS (=CIS 11,148.6); CIS 11,132.1 HWNT (corrected to 

HNS_ by Lidzbarski Eph III, p. 109) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,270.16 a/f. MK-Late [Gk] X wvrts (NB p. 48) 

H3WR 

--- hs-wr(. t) "The great one is praised" 

[Aram] Saqq 28a. 8 

[Eg] Ranke 1,254.15 f. OK 

Phonetically the identification is most probable, though it is 

attested only in OK. Both elements were used in the Late Period 

(Ranke 1,254.13; 355.13). 

** }pt 

--- hp. y 
fZ L44 

, hP. W* tt "Apis 

0 
[Aram] AP 24.3 (according to Sachau's reading); Saqq 8.14 HPY; 

graffito: Torrey, Numismatic Notes and Monographs, no. 77 p. 9 (no. 6) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,238,6 m. MK-NK; 16 hp. w m/f. OK-Dynl8 [Gk] 'AMos , 

'Anmos 
. For Eg w, see Ranke II p. 154b. 
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** HPY'W 

--- Var. of HPYW 

[Aram] Saqq 139.2 JHPY'W 

[Eg) see Ph HPYW 

** HPYW 

--- hp-iw "The Apis has come" 

G p, 474; K p. 81 

[Aram] Bauer and Meissner, SBPA, 1936,4/5.2 HPYW 

[Eg] see Ph HPYW. 

HPYMW 

--- misreading of HPYMN 

L p. 120; K p. 81 

[Aram] AP 73.16 

[Eg] see HPYMN (the final letter is fairly long, making it 

impossible for the letter to be W). 

** HP'YMN 

--- hp-an Ra "Apia is enduring" 

SIp. 1100; L p. 120; K p. 81 

[Aram] TAE 25.6; AP 73.16 HPYMW (corrected to HPYMN by Spiegel- 

berg); Saqq 28b. 5,69b. 6 HPYMN 

[Eg] Ranke I, 237.13 a. Late-Gk [Pere] 1ha-pi-me-en-na"(KM, p. 38) 

Cf. IJPMN, HPMW 

HP[Y`)NH 

--- hp- `nh(. w) "May Apia live" or "Apia is alive" 

L p. 120; K p. 81; V II p. 216 
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[Aram] TAE 87a. 10 

[Eg] Ranke 1,237.10 m. Late [Gk] cf. 
4' YYE(S , 

ATIOYXLs 
, 

'ArrtyXis , 'Airwv6X 'AcPüyXfs 
, 

Afovykls , 'Ae4ýrrios , 
ArrcpÜYXras, 

Acüyx: os, 'AcüvXLs , 
AnIyxis ArrvvXIs (NB p. 43) 

** HPt4N 

--- Var. of HPYMN 

[Aram] ostracon: Saqq VII. 1 

[Eg] see HPYMN. 

** HR 

--- Var. of HWR 

K p. 122 

[Aram] TAE` 79.2; Saqq 50.6 HR[, 61b. 2 HA_[ 

[Eg] see HWR. 

** HRBK 

--- *hr-b(i)k "Horus, (the) Falcon" 

[Aram] metal bowl: Rabinowitz, JNES 18 p. 154f 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 1,247.6 hr-p3-bJk Lk 4 
ý+, ý m. Gk 

[Gk] (with the article p3) `ApýaE'7Xrs 
, `Apn(37K/s , 

ciýpnß7ps 

'APTrEp'/xLs, ', 4po ' ppEIXIS , `Epco137K15 ; (without p3 =*hr-bik) ApAýXts 

`APla7XLs , `Apl8`Xcs , 
TpPIKCS 

, 
'010A7K (NB p. 45) 

The name HRBK cannot be "the servant of Horus" (Rabinowitz). If 

it were "the servant of Horus", the word order whould be reversed: 

BKHR (bik-hr). 

HRWT 

--- Var. of HRWS (? ) 
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SIp. 1100; L p. 120; K p. 81; V II p. 216 

[Aram] AP 73.10 NWT (according to CIS II, 147B. 10, the reading is 

HRWT); APO 75,1, col. i. 12 HRWT 

[Eg] see HRWS 

The reading of AP 73.10 is uncertain: the first letter is 

impossible to read with certainty; the second letter could be 

either N and R; the final two letter are clear; after T is broken. 

** kRWs 

--- hr-wd(3) ýpi "Horus is prosperous" 

K p. 51; V II p. 223 

[Aram] AP 17.6,24.5 (Sachau's reading ZPRWT); TAE 87a. 13 HRl ; LH 

1.3,4,6,7,8,3.3,5.5 

[Eg] see Ph HRWS 

Considering the name to be Semitic, Kornfeld connected it with 

Akk huresu "gold" (AHw 358a; CAD H 245b), which occurs in PN hu-ra- 

si (CAD H 247a). However, Ph I1RWS and NA tsar-ma-su., ha-ar-ma-su 

clearly indicate that the third letter W should not be dismissed as 

a vowel letter, The names derived from Semitic root HRS and this 

Eg name should be dealt with separately. For another example of 

conflation, J. Stark, p. 90a, Harris, p. 104 regarded Ph HRWS as an 

error, resulting from the use of Aram spelling. Examples of 

Semitic names are IPN no. 523, APN p. 86b har-ru-su. 

** HRWN 

--- hr-wn Ly& "Horus exists" 

[Aram] Saqq 190 

[Eg] Ranke 1,246.15, [Gk] cf. 'Qpwv 
' 'Adpwv (NB p. 59) 
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e 
HRWf 

--- Var. of HRWT, HRWS (? ) 

[Aram] Saqq 53.15 (The final T is uncertain. It cannot be S, yet 

could be T) 

** HRZBD (hybrid) 

--- hr-ZBD "Horus has bestowed" 

[Aram] graffito: TALS 93 

[Eg] see HR 

** HRHBY 

--- hr-(A-)(3)h-b1(. t) 
L1 

°1 
J 

"Horus is in Chemmis" 

SIp. 1101; L p. 120; K p. 81 

[Aram] AP p. 317A. 1; TAE 87b. 6 HRHBY; seal: CIS 11,140 

(cf. Herr's reading: HWHBY) 

[Eg] Ranke I, 247.15f; II p. 378  . NK-Gk [Gk] `Ap i, ois , 
'ApX71815 

APp/sfos Aexu/3Ei os , ApX9, uts (NB p. 58f ) 

cf. Chesmis =x Eycucs. 

** H"t 

--- hr-ht(p) , o, j 
"Horus is contented" 

V II p. 225 

[Aram] Saqq 11.5 

[Eg] Ranke 1,250.7,8  . OK-Late [Gk) `AP7ör7s 
, 

4vuý'ýs (NB p. 46) 

Segal's suggestions: hr-a-h3. t, hr-r-h3. t, hr-hw. t cannot 

explain the final T, as he admitted. When the final p of htp 

dropped, which is possible as with YMHWT, W would normally be 

expected between'H and T. However the smaller development of 

martres lectionis in Sagqara could justify the identification. 
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See the later discussion: [51 Mstres Lectionis, e) Notes on the use 

of matres lectionis. 

** HRY 

--- Var. of HWRY 

K p. 81 

[Aram] graffito: TAE 109; graffito: CIS 11,130 HRY 

[Eg] see HWRY 

Another possible explanation is hr. y 
J4 (Ranke 1,252.26 

m. Late), which is much less common. 

] HRYN 

--- hr-in(y) � 
X44 "It is Horus who brings" M 

[Aram] Saqq 159.1 

[Eg] Ranke 1,246.2  . MK 

Notice that there is no support fron the context that it is a 

PN, and besides, the beginning is broken and hr-iny is not attested 

in the Late period. 

HZKN 

--- *hr-kn "Strong Horus" 

[Aram] Saqq 9.1 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 1,334.21 kn-hr ^^^^ý "Horus is strong"  . NK- 

Late. For the possibility of the reverse order dir-kn, cf. ien-kn 

and kn-isn (Ranke 1,31.4 and 344.18). [Gk] cf. Api vls , ApKivvIS 

(NB p. 50) 

Segal observed the interchange between K and Q in Saqqara (p. 11, 

e. g., KNWPY and QNPY; notice the reading of the latter is not 

sufficiently clear). This may be the solution of the correspon- 
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dence between Aram K and Eg * here. 

** HRKUY 

--- hr-m-(3)h(. t) 
L, &t 

"Horus is in the horizon" 

L p. 120; K p. 81 

[Aram] TAE 26.4,11.1 HRMHY, 25.5 HRMH[Y] 

[Eg] Ranke 1,247.17  . Late-Gk [Gk] 4p, L1d)([s (NB p. 50; OAP p. 50a). 

** HUN 

--- hr-mn(w) V-T "Horus is Min? " 

G p. 474; K p. 51; V II p. 223 

[Aram] AP 12.2; 22.4 

[Eg] Ranke 1,248.19 m. OK-NK (often) [Gk] 4pa6vos 
, 

`Ap)v1s , 

`APru7vis (NB p. 51) cf. 'f-, pii ms is -41O07 

(NB P. 105) 

Vittmann reconstracted *hr-M. w "Horus is enduring, " which is 

also possible, because DN + an. w is a common type of name, e. g., 

imn-an (Ranke 1,29.6 m. NK), dhwty-®n(. w) (Ranke I, 408.4  . Gk) etc.. 

Though hr-mn. w is most common, other possibilities should be noted: 

(1) hr-mn(i. w) 
LýI 

-zt (Ranke 1,248.21  /f. NK); (2) hr(i)-sn(w) 

(Ranke 1,251.11 m. NK). Grelot and Kornfeld regard it as 

a Semitic name: deity HRM to which N is added. They suggested the 

N represents the first letter of verb NTN. Though a Semitic 

explanation is supported by the affiliation, the abbreviation is 

not likely. Therefore, the Eg explanation is more satisfactory. 

v 
HEMS 

--- hr-ms J\ý "Horus is born" 

K p. 51 
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[Aram] Sayce, PSBR 26 p. 208 (2x) 

[Eg] see Pu HRMS [MB] ha-a-ra-ma-. - i, ha-a-aas-ii (EA 20.33,36) 

Cf. HWRMS 

Eg s is usually not represented by Aram 6. A possible solution 

without resorting to an unusual equation is "Horus is on 

the Lake" on the basis of the same name type lmn-m-9 (Ranke 1,29.2 

m. NK). Kornfeld explained HRMA as a short form of HRMAZB, which is 

a Semitic name, but he offers no other examples of §ZB reduced to 

9, and so this seems unlikely. 

** HRxwpr 
t A4 

"Beautiful Horus" or "Horus is beautiful" --- hr-nf(r) 

S II P. 6; L p. 120; G p. 474; K p. 81 

[Aram] AP 38.5; 24.6 SPR (corrected by Grelot to HRNWP[Y]) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,249.9 m. NK-Late [Gk] `, 4pvoücpis (NB p. 52; OAP p. 506) 

Cf. Heb HRNPR (hr-nfr. w 1Chr 7: 36). 

OO 

HRNPT 

a 
--- hr-(m-)nb-t(3. w) "Horus is the lord of the lands" 

IL III 

[Aram] Saqq 28b. 1 HRNPT, 10 HRNPT 

[Eg] Ranke I, 248.2  . MK 

The Eg name is attested only in MK. The reconstruction hr-n-p3- 

t3 "Horus of the land" may be possible; cf. t3y-hr-p3-t3 "Horus has 

seized the land" (Ranke 1,388.5 m. Late-Gk), p3-t3 (Ranke 1,120.17 

m. Late). See also Segal's reconstruction *hr-a-pd. ty "Horus is 

bowman. " The uncertain Aramaic text makes it impossible to 

identify the name with certainty. 
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HRSYS 

--- hr-s(3)-3s(. t) 
Lý 

-rj "Horus, son of Isis" 

[Aram] Saqq 6.2 HRSYS, 3 HRSY9 

[Eg] Ranke 1,250.13 m. NK-GK [Gk] 4prcý-cs Apcr7crcs , `fapacEa-ls 

APa-ciorcs 
, 

`Opacýccs 
, '(lpccrýacos (NB p. 244,498). 

** BRPBK 

--- hr-p(3)-b(i)k "Horns, the Falcon" 

L p. 120; K p. 82 

[Aram] TAB` 87b. 14 

[Eg] Ranke 1,247.6 ®. GK [Gk] Ap(pE'B7K[S 
, 'Apr p7K1s , 

'Apn/3i)Xis 
, `QpnE, 37KCs, `Apcpei3Elx[s, `Fpf°e9XLs (NB p. 53,58,107) 

Cf. HRBK. 

ce1 p. tMPNHS 

--- *hr-p(3)-nhs(y) "Horus, the Nubian" (? ) 

K p. 82; V II p. 216 

[Aram] TAE 32.3 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 1,113.13 p3-nhsy _'j "The Nubian" (m. NK- 

Late); Heb PYNHS 

If the second letter is Y, which is possible, the name must be 

hy-p3-nhsy 44 ý, ýl a "hy the Nubian" (Ranke 11,304.20 

m. NK). 

OA0i 

--- *hr-p(3)-, d "Horus, the deliverer" 

[Aram] Saqq 61a. 2 

[Eg] cf. p3-id-hr "He whom Horus has 

delivered" (Ranke I, 119.17m. Dyn 20); see also sod-hr (Ranke 
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I, 331.1), cf. Ap cros(NB p. 59). 

se 

* HRTB' 

hr-(rr)t(3)-b(W)i(3) h' ' IJ' "Horus of the bush" 

SIp. 1101; L p. 121; K p. 82; V p. 216 

[Aran] ostracon: CIS II, 138B. 3 

[Eg] Spiegelberg, Rec. de Trav. 25,19 p. 194 Late [Gk] `APr ws 

(cf. Copt bw "bush") [Akk] cf. Ijar-ti-bu-u 

Kornfeld prefers hr-tb/tp (Erichsen p. 321. cf. Heb HRTM). Yet 

this is an Eg title (AEO I, 55*), not a PN. Vittmann, though he 

offered no identification, preferred to read it as HRM'. Yet the 

third letter is likely to be T, rather than M. 

H_AP 

Yi 4ý ýd 
--- h(3y)-fib "Measuring value" (? ) 

G p. 501; K p. 122 

[Aram] APO 75,29 (p1.62) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,427.1 f. NK 

It is perhaps possible to consider it as a short form of 'LHSPW 

(Sachau). Kornfeld compares the name with Nuzi name haäipa, 

hahipaya, hagipu etc (NPN p. 57a-58b, 214f). Yet it may there be an 

anachronism. 

HTWBSTY 

--- Var. of 'HTBSTY 

G p. 460; K p. 51 and 40 

[Aram] AD 10.3* HTWBSTY, 3 HTWBSTY, 4 

[Eg] Ranke 1,258.4 f. MK-Late 

Cf. 'HTBSTY. 
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** TSTY 

--- d(i. t)-sti(t) 
Ao 

"Satis has given" 

SIp. 1109; G p. 361f; K p. 82 

[Aram] AP 22.83 TSTZ (corrected by Spiegelberg and Porten, Ara' 

Texts, p. 142) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,397.14 f. Gk; cf. Gk lairs for "Satis" 

** YHWT 

--- * ih(. t)-w(3)d(. t) "'Ih. t (Hathor-cow) is prosperous" 

L p. 121; K p. 82 

[Aram] TAE 103 

[Eg) cf. Ranke 1,44.3-5 ih. t-wr. t "'Ih. t is great" etc. For the 

second element, see Ranke 1,22.7 ip. t-w3d. t 
42 

0 "Ip. t is prosper- 

ous" (f. MK), Ranke 1,5.8 I-wad (m. Late), Ranke 1,49.6 it-w3d. t 

(f. Dynl2) etc.. Eg w3d became wt in Demotic (Erichsen p. 104), OYWT 

in Copt (6erney p. 217). Less probable is ii-ht(p) (Ranke 1,10.16), 

cf. Gk Aoüris 
, 

Aouris (NB p. 37f) , because of a change of T>T 

after H. 

** YMHWT 

--- iM1 -0- -m-ht(p) I "He came in peace" 

[Aram] Saqq 10.4 YMHWT, 156.1 YMHWT; TAE 8recto. 3 YMHZT (corrected 

by Segal to YMHWT) 

[Eg] see Ph YMHWT, Aram 'MHWT, YHWT [Gk] '4aot&rs , 
%A, #oüz 

(NB P. 27) 

This common Eg name is represented by two Aram forms: YMHWT and 

'MHWT, to which the variation of Gk forms, '1/9oürgs and liuoü'IS 

seems to correspond perfectly. We could say that Eg ii is 

pronounced either ['a] or ['i]. For the loss of the final pof 
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htp, see 'MHWT. 

* YNHRFI 

--- ir(. t)-n(. t)-hr-(i)r. w "^ ^° "The eye of Horus is set 

against them" 

K p. 92; V II p. 216,223 

[Aram] AD 5.7 'NDRW (corrected to YN[H]RW by Vittmann); Frag. 

111,11.2 YNHR/DW 

[Eg] Ranke 1,42.11 m. Late-Gk; DeaNB I, 72f [Gk] ivdpws 
, '1 votpwo zos, 

Ivoapwzos . 

Kornfeld considered it as in-hr. t (Onuris). However the first Y 

and final W contradict Onuris, though the W is uncertain. Cont- 

rarily, the identification of Vittmann is strongly supported by the 

Gk forms. 

H' 

--- k3 Ü "Soul" 

G p. 476; K p. 115 

[Aram) AD 5.4; Saqq 

[Eg] Ranke 1,338.15 m/f. MK-Late 

The name is found in a list of Cilician slaves, making the Eg 

possibility doubtful. Grelot and Kornfeld compared it with ka-a-a 

(NPN p. 77b, 222a). Yet the Eg possibility is still open, if a 

Cilician slave could have an Eg PN. 

KWMN 

--- see PWMN 

K p. 82; V II p. 216. 
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KY' 

k(3). 1(3) "z=-; ` Da 
ln1 

. 
V' ýI 

L p. 121; G p. 476; K p. 120 

(Aram) AP 2.19 

[Eg] Ranke 1,341.17-18 m/f NK (Gk] Katis (NB p. 157) 

Cf. Aram K' 

Other possible identifications (1) kale (APN p. 289a), kaia (NPN 

p. 77b, 222a), ky (Grbndahl p. 277), make the exact identification 

impossible. Therefore Kornfeld considered that this is a lailname. 

KKY 

kki vqk 

G p. 4? 6; K p. 120 

[Aram] LH 7.2 

[Eg] Ranke 1,348.31-349.14 (esp. 4-6) [Gk] cf. Ko(K'/S , K-( Os 

(NB p. 157) 

Again other possible solutions, Hittite kikki (NH p. 569f), Nuzi 

kak(k) (NPN p. 222a), Ug kky (Gröndahl p. 395), make the identifica- 

tion difficult. Kornfeld classified it as a lallnaae. 

e. 
K 

k(3)ion 
ý\u 

"Blind" 

V II p. 216 

[Aram] NEph I p. 11 recto 9 KH/M (according to Porten, 0r NS 57 

p. 78) 

[Eg) Ranke 1,342.11 m. MK 

Other possibilities, ka(. w). n. i "I finished" (Ranke 1,345.10 

m. MK) and k3(. i)-mn. i "My ka is enduring" (Ranke 1,340.2 ®. OK), are 

less likely, because they are only attested until MK. 
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KkWP' 

--- Var. of KNWPY 

[Aram] Saqq 10.9 

[Eg] see KNWPY. 

** KNWPY 

k(3. i)-nf(r) Ü L, ý "(My) ka is good" 

S II p. 6; L p. 121; G p. 476; K p. 82 
0i0 

[Aram] AP 26.9,21,50.7; Saqq 50.12 KNP[ 

[Eg] see Ph KNPY. 

KSNW 

--- see NSNW 

K p. 83; V II p. 216 

k KP' 

--- kf3 ý- "The trustworthy" 

L p. 121; K p. 56 

[Aran] BP 8.10 

[Eg] Ranke 1,344.15; for the meaning see CDME p. 285 

Cf. KP 

There is a Semitic root KP' as well as KP (DISO p. 125, BDB 

p. 495) 1 "rock, " K6(PäS(NT, NB p. 173). So the identification is 

open to choice. 

** dY 

--- (ip 
11; =A. 

)ks I&r-vm "The Nubian (the man from Kush)" 

L p. 121; G p. 477; K p. 56 

[Aram] AP 53.4 KgY, 23.8 
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[Eg] see Ph K6Y 

Kornfeld preferred to regard the name as Semitic. Yet the Greek 

forms, 'FKUCis and koücts , seen to match the Eg bi-form, ikh and 

kby 

** LYLW 

--- 11 "Child" 

SIp. 1112; L p. 121; G p. 477; K p. 83; V II P-216 

[Aram] AP 28.13 

[EgJ Erichsen p. 262; Crum p. 141b PN \EAOY, XIAOY [Gk] AiA. Oüs 

AW oüs ,A AtZ'S , Ae2 OUS (NB p. 196) Cf. Ranke I, 224.23f f rr. 

** MIfrPR 

m(n)-hp(r)-r `0 'iz! ' "Hpr-r ` is effective" 

K p. 83; V II p. 216 

(Aram) graffito: Aime-Giron, ASAE, 39 p. 352 

[Eg] Ranke 1,150.14 m. NK [Gk] 

The loss of Eg n would be supported by MHNYT (anh-ny. t). Though 

not attested, *enh-ib-r' is another good solution because the mnh- 

ib-type is common in the Late Period (see Ranke I, 153.5-8 xnh-ib- 

w3h-ib-psmtk etc. ), or, as Vittoann proposed, enh-p3-r` could be 

reconstructed on the basis of the mnh-DN type, such as Arnh-r`, mnh- 

3s. t etc. (Ranke 1,153.11,4,9,12). Therefore it is not necessary 

to regard it as a variant of WHPR`, as Kornfeld proposed. 

*) ilNYT 

--- *m(n)h-ny. t "Neith is efficient" 

[Aram] APO 83,15.1 

(Eg) cf. Ranke I, 153.9-11 enh + DN type: anh-aw. t, 'nh-ian, anh-r` 
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For M= mnh see MHPR' (an-hpr-r` or mnh-p3-r`) and `HHPY (for 

`nh-&y = 'NHHPY). These three examples indicate that N could be 

elided before H. 

om 

---ew 
k% 

etc. 

G p. 478; K p. 120 

[Aram] LH 3.2,10,4.14 

[Eg] Ranke 1,149.13ff m. MK/f. Late; Ranke II, 184a [Gk] cf. M«, ca , 
Mafcöts , Mot, uuds, P1tas (NB p. 204,217) [Ph] cf. MMH [Ug] cf. MMY 

(Gröndahl p. 285) 

Various forms suggest that the name is either Semitic or Eg, 

possibly originating from lallname (Kornfeld). Considering it to 

be Eg, Grelot suggested its connection with Eg word a3i3 "dom-palm" 

(CDME p. 103) which is possible (cf. other Eg names which are names 

of fruit, e. g., p3-ip[h? J, t3-dph "the apple" Ranke 1,420.3; 

363.13, prt "the fruit" Ranke 1,134.20, cf. Ranke II, 180f). 

* MN's 

--- *xn-3s(t)"Isis is established" 

K p. 83; V II p. 217 

[Aram] Weill, REJ, 65 p. 18.2 

[Eg] cf. Ranke I, 150.2ff an + DN type: an-ian, an-ian-r 

Vittmann compared it with sn3s, var. ani3s, which is attested in 

Demotic (DeaNB 1,590 [Gk] Me4as 
, ! I6V 1Os , MGVVEcs ). The 

identification is not impossible though it does not sound like an 

Eg name. It more likely to be a Gk name. If so, since the Gk 

ending s usually drops, MN'S is not to be identified with anlas. 
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MNHIINWM 

--- *mnh-hnmw "Khnum is excellent" 

S II p. 6; L p. 121; G p. 464; K p. 83 

[Aram] AP 53.5 
_NHHNWM 

(Sachau and Spiegelberg MNHHNWM; Grelot 

'WHHNWM) 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 1,153.10; 11,289.29: mnh + DN type, such as enh-ian, 

mnh-r 

Grelot put forward an explanation $iwh. y-hnm. w (cf. Ranke 

1,18.14 lwh. y) on the basis of his reading (above), which is 

possible. Yet iwh. y is only attested until MK. It seems imposs- 

ible to restore M in the initial position because, first, M is too 

big for that space, secondly, an upward head of a curved stroke is 

not observable on the assumed part of M, which is clearly shown by 

the following three eems, thirdly, we cannot explain why the rest 

of M is not shown on the papyrus which is preserved in good 

condition. I would read the first letter as the right stroke of H 

(so the reading H}IHNWM) or aleph with Grelot. If the aleph is 

correct, an Egyptian name can be recontructed, that is, *nhh-n-hnaw 

"the eternity of Khum" (cf. Ranke 1,209.1-2 nhh-n-it. f, Notice nhh 

is 8, b ENE?, Z in Copt). Whatever the first letter is, we could use 

the only second part HNWM for the analysis. 

** MNIü[NN 

--- *mnh-mn "Min is effective" 

K p. 83 

[Aram] CIS II, 138A. 2 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 1,153.10ff enh + DN type: wnh-isn etc.. 
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MSHNH 

--- *msh-nh(. t1 "(The) Crocodile is protection" 

[Aram] Porten, Or NS 57 p. 41.3 

[Eg] for the first element ash, see Ranke I, 164.14ff. However the 

second component nh. t is not attested in PN. If the final H is a 

mater lectionis, *msh-n. 1 "the Crocodile belongs to me" is possible. 

MSTY 

--- ms(w). t(i) MU 
etc. 

K p. 83; V p. 217 

[Aram] AP p. 318C. 3 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 1,165.24 ist], 25 wstw; or ws-type names (Ranke 

I, 164.19-165.4,15). 

Kornfeld compared the name with the element asdy (Ranke 

11,293.20, Ranke 1,165.28), yet the identification remains quite 

uncertain. The context does not support this as a PN, it could be 

a unit of measure, cf. msti "basket (used as a measure)" (Wb 

11,151.6-7), which became asd. t (Wb 11,152.14), phonetically 

corresponding to MSTY well. Vittmann, regarding it as a place 

name, suggested esd (Gauthier, DG III, 62). However a unit of 

measure is more probable in the context. 

* MATH 

--- Var. of MPTH 

G p. 480; K p. 59 

[Aram] BP 5.17 

[Eg] see MPTH 

The second element PTV is already known as a variant of PTH in 

PTHRTYS. However, Grelot, followed by Kornfeld, regarding it as 
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Semitic, explained the name as a short form of MPTHYH (passim in AP 

13,15), derived from a root BTH (cf. AP 8.2 MBTHYH, short form 

MBTH AP 8.36, see the discussion in BP p. 187). Therefore the 

identification is open to question. 

* MPTH 

--- mr-pth 
ý' ä "May Ptah love" 

K p. 59 

[Aram] AP 22.83,88,106 

[Eg] Ranke 1,156.9 m/f. NK-Late 

The Semitic root PTH prevents us from confirming the Eg 

possibility. In Copt Eg or is represented by S ME ,bM EI , yet 

9 M6pf-, bMFNpF- in combination, making the dropping of r less 

likely. However already in the 13th cent. BC wry-ien occurs as ma- 

a-i-iluA-era-na without r (Ranke, KM p. 12). Hence MPTH could stand 

for nr-pth. 

** NBS 

--- nbs "The nbs-tree" 

G p. 483; K p. 83; V II p. 217 

[Aram] AP 81.74 

[Eg] Ranke 1,193.1; II, p. 181a m. OK-MK. The element nbs occurs in 

NK (Wb 1I, 245) in Copt NOT4C (Crum p. 222b) and is used in PNs, such 

as t3-. ri. t-(n. t-)p3-nbs i3jý 131 (Ranke I, 368.18 f. Gk), Demot 

Dhwty-(m-)p3-nbs (Erichsen p. 215) [Gk] Novi, (NB p. 235) cf. TIVOUV' 

for pr- nbs (Wb 11,246.1). 

e 
NWPR 

--- nfr(. w) "Beauty" 
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[Aram] Saqq 97b. 2 

[Eg] see Ph NPR. 

** N}IMS' g 

--- *nhm-s(w)-i(`)h "The Moon has saved his" 

L p. 121; K p. 83 

[Aram] AP p. 317A. 1 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 1,208,10,12-17  /f. Late-Gk: nhs + obj. pron + DN 

type: n#®-s(. t)-3s. t; nhe-s(w)-nrw. t; nha-s(w)-int. w etc. For 'H = 

Ph see Ph 'HMS [Gk] cf. Nou, I OC Os , Novic(tocts (NB p. 237). 

** NHTHWR 

--- nht-hr(w) 
k "Horus is strong" 

G p. 482; K p. 83 

[Aram] AD 6.2 NHTHWR, 7.1* 

10.1*, 1,2 NHTHWB, 4 NHTH 

[NH]THWR, 6 NHTHWR, 13.1*, 

NHTHWR, 4 NHT[HWR] 

[Eg] Ranke 1,211.3 m. MK-Gk 

"o 
NHTHWR, 1,8.1*, 

Wß, 11.1* NHTHWR, 

1; AD Frag II A, 

[NA] cf. Na-ah- 
L, 

1,9.1* NHTHWR, 1, 

1,12.1* NHTHWR, 1,3 

1-2 NHTHWR, III 3.2 

ti-hu-ru-an-si-ni (nht ýv 

hr-n3-. 4nw Ranke I, 211.5; KM p. 30). 

ý}{ýRýVeQe * N1TYS 

"It is Neith who has given 

her" 

L p. 121; K p. 83 

[Araa] AP p. 317A. 3 

[Eg] Ranke 1,181.26 f. Late 
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NKY 

--- nky Cý41 

G p. 501; K p. 123 

[Aram] LH 4.3 

[Eg] Ranke 1,213.19 f. Dyn18 [Gk] cf. NöXIs 
, 

Nök, s , 
NoKIOS , 

No&XLs 
, NwXrs (NB p. 2361,238) 

Grelot prefers the identification as Eg, while Kornfeld doubts 

it. There is a Semitic root NKY "strike" (DISO p. 178; Heb NKH), as 

well as an Eg root nk3 "to think about" (CDME p. 141). Neither are 

used in PN. The identification remains uncertain. 

** NRW 

--- nk(3). w 
(i i) (meaning unknown) 

[Aram] N. Giron, AE 23 p. 42 

[Eg] Ranke 1,213.16 m. Late [Gk] cf. NC-)(!, u , 
NEXws 

, 
NExnus 

NExvs (NB p. 232) [Heb] nekö , neköh [ LXX ] NFxdW 

[NA] ni-ik-ku-u/ ni-ku-u (Assurb. I 90, II 8; Ranke KM p. 31; APN 

p. 173b). 

NKRSe 

--- *n(y. t)-k3-Ir-sn "'Ir-sn possessed a ka" 

G p. 482; K p. 84; V II p. 217 

[Aram] AP 81.37 NKR3 (restored by Harmatta in DAE p. 106) 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 1,180.10-28; II, 296. lf ny(. t)-k3-DN type 

Not only is the text reading uncertain, but the identification 

is doubtful, because this type of name is restricted to OK. The 

first two letters might be explained in connection with nk3w- which 

is common in the Late (cf. Ranke 1,213.17-18; 11,301.22-23). Yet 

it is more likely that it is not an Eg name. 
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* NSNW 

--- *n(3)-snw "The brothers" 

S II p. 6; L p. 121; K p. 83 

[Aram] APO 87.4 (cf. Kornfeld's reading KSNW) 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 1,311.5 sn. w 
i &, (m/f. MK-NK) [Copt] CNHY (p1) > 

*NECNHY 

Spiegelberg offered another proposal *wn. s-n-iw "she is come. " 

Eg wn. s became NEC in Copt (Spiegelberg, KHw p. 73 NA/NE+ pers. sf. 3 

m sg), n-1w is a late form of Eg 1w, Copt NH`(, NNHY (Spiegelberg, 

KHw p. 72). However a wn. s-construction is not attested in Ranke. 

So *n3-snw is a little more possible. It seems to be unnecessary 

to change the reading to KSNW, as Kornfeld proposed. 

* NP' 

--- nf(r) "Good one" 

K p. 84 

[Aram] RES 1789 

[Eg] Ranke 1,194.1 a/f. OK-Gk [Gk] Noi(o s, NoOcpios, Norris 

(NB p. 237) [Cop] B NOY9E, bNOY11 

Kornfeld compared the name with of (Ranke I, 193.6), 

whose etymology is obscure. If this is of "wind" (as he trans- 

lated), its Coptic form is Nlyl or Nl9E . If this identification 

is correct, we must admit the final aleph indicates an /e/ or /i/ 

sound. 

NPW 

--- nf(w-i)w 
t, 

-'i "The wind is come" 

K p. 84; V II p. 217 

[Aram] AP p. 317A. 2 
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(Eg] Ranke 1,193.11 m. Dyn22 [Gk] cf. N&cas(NB p. 231) 

Likewise possible is nf. w, nfw. i (Ranke 1,193.7-8). However the 

Eg sign has an alternative reading t3. w (Ranke 1,193 n. 1). As 

Vittmann commented, Kornfeld's identification of cannot explain the 

final W. 

NPN' 

--- *nf(r)-(n-)n(. t) "Good one belonging to Thebes" 

G p. 482; K p. 84 

[Ara®] Cowley, JRAS (1929) p. 109 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 1,197.3 nfr-n (? ) and Ranke 1,202.11 nfr. t-n-n. t 

(fem ) 

*Nfr-n. 1 is possibly to be reconstructed. However notice that 

the Eg name nfr-n3 (Ranke 1,193.23), proposed by Grelot and 

Kornfeld, has an alternative reading t3. w-n3, so it is better 

avoided. 

** NPSY 

--- 
p 

nf(r)-(3)s(. ttý "Isis is beautiful" 

L p. 121; K p. 84 

(Aram) TA-0 25.5 NPSY; 26.4 

[Eg] Ranke 1,194.3 f. Late [Gk] cf. Noü)G(? ) 

** NP`WRT 
X°- p 

--- n(3). f-'(3)-rd "His greatness is strength" 

L p. 121; G p. 482; K p. 84 

[Aram] BP 13.3,4 NP`W[RT] 

[Eg] Ranke 1,170.18 m. Late [Gk] NESoopEir. $ , NESpopi77s (NB p. 230) 

The Copt fors HOYPOT for rd strongly supports the identification 
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of the last element WRT. 

" "o 

NP6 

--- nfr(. w) "Beauty" 

[Aram] Sagq 82a. 4 

[Eg) see Ph NPR. 

** NPR'YT 

--- nfr(. t)-IZ. t(f) b °I 
4"The 

beautiful one is come" 

[Aram] Saqq 7.2 

[Eg] Ranke 1,201.12 f. NK [Gk] cf. NOtoEp-Z (NB p. 237) 

Nfr. t (Copt Noy, E )-ii (Copt E()-ti; the final T reflects the 

old perfective ending. 

NPRHWNT 

--- misreading of BRK HNS_ 

K p. 84; V II p. 217 

[Aras] CIS 11,132.1 

NPBPM[ 

--- *nf(r)-rpw "An image is good" 

[Ara®] Saqq 176 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 1,364.22 t3-rpw 

The reading NPRNP (nfr-rnp. t Ranke 1,197.18 OK-Late) is 

possible. 

* NT 

--- n. t "Neith" 

[Aram) Bordreuil, Catalogue, no. 139 
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[Eg] Wb 11,198 [Gk] Nryts . 

e 
NTR 

ntr(. w) 
III 

SIp. 1109; K p. 84; V II p. 217 

[Aram] NEph II p. 67.1 

[Eg] Ranke 1,214.24  . NK f. MK 

The vertical arrangement of the initial letters of each line 

does allow for the presence of a narrow letter at the start of line 

1; P would be there, yielding the form PNTR. 

SGRY 

--- sgry "Silence" 

G p. 490; K p. 123 

[Aram] AP 22.61,69 

[Eg] Ranke 1,321.12  . NK [Gk] 2y-pis , Eir, pts (NB p. 366,383) 

Eg name is derived from sgr "silence" (CDME p. 252), which is 

commonly used in PN; ii-a-sgr (Ranke 1,9.7  . MK), ar-sw-sgr. t 

(Ranke 1,157.21 f. NK), arr-sgr (Ranke 1,162.19 f. MK). However the 

root SGR is equally common in Semitic; Aram SGR "to deliver", Heb, 

Ph, Ug SGR "to shut" (cf Aram SKR; BDB p. 688b, Harris p. 126, UT 

1738, cf. DISO p. 193), which are used in PN: Ug SGR (Gröndahl 

p. 256), su-gu-ra (PNCP p. 127), Therefore the identification is 

open to choice. 

to 
* SWMN 

--- sw-mn(. w) "He belongs to Min" 

SIp. 1102; L p. 122; K p. 84; V II p. 217 

[Aram] CIS 11,154.5 
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[Eg] Ranke I, 302.14 (see n. 2 ns-an. v) [Gk] 2ou c7vis , ýoýýc7vios 

(OAP p. 297a) 

Eg ns is usually represented by Aran IS, the aleph of which 

could be elided, see SP`MR'. 

** 3WNKN 

--- swn(. t)-KN "Syenians" 

[Aram] AP 24.33,33.6,67 no. 3 

[Eg] see GN SWN; KN is a Persian suffix for gentilic (Sachau). 

* 3HNRY 

--- *shm-r(3). 1 "My speech is powerful" 

G p. 489; K p. 84; V II p. 217 

[Aram] Cowley, JRAS 1929 p. 108.3 

[Eg] cf. she-k3(. i) "my ka is powerful" (Ranke I, 319.18  . OK). The 

sör is a common element in Eg PNs, which is used from OK to the 

Late Period. The second element RY can be interpreted as iri "the 

belonging" (Wb 1,105; Kornfeld); lrl "the companion" (CDME p. 25; 

Grelot); r3. i "my speefch" (CDME p. 145) ect.. 

SYKN 

--- *s(3)-kn "The strong son" 

[Aran] Saqq 9.4 

[Eg] Both elements are commonly used in Eg PNs, though the name is 

not attested. Semitic root SKN is also attested in Akk, Ug, and 

Heb, yet the yodh cannot be explained. 

3oYeoý p"NRH 

--- s(3)-nr(. t) ö0 "Son of the Vulture goddess" 
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G p. 490; K p. 84; V II p. 217 

[Aram] AP 81.12 S_GRH (Harmatta's reading SYNRH in G p. 107) 

[Eg] Ranke 11,312.13 m. Late; cf. Ranke 1,283.1 s3-nr 

That Eg s3 "son" is represented by SY is reasonable, because its 

Gk form is of (Wb III , 408). Copt s NOYPE , bNOYPl stand for nr. t 

"Vulture. " Therefore a phonetic reconstruction is *[si-nüre(t)]. 

cf. Gk LLvvpcs 
, Ecvupis (NB p. 385). The final H is a eater 

lectionis. 

SYPI 

--- s(3)-ipi qpq "Son of 'Ipi" 

(Aram) Lidzbarski, Eph, III p. 25.6 

[Eg) Ranke 1,280.18 m. MK, see also 280.17,19,20 s3-/p, s3-1py, 

s3-1p. w [Gk] cf. 2: errn(os ), 7 7TTT O$ (N9 p. 379) 

The identification is uncertain, for the attestation of this 

kind of name is restricted to periods before NK. 

* SMaK 

--- *s-n-mtk "Man of mixed drink" 

K p. 84 

[Aram] AD 7.1 

(Eg] cf. Ranke 1,136.8; II p. 358 (p3-s-n-natk 0ýý )" See 

also s-n-type; s-n-pth, s-n-ont. w etc. (Ranke I, 279.10-15), which 

occurs only in MK. The dropping of p3 results from simple omission 

of the article rather than survival of an old form. 

** SMTW 

--- sm(3)-t(3). w(y) ö "He who united the two lands" 

SIp. 1102; K p. 85 
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[Aram] AP 74.4 

[Eg] Ranke 1,296.10 m. Dynl9-Gk [Gk] cf. 2Eýc9EVS ,IJ &üs ý . 
ýeuBcüür 

(NB p. 368f). 

** SNBNT 

--- *snb-n(y. )t "May Neith be well" 

[Aram] Saqq 28a. 1 

[Eg] cf. snb-DN type: snb-ian (Ranke 1,312.18 f. Late); snb-an. w 

(Ranke 1,313.3 m. Dyn18) 

Segal proposed an Akk name "Sin, you have created" on the 

analogy of sin-ibni "Sin has created, " without explaining the final 

T (Akk would be sin-tabni). Eg snb is one of the most common 

elements of Eg PN and the goddess. Neith occurs as either NYT or NT. 

Therefore, Eg name is most likely. 

SPMT 

--- see SWMN 

K p. 85; V II p. 217 

* Sp'$R' 

--- *(n)s-p(3)-`(3)-ar(w. t) "He who belongs to the great one of 

love" 

L p. 122; G p. 501f; K p. 124 

[Aram] AP 43.12 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 1,174.19 ns-p3-'3-tr "He who belongs 

to the great one of Tr. " For the second element, cf. Ranke 

1,57.21 `3-®rw. t "Love is great" or "greatness of love" m. MK-Dyn20 

For S representing Eg ns, see SPMT/'SPMT (ns-p3-ed. w). The 

final aleph could be a mater lectionis reflecting an abstract noun 
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ending. Kornfeld proposed two explanations: (1) Semitic SP' (DISO 

p. 196 "feed") + `MR' (which is compared with a deity `MRW). (2) Eg 

*s3-ip-'mr "Son of Buto, the priest" or s3-p3-`er. y "Son of priest 

'mr. " However none of these are well grounded, as he admitted. 

V 

** AN 

--- sin vt "Lotus" 

[Aram] Saqq 10.8 
rr 

[Eg] Ranke I, 297.29ff m. MK [Copt]! Yw ! jEN[Heb] 38N 

For a further discussion, see Heb 66N. 

'BD'MN (hybrid) 

--- `BD-ian "The servant of Asun" 

[Aram] APO 82.8 

[Eg] see Ph DN 'MN 

* [`]BDHP (hybrid) 

--- 'BD-hp "The servant of Apis" 

K p. 65 

[Aram] AD Frag. VII 3.2 

[Eg] for Apia see Wb 111,70 Copt B Ayre , 
b2A1TI Gk finis 

00"o 

`BDSY[ (hybrid) 

--- `BD-39(. t) "The servant of Isis" 

[Aram] Saqq 4.11 

[Eg] see Ph DN 'S. 

** `EÜiPY 

--- Var. of `NHHPY 
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G p. 465; K p. 85 

[Aram] AD 2.2* `HHPY, 1,2,4,3.1 'HHP[Y] 
, 2,3,7,12.2; AD Frag. 

XIA. 8 1I[HPY]9 IXB. 18 [`H]hpy, XIS [`H]HPY, 12 [`JHH[PY], XII. 16 

[']HHPY; Saqq 189 

[Eg] see `NHHPY [Gk] AXoatrts (NB p. 69), AXoanºos (DeaNB 1,103), 

cf. AYxdý,, s (OAP 18b) 

For the elision of the N of 'NH, see Gk variants of the name. 

Another example is `AyXipyu ps and AXop p, s 'nh-rn. f "May his 

name live" (DemNB 1,102 cf. Ranke 1,65.21; NB p. 69). For the 

elision of N before H, see MHNYT and MHPR'. 

(-PT 

--- " '(n)h- m-nf(r) "The life is good" 

SIp. 1102; L p. 122; K p. 83; V II p. 217 

[Aram] TAE 12 recto. 2; AP 72.23 `HRNPY (corrected to `k{MNPY by 

Alm6-Giron TU p. 28) 

[Eg] cf. 'nh-w-type "The life is ---" (Ranke 1,64.6-10  . OK, Late). 

On the assumption of n-assimilation nn > n, * 'nkr-mn. w-nfr "May 

good Min live" could be reconstructed, cf. 'nh-an. w (Ranke 

1,64.15; II, 270.29f o. OK, Late), 'nh-aw. t-nfr. t "May Mut, the beau- 

tiful one, live" (Ranke 1,64.14 .. Late). Vittoann suggested 

another reading 'HMNWY of which interpretation is `nh-ar-wr "May 

Mnevis live" (Ranke 1,64.16; De®NB 1,101). Yet the W is epigraphi- 

cally less likely. 

* `HR 

--- '(3)-hr "Horus is great" 

L p. 122; G p. 465; K p. 85; V II p. 217 

[Aram] AP 72.6 (CIS 11,136 'HR > HR by Sayce and Clermont-Garneau, 
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see RES 960) 

(Eg] see Ph PN `HR 

Vittmann suggested the nage is `nh-hr "May Horus live" (Ranke 

1,66.1; De®NB 1,104). However it is assumed that in Eg two 

differently strong hs are merged and Eg n assimilation all at once. 

So, this is phonetically less likely. 

'HRNPY 

--- see `HMNPY 

K P. 85; V II p. 218 

eN 

--- *`nb-h(3)bs "May the starry sky live" 

SIp. 1102; L p. 122; K p. 85 

[Aram] AP 73.9 

[Eg] Ranke 11,272.4 (The name is reconstructed through the Aram 

fors). Cf. Ranke 1,366.14 t3-h3bs "She who belongs to the stars" 

(THBS). 

The first letter is not sure. The final S is unusual. It is 

more likely that the fifth letter is P. Hence I would suggest the 

reading `NHHPY, which already occurs in line 4. The fact that the 

father is PT'SY in each case strengthens my reading. 

** `NHHPY 

--- `nh-hp *Q "May Apia live" 

SIp. 1102; L p. 122; K p. 85 

[Aram] AP 73.4, probably 9; CIS 11,142 

[Eg] Ranke 1,65.25; II p. 347; DeaNB I, 103 [Gk] AyXc%SO s (OAP 

p. 18b) cf. 'xoanis 
, 

AXoarits 
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e 

"MT 

--- `nh-e(w. )t "May Mut live" 

SIp. 1102; L p. 122; K p. 85; V II p. 218 

[Aram] AP 74.4 

[Eg) Ranke I, 64.13; II p. 346 u. NK-Late. 

** 'NHpM`Y 

--- * 'nh-p(3)-(n-)a(3)'(. t) "May p3-n3 `. t live" 

K p. 85; V II p. 218 

[Aram] ostracon: Eph III, p. 20.1 

[Eg) cf. Ranke 1,64.12 'nh-w3'. t-r' "May the truth of Re' live" 

(m. Late). For p3-n-&3` `. t -0. 
°. Ln ° "He who belongs to the Truth" 

(Ranke 1,108.3 m. Late-Gk), see Ranke 1,108.3. 

Vittmann's solution * `nh. f-n-e3'. t "He lives for the Truth" (cf. 

ns-`nh. f-n-m3`. t Ranke I, 174.5) is equally possible. However his 

alternative interpretation 'nh-p3-o3y is impossible, because p3- 

e31 is PMY in Ph and PMWY in Aram (see PMY). 

[ `]ICI IPPM T 

--- *`nh-p(3)-rm(t)-(n-)ny. t "May the man of Neith live" 

[Aram] AD Frag VI, 5.2 ]NHPRMNYT (there is no space between NH and 

PRMNYT, though the name has been dealt with separately from NB) 

[Eg] cf. rat-n-b3st. t (Ranke 1,222,19 f. Late). Notice Eg rat has 

lost the final t, as shown in Copt e putt and bpwMl (Wb 11,421). 

Though it is less likely, the name could be compared with p3-rtnwtj 

"The shoulder" (Ranke 11,282.13  . Dyn20) and I, 222,13ff esp. 16 

rmn. y-`nh(. w) "Ran. y lives" (m. MK). (for rin see CDME P. 149). 
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`ýH 

--- `9 ßr1 "The one who calls" (? ) 

G p. 466; K p. 85 

[Aram] LH 4.3 

[Eg] Ranke 1,71.8 f. MK-Late [Gk] cf. A ads (NB p. 60) 

It can be a shortened form of the names whose first element 

is (Ranke 1,71.11-19). At the same time, however, `6H is 

comparable with Aram root 'SAY "to do" (in PN `6Y'L IPN no. 1119), 

cf. `SH (in PN `SH'L 2Sam 2: 18 etc. ). Therefore the explanation is 

open to choce. 

## `3HR 

--- *`h(3)-hr(w) "Horus is rich" 

L p. 122 

[Aram] Krug 65 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 11,306.10 hr(-w)-h3 , which could be read 

`93-hr. w because of graphic transposition with honorific intention 

(Gardiner, EG°, section 57). See also Ranke 1,71.11-19 where nine 

names whose first element is 163 are attested, two in the Late, 

four in NK. 

se0o 

P" NY 

--- (1) p(3)-(n) -i (w)n(w) ,u. 
A& 

"He who belongs to Heliopolis" 

(2) p(3)-i(w)n. y 
nI41 "The pillar" 

(3) p(3)-(n)-i(w)ny "He who belongs to Herisonthis 

[Aran] Saqq 67b. 7 

[Eg] (1) Ranke 11,279.24/25 (a. NK) 

(2) Ranke 1,100.12 (s. Dyn18) 

(3) Ranke 1,106.3 (®. NK) 
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0 
W, p' 

--- Var. of PW' 

[Aram) Saqq 89.1 

[Eg] see PW' 

It seems that the first aleph functions as a eater lectionis as 

[a] vowel. 

** p'H 

--- p(3)-(n-)i(`)h "He who belongs to the Moon" 

[Ara®] Saqq 53.15 

[Eg] Ranke 11,279.23  . NK [Gk] 1Tc is , Napos , TlaXoüs 
, T1aXws 

, 

(NB p. 294,296f). Cf. p3-ihy "The Hathor child" (DeeNB I, 158). 

* PB' 

--- p(3)-(n-)b3(. w) "He who belongs to souls" or "to might" 

K p. 85 

[Aram] Weill, REJ 65 p. 18.3 

[Eg) Ranke 1,107.7 a. Dyn25; cf. DeaNB 1,363 (pa-by) 

[Gk] cf. ITE, Oäs (NB p. 299) [Aram] cf. TB'. 

"0 
PBK 

--- p(3)-(n-)b(J)k 
OJ4, 

�ý "He who belongs to the Falcon" 

L p. 122; K p. 86 

[Aram] TAE 87b. 18. 

[Eg] Ranke 1,107.8; 11,279.8; DeaNB 1,138 [Gk] JTßpcs , TTßl<ios , 
ßdß i. fs, fllfýkls 

, 
JIi/Ix[S 

, 
fl1fl 1(! S , 

ýd/S/k ýpfýýK/S fpfpElj(! S 

otpiXcs (NB p. 252). 
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** PBN 

p(3)-(n-)bn(r) "He who belongs to the date-palm" 

K p. 86 

[Aram] ostracon: Aime-Giron, BIFAO 38 p. 38 no. 113.2 

[Eg] Ranke 1,104.24  . NK [Gk] TTaßoivr7 (NB p. 252) cf. Copt Of'm6 

"date-palm" (Crum p. 40a). 

PBS' 

--- p(3)-(n-)bs I "He who belongs to Bes" 

L p. 122; K p. 86 

[Aram] TAB` 87a. 7 

[Eg] Ranke I, 107,10f  . NK-Late, cf. DeaNB 1,437 p3y-bs "He belongs 

to Bes" Gk 1Ti%37s , 
TTi157'los , TT()3'70L5 [Gk] 11a, grtos , Tfa/3FS I 

TTE137s (NB p. 252) [Copt] 7TEtJ8HC (Heusec p. 60). Cf. Aram BS'. 

Eg god Bes is represented by Copt BHC and Gk, 3gaac 5 (Wb 1,476.8), 

which do not suggest any vowel after the S (The i of p3-n-bs. ß 

Ranke 1,107.11 is probably a determinative). Another phonetic 

spelling indicates p3y-n-bs, which corresponds Demotic p3y-bs. The 

identification remains questionable. 

y"e 

PGRBY 

--- *p(3)-gr(y)-(e)-P(. t) "The pigeon in The cky 

[Aram] Saqq 60.7 

[Eg] cf. p3-gr (Ranke 1,120.15 .. Late) and gry-i-P"t 

B ]; ý, ý (Wb V, 181.2) cf. . Copt a 6pdoN11E, b 6PQNnl "pigeon" 

Besides the uncertain reading, the correspondence between Aram B 

and Eg p is questionable. Possible explanation is that voiceless p 

> voiced b after a labial a. 
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PiI Pi 

--- p(3)-(n-)wi(3) Qýq "He who belongs to the ship" 

[Aram] Saqq 61b. 1 

[Eg] Ranke 1,103.20 m/f. NK-Late [Gk] cf. TTo. i s, flc&O s, 1TEÜfs (? ) 

(NB p. 292). 

* PWHRB 

--- *p(3y). w-hr(y)-(i)b "Their mediator" 

K p. 86; V II p. 218 

[Aram] CIS II, 138B. 4 PWHDK (corrected to PWHRB by Degen NEph I, 

p. 2? ) 

[Eg] cf. p3-hr-ib 
ß S. "The mediator" (Ranke I, 115.26 m. NK). 

The initial PW may stand for the Eg article p3 because of Heb 

PWTYPR with W as mater lectionis. Another possible reconstruction 

is *p3y-hr. t-ib "Their desire" (for hr. t ib see CDME p. 195). *P3y- 

'3-hrd which Kornfeld proposed is much less likely because '3 is 

assumed to correspond to Aram W. 

lop 
J[ 

--- p(3)-w(13)-mn(1. w) "The ship is landed" 

[Aram] Saqq 162 

[Eg] Ranke 1,103.21  . Late 

It is not probable that PWMWN is a variant of PMWN (Segal), 

because of the second W. While Eg an! "to moor" fits the MWN 

because of Copt SMOONE , bMONI 
. Cf. PWMN 

ýey * 
r^AY 

--- *p(3y). w-m(3)1 "Their lion" 

[Aram] APO 85.4 (p1.72) 
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lEg) cf. PMT' 

If PW stands for Eg article p3 (see PWMWN), p3-231 "the lion" 

(Ranke 1,105.5 s. Late) is possible. 

** PWMN 

p(3)-w(13)-mn(i. w) 
q 

The ship has moored" 

K p. 86; V II p. 218 

[Aram] ostracon: CIS II, 138A. 8 KWMN (corrected to PWMN by Degen 

NEph 1,27) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,103.21. Cf. ]PWMWN[ 

PW 

--- see PSM K 

K p. 86; V II p. 218 

}ý, (ý pV ** 
PAPS 

--- p(3)-wnh 
m "The wolf" 

SIp. 1103; L p. 123; G p. 488; K p. 86 

[Aram] AP 71.11,12 

[Eg] Ranke 1,104.3; II p. 352; De®NB 1,176  . NK-Late 

[Gk] TTovvc-ts , Ilouiuvs , ý9ouvres , cooUVQ1os , Tºovacs , 1ToVovs , 110vuNOCS 

cpovvrc. s(NB p. 342,338,468) [Copt] TTOYwuu�9 

Cf. PMN (? ) 

** PKSY 

--- p(3)-(n-)ws(r) "He who belongs to the powerful one" 

G p. 485; K p. 86; V II p. 218 

[Aram] AP 12.7,22.78,79 PWSY 

[Eg] DemNB 1,361; cf. Ranke 1,104.14 p3-ws(r)-imn 
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(m. Dyn2l) [Gk] 1T«va-is , TT16CLS , OaüOcs (NB p. 293) 

That the final r has been lost is indicated in the Gk forms, a 

variant of Demotic form (pa-wsy DemNB 1,361) and the PN p3-ws(r)- 

Ian (see 6erny, LEG section 1.9 the final r became i). *P3-w3s. t 

(reconstructed by Grel'ot and Kornfeld) phonetically corresponds to 

PWSY, yet it is not attested. 

## PH' 

--- p(3)-(n-)h(r) 
0. 

He who belongs to the face" 

Kp. 86 

[Aram] BP 8.12; Kornfeld, ANN 110 p. 133 no. 6 PNHS (corrected to 

PH' by Lipinski, OLP, 6/7 p. 382) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,110.6; DeaNB 1,401 (pa-hr) [Gk] liaws , TTiäs , gocous 

T1Ews, P«ws , Spews (NB p. 297,274,251,323,458f. ) [Heb] PH' 

For the discussion on the identification of the name, see PHW. 

** PPA 

--- p(3)-(n-)h(3. t) ,1 , 
ý9 "He who belongs to the front" 

SIp. 1103; L p. 123 

[Aram] AP 72.11; 40.2; TAP 11.2; Saqq 192.1 PHI 

[ Eg] Ranke 1,109.25 p3-n-h3. t; 1,1.15.11 p3-h3. t; DeaNB 1,397 [ Gk ] 

T1a7s 1TerJs 1T'rfs ýpociýs (NB p. 255) 

Cf. PU', PHY; Akk pa-hi-i (APN p. 179a) 

The interpretation depends upon which vowel is indicated by the 

final H. Judging from the general assumption that H indicates 

[ä/e] vowels, I prefer to identify it with p3-n-h3. t (cf. Copt ?, H 

for h3. t). For further discussion see MW. 
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** PHW 

--- p(3)-(n-)h(w. t) "He who belongs to the temple" 

[Aram] AP 81.111 PHY (corrected to PHW here) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,110.3 s. NK 

Various similar names are attested: PH', PHH, PHW, PHY, PHWY, 

TH', THH, THW', THY. These identifications depend upon the 

interpretation of the final leter which is either a vowel letter or 

a consonant. When we consider then to be eatres lecionis, the 

following identification would be possible on the basis of the 

corresponding Copt forms; (1) PH'(fei TH')--- p(3-n)-0(r) (cf. Copt 

Zo for hr 4 "face") Gk rrotws , naous . Another name SH' (cad-hr) 

confirmes that the Eg hr is H' in Aras. (2) PUH (fei THH): If the 

final H is a aster lectionis as generally accepted, p(3-n)- 

h(3. t) (cf. Copt 2H for h3. tAý "front") is most probable; cf. Gk 

Tr 7s. If the H indicates [o], as TBH, PR'H, PHH is identical with PHW 

(p3-n-hw. t). (3) PHW: If the final W is a vowel letter for [o], 

PHW could be the same as PH'. If a long vowel [ö) is indicated, 

p3-n-hw. t (cf. Copt -diw in NC-89w °Gý S for hw. t LI temple") 

is more likely. (4) PHY (fem THY): If the final Y is used as a 

mater lectionis [i/6], the name is a variant of PHH. If the Y is a 

consonant, this name can be a variant of PHWY. 

** PHNY 

--- p(3)-hy "He who belongs to the height" 

G p. 484; K p. 86; V II p. 218 

[Aram] APO 75,2.15 

[Eg] Ranke 1,116.10; DeaNB 1,404  . NK-Late [Gk] ]To ots 

TTotXüiis (NB p. 295) cf. Copt Wwt for by "height" ( Wb II1,237; 

Erichsen p. 349) 
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An identification p3-n-h(w). t (Grelot, Kornfeld) cannot explain 

the final letter, because the Copt form of h(w). t is Bcv. While 

Copt iwt(for hy) indicates that there is a long [b) vowel between 

the two consonants h and y, which is represented by the Aram W and 

Gkd/w. 

** PHWN 

--- *p(3)-hwn "The youth" 

[Ara®] Saqq 53.17 

g [Eg] of. Ranke 1,236.5 hwn R,, 
&CII 

"the youth" [GkI na w''ds 

TdWVTSS (NB p. 297). 

MkH 

--- p(3)-hr $ "The Syrian" 

K p. 86 

[Aran] Aime-Giron, BIFAO 38 p. 58 no. 120.2 

[Eg] Ranke 1,116.17; DeaNB 1,210  . NK-Dyn22ff [MB] cf. pa-, u-ra, 

pi-hu-ra, pu-hu-ur, pu-hu-ra, pu-hu-ri, pu-hu-ru (Ranke, KM p. 15, 

17) [Gk] cf. TTXopcs , TTaxoupIs 

Some uncertainty still remains in this identification in view of 

the fact that the value of the final H is unknown. 

** PHTB 

--- p(3)-htp3 "The peace" 

[Aram] ostracon: Aime-Giron, BIFAO, 38 p. 58 no. 120.5 

[Eg] Ranke 1,116.6 ®. MK 

The identification is based on two established phonetic changes: 

(1) t>t between a labial and a /h/ (see the later discussion: [41 

Notes on the Correspondences, e) Alveolars) and (2) p>b at the 
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end. Eg hry-tp "chief" (CDME p. 175) became har/aur-d/ti-bi (Ranke, 

/CM p. 37), giving a good parallel of t>t and p>b, also Heb HRTMY 

(hry-tp) has a double change of t>t and p>A. 

* PHY 

--- Var. of PHWY 

SIp. 112; L p. 123; G p. 484; K p. 86; V II p. 218 

[Aran) AP 14.2,12,51.4 PHY; APO 75,2.2,13; BP 12.20; TAE` 105a 

[E91 see PUWY, cf. PUH, TIN 

If we consider the final Y is a vowel letter, a different 

identification is required, such as p3-n-h3. t (see PHH). However 

we are not informed enough to distinguish consonants from vowel 

letters. Yet as for this identification, scholars unanimously 

agree that PHY is p3-n-by, which is very common in Demotic texts, 

so is it in Aram. For further discussion see PHW. 

PM 

--- p(3)-b "The ignorant" 

SIp. 1103; L p. 123; K p. 87 V II p. 218 

[Aram) AP 70.1 

[Eg] Ranke 1,419.17 ®. NK [Gk] TfacX; jj-c, s (NB p. 294) 

Due to the unknown value of the vowel between tb and i, 

identification still has some room for doubt. In terms of the 

value of the vowel, p3-ha "the youth" (Erichsen p. 359) gives a more 

satisfactory correspondence to PHYM (Spiegelberg), because Copt 

form of ha is 
-&9H M (Crum p. 563a). P3-ha, however, is not attested 

as a PN, though the element ha occurs in the PN hr-p3-ha (Gk 

`Ap nX(,. cts Erichsen p. 360). Kornfeld's suggestion p3-h3-imn 

(Ranke 1,115.15) is not likely; No evidence of YM for 1, wn is known. 
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Another suggestion *p3-hy-ym (CDME p. 18; Erichsen p. 58) is not 

impossible, though not attested. Whichever is the true correspon- 

dent of PHYM, the consonantal values are comparable. 

PHYQSS 

--- *p(3)-hy-(r-)k(3y)-d(3)d(3) "He who ascends to the high head" 

[Aram] Kornfeld, AÖA W 110 p. 134 no. 8 

[Eg] For the first part, cf. p3-hy-(r-)h3. t 

"He who high of front" (Ranke 1,116.11); for QSS, see k3y-d3d3 

(Ranke-1,429.21 m. NK). 

It seems to be too long as a PN. Another reconstruction is *p3- 

hr-k3y-d3d3 "He who possesses the high head" (for the first element 

p3-hr see Ranke I, 115.21-23). Yet the identification cannot be 

made sure. 

** PHNWM 

--- p(3)-(n-)hnm(. w) 
Sý 

"He who belongs to Khnum" 

K p. 87 

[Aram) BP 11.2,10,15; AP 34.2 HNWM (corrected to PHNWM by Porten, 

Aram Texts p. 84); Bresciani, RSO 35 p. 22 I, verso. 3; Porten, Or NS 

57 p. 38 no. 23129.1 

[Eg] Ranke I, 110.17; II p. 353; DeiNB I, 408f s. NK-Gk [Gk] 7TaXou/3is 

JTaXvoucts , 17otXV0ALcos (NB p. 295) 

Cf. PHNM. 

** PHNM 

--- Var. of PHNWM 

S II p. 7; L p. 123; G p. 484; K p. 87 

[Aram] AP 23.5 
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[Eg] see PHNWM. 

e 
PHNS 

--- p(3)-(n-)hns(. w) e "He who belongs to Khons" 

K p. 87 

(Aram) Aime-Giron, ASAE 39 p. 357 no. 124,7.8 

[Eg] Ranke 1,110.13; DeaNB 1,406  . Dynl9-Late [Gk] 1Taxwvs , 

TfdXwv(715 (NB p. 4Zz}) [Copt] TrAu1ApIc 

Cf. month name PHNS 

Aime-Giron gave an alternative reading PHN14, which is p3-n- 

hn®. w. 

* AHNT' 

--- *p(3)-hnt(i-hty) "He who belongs to (god) hnti-hty" 

[Aram] Maraqten, MDIK 43 p. 170 no. 3.2 

[Eg] Ranke 1,115.16 m. NK-Late 

Maraqten's identification p3-h(i)-ntr "The servant of god" is 

based on the assumption of m+n > n. This could be justified by two 

MB forms:   ps-ha-am-na-ta,  pa-ha-na-te. Since the Copt forms 

for ntr are 8NOYT6, bNOYt, its Aram form is expected to be NTY, as 

attested in PTNTY (p3-di-ntr). The aleph instead of yodh at the 

end, however, is not conceivable because the value of aleph as 

mater lectionis seems not to be fixed (see the later discussion: 

[5] Metres Lectionis). However, since the final aleph is more 

naturally explained as a hypocoristic ending. I would like to 

identify it with a short form of *p3-hnt. t-hty (for hnti-hty see 
V 

Ranke 1,32.29,81.17,151.10,171.20 etc. ). Another possibility is 

*p3-n-hnty (cf. p3-n-p3-linty. 
ý. 

ä Ranke 1,107.22 

m. Dyn20). 
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* pug 

--- p(3)-hs(y) 
4X 1t "The favoured" 

[Aram] AP 81.43 

[Eg] Ranke 1,116.2; 11,354; DemNB 1,205 (p3-hay) [Gk] nºEci? s 

C a-L 7S . 

** PHPY 

--- p(3)-(n-)hp "He who belongs to Apia" 

SIp. 1103; L p. 123; K p. 87 

[Aram] TAE 87b. 22 PHPY; Saqq 14.1 PHP[Y]; Porten, Or NS 57 p. 35 

no. 23128.3 

[Egl Ranke 11,280.23; DeamNB 1,400 m. Late [Gk] TTaä777s , 
T(aänECS , 

TTaäTris, T1°`ä Sccs 9 77änis , Tfdrp"s (NB p. 251). 

riliýll 
POW 

--- Var. of PURY (? ) 

[Aram] Saqq 64b. 11 

[Eg] Ranke 1,115.24 a. NK-Late 

Perhaps p3-hry (Ranke 1,115.25 m. NK) is equally possible. Yet 

it is impossible to identify the name with certainly, until the 

final value, represented by W, is revealed. P3-n-hr (Ranke 

I, 110.7), suggested by Segal, is less likely, because after the R 

no vowel is required. 

** PHBY 

--- p(3)-hry "The overseers" or "He who belongs to the 

overseers" 

G p. 486; K p. 87; V II p. 218 

[Aram] AP 24.18 
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[Eg] Ranke I, 115.24f m. NK-Late [Gk] näpts , napEIs(NB p. 280), 

(PP(- (Griffth, ZAS 46 p. 132-4) [GkI cf. PL- for hry (fib III, 

141) [Copt) 2P6 "over" (Spiegelgerg, KHw p. 242). 

* prn. 

--- Var. of PTY 

[Ara®] Saqq 41.9 PT'; 47.6 PT[; 53.9 ]PT[, 14 PT'[; 61b. 3 PT'[ 

[Eg] see PTY (a short form of p3-di-DN). 

PT, f 

---Var. of PT', PTY (? ) 

[Aram] Sagq 11.4 

[Eg] see PTY. 

PT'S 

--- Var. of PT'SY 

[Aram) Vattioni, SE no-134 (cf. Herr, Seals p. 30 no. 48) 

[Eg] see Ph PT'S. 

** PT'SY 

--- p(3)-d(i)-3s(. t) p "He whom Isis has given" 

SIp. 1103; L p. 123; G p. 486; K p. 87 

[Aram) BP 9.10,10.6; AP 14.11,73.4,9,74.5 PT'3Y, 6 PT'SY, 83.3 

PT'S[Y]; TAE 27.1,87b. 5 PT'SY, 96a, b; Saqq 6.6,19,4 PT'S[Yl, 

35.3 PT'SY, 38.9 PT'SY, 61a. 4 PT'SY; stela: Aim6-Giron, BIFAO 38 

p. 42 no. 114 PT'S[Y]; ostracon: Maraqten, MDIX 43 p. 170 

[Eg) see Ph PT'SY and PT'S; cf. also Aram PTYSY. This is a very 

common Eg name. 
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e oe 

PT'SR 

--- Var. of PTWSYRY 

[Aram] Saqq 68.6 

[Eg] see PTWSYRY 

The letters are too faded to be read except the first two. The 

aleph of 'SR (Osiris) is always elided when it is the second 

component of PN. Therefore, the reconstruction is also not likely. 

oeo 
poV ýýº71 

--- see PTN'SY 

K p. 87; V II p. 218 

[Aram] CIS II, 155B. 4 

P0 TWBST 

--- p(3)-d(i)-b(3)st(. t), &-l 
up 

"He whoa Bast has given" 

[Aram] Saqq 61a. 3 

[Eg] Ranke I, 123.5f; DexNB 1,303 m. Late-Gk [Gk] TTETOU, oio7os , 

1TETOUI8O( TIS , 
IUTo`3oivT(s 

, 
1TETOUj3EcT((s), TTETO/8o(IrBLS 

(NB p. 319f), TTETBU, ßEoTts (DemNB 1,303). 

** PIWSYRY 

--- p(3)-d(i)-(3)s(ws)ir 
A-A ýj "He whom Osiris has given" 

SIp. 1103; L p. 123; G p. 486; K p. 87 

[Aram] AP 28.4,6,8,10,11,17 

[Eg] Ranke 1,123.1; II 356; DeiNB 1,298 a. Late-Gk [Gk] ITEroripts , 

T1ET04'E2pts, 7lcT0uOipcs , 
ITETwv110l5 

, fleTUÖIptos , 1TEToEtpts , T7ET6tpls 

(NB p. 319) [Copt] 1TbTOYCrpE , TIETCipe , T1E TCipr [Aram] PTWSRY, 

PTSRY, PTSWRY, PTSRY. 
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** PTWSRY 

--- Var. of PTWSYRY 

SIp. 1103; L p. 123; G p. 486; K p. 87 

[Aram) CIS II, 138A. 4; AD 8.1; TAB 25.3 PTWSRY; Saqq 19.7,41.7 

PTWSRY, 92.1,2 PQHSTY (corrected to PTwSRY here), 138.2 )TWSRY; 

ostracon; Aire-Giron, ASAE 26 p. 25; Porten, Or. NS 57p p. 35 

no. 23128.7 

[Eg] see PTWSYRY. 

** PTI NWM 

--- p(3)-d(i)-hnm(. w) 
0 

"He whom Khnum has given" 

SIp. 1103; L p. 123; G p. 486; K p. 87 

[Aram] CIS II 155A. 4 PTHNWM; AP 6.17 

[Eg] Ranke I, 126.4; II p. 356; DemNB 1,33.9 [Gk] 1TETEXVOt1J $y 

1TFTEXVOJL S, T(YTE)(VDULUOS , VC-TEXVOifo[S 
, 

TTETFXVOU18LS , 
1TaTEXVOL 1UDS, 

TTaTE-XVOÜ/315 , 
T1aTOUX�GIu , T(ET6X�OJUIS (NB p. 287,317,320) 

[Aram] PTHNM. 

** PTHNM 

--- Var. of PTHNWM 

S II p. 7; L p. 123; G p. 486; K p. 87 

[Aram] AP 23.9; LH 4.12,15,5.10; ostracon: Maraqten, MDIK 43 

p. 170 

fqI see PTHNWM 

** PTHRTrs 

--- pth-(i)r-di-s(w) 
a 

A'if "It is Ptah who has given" 

G p. 48; K p. 88 

[Aram] LH 4.11 
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[Eg] Ranke 1,138.16 m. Late [NA) ip-ti-har-ti-e-hu (Assurb. 1,103; 

Ranke, KM p. 29) 

Notice, again, Aram T>T between a labial and H (see PHTB). 

** vrHgPHBT 

--- p(3)-d(i)-hr-p(3)-hrd 
m a4 

He Whom Harpokrates has given" 

SIp. 1104; L p. 123; K p. 88 

[Aram] CIS II 138A. 7; AP 73.11; Saqq 142.1 [PT]HRPH[RT]; Bresciani, 

"Frammenti di un Testo Aramaico" B x+3 PTHRPHRT 

[Eg] Ranke I, 124.24; II p. 356; DemNB 1,328 m. Late-Gk [Gk] 

fTETet'TtOkfetr's, T c-rE«8TTOXpc rTs, TTFtaprtOXpoir j5 (NB p. 311) 

Cf. Ph HRPKRT. 

** PTY 

--- p(3)-di 4--. x He whom (DN) has given" 

SIp. 1104; L p. 128; K p. 88; V II p. 219 

[Aram] AP 74.1; TAE 87b. 10 Pt '; Sayce, PSBA 26 p. 207; ostracon: 

Maraqten, MDIK 43 p. 170 

[Eg] Ranke 1,121.17 Dyn22-Gk [Gk] ITE Z7s , fldT7s , ITa T7 , 

1TETE 
9 

7TaTE 
9 

7TIT7$ (NB p. 286f, 310,318) 

Cf. PT' 

Perhaps the name is a shortened form of p3-di-DN. 

ýr {ýý PT 

--- p(3)-dz. w "He whom they (gods) have given" 

K p. 88; V II p. 218 

[Aram] CIS 11,154.6 

[Eg] DemNB 1,296 (p3-ti. w) m. Late-Gk [Gk] TTe9Ev5 
, 

TIFTc(ODS 

7TFTcAu TTeToWOS 
, 

7TETolüS 
, 

TTETE6U5 
, 

JTETE702S (NB p. 300,310,312 
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Kornfeld considered the names to be a variant of PTY. However, 

much more likely is that either Y or W is a consonant. Since the Y 

of PTY was regarded as a vowel in the identification of PTY (p3- 

di), the final W is to be considered as a consonant. The W is a 

reflection of Eg suffix pronoun 3 pl. However, the reading is 

uncertain, I would read it as P'T. Y (p3-di-3s. t). 

00 
vM 

--- *p(3)-d(i)-ih(y) "He whom the Hathor-child has given" 

[Aram] Saqq 52a. 6 

[Eg] cf. p3-ti-ihy (DeaNB 1,290) 'Ihy "Hathor-child" occurs as Thy 

in Demotic (Erichsen p. 40). 

NR 

--- p(3)-di-hr 4-14 U "He whom Horus has given" 

[Aram] Saqq 77a. 1 

[Eg] Ranke 1,124.19; DemNB I, 322f. m. Late-Gk [Gk) TTET6ÜpL$ 

T(o&TEUp(S , 
10(TdUPIS 

, rrocT ', ý-Tu'o oS (NB p. 317,292,322). 

** PTYSY 

--- Var. of PT'SY 

K p. 88 

[Aram] AP 53.2 

[Eg] see PT'SY 

The intervocalic aleph was elided p3-di-3s. t > (pati/esi] (cf. 

Gk forms showing the elision of aleph: TrET6' f1s: TTET7o'is , TNTE10"ls: 

TTarjrss , floT iaLs: 1Tcfl t$ ). 
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* PTNHW 
Do 

--- p(3)-d(i)-ah(. t) 00 "He whom (goddes) Mh. t has given" 

[Aram] NEph I p. 10 no. 2300.1,7,9 PTMH[W] (Naveh, JAOS 91 p. 379- 

382) 

[Eg] Ranke I, 123.20 m. Gk; DemNB I, 315 m. Late [Gk] cf. ITETE, u7X[s(NB 

p. 313) 

The final W is troublesome, because the reflection of Eg fem. 

ending is Y (cf. Copt M2, H , Ph MHY in PSMHY). However it is 

interesting that ®h. t is written mhw. t (cf. Pawahu EA 7.76). 

Yet the identification remains uncertain. 

** PTKMS 
p(3)-d(z)-m(3)z-hs(3) &o if ý3 "He whom (the goddess) > ýý 

Mihos has given" 

[Aram] Saqq 28b. 5 PTMYHR/DS (corrected to PTMYHWS here) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,123.15 [NA] cf. pu-tu-ua-he-e-. 4u. 

For the MY [soui] "lion", see Y. Muchiki, JSS 35 (forthcoming). 

For w3i-#s3 "lion god", see Wb 11,12.2-5. 

y0 
PTRA 

--- p(3)-d(l) jvw(-3S. t) 

K p. 88; V II p. 218 

(Aram] CIS II, 155B. 2 

[Eg] cf. mw-3s. t 'jp (Ranke 11,288.17 f. Laate) [Gk] cf. 

T(o(TEýUOÜ5 (NB p. 286), TT&TEjtOUS (OAP p. 252b). The mw is indepen- 

dently attested in Ranke 11,280.8 p3-n-®w- . Probably sw is a 

short form of mw-3s. t (Kornfeld). Notice the final W, which is 

indistinct, is probably followed by one more letter: PTMW[N] (p3- 

di-iwn). Also assuming the assimilation of the final n into the 
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preceeding m, PTMW(N), the identification p3-di-imn, is possible 

(see PTMWN). Cf. the reading sugested by Vittmann: PTMN (the final 

N instead of W: p3-dI-mn. w). 

** VTMWN 

---p(3)-d(i)-(i)mn aß"9 He whom Amun has given" 

S II p. 1104; L p. 124; K p. 88 

[Aram] CIS 11,126; LH 7.3 

[Eg] Ranke 1,121.23; DemNB 1,281 m. Dyn21-Gk [Gk] TfETE/covvics, 

ITETE)AQDvfs, TIETauoUvI5 , TTFTEafcouv/S, fErE, uoüv, 1(ETC-, #&V , IT(- To( WV 

(NB p. 314,309) [NA] cf. pu-ti-ma-a-ni[ (? ) (Ranke, KM p. 37). 

** PTMN 

--- p(3)-d(i)-on aG"T "He whom Min has given" 

G p. 486; K p. 89 

[Aram] Bauer-Meissner, SBPA (1936) p. 415.17 

[Eg] Ranke 1,123.18; II p. 356; DemNB 1,310 [Gk] TfEtE L -1V(s , 

J1O TE, l(6jVIS , ITFTE, Ztýv1s , 
7TETE, uiv , 

ITETEJ2? Vt5 , 
TIdTEýGC4 VIS , RaTE aIVlS 

(NB p. 286,313). 

P[T]M[T] 

--- p(3)-d(i)-®(w). t -'c h "He whom Mut has given" 

G p. 486; K p. 89; V II p. 218 

[Aram] AP 24.1 

[Eg] Ranke 1,123.17 a. Dyn22-Late [Gk] 1 

(NB p. 314) 

Not only T and T are reconstructed but also the first letter is 

not likely to be P. 
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** PTN'SY 

--- p(3)-d(i)-n(i)-3s(, t)6-0--a ;; p "He whom Isis has given" 

SIp. 1104; L p. 124; K p. 89 

[Aram] Eph III p. 114; CIS II, 155B. 4 PTW'SY (corrected to PTN'SY by 

Spiegelberg) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,124.5; II p. 356; DeaNB 1,315 [Gkj TTETEVII OS (NB p. 314) 

[NB] pa-fa-ni-h1Qe-si-' (Ranke, KM p. 40). 

" 
We Fr1 

. wv--- 

p(3)-d(I)-n. 1 a--a jj1 "He whom (god) has given to me" 

[Aram] Saqq 91.4 

[Eg] Ranke 1,124.4 m. Late [Gk] cf. fl TEV/05 , TTFTEVEÜS (NB 

p. 286,314) 

This is an apocopated form, such as PTN'SY (p3-di-n. 1-Isis). 

** PTNPHTP[ 

--- p(3)-d(i)-nf(r)-htp 40 ýp "He whom nfr-htp has given" 

SIp. 1104; L p. 124; K p. 89 

[Aram] AP 69.2 

[Eg] Ranke 1,124.12; II p. 356; DeXNB 1,318  . Late-Gk. [Gk] 

TTETEVEOU)TTS, 14TEVIJOUürr)s (NB p. 314). For nfr-htp (vEfo&puirgs) see 

Ranke I, 198.14. 

** PTNTY 

--- p(3)-d(i)-nt(r) 
4 

G p. 486; K p. 89; V II 

[Aran] AP 24.25 PTNTN 

[Eg] Ranke I, 124.14f 

bNoyt for ntr "god" 

"He whom the god has given" 

p. 218 

(corrected to PTNTY by Grelot, p. 273) 

[Copt] TTE TE NOYTE (Heuser p. 27) cf. Copt 8NOYTE, 

(the final r has been lost in the singular 
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form) 

Two more explanations were proposed by Kornfeld; (1) *p3-di- 

nwmt (cf. t3-dß. t-nwmt Ranke 1,373.16), which could not explain the 

final TY, because Eg fern ending -t was dropped. (2) p3-di-ny. t 

(Ranke 1,124.6; DemNB 1,316), which could not explain the final Y, 

because the Aram form of Neith (ny. t) is either NT or NYT. Gk and 

Copt forms also do not show any vowel after -t; N19 , NE9 , NHB ; cf. 

Heb 'SNT. Therefore we agree with Grelot's explanation p3-di-ntr 

which is phonetically most reasonable, see above for Copt forms for 

ntr. 

** PTNTR 

--- p(3)-d(i)-ntr(. w)"He whom gods have given" 

SIp. 1104; LIp. 124; K p. 89 

[Aram] AP 66 no. 1; 83.23; CIS II, 138B. 8 [P]TNTR 

[Eg] Ranke 1,124.15; II, p. 356 m. Gk. For the uncertain reading of 

the Eg name, see Ranke 1,124.22; 185.27. cf also Ranke 1,124.2 p3- 

di-n3-ntr. w il1111 Gk 7TETEVEVT7P[s (Eg article n3 + ntr. w); 

DemNB 1,320 (p3-ti-ntr. wy dual form of ntr). 

The fact that the r of ntr. w is protected by the plural ending 

w is clearly indicated in the Copt forms; sg. BNOYTE, bNoyt (Aram 

NTY in PTNTY), pl. ENTHp(Aram NTR) (Crum p. 230b). 

** VFSBQ 

--- p(3)-d(/)-sbk 
p , 

ýJ. "He whom Sobek has given" 

SIp. 1105; L p. 93; K p. 89 

[Aram] AP 73.12; Porten, Or NS 57 p. 41.4 

[Eg] Ranke 1,126.8; II p. 356 e. Gk; DeaNB 1,340 [Gk] 1TETdOWX°S , 

1ETELTö/3X(5 
, ýTETEýUf9K(S , 

1TETE000)((S , TIETEQOUXOS , TTETEO X'S 9 
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jT ET000UXO5 , 
ITETOO'OIKOS, TTETcaIOUKLS (NB p. 310,316f, 320f) 

Eg sbk is expected to appear in Aram as SBK. The correspondence 

between Eg k and Aram Q is, however, conceivable, for the 

preceeding bilabial may influence the change Al > /q/. It is 

noteworthy that the intervocalic Eg b is eventually weakened in 

some Gk forms. (For the loss of Eg b, see K. Sethe "Der Name des 

Gottes Suchos" ZAS 50 pp. 80-83. ) 

PT3WRY 

--- Error for PTSYRY 

[Aram] AD 8.5 

[Eg] see PTWSYRY 

** PTSY 

--- Var. of PT'SY 

L p. 124; G p. 4S6; K p. 89 

[Aran] CIS 11,154.6 (BIFAO 38 P. 37); AP 24.5; TAB` 96c, 97a, b; Saqq 

192.3 PTSY[ 

[Eg) see PT'SY. 

** PTSRY 

--- Var. of PTWSYRY 

SIp. 1103 PT'SRY (PTSRY! ); followed by L p. 124; K p. 89 

[Aram] AD 8.3; CIS II 113.9 PTSRY, 11,21 PTSRY ; Eph III p. 114 

(Eg] see P1WSYRY. 

* P[T)PTH 

--- p(3)-d(i)-pth "He whom Ptah has given" 

[Aram] CIS II p. 134 
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[Eg] Ranke 1,123.13, II p. 356 a. Late-Gk; De®NB 1,309. 

** PTTWM 

p(3)-d(i)-(i)tm &-. jýcDa "He whom Atum has given" 

SIp. 1105; L p. 124; K p. 89 

[Aram] AD 73.15 PTHNM (according to the reading of CIS 11,147.15) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,122.15, II p. 355 m. Gk; DeiNB 1,294 [Gk] ITETETUý 

TfE-rEBUýU(S (NB p. 317). 

P TWo[ 

--- *p(3)-d(i)-t(3)-wsr(. t) "He whom the Powerful goddess has 

given" 

[Aram] Saqq 105.7 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 1,355.22 t3-wsr. t "the powerful goddess" as an 

epithet (Wb I, 363.11f) 

The final r of wsr should be protected by the feminine ending - 

t, but the text is broken. Another possibility is was "scepter" 

(Wb 1,259) or w3s. t a name of Theban nome (cf. PWSY). As for the 

Aram text, I would suggest PTTWM (p3-di-itm), because the left 

downstroke of eem seems to be traceable. 

** PTTWRY 

--- *p(3)-d(i)-t(3)-wr(. t) "He whom the great lady has given" 

[Aram] Saqq 47.5 

[Eg] cf. t3-wr. t J° 
o "the great lady" (Ranke I, 355.13 f. MK- 

Late) and p3-wr (Ranke I, 104.4; MB pa-wi/e/a-ra Ranke, KH p. 16) 

Note Segal's reconstruction: *p3-di-t3-wry "He whoa Thoueris has 

given". Yet *t3-wryýis not attested in Ranke. 
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PY 

--- (1) P1 (3) 
ý9k 

(2) py M9 (3) P(3)Yý1(ý4 

K p. 89; V 11 p. 218 

[Aran] (1) Ranke 1,129.23  /f. NK 

(2) Ranke 1,29.26ff e. Dyn22(? ) 

(3) Ranke 1,129.4 a. MK-NK 

Cf. PY' cf. . Gk 1Tois , ills , foot's (NB p. 257,327,452) 

* PY' 

--- pi 3 

L p. 124; G p. 485; K p. 89; V II p. 219 

[Aram] AP 14.1,9,12,14 

[Eg] Ranke I, 129.23ff m. NK [Gk] cf. Vo(' s, ý9'A i7s , Tieffis 

(NB p. 259,453,300) 

The name is difficult to explain with certainty, because both Y 

and ' could be either a consonant of a vowel though it is surely 

Egyptian. 

P'YSKN 

--- *p(3)i-(n-)skn "He who belongs to the Greedy one" 

[Aram) Sagq 28b. 1 

[Eg) No attestation of this name is found in Ranke, and the term 

skn is not used, making the Eg reconstruction very doubtful. 

* PYSN 

--- p(3)-sn 4 "The brother" 

G p. 485; K p. 110 

[Aram] AP 40.2; 37.9 (see AP p. 134) 

[Eq] Ranke I, 117.6 s. Dyn20; cf. t3-sn. t (Ranke 1,367.16 f. Gk) [Gk] 
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cf. TT 1awv(NB p. 328) 

For the Y of PYSN see Chapter IV: (5) Notes on the Hebrew 

Vocalizations, a) Eg article p3). Phonetically *p3y. i-sn "my 

brother " would be a better equation of PYSN (cf. Gk 1TEiowv NB 

p. 300), though not attested. The element p3y. i- occurs after NK 

(Ranke 1,126.24-127.7, such as p3y. i-nfr. w "My beautiful one, " 

p3y. i-nht "My strong one"). The second element sn is common in Eg 

PN (see Ranke 1,117.6 p3-sn m. Dyn20 etc. ). It is conceivable that 

the names p3y. i-sn has been preserved in Gk form 1TFtdw1'. 

However an Iranian explanation (*paesina/sn) seems to be possible 

(Grelot, Kornfeld). The identification remains questionable. 

ýe 

PI mis, T 

--- *p(3)-(n-)i(r). t-rh(1). t(i) "He who belongs to the rejoicing 

Eye" 

[Aram] Saqq 122.2 

[Eg] For the first part cf. p3-n-lr. t (Ranke 1,106.13  . Gk), and 

for the second cf. 3s. t-rswty "Isis rejoiced" (Ranke 1,4.10). Copt 

ELA, ELAT "eye", derived from 1r. t (Cerny p. 44), shows that the r 

of ir. t was reduced. Since the Aram reading is not sure, it is 

impossible to identify it with certainty. Segal suggests that it 

is compounded with Luwian piya "give by". 

PK/N' 

--- *p(3)-(n-)k(3) / p(3)-(n-)ni(w. t) "He who belongs to ka / He 

who belongs to the city" 

[Aram] Porten, Or NS 57 p. 26.9 

[Eg) cf. p3-n-k3-n-#. t-ntr (Ranke 1,111.11 ®. Late). 

For p3-n-ni w. t, 
L, 

®, , see Ranke 1,108.20 ®. NK-Gk. 
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* PKYP 

p(3)-k(3)p(. w) L1 
0 "The bird catcher" 

S II p. 7; L p. 124; K p. 90 

[Aram] APO 75,2.1,10 (p1.62) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,120.5; II p. 190 .. Late-Gk; DeaNB 1,278 

[Gk) c xWpcs , lfakel (Pis , TToAKO? /i15 ()VB p. 258) 

Spiegelberg mentioned that the yodh of PKYP is shown in the Gk 

form Pxw ' ?'s. Yet the Copt form 6w7t E (noun; Crum p. 825), if 

6w TE is derived from kip (6erný p. 334, cf. Spiegelberg, KHw 

p. 291), does not support the yodh. As the two Gk forms co w<<prs 

TTo(KF(So'Zs suggest, the k3p may have bi-form [keif] and [ koi f] . The 

identification is still open to question. 

PK Y 

--- p(3)-kmy ýýýyý "The bull" (? ) 

[Aram] Saqq 28a. 3 

[Eg) Ranke 1,120.8 m. Gk; cf. DeaNB 1,279 (p3-9a) [Gk] TliKkaýccýs 

1Totscoatutas (DeaNB 1,279) 

There are two alternatives: *p3-n-ka. t (! ) "He who belongs to 

Egypt" is proposed by Segal. The feminine from t3-(n. t-)ka. t (? ) 

"The Egyptian" (? ) is attested (Ranke 1,363.7). When we consider 

Copt s. " KHME, bXHMI for Eg km. t, it is possible (cf. Gk 1Takauis 

TTOLk j, AI-S NB p. 257f). Yet the masc. form which he quoted as 

evidence, p3-(n-)km DL1 is perhaps "He who belongs to the bull" 

or "The bull. " Demotic name p3-gm should be compared with this Eg 

name. Demotic gm (Copt 6är1) is a kind of bull. Equally possible 

is p3-k3®y 
DYj; &Z , 

4j "the Gardener" (Ranke I, 120.6 Dyn22). 

Notice the reading is uncertain. 
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* PK'S 

--- *p(3)-(n-)k(3)-`s(. t) "He who belongs to the ka of Astarte" 

[Aram] Saqq 38.7 

[Eg] For `S see p3-di-`s. t (? ) (Ranke 11,284.15  . Late) and k3- 

`sti. t (Ranke 1,338.27 m. Late). Since k3-sti. t is attested, *p3- 

n-k3-`s. t is no problem in the Late Period, if `s. t is a short form 

of `sti. t (= 'atrt, Ashtarte, see KRI 1,73.1), though there is no 

evidence (see Ranke II, 284b n. l. ) 

PLW3 

--- *p(3)-rwd "The strong" 

G p. 487; K p. 90; V II p . 219 

[Aram] APO 75,2.16 

[Eg] cf. rwd fjýý (Ranke 1,221.12 v/f. OK-Gk) and t3- rwd. t 

(? ) (Ranke 1,364.19 f. NK). Also cf. Ranke I, 361.14; 365.9; cf. 

Demotic rd = fwd, Copt 8 oYpor ,b EpoyoT for rd . [Copt) TTAoYX 

[Gk] cf. 9AotT (NB p. 333) 

The above information indicates not PLWS but PLWT, because the 

normal equation of Aram S is Copt X and Eg d which did not change 

into d, as Vittmann shows that the name was preserved in Copt 

1TAoYX. Therefore, the interpretation is still questionable, but 

no other explanation is at hand. So the Eg name may be preserved 

in Aram as PLWS (cf. CoptTE)oY x A. Schiller, Ten Coptic Legal Texts 

no. 1 1.4). 

im " 

--- p(3)-xi (w) 44i 1 "The cat" 

L p. 124; K p. 90 

[Aram] TAE 86bi$ 
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[Eg] Ranke 1,105.7; II p. 353 m. Dyn18-Late; De®NB 1,187 

(p3-®i) [Gk] TTE, uoau. , 
1TEJUocWTos (NB p. 303) [Copt] 11MAt 

(Heuser, p. 23) 

Kornfeld identified it with p3-m3y "The lion" (Ranke 1,105.5). 

Yet we usually expect PM(W)Y for p3-®3y (see Muchiki, JSS 35 1990 

(forthcoming); cf. Ranke 11,283.7). Therefore, p3-eiw is perhaps 

more likely. Spiegelberg prefered to read it as PMY, and identi- 

fied it with p3-®3y of TAE p. 68. However, the text is damaged, it 

is impossible to determine the reading with certainty. 

PMHN 

Q 
--- p(3)-(n-)mn (. w) IT "He who belongs to Min" 

K p. 124 

[Aram] APO 77.2, Innen 2 

[Eg] see PMN 

The identification is based upon the assumption that the H of 

PMHN is a rater lectionis for [i] in the middle position, which is 

unique. Or *p3-mhn "the milk jar" might be an other solution (see 

mhn < ahr "milk jar" Wb II, 115.5-8. ) 

** PNWN 

--- p(3)-(n-i )mn 
ý, 

ýI "He who belongs to Amun" 

G p. 495; K p. 90 
.oee. oo 

[Aram] AD 8.1-6; Saqq 43a. 1 PMWN, 53.14,47.3 PMWN 

-v, s, [Eg] Ranke 1,106.8 m. NK-Gk; DeaNB 1,350 (pa-ian) [Gk] 1Tc 94 

fl (ouvis , 
flc 1ouvros , 

TTa uwvis , 
fpaýuouvrs 

, cpdawv (NB p. 39) (NA) pa- 

au-nu (Ranke, KM p. 39). [Cop}) 1TAMoYN 
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** PMT 

--- *p(3)-md(. w) "The Staff" or p(3)-(n-hod(. w) "He who belongs to 

the Staff" (the staff is a symbol of ruler) 

G p. 486; K p. 90; V II p. 219 

[Aram] BP 12.20; AP 44.5 ['SP]MT (corrected by Porten, Area Texts 

p. 122) 

[Eg] cf. ns-p3-ird. w -ý. 
QO' (Ranke 1,175.1; II p. 365  . Late-Gk; Gk 

Aram 'SPMT); p3-adw-nht "The Staff is strong" (Ranke 1,105.16  . NK) 
v 

(Gk] Tfnu', u (s , TTauIT7s TTaýua, ros, (pa, uE(67s (NB p. 262f, 454) ITEJLJ? TOs 

(OAP p. 247b) . 

** PMN 

-400ý 
p(3)-(n-)mn(. w) 

13 
ý... 

'T "He who belongs to Min" 

SIp. 1105; L p. 124; g p. 485; K p. 90 

[Aram] CIS 11,122.4; AP 74.3; Herr, Seals p. 30 no-49 (Avigad, IEJ 4 

p. 238) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,108.8 m. Gk; De, NB 1,369 [Gk] fE, U V1s , 
ITau7Vts , 

TretArV 
, 

ýPdugvls 
, 

Uoc, alV , 7Tc jcivis , 
7Tvka/V 

, 1Ta)cLFlV , 1Td1-A S, 

Pc92 V/O5, ýpd, t(V/S, ýoE, #N/s , 
Triah/tS 

, Trot%VOS , lPot'AvVOS, VI7�LJ (NB 

p. 262f) [Copt] ITAMI (cf. Copt B MAEEIN, bMHINI for Eg nn. w) [Ug] 

PMN 

Cf. PMHN. 

PM3 

--- see PMSH 

** PMSY 

--- p(3)-ms "The child" 

L p. 124; G p. 485; K p. 90 
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[Aram] AP 44.5 P[MSY], 44.7 

[EgJ Ranke 1,105.11 m. NK. As an element of PN p3-ms is attested 

until the Late Period (Ranke 1,105.12-14; 11,279.17 etc. ) IGkJ 

1T, uöcýE (NB p. 334 ) cf. . Copt BMICE ,b MSC t for Eg as 

Copt MICE seems to justify the final yodh. *P3-n-ms. t, proposed 

by Grelot, is not attested, and even the element as. t "mother" is 

quite rare (cf. Ranke 1,29.11; 249.2 meaning is obscure. ) 

** PNSH 

--- p(3)-msh "The crocodile" or p(3)-(n-)ash "He 

who belongs to the crocodile" 

SIp. 1105; L p. 124; K p. 90 

[Aram] AP 73.13 PMS' (cf. CIS 11,147.13 PMSA) 

[Eg] Ranke 11,279.17 (cf. 1,164.14) m. Late; DemNB 1,191 

[Gk] Tf Ej V-a s, Tf Eau yßä i's 
, 

TT" a-ä is , TT Eau Coi c -(s , 
ITE 

'Al 
aäs, TT aj Oo i's 

, 

TTojar is (NB p. 304). 

** PMT 

--- *p(3)-(n-)m(w). t "He who belongs to Mut" 

SIp. 1105; L p. 124; G p. 485; K p. 91; V p. 219 

[Aram] AP 22.69 PMT, 72.4,74.2 P[M)T; Porten, Or NS 57 p. 47 

no. 18.2 

[Eg) see Ph PMT 

As Vitt. ann pointed out, if we accept that 'SPMT is a variant of 

'SPMT, there is no reason to refuse PMT as a variant of PMT. 

Therefore, p3-adw is also possible. However, since both are 

attested, we should seek the consistence of phonetic correspondence 

in our study. 
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** PN' 

--- p(3)-(n-)ni(w. t) 
®, "He who belongs to Thebes" (for the 

reading of niw. t, see GN N') 

G p. 485; K p. 91 

[Aram] Bauer-Meissner, SBPA 1936,415.16; Saqq 9.3 

[Eg] Ranke 1,108.20 m. NK-Gk; 11,108.20; DeaNB 1,376 (pa-n3) 

[Gk) TTaväs , ITiväs (NB p. 265) [Copt] TTANA 

Cf. PNY; cf. Heb GN N', Aram GN N' "Thebes. " 

PNHS Pi 
O 

--- see PH' 

K p. 91; V II p. 220 

o. PNY 

--- Var. of PN' (? ) 

[Aram] Saqq 110.1 

[E91 see PN' 

** PNPTM 

--- *p(3)-(n-)nf(r)-t® "He who belongs to Nefertem" 

L p. 124f; K p. 91 

[Aram] TAE 11. recto 5 

[Eg] cf. the fem. form t3-n. t-nfr-t® ö o`ýx (Ranke I, 361.4 

f. Late). DN nfr-tin occurs in Late Eg sale names (Ranke I, 200.25- 

201.2). 

*# PSI 

--- p(3)-(n-)s3(w) 
0 "He who belongs to Sais" 

L p. 125; K p. 91 
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[Aram] TAE` 87b. 11 

[Eg] Ranke 1,110.20 m. Dyn26; DemNB 1,413 (pa-si) [Gk]TTd ids 

TT T-, Z, 5 , 
1Ti cds , 

TTECdis 
, 

ITicrdi's 
I 

ýpac' 5 (NB p. 285,307,327, 

457); cf. TTEO"äOS 
, 

JTFacüü ; cf. other forms of Sais (GN) NA sa-a-a 

(Assurb 1,90; II , 16), Copt 8CAI , 
bC, 

Cf. PSW, PSY 

Three similar names are attested, to which the above Gk forms 

correspond well; (1) 1Taaäs, 1TEcäs 
, 

1Tur s: PS' (the aleph is mater 

lectionis /a/); (2) 1TEadüs 
, TTEawü: either PS' (the aleph is a 

consonant) or PSW (the aleph elided and the W is mater lectionis); 

(3) fEamis , ifuaais : either PS' (the aleph is a consonant) or PSY 

(the aleph elided). 

PSW 

--- Var. of PS' (? ) 

L p. 125; G p. 486; K p. 124; V II p. 224; Zauzich, Enchoria 13 p. 117 

[Aram] AP 37.11,83.24 

[Eg] see PS' [Gk] fEoou 
, llEa, öou 

, TTEadUS, Tle4WU (NB p. 307f) 

Cf. TSW 

It is difficult to identify with certainty these short names. 

Only Gk forms gives us a little indication. If PSW is TECou, 1TEtoou 

in Gk, it cannot be identical with PS'. Demotic names pa-siw3, pa- 

sw3 *pa-swr might be more comparable (DeaNB 1,413). Grelot 

proposed *p3-sw. t "the wheat. " However, wheat has never been 

attested as an element of PN, though the names of plants are common 

in Eg PNs (Ranke II, p. 180ff). 

** PSMºIY 

. (]. --- p(3)-(n-)shm(. t) �E, 
a 
ý, T 

On "He who belongs to Sakhmet" 
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[Aram] Saqq 28b. 3 

(Eg] Ranke 1,111.4 m. Late; cf. Copt CAxMI for sha. t 

Cf. Gk 1TETEd-dX UtS (p3-di-sho. t) . 

* PSY 

--- p(3)-(n-3)s(. t)-4-ö "He who belongs to Isis" 

L p. 125; K p. 91; V II p. 220 

[Aram] LH 4.10,11; TAB` 28.2; 87b. 10; 86 bis, 108; Saqq 47.4 

[ Eg] Ranke 1,105.21 m. Late [Gk] TTaýrts , Tic joros 
I TTcx' cr 

, 7TE-7O'ts , 

TTIrlvtos ,M ats , tpaýo-cos (NB p. 255) [Copt] TTAHCe 

Kornfeld considered PSY as a variation of PS' which is not 

impossible, if the final ' and Y are vowel letters indicating the 

same value. However, judging from the fact that Isis sometimes 

appears as SY in composite names, like NPSY (nfr-3s. t), PTSY (p3- 

di-3s. t), p3-n-3s. t is more likely. Also it could be the short 

form of p3-n-3s(ws)lr (Ranke 1,107.5 m. Dyn2l-Gk), pa-si (DeaNB 

1,412). For pa-si as a variant of p3-di-3s(ws)-1r or p3-n-3s(ws)- 

ir, see de Meulenaere, WE 38 p. 215. See also the discussion of 

PS'. 

$ PSMY 

--- Short form of PSM5K 

L p. 125; G p. 487; K p. 91 

[Aram] LH 1.14,2.4,18,3.1,14,4.13; BP 1.13; NEph 11,75, 

recto. 5; Porten, Or NS 57 p. 26 [Eg] see PSM3K [Gkj'afccs , ýactES , 

yýaýýcccs (NB p. 481; OAP p. 343b) 

That PSM is a short form of PSM6K is supported by the following 

PN PSMSNYT (PSM(§K)-s3-ny. t). The addition of the hypocoristic 

morpheme Y is common (e. g., WHPY, PWSY) see LH p. 381. Spiegelberg 
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(S II p. 7) said that the kings name has been shortened to Psam-, 

which is attested in Gk form, though not attested in Eg. 

** PSMSNYT 

--- psm(tk)-s(3)-n. t 01'ý'a A "Psammetich, son of Neith" 

S II p. 7; L P. 125; G p. 487; K p. 91; V II p. 220 

[Aram] AP 26.1 [PSMSNYT], 7 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 1,136.21; lI p. 136; DemNB 1,214 (p3-s-n-mtk-s3- 

ny. t) . [Ph] PSMSNYT 

Cf. PSMY (short form of psmtk) 

Grelot, followed by Kornfeld, prefers *p3-s3-n-s-ny. t "the son 

of man of Neith. " Yet the reduction n>a is left unexplained. 

Though there are certain cases where n became e in Copt, this 

adjectival n has been elided, showing no reflection in Aram, while 

the short form of PSMTK is preserved in Gk forms (see PSMY). 

Therefore, psmtk-S3-n. t is more probable. 

** PSM3K 

--- psmtk (Libyan) 

SIp. 1106; L p. 125; G p. 487; K p. 91 

[Aram] CIS II, 154.8 PWMS (corrected to PSM6K by Aim6-Giron, BIFAO 
"O 

38 p. 37); AP p. 317A. 4 PSMSýk, 74.2; TAE 2.1; AD 1.2 [P]SMSyK, 2.2 

[PS]M§K, 4 PSMSK, 3.2* PSMS[K], 1 [PS]MSK, 3 PS[M6K], 4,7,4.2* 

PSMg[K], 1,2,3 PSMS[K], 12.2 PS[M§]K, 4; AD Fragment 1A. 6,3.6, 

10.9; Saqq 28b. 9,45a. 2,53.11; graffito: N. Aime-Giron, AE 23 p. 41 

[Eg] Ranke I, 136.8 m. Late-Gk; DemNB I, 212 [Gk] lau}u7rtXos, 

, g, m os (NB p. 481) [ Akk ] pi -ga-me-el -ki , pu-sa-iris-ki , pi -sa- *ýW 

mi-is-. 4i-k!, pi-sa-zi-is-ki (see E. Edel, "Neue Deutungen" p. 36f) 

The meaning of the name is p3-s-(n-)mtk "the man of mixed 
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drink. " The mtk stands for Copt MOY16 "be mixed. " Cf. Heb JU{4 

"mix", lo¢"mixture" (6erny p. 101). 

** PSM1K MR 

--- psmtk-sr(y) 4i'ä Q "Psa metich, the beloved (of X)" 

[Aram] Saqq 21.1 PSMSNMR (corrected here), 2 PSMSKMR 

[Eg] cf. psmtk-mry-pth, psitk-ary-nt (Ranke I, 136.17-18 s. Late). 

Hence PSM§KMR is a short form of psatk-ary-DN. 

** PSMSKil3Y 

--- *psrtk-hsy "PsaRnetich is favoured" 

G p. 487, K p. 92 

[Aram] AD 3.3,6 (P)SM[SKHSY] 

[Eg] For hsy, cf. r`-es-sw-hst "Ramesses is favoured, " (Ranke 

1,219.5) and p3-hsy (Ranke 1,116.2). 

PSMSKN[MY] 

--- psmtk-m-(3)h(. t) QI'ýc; "Psammetich is on the 

horizon" 

L p. 125; K p. 92 

[Aram] TAPS 34.4 

[Eg] Ranke 1,136.11  . Late; II p. 358; DeiNB 1,213 

It was N. Aime-Giron who reconstructed the final element HY 

(3h. tº. Yet PSM3KM[R] is equally possible. Only the first element 

PSM6K can be used for the later analysis. 

** PSRY 

--- p(3)-(n-3)s(ws)(i)r .91® "He who belongs to Osiris" 

(Aram) Metal bowl: Rabinowitz, JNES 18 p. 154f 
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[Eg) Ranke 1,107.5 m. Dyn21-Gk; DemNB 1,360 (pa-wsir) [Gk) 

Pocü6Ei pis , 
T(aüotp&CS 

, TTotüC-lpros , Tfaüo'Fpis (NB p. 293, DemNB 1,360). 

PSTWeNS 

--- *p(3)-st(3)w-kns "He who averts violence" 

[Aram] Saqq 157.1 

(Eg] cf. st3-ir. t-bn. t "Averts the Evil eye" (Ranke 1,323.1), st3- 

t3-wt. t "Averts the Thunderbolt" (Ranke 1,323.5) 

Segal noted that this reconstructed name is possibly a mytholo- 

gical reference to Thoth or Horus. Yet the element kns (gns ! in 

Wb IV, 177.5-6) is never attested in PNs. Gns became 860NC, b1S, opc 

in Copt (6erny p. 332), which is always represented by TNS or SNS 

in Aram. Therefore the correspondence is also dubious. 

. "vo 
P` NN 

--- *p(3)-`n-n(. 1) "The beautiful one belongs to me" 

[Aram] Saqq 69b. 4 

(Eg) cf. p3-`n "the beautiful one" (Ranke I, 102.23 m. NK). 

Notice the reading is quite uncertain. 

P'S[B] 

--- p(3)-'(3)-tb ýý "The great of sandal" 

K p. 92; V II p. 220 

(Aram] Saqq 38.19 P'S[ 

[Eg) Ranke 1,102.18 m. Late; cf. p3-`db (Ranke 1,102.19) 

Kornfeld corrected N`SB (AP 74.2) to P`SB, yet N is such more 

likely. It is more probable that the second letter is T rather 

than ' (cf. CIS 11,148.2 NTSB). 
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** PPT `WNYT 

1ý Z; --- p(3). f-t(3w)-(e-)'. w(y)-(n-)ny. t0 "His breath is in 

the hand of Neith" 

SIp. 1112; L p. 125; K p. 92 

[Arm] AP 2.2 [PPT'WNYT], 5.13,6.10; 8.7 

(Eg) Ranke 1,128.2 

The unique correspondence between Aran T and Eg t could be 

resolved through the Copt forms of t3w, STHY, b9HoY, because Aram T 

is always equated with Eg d> Copt T. The change T>T takes 

place between a labial and laryngeal, see the later discussion: [4] 

Notes on the Correspondences e) alveolars. 

PPNY Pk y 

a00 
--- p-(n-)pn(w), .. . w. s He who belongs to the mouse" 

[Aram] Saqq 64b. 13 

[Eg] Ranke 1,108.1  . Dyn26; cf. 1,133.6 [Gk]JTnly (NB p. 343) [Ph] 

PPN 

The reading, though the text is clear, is doubtful. It seem 

that the first and the second letters are not identical. I would 

rather read it as PRY, representing p3-n-h(w). t (Ranke 1,110.3 

m. NK) see Aram PHY. 

* PQTNWTY 

--- 'ßp(3)-kd-nt(r) "The builder of god" 

Zauzich, Enchoria 13 p. 117 

[Aram] Saqq 11.3 

[Eg] cf. p3-kd(w) 'UA "The builder" (Ranke 1,120.2 

m. NK), pth-p3-kd (11,287.13), 1P an-qd (I, 31.6; 11,341). 

P3-k3-tn-(n)wt(. t) "the high and exalted of birth" was proposed 
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by Segal. Yet the representation of t by T is questionalble. 

PQNWTY 

--- *p(3)-(n-)-k(3)-nt(r) "He who belongs to the ka of god" 

[Aram] Saqq 94.1 

[Eg] cf. p3-n-k3-h. t-ntr (Ranke 1,111.11 m. Late) 

Another reconstruction *p3-kn-wd3 is proposed by Segal. Yet Eg 

wd3 occurs as WT or WS in Aram. The reading PQNWTY is not likely. 

More likely is PYNWTY (p3-n-ntr "the servant of god" or *p3. f-ntr 

"my god" cf. Ranke 1,126.24ff). 

** PQR@PTH 

--- *p(3)-(n-)grg-ptj "He who belongs to Grg-pt, " 

SIp. 1106; L p. 125; K p. 92 

[Aram] AP 75.4 

[Eg] Ranke 11,281.11; cf. *p3-n-grg-3s. t "He who belongs to Grg- 

3s. C (reconstructed f rom Gk 1Tc KFfk tres (NB p. 258; Ranke I1,281.10 ) 

This identification is very likely. Notice that the 

correspondence between Aran Q and Eg g. Gk 1T« KEpKe/frs (* p3-n-grg- 

3s. t) and Copt kepKE(OYXoc (*grg. t-sbk), Gk kEPKETouXOS Vycichl, 

p. 86) indicate the phonetic change [g] > [k] in Eg. 

". e 
PaW 

p(3)-(n-)rw -k"He who belongs to the lion" 

[Aram] Saqq 57.7 

[Eg] Ranke 1,109.14 a. NK. [Gk] Rapou , ndpoud, napous (NB p. 280) 

The inscriptions on the papyrus are too faded to read with 

certainty. What is more, there is no indication from the context 

that this is a PN. 
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--- see month name PRMTY 

K P. 92; V II p. 220 

** PRNHK 

--- "p(3)-(i)r-nha "He whom the strong one has made" 

[Aram] AP 63.10 enha (corrected here; Sachau read it as PßNIM in 

the index, though he put MNHM in the text itself APO p. 206) 

[Eg] For this type of PN, cf. Ranke I, 101.11ff: p3-it-shr, p3-ir- 

k3p etc.. For the element nh®, cf. Ranke I, 113.11f: p3-nhs (a. NK); 

p3-nh®-3s. t (m. Gk). Even though there is no attestaion, the form 

and the elements used seen to confirm this identification. 

PBNP 

--- see WR6NP 

K p. 92; V II p. 220 

** PWBSTY 

--- *p(s)s-b(3)st(. t) "Bastet divided" 

G p. 485; K p. 92 

[Aram] AD 3.4 

[Eg) Ranke 1,137.5,6; 11,208.2 

Equally possible is p3-srl-n-B3st. t "the son of Bastet" (Ranke 

1,118.15  . Dyn22-Gk; 11,282.12 (see de Meulenaere, RdE 11 p. 79f), 

if the n between sri and B3st. t was assimilated into a semi-vowel 

W. However, the Gk forms V/EVO/3dct i$ , Got vau/3 oTlS, ýEVOPacBcs 

tPEVOv/3aCTF, 5 (NB p. 481,487f) do not lose the n. Therefore it 

seems more likely PýWBSTY is identical with psh-B3st. t, because Eg 

Aram does not have n assimilation (see Leander p. 13). 
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0 

[PI§MWN 

--- *p(s)§-(i)mn "Amun divided" 

[Aram) Saqq 129.1 

[Eg) see P§WBSTY 

Q 4p- 
Again p3-sri-n-imn 4b�M, V, 

"the son of Amun" (Ranke 1,118.8 

m. Gk) is equally possible; cf. Gk y'eVocuOVV1S. 

** PSNPWR 

--- p(3)-A(ri)-n-p(3)-wr "The son of the great 

man" 

G p. 487; K p. 92; cf. Spiegelberg, followed by Lambdin, put 

PUP (S It p. 7; L p. 125 ) 

[Aram] APO 75.2,7 

[E9] Ranke I, 118.16 M. Gk; II p. 355; De®NB I, 234 [Gk]VEVnoýprs, 

1TCWTTou7Prs , 
V6-v7ro1Ap (NB p. 488) 

Notice Eg n which is reflected in the Aram form, as well as the 

Gk form, while the Ph has never shown it. This phenomenon may be 

connected with the fact that the assimilation in Eg Aram is 

uncommon (Leander section 3 m). For the loss of the Eg genitive n, 

see Lernt', LEG. p. 5. The n may be protected by a labial p. Notice 

that p3-sri-n-type is represented by (1) P§-, (2) PAR-, (3) P§SN-, 

yet is never fully written like P§RN-. 

** I NPWY 

--- p(3)-§(ri)-n-p(3)-e(3)i "The son of the Lion" 

S II P. 8; L P. 125; G p. 487; K p. 93 

[Aram] AF 75,2.8 

(Eg) DemNB 1,235 (p3-srl-p3- 3y); Ranke 11,283.7 ". Late [Gk] 

I/ VTt, /IoU[S. 
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** PSNPTH 

--- p(3)-. §(ri)-n-pth "'^ Q "The son of Ptah" 

K p. 93 

[Aram] Sznycer, in Hoeiages A Andre Dupont-Sommer, p. 186.6 

[Eg] Ranke 1,118.18 .. Late; DemNB 1,244 (p3-Ar-pth) [GkJ *EV(pBa 

V'EVnrdrs (NB p. 485,488). 

Pars[ P) 

--- *p(3)-s(ri)-n-t(3)-sp(. t) "The child of the none" 

V II p. 225 

[Aran) Saqq 8.15 

[Eg] cf. Ranke 1,117.2 (p3-sp. t) 

The first P may not be the first letter, the last P is not 

visible. Vittmann reconstructed it as PSNTS[W], which he inter- 

preted as p3-brI-(n-)-t3-Isw (DeaNB 1,263). Yet it remains 

questionable due to the uncertain text. 

** F16TWT 

--- *p(3)-s(ri)-(n-)t(3-)®(w). t "The son of t3-aw. t" 

Zauzich, Enchoria 13 p. 117 

[Ara®] Saqq 54.5 

[Eg] cf. t3-sri-n. t-t3-aw. toý- 1ý1 ° (Ranke 

1,370.5 f. Gk) 

Cf. TWT (t3-n-aw. t) 

Though it is a reconstruction, so the feminine form is attested 

in the appropriate period, there would be no difficulty. Eg 

goddess "w. t occurs as WT in Aram (see TWT = TMT t3-iw. t). Cf. 

Segal p3-hd-wd3 which is usually written PSTWT. 
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PT 

--- p(3)-(n-)t(3), _ß_ 
7 "He who belongs to the land" 

[Aram] Bordreuil, Catalogue des Sceaux, p. 105 no. 137 

[Eg] Ranke 1,112.3 [Ph] cf. PT' [Aram] PT' 

Bordreuil considers the name to be Iranian, composed of PT 

"protected" (see Ph PT'). Yet an Eg name is equally possible. 

PT' 

--- p(3)-(n-)t3 ,,,,, r, is "He who belongs to the land" 

[Aram] Saqq 6.1 PT', 54.14 PT' 

[Eg] see Ph PT' and Aram PT. 

** PTW 
of 

--- p(3)-(n-)t(3)w(y),,, ° ; "He who belongs to the two lands" 

S II p. 8; L p. 125; G p. 485; K p. 93; V II p. 220 

[Ara®] APO 75,2.1,4,5,7,10; AP 81.103 PTW, 106,113,114; BP 

12.3,33; Saqq 105.3 

[Eg] Ranke 1,112.4; II p. 354; Ranke 1,253,13; DeaNB 1,420 [Gk] 

na To(S ; 1TETOUS , ]T TouS (NB p. 290,320,350) [NAJ cf. pat-tu-ä 

(Zadok,, GM 26 p. 64). 

P3-t3w "the wind" (Spiegelberg) is less likely because Copt 

"wind" is 8TH( , b9Hoy 
. 

** PTWM 

--- p(3)-(n-)(i)ts "He who belongs to Atum" 

L p. 126 

[Aram] AP 68 no 3.5 

[Eg] DeaNB 1,355; cf. feminine form t3-(n. t-)itn (Ranke 1,358.19 

f. Late) [Gk]1Tc8IU S, TTaTOU/. c(S , IT TVJh1S 9 1TdTcu, L aS (DeaNB 
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I, 355, NB p. 289,292) (Copt) TTABAM 

Copt form of Eg god Its is 9wM, TWM, rather than BAM , e. g., 

b JTEBwM, a TTEI Bwtf (pr-, 'to "Pithom"), '. qENFTwM. The W of PTWM is 

a mater lectionis. 

PTWP`ST 

--- "P(3)-t(3). N(y)-P(3)-'(3)-st(y) 

K p. 93; V II p. 220 

[Aram] APO 75,2.2 

[Eg] see PTW. For P'ST cf. '3-sty "Seth is great" (Ranke 1,416.22 

m. NK) 

Perhaps two names are combined. Identification is very diffi- 

cult. Kornfeld considers P'ST as a dialectic form of B3st. t, which 

Vittamnn supports by considering it as a wayward spelling. Yet 

there is no certain evidence. an other possibility is p3-(n-) 

t3. wy-p3-n-'st(rt), for Astart as 'st, see Ranke II, 284.15f.. 

Vittmann accepted the correspondence between Eg d and Aram T, 

saying that it is an old prejudice that Eg d only correspond to 

Aram T. Then he not only identified PTWP'ST with p3-di-b3st. t, but 

also identified the PT + DN type name as a p3-di type name, such as 

PTHWNS (p3-di-hnsw), PTHWR (p3-di-hr) etc.. However, as shown 

later, it is not necessary to accept this correspondence (see also 

the discussion in PTHWNS, for the case T>T between a labial and 

H). 

** PTHW' 

--- pth-(m-)wi(3) 
AQ 

"Ptah is in the bark" 

K P. 93; V II P. 221 

[Aram] Sznycer, in Hoamages it Andre Dupont-Soarer p. 186 PTHR' 
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(corrected to PTHW' by Porten, Semitica 33 p. 94f) 

(Eg) Ranke 1,139.18 m. NK (many); Ranke noted that the name was 

also written without a. 

Vittmann suggested a reading PTHP' and identified it as p3-di- 

hp. However, the fourth letter is most likely to be W, as Porten 

noted. Phonetically T= di is not acceptable (see above), also Eg 

hp "Apis" is always realized as HPY in Aran, not HP'. 

** PTHWNS 

--- *p(3)-(n-)t(3)-(n. t-)hns(. w) "He who belongs to her who belongs 

to Chons" 

K p. 93; V p. 220 

[Aram] AD Frag IB. 1 

[Eg) cf. t3-n. t-fins. w "She who belongs to Chons" (Ranke 1,362.15 

f. Dyn2l-Gk [Gk]TTd X wvocs ). For this type of name which is common 

in the Late period, see Ranke I, 111.14ff. 

Another possible reconstruction is *p3-t3-n-hns. w "The land of 

Chons, " cf. Ranke I, 120.20 p3-t3-n-Jan-htp. (w). While pth-hns. w, 

proposed by Kornfeld, is attested only in MK (Ranke 1,141.10), and 

based on the assumption that in Eg two different hs (h & h) were 

merged. Hence it is much less likely. Likewise, p3-di-hns. w, 

supported by Vittmann, is impossible, because of the representation 

of d by T. However, this identification might be justified, when T 

is caught between a labial and strong H, by a phonetic change T>T 

between a labial and a strong h, which is perhaps supported to some 

extent by a change T>T between strong h and a labial (see the 

later discussion: [4) Notes on the Phonetic Corresuondneces e) 

alveolars. ) 
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** MWR 

--- pth-wr "Ptah is great" 

S III p. 347; L p. 126; G p. 488; K p. 93; V II p. 220 

[Aram] APO 75,2.11 

[Eg] Ranke 1,139.6  . OK-Late 

Vittmann preferred p3-dl-hr, because the Eg name frequently 

occurs and is much more common in the Late Period. However, since 

the correspondence between Eg d and Aram T has not been confirmed 

and the name pth-wr is attested, there would be no need to Suppose 

a new correspondence here (see the entry of PTHWNS for the 

possibility of a change T> T). 

** PTHNWPY 

Q$ #'- 
--- pth-nf(r) "Ptah is good" 

[Aram] Saqq 4.2,3 PTHNWPY 

[Eg] Ranke 1,140.14  /f. MK-Late 

" 
pa [Fr17 
0 

--- Var. of PTHWNS 

[Aram) AD Frag 111,15 

[E91 see PTHWNS 

V 11 p. 221 

HQY PT 

--- *pth-k(3)J "Ptah is exalted" 

[Aran] Saqq 87.4 

[Eg] cf. DN + k3.! type name: k31-pth (Ranke 11,319.28  . OK), k3i- 

f®n (Ranke 1,332.6  . Dyn22), k31-in-hr. t (Ranke 1,332.7  . Late) 

The reading is quite uncertain. Especially the final Y is 
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hopelessly faded. 

PTHR' 

--- see PTHW' 

K p. 93; V II p. 221 

PTHRWT 

--- see PTYRWT 

K p. 93; V II p. 221 

" o" 

Pry 

p(3) (30 
ýýý The wind" 

--- p(3)-(n-)t(3w) "He who belongs to the wind" 

K p. 93; V. II p. 221 

[Aram] CIS 11,116.1 

[Eg] Ranke 1,121.7 m. NK; cf. p3-t3w (Ranke 1,419.29  . Late) 

Cf. PTW (p3-n-t3. wy) 

The identification p3-t3w is much likely than p3-t3y (Kornfeld) 

on the basis of Copt forms of t3y and t3w : STHY, bOHOY for t3w. 

The former is rendered in Aram TW/TW. Notice the Semitic root PTY 

adj. "simple", PTH verb "be simple. " 

** PTYRWT 

--- "p(3)-t(3w)-rwd(. w) "The strong wind" 

K p. 93; V II p. 221 

[Aran) AP 69.10; Saqq 74.4 PTA[ 

[Eg] see PTY; cf. p3-t3w-nht. w "The wind is strong" (Ranke 

I, 420.1). 
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** PTM`Y 

--- *p(3)-(n-)t(3)-a(3)'(. t) "He who belongs to the Truth" 

[Aram] Saqq 38.8 

[Eg] cf. p3-n-e3 `. t .0° 
"He who belongs to Truth" (Ranke 

1,108.3  . Late-Gk). M3'. t is used with the feminine article in 

Ranke 11,325.27 t3-(n. t-)a3'. t. 

** PTMRW 

--- *p(3)-n(-)t(3)-srw(. t) "He who belongs to the beloved" 

[Aram] Saqq 63.2 

(Eg] cf. p3-n-irw ,ý 
ý` (Ranke 1,108.13  . NK). The 

feminine occurs in Ranke 11,28.16 p3-n-arw. t (.. NK). 

* kNwT' 

--- *p(3)-(n-)in(i)-wd3(. w) "The Thinite is prosperous" 

[Arast Saqq 111.2 

9D "The Thinite" Gk TfATlV1$ Copt TT11TlNE [Eg] cf. p3-n-tni 

(Ranke 1,112.8). 

"O 
PTee NQ 

--- *p(3)-tn(i)-k(3) "The exalted of ka" 

[Aram] Saqq 8.1 

[Eg] cf. wsr-tni (Ranke 1,86.19), dd. t-tni (Ranke I, 403.20) 

Segal's p3-tnr-k3 "The strong of ka" is theoretically possible, 

yet note that tnr is probably a foreign word, being read as ti 

(Ranke 1,120.26 p3-tnr/ p3-tl). The Aran text is quite uncertain. 

## PT' NH 

--- "p(3)-(n-)t(3)-'nh(. i) "He who belongs to  y life" 
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G p. 488; K p. 93; V II p. 221 

[Aram] AR) 75,2.12 

[Eg] cf. t3-`nh. 1 (Ranke 1,354.24) 

Eg t which became X in Copt (8610 bE0'OY for t3y) does not 

correspond to Aram T. Therefore *p3-t3y-`nh. w "The child lives" 

(Grelot, Kornfeld) is unlikely. However, *p3-t3w-`nh "The breath 

of life" is not impossible, because t3w is THY in Copt, though the 

additional letter is usually expected to occur in Aram spellings, 

like TY (cf. Ranke 1,121.7-10; see PTY). If we assume the 

contraction between Eg h and `, pth-`nh. w is possible (Ranke 

1,138.20 m. OK-NK many). 

PTPY 

*p(3)-(n-)t(3)-(i)p(w) "He who belongs to t3-ipw" 

G p. 488; K p. 93 

[Aram] AP 81.102 

[Eg) cf. t3-(n. t-)ipw ===411 k 
"She who belongs to Ekhaia" (Ranke 

1,358.3 f. NK) i 

Cf. Grelot's p3-tpy "The headman. " The tpy, however, is not 

used in PNs. 

0. 
* PTü 

--- p(3)-tr(i "The respected" 

[Aram) Saqq 64b. 14 

[Eg) Ranke 11,283.25 m. Dyn20 

The letters of the Aran text are unusual. 

0 
PTMT 

--- *p(3)-(n-)t(3)-. id(. t) "He who belongs to t3-hd. t" 
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[Aram] Saqq 66a. 5,3 

[Eg] cf. t3-, 4d. t-'nk. t, t3-, 4d, t-aw. t, t3-gd. t-hns. w 

(Ranke 1,370.12-14 (. Late) 

Text no. 66 of Saqq is too faded to allow a reliable reading. 

PTT 

p(3)-t(w)t "The agreeable" 

G p. 486; K p. 94 

[Aram] APO 75,2.5 

[ Eg ] Ranke 1,121.11 m. Late [ Gk ] Trd TOr7 (NB P-289) 

Two identifications have been proposed; (1) *p3-tt 

(reconstructed through CoptltxA )L"The sparrow" Ranke 11,184), (2) 

p3-d3-d3 "The head" (Ranke 1,126.22; Copt nx w x). However, Copt 

corresponds to Aram S, not T. Instead Eg twt became twt ao from 

MK (Wb, V. 360); cf. Ranke 1,120.24 p3-twtw and DemNB 1,344. The 

meaning of Eg twt is not clear. It seems that two words twt were 

not distinguishable in appearance. Yet in Copt two different 

readings testify that there were differences in reading (1) 8TW T 

b9WT "be agreeable" (2) B TOYwI; b9OYwT "statue" (both are mixed in 

CDME p. 295). As the latter shows a consonant in the middle, we 

prefer the former. 

** SH' 

--- d(d)-h(r) 

G p. 490f, K p. 94 

[Aram] AP 15.2 

SH', 6 SH', 41.1 SH[' 

83.2,22,25 , 30 SH'; 

Saqq 6.6,8.2,28a. 5, 

"The face speaks" 

18.4,20.3,20,24.6,32,37.14 38.4 

9 [SH'), 67. no. 17,72.4,76.1 SH', 2,3, 

TA9 5.8,34.3 SH' , 35.1 SF{' ; CIS II , 138B. 1; 

53.18 SH[, 526.13 SH['), 132.3 SH'; Metal 
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vessel: Rabinowitz, JNES 15 p. 2. B 

[Eg] see Ph SH' 

This frequently occurring name is to be identified with the 

well-attested Eg name dd-hr, rather than Semitic SH' which is 

rarely attested. 

SH 

--- Var. of SH' 

[Aram] Saqq 53.19 

[E91 see SH' 

This could be a scribal error, SH' occurs in the previous line. 

3HPMW 

--- see Ph SHPMW (letters are Ph, language is Aran) 

K p. 94 

pýe/ ýý ,º O! 'ILIA 

--- *d(d)-ah(y. t) "The North speaks" 

V II p. 225 

[Aras] Saqq 8.2 

[E91 cf. dd-ah. y-i w. s-'nh (Ranke 1,411.5), dd-a¢y. t-i w. f- `ntj (Ranke 

11,334.16 .. Late); Since this long form is attested, the existence 

of dd-shy. t is beyond doubt; cf. dd-3s. t: dd-3s. t-Jw. s- `nt; dd- 

bast. t: dd-b3st. t-iw. s-'nh; 4d-nw. t: 4d-aw. t-1w. s-'nh etc. (Ranke 

1,409.15-412.9). For MHW = ahy. t, see PTMHW and cf. EA Paaahu (p3- 

n-ahy. t) see Chapter V. 

Another possible identification is t3y-ah. t-iaw. Eg -I.. w is 

usually transcribed as MW in Aran. Yet a contraction MW >W is 

reasonably assumed, because M and W are interchangable (cf. TMT > 
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TWT). Yet the Aram text is not clear enough to give a definite 

identificaion. 

SN' 

--- tn, tni, tn3 

[Aram) Saqq 47.2 

(Eg) Ranke 1,391.13-18 until NK 

Segal compares the name with Eg tnr / tnr (Ranke 1,381.18). 

However thet, which became t (cf. ) is not comparable with 

Aram S. 

* QNWM 

--- *kn-linty "The linty is strong" 

L p. 126; K p. 94; V II p. 221 

[Aram] BP 9.9; 10.5 `LY' LH BYT QNHNTY "above it the house of 

QNHNTY" 

[Eg] cf. kn + DN type: kn-ion; kn-hna. w (Ranke I, 334.18-335.10 

m. NK-Late). For DN hnty see Ranke I, 272.3-9, CAME 194, Wb 

111,308.4 

Vittmann and Porten (Aramaic Texts, II p. 89) denied that this is 

a PN. They interpreted it as a building, Eg gnh. t-ntr "the chapel 

of god" (cf. Deaot knh "shrine" Erichsen p. 541). Though phone- 
.I 

tically it corresponds to QNHNTY well, it is not strongly 

supported by the context. If this is "the chapel of the god" kni. t- 

p3-ntr is expected. The possibility of PN is not deniable in this 

context. 

QN 
"ae 

PY 

--- Var. of KNWPY 
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[Aram] Saqq 17.1 

[Egj see KNWPY 

Segal considered QNPY as a variant of KNWPY on the basis of an 

assumption that Q is interchangable with K (Saqq p. 12). As for the 

examples of PN, which are quoted as evidence, their readings are 

not clear enough to prove it: QNPY and QNP[. Aram QN can stand for 

a very common element of Eg PN, kn. Therefore, the other 

possiblities *kn-p. t "The sky is strong", *kn-ip. t "ip. t is strong" 

etc. may not be excluded (cf. Ranke I, 334.17ff). 

' "Wise like Re"' (? ) --- rh-m(1)-r �ý 
q 

[Aram] AP 5.19 RHMR` (cf. CIS II, 154.7) 

[Eg) Ranke 1,226.9 m. Dynl8 

Grelot and Kornfeld explain the name as Semitic, consisting of 

two Semitic roots RUM "have compassion" and R' "friend. " Noth 

considered it a hybrid name, i. e., Semitic root RHM and Eg god Re' 

(IPN no. 1256). Yet the above names are not attested, so a wholly 

Eg name is at least as good an explanation. 

* RT 

--- r(w)d "Strong one" 

[Ara®] Saqq 28a. 6,9 RT 

[Eg] Ranke 1,221.12 m. OK-NK/f. MK-Gk [Copt] BOYPor , bFpaYOr . 

Cf. PTYRWT (p3-t3w-rwd. w); Ug RT 

** RNPNPIY 

--- rnp(. t)-nfr(. t) ° "Beautiful year" 

K p. 94; V II p. 221 
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[Aram) BP 1.12 DNWNWRY (corrected by Porten, Aram. Texts p. 36) 

[E9] Ranke 1,224.11 m. OK/f. OK-Gk esp. common in Late 

Kornfeld's interpretation rn. f-nfr "His name is beautiful" 

(Ranke 1,223.15) does not explain the final -RY, because the 

masculine singular form of Eg nfr always occurs without the final r 

in Aran, e. g. NP/NPY, Copt BNOyyf, bNOYyi. Yet the feminine form 

preserves the final r with the protection of feminine ending t. 

* RtY' 

--- r'. 13 °T 

[Aram] AP 22.86 

[Eg] Ranke 1,220.7  /f. NK [CA] cf. Peya, Pieya 

Cf. R'YH (possibly a variant) 

Kornfeld considered it as a Semitic name, arguing there is a 

Semitic root R'Y (DISO p. 201), to which the Area determinative was 

added, meaning "The companion. " However, this name is not 

attested. In Palmyrene inscriptions occurs R", which Stark 

regards as a hypocoristicon without DN. Hence this could be a 

hypocoristicon R'(W)YH. 

S`WYH 

--- r'-(a-)wi (3) ,, 
$q "Re' is in the sacred bark" 

K p. 71 

[Aram] AP 8.33,9.21,22.118,23.10 

[Eg] Ranke 1,217.15 m. NK 

Equally possible is a Semitic solution. The final YH can be a 

theophoric element. cf. ra'0'e1 (Ex 2: 18 etc. ), likewise R'WYH "Yh 

is friend. " 
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R'YH 

--- r'. I (Y) 

K p. 71 

[Aram] LH 1.1,2.16,3.3; AP 34.3 R`YH (corrected here) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,220.8,9 m/f. NK (the name occurred in the Late Period, 

K. A. Kitchen, TIP Section 126) [Akk] re''ü (Borger, JNES 19 p. 53) 

[Gk] cf. `0ESCf. R`Y' A Semitic explanation, which we considered 

in the entry of R'WYH, should be remembered. 

6D/xxHYB 

--- see §RNHYB 

** SHPYMW 

--- t (3y)-hp-im. w -, 
äQi "Apia can seize them" 

SIp. 1106; S II p. 9; L p. 126; K p. 94 

[Aram] AP 73.10,13 

[E91 see Ph PYPMW 

It is remarkable that the spelling of this name differs between 

Aram and Ph. The possible explanations are (1) dialectical (8 

bbl for Eg t3y) or (2) the different phonetic value between Ph S 

and Aram A. As for the former, we should remember that both SHPYMW 

and SHPMW occur in Elephantine in the fifth century. We also have 

Ph SKNSMW (t3y-hns. w-im. w). Therefore, the latter explanation is 

more acceptable. 

J 

** SHPNW 

--- Var. of SHPYMW 

k P. 94 

[Aram] CIS II 138A. 5 §HWMW (corrected to SHPMW by Degen, NEph 
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I, p. 27) 

(Eg] see 6HPYMW 

§YHWR 

--- "h(ri)-ih(. t)-wr(. t) 

[Ara®] Saqq 28b. 1 

[Eg) cf. t3-sri. t-(n. t-)t3-ih. t (Ranke 11,327.18 f. Late), p3-di- 

ih. t (Ranke 1,122.14 .. Late). For this type of PN, cf. hrf. t-r' 

(Ranke 1,329.15 f. NK). 

** 6MW 

--- t(3y)-(i),. w 

S II p. 9; G p. 492; K p. 94 

[Aram] AP 26.8,21; Saqq 28a. 1,61b. 3 BMW 

[Eg] see Pu §MW. 

** 3UaR (hybrid) 

--- 3M-hr "The name of Horus" 

[Aram] Sayce, PSBA 30 p. 28f no, 5 

[Eg] see HR. 

ANW'P[ 

--- *. (ri)-n-w(3)d(. t) "Son of Uto" 

K p. 94 

[Aram] AP 73.10 (cf. CIS I1,147B. 10 HRWT) 

[Eg] cf. t3-(n. t-)w3dy. t ýyq g "She of Uto junior" (Ranke 

1,359.4 f. Late). WT perhaps corresponds to w3dy. t "Uto", so *Arl- 

n-w3dy. t "Son of Uto" is theoretically possible. 
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** 6PNYT 

--- *. Op-(n-)ny. t "Gift of Neith" 

G p. 493; K p. 95; V II p. 221 

[Aram] LH 7.3 

[Eg] cf. the sp-n-DN type of PNs: Ap-n-3s. t®, Ap-n-b3st. t 

etc. (Ranke 1,325.17ff f. Late-Gk); t3-n. t-. §p-n-nt (Ranke 1,363.4 

f. Late).. 

6PTNO 

--- *hp-(n-i)tm "The gift of Atum" 

[Aram] Saqq 29.4 

[Eg] cf. hp-n-DN type (see §PNYT) [Gk] Cf. Y. EnTOUfcls (NB p. 379). 

For TM for itm, see PTTWM, PTWM. Yet the reading is uncertain. 

** RNHYs 

--- *hr(i. t)-(n-)n(3-)hb(. w) "The daughter of the Ibises" 

[Aram] Saqq 6.4 S/DNHYB 

[Eg] cf. t3-cri. t- (n. t-n3? -)hb(. w) "The 

daughter of the Ibises" (Ranke 1,369.5 f. Late), t3-n. t-n3-hb. w 

(Ranke 1,360.20 f. Late). 

(P3)-cri-n-type is represented either by (P)§ or (P)§N, yet 

never been fully transliterated as (P)6RN. Though the R could be 

protected by the feminine ending, it seems that both R and N were 

not retained at the same time. Therefore, *hrl-n-hb. w is impos- 

sible. However the N can be explained differently, i. e., This is 

often written with the Eg n3, like p3-dI-n3-hb. w (Ranke 1,124.3), 

t3-(n. t-)n3-hb. w (Ranke 1,360.20), t3-n-n3-hb. w (Ranke 1,386.30). 

So the N of NHYB is not Eg genitive but the plural article. Notice 

that the reading SDNHYB (*§d-n3-hb. w "The Ibises rescue" cf. bd-pth 
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Ranke 1,330.22 m. OK-NK; gd-hr Ranke 1,331.1 m. Dyn21 etc. ) is also 

possible. However the equation of Eg d with Aran D is not usual. 

Therefore, I prefer to read it as ýRNHYB. 

T'Y3 

--- t(3)-(n. t-)(3)s(. t) She who belongs to Isis" 

[Aram] Saqq 54.13 

[Eg] Ranke 1,357.20 f. NK-Gk [Gk] TaTc S (NB p. 405) cf. Copt 3s. t 

is SHOE , bHCI 

Only if the reading is sure, is it certainly an Eg name. 

* TB' 

--- "t(3)-(n. t-)b3(. w) "She who belongs to the souls / might (? )" 

SIp. 1107; L p. 127; G p. 493; K p. 95; V II p. 221 

[Aram] APO 75, col. ii. 3; AP 28.4,5,12,73.8,81.11 TB'; TAE 78.3; 

CIS 11,141.1; Saqq 3.6 TB', 61b. 1 Ti; 

[Eg) cf. p3-(n-)b3. w * (Ranke 1,107.7  . Dyn25) 

[Gk) Tot, &is , T, -, B, s (NB p. 425, OAP p. 304b) 

A few other possibilities, though less likely, are t3-bß (Ranke 

1,356.9, Lambdin and Vittoann) and t3-b13 (Ranke 1,356.11, Spiegel- 

berg), "t3-(n. t-)b3 (cf. t3-n. t-b3-`ny(. t) Ranke 11,325.17, Grelot 

and Kornfeld). 

TBH 

--- Var. of TB' 

[Aram] Saqq 43b, ii. 3 

[Eg] see TB' 
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TBY 

--- t(3)-bi q 

L p. 127; G p. 493; K p. 95; V II p. 222 

[Aram] TAE 87a. 11; LH 2.5,7,5.1,6.1 

[Eg] Ranke 1,356.9 f. Gk [Gk] Toyets , 
Balsgs 9 7E, ees 1 Tdfli 9 

TapEt (NB p. 404). 

The meaning of bi is uncertain; it may represent b3 "soul": b3 

"soul" > Demot by > Copt, SAt (6erny p. 20). 

** THRQ' 

--- thrk 
(ro l 

[Aram] N. Aime-Giron, AE 23 p. 38-43 (Sheikh Fadl 5.5,6a, 6b, 8.6, 

11.11 

[Eg] Gauthier, LR IV, 23f. (Eg king Dyn 25) [Heb] TRHQH (notice a 

metathesis of H and R; see K. A. Kitchen, TIP Section 421 n. 136) 

[NA] Targd [Gk] SapAKa (LXX). 

N' 

--- *t(3)-(n. t-)wi(3) "She who belongs to the boat" 

S II p. 10; L p. 127; K p. 125; V II p. 224 

[Aram] APO 75,2.4 

[Eg] cf. p3-w13 "(He who belongs to) the boat" (Ranke 

1,103.20) f/m NK-Late 

Cf. TWY' 

Equally possible is *t3-w3. t "The way" (Ranke 1,355.5 f. NK-Gk). 

If TW' is the same as TWY', as Spiegelberg considered, *t3-w13 is 

perhaps a better identification. Yet as Eg w13 is usually realized 

as Aram W', t3-n. t-w13 is most likely (see PTHW' etc. ). 
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* TWB' 

--- t(3)-(n. t-)wb3 "She who belongs to the open court" 

L p. 127; K p. 95 

[Aram] TAE 87a. 12 

[Eg] cf. t3-n. t-p3-W "She who belongs to the open court" (Ranke 

1,359.18 f. Dyn20) 

Another possible solution is *t3w. b3 "their ba, " t3-bi and twbi 

(m. MK) are not closely comparable. 

TWY 

--- Var. of TW' or TWY' 

K p. 125; V II p. 224 

[Aram] TAE 92 

TWY' 

--- * tw13 

S II, 10; L p. 127; G p. 494; K p. 125 

[Aram] AP 63.2; BP 12.20 

[Eg] Ranke 1,379.6 m/f. NK (esp. feminine form is common) 

[Gk] cf. Bav7s 
, 

Nc IIS , Tot PJs , TEügs , 
Beüis (NB p. 129f ) 

Cf. TW'. 

** TWT 

---Var. of TMT 

K p. 95 

[Ara®] BP 4.25 

[Eg] see TMT 

From the context, the identification of TWT with TMT is certain. 

Each is a wife of Ananiah. 
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** TH' 

--- t(3)"The face" 

L p. 127; K p. 95; V II p. 222 

[Aram] TAE` 87a. 8; BP 8.3; Saqq 61b. 2 

[Eg] Ranke 1,366.1 f. Gk [Gk] Tos , 
9aius 

, TFws ,92, v (NB 

p. 424,433); cf. Copt 20 for Eg hr 

Another possibility is t3-n. t-h(w. t) "She who belongs to the 

temple" (Ranke 1,361.22 f. Gk); cf. Copt 2, w for Eg hw. t (Crum 

651b). See the discussion in Pl1W. 

** TUBS 

--- t(3)-h(3)bs o 
Djj "The starry sky" or "She who belongs to 

the star" 

SIp. 1107; L p. 127; K p. 95 

[Aram] CIS II 142; Saqq 28a. 4 

[Eg) Ranke 1,366.14 f. Late. 

T[ ýe PH 

--- *t(3)-(n. t-)h(3. t) "She whom belongs to one who is in front" 

[Aram] Saqq 4.3 

[Eg] cf. p(3)-(n-)h(3. t) (Ranke 1,109.25); see the discussion in 

PHW). 

TO' T3 

--- t(3)-(n. t-)#(r)-it. s "She who belongs to the face of her father" 

[Aram] Saqq 28a. 4 

[Eg) For THH, see THH / TH'. For the second component it(f). s is 

used commonly in PN in the Late period (Ranke 1,157.1 sr-nb-itf. s, 

Ranke I, 157.10m 156.27,156.11,155.22); cf. Copt S, &E1WT, b, fIWT 
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(Wb 1,141) for it(f). 

While it is noteworthy that there is space between the elements 

THH and 'TS, the context indicates that only one person is 

mentioned. 

TRW' 

--- (1) t(3)-h(3)w (2) a short form of t3-n. t-hw. t- 

L p. 127; G p. 493; K p. 95; V II p. 222 

[Aram] BP 8.3 

[Eg] (1) see Ph THW' (2) see Aram TH'and PHW 

The alternative of TH' or THW' depends upon the understanding of 

W between H and '. If we admit that the W is a consonant, this 

name is the same as Ph THW', of which the identification is not 

clear. If we understand, however, the W as a eater lectionis, 

firstly, the name is a variant of TH' (t3-hr), and in that case we 

must admit that the final aleph functions as a consonant to close 

the final syllable, or, secondly, a shortened form of which the 

first element is t3-n-hw. t, such as t3-n. t-hw. t-'3. t etc. See the 

discussion in PHW. 

## TIIWT `W 

--- dhwt(y)-m(3)'. w°ýý "Thoth is true / the guide or navigator" 

[Aram] Sagq 28a. 6 THW k' W, 53.10 THWTM[, 10 

[Eg] Ranke 1,408.3 m. Gk [Gk] BOTOuoüs 
, 6oTOA, 01 s (NB p. 142). 

Notice that the morpheme of the Eg old perfective is retained as 

W. 

* THY 
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[Aram] Porten, Or NS 57 p. 38.5 

[ Eg J Ranke 1,366.17 f. NK-Late [ Gk j TocXo( , ToX hic 
, 

Tax dI. 

Cf. PHY, PHWY. See the discussion of PHW. 

TIIIPT 

--- *t(3)-hm(. t)-p(3)-t(3) "The servant of the land" 

Zauzich, Enchoria 13 p. 115f 

[Aram] Saqq 5.2 

[Eg] cf. t3-h®. t "The maidservant" (Ranke 1,365.17 f. NK); p3-t3 

"The land" (Ranke 1,120.17 m. Late) 

Zauzich compared it with *t3-'ha-p3-t3 , fern. form of p3-`hn-p3- 

t3 "The falcon of the land" (DeaNB 1,170). However, he failed to 

explain why Eg `ayn was not transcribed into Aram. Segal's 

solution, though it is a reconstruction, seems to be better at the 

moment. 

** THON 

--- t(3)-(n. t-)hnm(. w) 
ý dl= "She who belongs to Khnum" 

L p. 127; G p. 493; K p. 95 

[Aram] AP 39.2,65.7 THNWM 

f E91 Ranke 11,326.5 f. Late [Gk] TaXvoüg , Tax voüy3ls , Tc vouJcts 

(NB p. 423) 

Cf. PHNWM. 

** THPY 

--- t(3)-(n. t-)hp Dolö "She who belongs to Apia" 

SIp. 1107; L p. 127; G p. 493; K p. 95 

[Aram) CIS 11,141.1; Saqq 54.6 THPY 

[Eg] Ranke 1,362.6 f. Late [Gk) Tadn, s , 
Totointcs (NB p. 402). 
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** THPRY 

--- t(3)-(n. t-)hpry "She who belongs to Khepre" 

L p. 127; G p. 493; K p. 95 

[Aram] APO 75,2.9 

[Eg] cf. A3`-hpry (Ranke 1,324.21 f. Late cf. Gk d'dxn7P'S ), t3-e3`- 

n-hpr (Ranke 1,367.20). 

** THRT 

--- *t(3)-hrd(. t) "The child (female)" 

V II P. 225 

[Aram) Saqq 66a. 12 THRT, 66b. 1 THRT, 7 THRT 

[E9] cf. p3-hrd 
k1 (Ranke 1,116.24  . Dynl8-Late; DeiNB 1,211; 

cf. Gk TcXPCTls NB p. 423) 

Cf. HRT in HRPHRT. 

** TTWSRY 

--- t(3)-d(i. t)-(3)s(ws). (i)r Ujl "She whom Osiris has given" 

[Aram] Cowley, PSBA 25 P. 264B. 3; Saqq 8.1; 28b. 6,68.2 TTWS[, 138.2 

[P/T]TWSRY 

[Eg] Ranke 1,373.1 f. Late-Gk [ Gk ] TErOclP(s , 
TaTOUOtp1S (NB 

p. 416,431) 

Cf. TTSRY, PTWSYR etc.. 

** TTHRWR 

--- *t(3)-d(1. t)-hr-wr(. t) "She whom Horus, the elder, has given" 

[Aram] Porten, Or NS 57 p. 38.2 

[Eg] DemNB 1,324; Ranke 1,124.21 [Gk] 7TETEapO'p s, ITETEd, Ovr/P(S 
, 

TTETEo(Po'Pis , 
IETEdfou')P[oS, TTEToxporfp[s 

, 
TTETdpOU/(PtS (NB p. 311); cf. 

t3-d1. t-hr. w-p3-wr "She whom Horus, the elder, has given" (Ranke 
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11,328.17 f. Late). 

** TTHSP` 

--- *t(3)-d(i. t)-hr-p(3)-'(3) "She whom Horus, the great, has 

given" 

L p. 127; K p. 96; V II p. 222 

(Aram] AP P. 317 A. 2 

[Eg] cf. t3-df. t-hr-p3-r` "She whom Horus, the Re', has given" 

(Ranke 1,374.6 f. Late); t3-di. t-hr. w-p3-wr (Ranke 11,328.17 

f. Late). 

Vittmann's correction TTHRP seems to be unnecessary. The final 

fain is tracable and the meaning is good. 

** TTSRY 

--- Var. of TTWSRY 

K p. 96 

[Aram] LH 2.17 

[Eg] see TTWSRY. 

** TM, 

--- t(3)-(n. t-)mi(w) ö "She who belongs to the cat" 

SIp. 1107; K p. 96 

[Aram] RES 1788,1300.4 TM['] 

[Eg] Ranke 1,360.8 (for the reading see n. 2) [Gk] TEjcäs 

Cf. Ara® PM', Ph PMY 

For the identification see Muchiki, JSS 35 (1990) (forthcoming). 

TM'Y (Spiegelberg, Kornfeld), which may not be a PN, could not be a 

lion; cf. PMT. 
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** TIKYN 

--- t(3)-(n. t-)®n(. w) "She who belongs to Min" 

L p. 143; K p. 96 

[Aram] TAB` 103 

[Eg] Ranke 1,360.13 f. NK-Gk [GkJ Batývls 
, 

Nocýcivis 8ciIJ VI: 

9a, 4EivIs, 8%, p vls , 77ot LiVis Taýcr�F , Td. L; v , TaWEJv T WV&$ 

(NB p. 127) 

Cf. PMN. 

ý+ýee 
1 i73 

--- t(3)-xs 
j°ýp "The girl" 

[Aran] Saqq 9.10 

[Eg] Ranke 1,357.15 f. Dyn18 [Gk] BatcIccüwv , 
41E7a4D5 

,L L(Ucws 9 

6jcwQ(Cus, TuEc ws , BE, AIEýtcü3 , Tfcoýcws 7ýcoýc-cos, 

(NB p. 146,441). 

ITMSY 

--- t(3)-osmp "The girl" 

[Aram] Saqq 56.1 

[Eg] see TMS. 

** Tler 

t(3)-(n. t-)®(W. )t akca'h "She who belongs to Mut" 

L p. 127; G p. 493; K p. 96; V II p. 222 

[Aram] BP 2.3,4,7,8,9,11,12,13,14,16,4.2,6,6.3 TM[T] 

oüBcs Tattuüres [ Eg] Ranke 1,360.10 f. NK-Late [Gk] T, % , IcoO s Tat 

%dtcv01s, TajtüTcs (NB p. 409fº. 

As Vittaann proposed, t3-atr "She who belongs to the staff" is 

possible. For the discussion on this problem, see PMT. 
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** TNWPY 

--- *t(3)-(n. t-)nf(r) "She who belongs to the good one" 

G p. 493; K p. 96 

[Aram) TAB` 64 

(Eg) cf. p3-n-nfr (? ) Q� ö (Ranke 1,109.4); t3-n. t nfr. w (? ) 

(Ranke 1,361.5). Also t3-n. t-masc. noun type, such as t3-n. t-nht 

"She who belongs to the strong one. " [Gk] Tavoücpcs (NB p. 412). 

Perhaps it is better to avoid t3-nfr. t "the Beauty" (Ranke 

I, 364.1), because the final r of nfr is usually protected. 

** TNYT 

--- *t(3)-(n. t-)ny. t "She who belongs to Neith" 

[Aram] Saqq 30b. 3 

[Eg] cf. p3-n-ny. t "He who belongs to Neith" (Ranke 1,108.21 m. NK- 

Late) [Copt] TANHB (Heuser p. 61). 

"e 

TNPY 

--- Var. of TNWPY 

G p. 494; K p. 96 

[Aram] APO 75,1.9 

[Eg] see TNWPY 

Kornfeld tried to distinguish TNPY from TNWPY on the basis of 

two Gk forms as follows; TNPY --- L3-nfr (Ranke 1,387.9) Gk 

ao(VOU(fLs ; TNWPY --- t3-nfr Gk TavoücD s. However, Eg t which 

became B2L, b6 in Copt normally corresponds to § or . Besides 

Gk t and S often occur in parallel (see TMS, TNWPY). 

O 

TNR 

--- *t(3)-nr(. t) "The vulture" 
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[Aram] Saqq 52b, i. 7 

[Eg] cf. s3-nr. t "Son of Vulture" (Ranke II, 312.13) 

The reading is not certain. Segal's reading: JYLD/R TNR/D, yet 

more probably LPTNR. 

TSW 

--- t(3)-(n-)s3(w) (? ) 

[Aras] Saqq 9.8 

[Eg] see PS' and P8W. 

* TPGY 

--- *t(3)-(n. t-)pk(r) "She who belongs to Pkr' 

[Aras) APO 84,9.1 

[Eg) CDME p. 95 pkr "the precinct of Osiris at Abydos" 

The equation between Aran G and Eg k is doubtful. Another 

solution might be t3-n. t-pg3 "She who belongs to the entrance" (cf. 

Copt SrTw6E, bcowxt for pg3). 

TPHY 

--- *t(3)-(n. t-)p(3)-hy "She who belongs to p3-h}%S 

I p. 1112; K p. 96; V II p. 222 

[Aram] N. Aiae-Giron, BIFAO 38 p. 38 no. 113.2 

[Eg] cf. p3-hy- 
ý 144 ni (Ranke 1,116.10  . NK), t3-#y 

(Ranke 1,366.17 f. NK-Late) 

Cf. PHY, Gk Tfaraxöts (p3-n-t3-hy). 
V 

** TPHNWM 

--- *t(3)-(n. t-)p(3)-(n-)hn. (. w) "She who belongs to p3-n-jina. w' 

K p. 96 
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[Aram] APO 87.4 

[Eg] cf. p3-n-hnm. w He who belongs to Khnum" (Ranke 

1,110.17 s. NK-Gk Gk T1aXvou, ucs ); see PHNWM. For the name forma- 

tion t3-n. t-p3-, see Ranke 1,359.16-360.3. 

TPMMT 

-- Dittography for TPMT 

K p. 96 

[Aram] BP 12.33 

[Eg] see TPMT. From the context there is no doubt that TPMMT is a 

dittographic spelling for TPMT. 

** TPMT 

--- *t(3)-(n. t-)p(3)-(n-)m(w). t "She who belongs to p3-n-ww. t" 

L p. 127; G p. 494; K p. 96; V II p. 222 

[Aram] LH 1.5,10; BP 5.2,11,18,12.1,3,11,24,35 

[Eg] cf. *p3-(n-)$w. t (Ranke 11,280.13), t3-(n. t)aw. t (Ranke 

1,360.10); see also PMT 

Albright, followed by Grelot, explained as *t3-n. t-Pr-Aw. t "She 

who belongs to the temple of Mut" (BP p. 180). As the second 

element is attested in Ranke 11,295.14 ns-n-pr-aw. t (Dyn 26), it is 

not impossible. However, the type of p3-n-DN is much more common 

in the Late period. Therefore, it is more likely PMT is *p3-n-aw. t 

(see PMT). Then *t3-n. t-p3-&w. t is more acceptable. Erichsen's 

explanation *t3-p3-ety is not supported by attestation of its 

element. 

* TRW 

--- trw (t3-n. t-rw) _ "She who belongs to the lion" 
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G p. 494; K p. 97; V II p. 222 

[Aram] LH 5.1,10,6.8 TRW( 

[Eg] Ranke 1,382.12 f. NK [Gk] cf. TcikE , TT)Eis , Tai. ýs , 66ixIs 

TT(Ais (NB p. 407). Eg rw is )E in Copt (? ) (Wb 11,403). 

If the value of the rw is /1/ as in Gk and Copt, the 

identification is only acceptable with an assumption that the -' 

is a dialectal form. Vittoann's solution "ta-rr. =w (cf. pa-rr=w 

"He who belongs to the pig" DeaNB 1,389) is less likely, because 

the second r is not lost (Copt p'p Crum 299a). 

** TRWH 

---t(3)-rh(t) 
° The knowledge" 

G p. 494; K p. 97; V II p. 222 

[Aram) AP 16.3 TRW, 5,9 

[Eg] Ranke 1,365.5 f. NK; 11 396 [Gk) Tap6ov , Tap&oüs ; 

Cf. Copt bpwp, b pAi- for Eg rh (öerny p. 142). Cf. . p3-n-rh. t (Ranke 

1,109.20), t3-rh. t-'n (Ranke 1,430.25), p3-rh-nw (Ranke 1,419.11) 

Grelot and Kornfeld explained it as stnr-Wh, *tr-wh, which are 

not attested, although their elements occur. Vittiann denied their 

explanations and doubts that this is an Eg name. Yet t3-rj. t is 

unquestionablly comparable, the W of RWH is supported by the Copt 

word (see above). 

** TRT 

--- t(3)-r(w)d oj y°x or t(3)-(n. t-)r(w)d "The strong" 

L p. 127; K p. 97; V II p. 222 

[Aras] TAE 87b. 4 TILT, 15,19 

[Eg] Ranke 1,364.19 f. NK or Ranke I, 361.14 (. Late-Gk; t3-rd (Ranke 

1,365.9 f. Late-Gk) is the same as above [Gk] TopöOLT (NB p. 417); 
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cf. Copt S OYPor 
9b EPOYo7 , dual 81000YT 9 

bpwoYi 
. 

* TSW 
vo 

--- t(3)-s(3)w(. t) "The guardian" 

[Aram] Saqq 9.8 

[Eg] Ranke 1,367.10 

Cf. Psw, Ps' 

One may think that *t3-n. t-s3w (cf. p3-n-s3w 
® `$. "He who 

belongs to Sais" Ranke 1,110.20) is a good identification. 

However, the final w was, lost in the NK Wb III 420; cf. 

uruSa-a-a; Copt CAL ; Gk Sacs ). Therefore, *t3-n. t-s3w cannot 

stand for TSW, though it is a common type of Eg name. Segal's 

suggestion t3-(n. t-)s. t "She of the shrine" also cannot explain the 

final W. 

TAY 

--- t(3)-(n. t-). 4(3) A 
IM D "She who belongs to Destiny" 

G p. 494; K p. 97; V II p. 223 

[Aram] LH 1.11,2.1,18,3.9,4.3 

[Eg] Ranke 1,367.19 (t3-s3) [Gk] cf. Tadouis , Taaoi's (NB p. 417, 

419); cf. Demot by "Destiny" (Erichsen p. 485). 

TäPW' 

--- *t(3)-h'(rJ. t)-(n. t-)p(3)-wi (3) "The daughter of p3-w13" 

[Aram] APO 75,1, ii. 6 (P1.62) 

[Eg] cf. t3-. ri. t-n. t-p3-wr oa Oj (Ranke 1,368.16 f. Late-Gk); 

for p3-w13 see Ranke 1,103.20 m. MK-Late). 
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TT 
A 

--- t(W)t q "Statue" (? ) 

K p. 120 

[Aram] BP 4.24 

[Eg] Ranke 1,379.15 and 16; 383.23  . Gk/f. NK [Gk] ToTo'js , 

TOT/5 (NB p. 442). 

This could be a shortened form of Babylonian names like Bel-tat- 

tan-nu-bul-lit-su "Bel keep alive him whom you gave" (BP p. 175). 

see Eilers, Iranische Beaatennaaen p. 35,121. Other possibilities 

are Ta-ti-i (APN p. 231b), TT (Gröndahl p. 421). It could also be a 

lallname as Kornfeld pointed out. 

**TPP 

*t(3)-(n. t-)t(3)-p(. t) "She who belongs to the heaven" 

[Aram] Porten, Or NS 57 p. 38 1.3 

(Eg] cf. iy-a-t3-p. t 
AIiA fL0 "She cones from the heaven" 

(Ranke 1,9.8 f. Dyn19). 
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[21 Divine Names 

** 'WSRY 

--- Var. of 'SRY 

SIp. 1108; L p. 117 

[Aram] stele: CIS 11,122.2; 141.1,3; 142; graffito: 130; 

Eph III p. 104 '[W]SR[Y), p. 113, p. 114 

[Eg] see 'SRY. 

* 'WSY[RY) 

--- Var. of 'SRY 

[Aram) Teixidor, Syria 41 p. 286 

[Eg] see 'SRY, Ph 'SR. 

** 'WSRYHPY 

--- 3s(ws)-(i)r-tp J41` "The dead Apis" 

SIP. 1108; L P. 118 

[Aram] stele: CIS 11,123.1/2,3/4 'WS1IRYHPY (The H is a scribal 

error, KAI 268) 

[Eg] Wb 111,70.3; for the dead Apia see LA, V. 870b [Gk]'Ooopänris 

l0a-epams , £. Epanis , Lotparcis (Copt] cEparrIS in oMA MntCEpanic. 

* 'PTW 

--- *ßp-t(3)w(y) "Judge of the two land" 

[Ara®) AP 72.15 LNQYH QDM 'PTW 'LH' RB' QLBY 

LNQYH QDM 'SY 'LHT' QLBY 

[Eg] cf. a title of Osiris wp-a `. t-t3. wy (Wb 1,299.8). Notice wp 

1 3. can be read as ip (see CDME p. 17) 

Another solution, which is less likely because of the final W, 
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is ipw. ty (Wb I, 304.10). Cf. Spiegelberg 'fd "four" (symbol of 

four principal gods) and Maspero Wp(ip)-w3(w). t (Gk 'ofOw(s Wb 

1,304.16) which cannot explain Aran 'PTM. 

** '3Y 

--- 3s(. t) 11 
t/ "Isis" 

SIp. 1108; L p. 117 

[Aram] AP 72.16 '§i; CIS H, 135 

[Eg] see Ph 'S 

In Aran the divine name is never written as 'S without the final 

Y, except PT'S in late 8th-early 7th cent. BC.. 

** '3ßY 

--- 3s(ws)-(i)r jjj "Osiris" 

S1p. 1108; L p. 117 

[Aras] Eph III, p. 107 no. 38, p. 112 no. 55, p. 109 no. 46; CIS 11,127 

(corrected to 'SRY in RES 608) 

[Eg] see Ph 'SR, Aran 'WSRY, WSRY, 'WSY[RY]. 

** WSRY 

--- Var. of 'WSRY 

[Aram] stele: RES 1788 

[Eg) see 'SRY 

The initial aleph is elided (cf. 'WSRY), as happens in composite 

names (such as PTWSRY). However notice that WSRY is preceded by 

a preposition L. Cf. LIU1LK for L'HMLK (Herr, Seals no. 146), 

LHTWBSTY for 'HTBSTY. 
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** HNWB 

--- Var. of HNWM 

SIp. 1109; L p. 119 

[Aram] AP 27.3,8; 30.5 

[Eg] see HNWM [Gk] cf. X vovfis (NB p. 477). 

** HNWM 

--- hnn(. w) 
Zj "Khnum" 

SIP. 1109; L P. 119 

[Aram] AP 38.7; BP 3.8,4.10,6.8 H[NWM], 9.10,10.6,16. H HNWM 

[Eg] Wb 111,381 [Gk] XvoulCCS Xvou, ers [Copt] XNOYX 

--- hr k "Horus" 

SIp. 1109; L p. 119 

[Aram] graffito: CIS 11,136 `HR (corrected to kfR by Sayce, Rec. de 

Trav. 17 p. 164, and Clermont-Ganneau RES 960); graffito: RES 961 

[Eg] Wb 111,122 [Copt] awp, 2AF - [Gk] fpoc , Ap-. 

** PTH 

--- pth "Ptah" 

SIp. 1109; L p. 126 

[Aram] AP 11.2; LH 1.2,2.2,3.2,4.2 

[Eg] see Ph PTH. 

** STY 
--- stl(. t) pQR "Satie" 

SIp. 1109 

[Aram] AP 14.5; Saqq 35.5 3TY, 181.3 9TY 
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(Eg) Wb IV, 348.7 (Satis is a goddess of the 1st Cataract) {Gk] 

Y-acics 

** THWT[ 

--- dhwty Jý "Thoth" 

SIp. 1109 

[Ara®] AP 69.10 

[Eg] Wb V, 606 [Gk) &w9 , Bwu9 [Copt) cf. month names 8800Y* r, b9worT 

From the context THWT could be a PN (see Ranke 1,407.13  . KK- 

Gk). 

131 GeogrBphical Names 

** 'BWT 

--- 3bd(w) ?J "Abydos' 

[Aram) AP 38.3,64.26 ' BMIT 

[Eg] Montet, Geographie 11 102; Wb 1,9 [(; opt) A9Wr , E8WT 

** 1 BW'D 

--- Var. of 'BWT 

[Ara, ] Teixidor, Syria 41 p. 286 

[Eg] see 'BWT. 

** 'Py 

--- 
ip(. t) t "Luxor" 

[Aran] LH 5.10,6.11,7.5 

[Eg] Wb 1,67 [Copt] SATTE. 
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BMRSRY 

--- unknown GN 

[Aram) LH 5.6. 

HTHRB' 

--- *h(. t)-t(3-)hr(. t)-(l )b 

Zauzich, Enchoria 13 p. 117 

[Aram] Saqq 103.2 

Zauzich changed Segal's original interpretation HTH RB' "great 

HTH" to HTHRB', which he interpreted as h. t-t3-hr-ib "Athribis. " 

However Eg h represented by Aran H is not likely. Though it is a 

reconstruction *h. t-t3-hr. t-lb is more likely, if this is a place 

name. t 

** TBH 

--- db(3) 
,. 

d® "Edfu" 

[Aram] AP 81.45 T$H; Cowley, PSBR 37 P. 218 

[Eg] Wb V, 562.1; Montet, Geographie II, p. 31 [Copt) TB w, 98 w 

Notice that the final H indicates the /o/ vowel. 

TM' Sir 

--- *dai-s(3)w(ty) "The region of Assiout" 

L p. 128 

[Aram] AP 81.40 

[Eg] for dmi ß+14a "town, quarter, vicinity" see CDME p. 313; Copt 

8tME, btMI 

Asyut (S3wty) is expected to be SWT, because the Copt form shows 

that the final T is retained, BCIOOYT. The identification is 

doubtful, unless SW is a shortened form of Asyut. 
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** YB 

--- 3b(w) qjý "Elephantine" 

SIp. 1109; L p. 128 

[Aram] AP 6.3,3,4,7.1 [Y)B, 2,8.2,10.2,3,20.1,2,25.1,2, 

27.3,5 A, 5,11,28.1,15,29.1,30.1,5,6,7,8,13,22,25, 

31.7,12,22,24,32.4,33.6,9,34.6,35.2,43.1 (YBJ, 2,65 no. 6 

Y[B], 66 no. 6 Y[B], 68 no. 2 [YBJ, no. 4; BP 1.2,2.2,3.4,25,4.2, 

4,5.2,16,6.2 [YB], 7.2,9.2,23,10.17,11.10b, 12.2,3.4,32, 

14.2; Bresciani, RSO 35 p. 18 (I: Verso. 1); ostracon: Dupont-Sower, 

RES 1941-45 p. 67 

[Eg] Wb 1,7; Montet, Geographie 11 p. 15 (Copt)ir+8 , iE8 [Demo] Y6 

(Erichsen p. 49) [Gk]'4,8 . 

Deeot, Gk and Copt forms indicate that the internal change 3>Y 

took place at the initial position. 

"oe" 

M'x/D 

--- a(r)-(w)r a 'Cl "The Great Channel" 

[Aran] Saqq 4.8 

[Eg] Montet, Geographie II p. 214 

Segal compared the name with it-wr Fayoum with an assumption 

that the final r of at had been lost. However, the w of wr cannot 

be lost (cf. PN PTHWR etc). The identification is unlikely. 

** MNPY 

m(n)-nf(r) "Megphis" 

L p. 128 

[Aran] AP 37.11,42.7,11 MNPY, 13 [MNPY], 83.2; TAR 10 verso. 3 

MNPY; Saqq 24.7 MNPY, 30a. 1,73.1; Bresciani, RSO 35 p. 18 (I 

recto: x+3) 
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[Eg] see Ph MNP. 

** MPY 

--- Var. of MNPY 

[Aram] LH 2.3; Sagq 63.5 MPY, 136.2 [NPY (GN? ) 

[Eg] see MNPY, Ph MNP. 

** N' 

--- ni(w. t) 1 Thebes" 

[Aram] AP 24.18,36,34.3 [N'], 4,37.6,68.11, rev 

[Eg] Wb 11,210.6 [Heb) N' [NA] Ni-'i (Assurb 1,88.109 etc) [Gk] 

Vau(XPaT1s ), ( yi0U6EV)Vý (s), (na)VOL (s ) [Copt] aNE, 8NH 

Edel, in "Nuew Deutungen Keilschriftlicher Umschreibungen ägyp- 

tischer Wörter", pp. 18-20, transliterates Thebes as n'. t, whose 

aleph can be any weak consonant: 3,1 and w, and he discussed each 

case. Our study reveals that Thebes is most likely to be ni. t 

because of common equation between Aram ' and Eg .1, also n3. t is 

not impossible, yet nw. t is impossible (see the discussion in Ug 

PNI). 

NP' 

nb. yt r 44 ® ff 
. 

Ombo" 

L p. 128 

[Aram] AP 7.4 NP', 20.4 (GN? ) 

[Eg] Wb II, 242.4f; Montet, Geographie, II p. 25 [Copt] e, bMaw, 

8ON8W, Nl3o'( [Gk] `ÖaBos [Lat] 0n+6os 

In neither attestation (AP 7.4,20.4) does the context guarantee 

that NP' is a GN. Various other forms point out the second radical 

is B, rather than P. So the identification is unlikely. 
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** SWN 

--- swn (. t) I' `q® "Svene (Aswan) " 

SIp. 1110; L p. 128 

[Ara®) TAE 99.2; BP 2.2,3.2,7.2,8.1,2,3,11.1,2,3,10b, 12; 

AP 3.9,5.2,2,6.17,8.28,9.16,13.2,3,14.2,3,3,12,15.2, 

16.6,7,25.3,4,28.2,29.2,2,30.7,41.5,45.1 S[WN], 2,9 

[SW]N, 56.2; LH 1.9,14,2.1,18,3.1,14,4.6,15,5.3; RES 438.2; 

Cowley, PSBA 25 p. 264 (A. 4); CIS II, 138B. 7; Apo 77,2 innen. 2,78,2 

innen. 3 

[Eg] Wb IV 68.3ff; Gauthier, DG, VII, 17-18 [Copt] ", bCOYAN, 

SCOYNN, SCOYAAN (Griffith-Crowfoot, JEA 20 p. 8) [Gk]lurjwj [Heb] 

SWN, SWNH [Arab] 

PYLH 

--- p(3)-i(w)-r(k) o , 
A® "Philae" 

[Aram] Saqq 43a. 4 

[Eg] Wb 1,47.9; Montet, Geographie, 11, p. 21 [Gk] T1IA (, So&Aj 

cptA i [Copt] 8TT! AAK, TTIAAKZ (öerny p. 348) 

It seems that the lack of the final * is justified by Gk forms, 

yet the other forms keep the final consonant. If we assume that 

there were bi-forms in its pronounciation shown as the Gk forms, 

the identification could be acceptable, yet at the moment it is 

very doubtful. 

e. 

* PkR 

--- *p(3)-(n-)P(3)-ra(L) "Papremis" 

[Aram] AD 12.6 

[Eg] Bresciani, Studi e Orientali, 21 p. 299-303. The Eg form is 

reconstructed through Gk form (Herodotus, I1,59.63). 
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For the lack of the final t, see the late spelling c rm, and 

Copt 8. ap Me , bpuHl etc. (rmt > rmt > rm). Two other etymological 

identifications have been proposed (see LA IV p. 666): (1) 6erny, 

(Archiv Orientalni 20 p. 86-89) reconstruced *p3-(n-)p3-rmt-mhyt on 

the basis of the same type of PN: p3-rmt +a geographical 

indication, such as * p3-rmt-i3bty (TipEj 1,8TE) ,* p3-rst-rsy (fl pou- 

p1a'is) (? ) ,* p3-rmi-3bdw (1TpEA("E, i9os) . Yet * p3-rmt-mhyt is too long 

for TTaitp', Uis , even if we assume the merge of double a. (2) 

Altenmüller (JEOL 18 p. 271-279) put forward *p3-(n-)p3-rmwy. Yet 

the dual ending -wy, which is transcribed as W in Aram, is not 

represented by Gk form. 

THI4WSN 
men+ 

--- t(3)-h(w. t)-wd-n('. t) (? ) "The house of the settle )\ of the q; )dn" 

[Aram] Saqq 27.1,4 

THMWSN is used with prep. B, showing good possibility of being 

GN. The first two letters TH probably represent a common Eg GN 

form t3-hw. t-. The remaining element is difficult to explain 

* iiNim 

--- (p3)-dmi(. t)- n -hr "The city of Horus" 

[Aram] Saqq 33b 

[Eg] Montet, Geographie I p. 53; Garthier, DG VI, 94.1; Gardiner, AEO 

II 160. 

* T9TRä 

--- *t(3)-34d(y. t)-rs(. t) "The southern province" 

S p. 1110; L p. 128 

[Aram] AP 24.39 [T]6TRS, 43 T§[TRS], 27.9 
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I Eg] CDKE p. 274 Ady. t r. 44 ä "plot"; p. 153 rsy 
ii "southern" 

CF. PTRWS "The southern land. " 

(41 Loan Mords 

** 'HM "plant, vegetable" 

--- 3h(. Y) 

(Aram) Sefire I. A. 29,32 

[Eg) see Heb Lw 'HW. 

* 'YT3RY 

--- *id-Ari "small garment" 

[Aram] Saqq 19.5 'YT RY ZY BKST ANT \\\ \\\ "small garment that is 

for the portion of the year 6" 

[Eg] cf. fib V, 475.9-13 

The identification is based on the assumption of 81dr < dr 

"dress, garment" (fib V, 475.9-13), in which the aleph is for a 

prothetic vowel. For 9rI "small" see Wb IV, 524; cf. Copt b #P( , 

r (Kb 5 4pe . Segal identified 'YTSRY as Eg red barley it-da 

I, 142.15) on the assumption that the final t was assimilated into 

the d of dar. However, the second letter Y (later lectionis ?) of 

'YT9RY seems to contradict Copt forms Etw T, E1OYT , I"r (Crum 

p. 87a), indicating [ö/ü]. The second component SPRY is also 

comparable with Eg 9r. t "a kind of grain" (Wb IV, 524). 

Therefore the identification be cannot confirmed, and the reading 

remains uncertain. 
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*' Psy 

--- 
ips "a part of a ship" 

[Aram) AP 26.12 

[Eg] Wb 1,69.15; see Glanville, ZAS 68 p. 15f. 

* 'R 

--- ir(w. t) "a kind of tree" 

[Aram] AP 26.10 The context 'RZ W'R HDTN "new cedar and 'r" shows 

it is probably a name of a tree" 

[Eg) Wb 1,114 

The word irw. t A`ýº "a part of ship", which is only 

different in determinative from the above irw. t, suggests that the 

word in question was used for shipbuilding. There is an Akk word 

e'ru, which is a native hardwood used primarilly for making sticks 

(CAD E 318ff). But there is no indication that e'ru was used for 

shipbuilding. 

HYR' 

--- hr < hyr + Aram 

L p. 129 

[Aram] BP 1.3,5,9; AP 68.6 YHYB' (corrected to HYR' by Kraeling 

p. 135). The context refers to a building or an object of some 

sort: KSP 6QLW BDMY HYR' ZY LK ZY "5 shekels as the price of HYR of 

yours" 

[Eg] Erichsen, p. 388,377 "street" "house" [Copt] 21P (Crum 

p. 696b) 

Aram H does not represent Eg b. There is an Eg word hr 1I 

<" "a kind of furniture" (Wb 11,498.5), which is phonolo- 

gically much more likely. 
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** HN "a liquid measure" 

--- hn(w) "hin" 

[Aram] RES 1791. [1], 2,3,4,5 

[Eg] see Heb Lw HYN. 

ZRT "a span" 

--- dr. t "hand, span" 

[Aram] AP 36.3 

[Eg] see Heb Lw ZRT. 

HWTM 

--- Var. of HTM 

[Aram] AP 76.1 

[Heb) see HTM, Heb Lw HTM. 

* HL' 

--- hr(y. t) Ila "a part of a boat" + Aram 

[Aram) AP 26.12,12, [151,20. The context refers to a part of 

boat: 'QY HL' 'MN §TN "the wood of HL', 60 cubits" 

[Eg) Wb 111,148.20; Glanville (ZAS 68 p. 35) suggests "gunwale", 

see also D. Jones, Glossary, p. 177 no. 110. 

** HSY 

--- hsy 416 A "favourite one" 

SIp. 1110; L p. 130 

[Aram] Stele: CIS 11,141.4 

[Eg] Wb 111,156 "an epithet of the blessed dead" 

[Copt]24", , GC ¬ [Gk] `ocoi 7s , EO 7s . 
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** HSTMH 

--- hs(y. )t(y)-(i)m(3)h(w) "favoured and revered" 

[Aram) CIS II, 122A. 1 KL[ZY] HSTMH "both of whom were favoured, 

revered" 

[Eg] For HST see Wb 111,158.15 hsy. ty (a secondary form of hsß, Wb 

111,156) "really favoured. " For the second component MH, see Wb 

1,82 im3hw "the revered one. " The loss of the initial i of im3hw 

can be supported by PN PTTWM (p3-di-it®) which shows the i could be 

elided in the medial position. 

** HTM "seal" 

--- ht® "seal" 
J 

[Aran] AP 21.9 (as a verb), 76.1 HWTM; AD p. 2 n. 2 

[Eg) see Heb Lw HTM; 

Cf. HWTM. 

** HTPY 

IAý O 
--- htp(. t) *13a ,ii "offering" 

3Ip. 1111; L p. 130 

[Aram] stone vessel: CIS 11,123.1 HTPY LQRBT BNT L'WSRY HPY `BD 

'BYTB BR BNT "offering for the approach of BNT to Osiris-Apia has 

'BYTB, son of BNT, made" 

[Eg] Wb 111,183 [Ug) HTP (RS 24: 266. V° 15). 

TP 

--- dp(. w) 
pko I, "a part of mast" 

[Aram] AP 26.10 'RZ W'R HDTN TP 'MN 'ARH "New cedar and 'R; TP 10 

cubits" 

[Eg] Wb V, 447; Jones, Glossary p. 194,185 
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An alternative solution suggested by Cowley is Baby. ddappu 

"(wooden) board" (CAD D p. 106; adappu AHw I p. 106). However Copt 

Tort "keel" (Crum p. 422) which is attested once may be comparable. 

The identification is open to choice. 

** M4 

--- mnh(. t) öf 
"(The) excellent one" 

SIp. 1111; L p. 130 

[Aram] stele: CIS 11,142 'NHHPY BR THBS MNHH ZY 'WSRY 'LH' "`nh- 

hpy, son of t3-h3bs, the excellent one of Osiris the god" 

[Eg] Wb 11,86.18 or 84ff. [Gk] MEyX%'s 

From the context *PMNH (cf. TMNH') is normally expected, if this 

is a masc. form, qualifing `NHHPY. 
" 

Yet the final H is not easy to 

explain. Possibly it is the final vowel of masc, fM96. 

* MSTY 

--- msd(. tl mJ ö, 4 

[Aram) AP p. 318 c. 3 

[Eg) Wb 11,152.14 probably from mstl "basket (used as a measure)" 

(Wb 11,151.6-7). 

* NM`TY 

--- n(b)-m(3)`ty "The lord of two justices" (title) 

[Aram] CIS 11,141.4 

[Eg] Wb 11,21 m3. ty (Copt MHT 

KAI (III p. 319) suggests that NM'TY is a misspelling of N'MTY 

"my lovely one. " Grelot (Semitica 17 p. 73-75) considered that the 

first N is Eg preposition n, to which is added Eg e3`. t "sun bark" 

(Wb II, 25. llf). Yet Couroyer (Se®itica 20 p. 17-20) criticized 
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Grelot's explanations on two grounds; the use of Eg prep n which is 

hardly used in Aram text, and the doubtful explanation of the 

ending -t. His explanation is nb-m3'ty > nm-®3'ty > NM`TY, which 

is much more likely. The assimilation of b of nb before jr is 

evident in the E1-Amarna tablets (see Chapter V: Nimmhuprreya 

etc. ). The loss of b of nb is also attested in Ph PN PTBNTT (p3- 

di-b3-nb-dd. t), and Akk GN binteii (b3-nb-dd) (Ranke, KM p. 46). 

The likelihood that this is an Eg title is strong. 

NPRT 

--- nfr. t (? ) 

[Aram] AP 14.3; Joüon, Melanges de I'Universite Saint-Joseph, 

XVIII, 62 (Beyrouth) SWN NPRT "Syene, the beauty" or a name of 

a quarter of Syene. 

[ Eg ] for nfr. t, see Wb III, 

The final T cannot be explained , because the fem. ending 

dropped in Eg. 

S`BL 

--- *s'(3)-bl "outer plank" 

[Aram] AP 26.11,26 

[Eg] s'3 "board-plank of ship"(Wb IV, 43.1 OK-Gk); 

bnr(bl) Jo c' "outside" (Wb I, 461.1ff. since Dyn18) CoptßaX 

(Cerny p. 22). 

** 

-- p(3)-ht-ani(. t) a1Lo iJ- "The mooring post (port 

stake of mooring)" 

[Aram] ht "wood, log" (Wb III, 389.10ff. s. bJE, fyf, 8RE); oni. t 
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"mooring post" (Wb 11 , 72.12 cf. SM00NE, AMoN 1 (6erny p. 84). 

Two things should be noted; (1) the equation between Eg t and 

Aram T can be justified, because Aram T is caught by a labial and a 

laryngeal (see (4] Notes on the Correspondences e) alveolars). (2) 

The t of ht was eventually elided as shown in Copt forms (see 
V 

above). However the t is not a fem. ending, so it can be retained. 

Another Eg word hd(r) 0° Q--%k "a part of boat" (? ) (Jones, 

Glossary, p. 183 no. 129; Glanville, ZAS 68 p. 35) might be compar- 

able, though its meaning is obscure. The second part MWNY 

corresponds well to mni. t "mooring post" whose Copt form is MOONE. 

* PLNY 

--- p(3)-(1)m(y)-(r-)An -fly Aý. 1ký1° 

[Aram] Saqq 70.3 PL§NY[ 

[Eg] Wb IV, 496.13 Cf. CoptAALYANF (6erny p. 75), Gk XeTwv's or 

If this is a title, the equation is very good. Yet it is 

impossible to be sure from the context. 

s" 

PONS 

--- p(3)-sh-ns(w) "The royal scribe" 

IAram] Saqq 52b. 9 (the whole text is very uncertain) 

[Eg] For sh "scribe" see Wb 111,474. 

According to Segal the word PSHNS is a place name because the 

word is affixed by a preposition and followed by QRT' "the 

city. " However both elements are quite doubtful. Only the final 

element HNS "Khons" suggests that PSHNS, if reading is correct, is 

an Eg. 
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** PSHMSNWTY 

--- p(3)-sh-md(3. t)-nt(r) "The scribe of the god's book(s)" 

[Aram] Saqq 6.4 

[Eg] cf. sA ®d-3. t ntr Ios ýj> (Wb 11,188.3) "the scribe of 

the god's book(s)" 

The word, followed by PN ARNHYB, seems to be a title, as Segal 

points out. The first three letters fit Eg p3-sh "the scribe" 

(Copt CAZ Wb 111,474). The final NWTY can stand for Eg ntr "god". 

This leaves MS, with ad as the simplest Eg equivalent, perhaps a 

residual form from md(3. t) "book(s). " 

* P'R'R 

--- p(3)- 'r 'r a. z .' "prow" (? ) 

[Aram] AP 26.12 PHTMWNY LP'R'R HD L'MN TRYN "the mooring post for 

P'R'R, one of 20 cubits" 

[Eg) Wb 1,210.5 

It is suggested that the word `r'r is a part of ship in Wb 

1,210.5: `r`r "substantive (in zusammenhang mit der Erneuerung der 

Götterbarken genannt)", because of the position of the mooring 

post, "prow" (Porten, Text Book of Aram. Documents from Ancient Eg 

I p. 99) is a reasonable guess. 

** PR 'H 

I. - 
--- pr-`(3) oo "Pharaoh" 

[Aram] N. Aime-Giron, AE 23 p. 42 no. 5,8,9); A. Dupont-Sommer, 

Semitica 1 p. 44 (3x). 

[Eg] Wb 1,513 pr-3 "great house" [Copt] nppo, ITOYpo [Gk] cPapocwü 

[Heb] PR'H [Akk] pir'u. 
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** QB 

--- kb(. y) a 
J448 "a kind of jar (as a measure of capacity)" 

[Aram] AP 45.8; ostracon: Eph III p. 122; Cowley, PSBA 37 p. 222; 

ostracon: Aime-Giron, ASAE 26 p. 29 (IIIA. 2); ostracon: Dupont- 

Sommer, ASAE 48 p. 112A. 2 

[Eg] Wb V, 25 (kby is used as a measure of beer) since MK. [Copt] 

bKHßt, KABI (ferny p. 52; Vycichl p. 71) [Gk] ka(3os [Heb] see QB 

(about 1.3 littre in Heb). 

** QLBY 

--- klby "a kind of wine" 

[Aram] AP 72.2,3,8,10,13,15,16,17,19; in pl. QLBYN AP 72.3, 

4,5,14 

[Eg] Demot klby (as klby kmy a kind of Eg wine) (Erichsen p. 546) 

[Copt) cf. 6A/1z t, 64AMA etc. "jar, vase" [Gk] ka. A177 

** QLWL 

--- krr "vessel" 

[Aram] AP 72.3 QI, WL, 5,6 QLWL, 7,9,10 [QL]WL, 11 QLWL, 12 [QLW]L 

[Eg] Wb V, 135.8 [Copt]KeAwA "pitcher, jar" (Crum p. 104) 
Jp 

6ernk (p. 56) suggests a Semitic origin quoting Arab e. U9 

"earthernware pot, Aram QLL. However, the vowels of the Arab form 

clearly differ from Copt KEA w. A , which perfectly corresponds 

to Aram QLWL. A little difficult is the correspondence between 

Aram Q and Eg k (cf. PTSBQ, for interchange of Eg k and k, see W. 

Ward, JNES 16 p. 200f. ). 

QP 

--- g(j) f itapeto 
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[Aram] Ahikar 117 

[Eg] see Heb QWP. 

** RSY 

--- rsy t, "southern" 

Couroyer, RB 61 p. 252; Kutscher, JAOS 74 p. 237; Porten, Aram Texts 

p. 62 

[Aram] BP 10.3 DSY (corrected to RSY by Couroyer and Kutscher) HW 

TRY RSY "That is the southern side" 

[Eg] Wb 11,452; Erichsen p. 254 [Copt]PHC (Crum p. 299b, Cerny 

p. 193). 

** SWAN "lily" 

--- sk(s)n "lily" 

[Aram] Bresciani, Aegyptus 39 p. 4 1.3 SWSNN (pl. ) 

[Eg] see Heb Lw §W§N, and Heb PN 69N. 

** §YM 

--- 9m(y. 0L 
N°`ý' 

"pole" 

[Aram] AP 26.10,19 

[Eg] Wb IV, 467.11 [Copt] A MoY (5erny p. 244; Vychl p. 262). 

** ANT' 

--- Andy. tlAA 44 "kilt, apron" + Aras 

Couroyer, RB 61 p. 559 

(Aram] BP 7.11 

[Eg] Wb IV, 522 [Copt] 9VNTU4 b# Nrw (ferny p. 247) [Demo] snt 

(Erichsen p. 516) [Gk] cf. ÖIV1'WV 

Kraeling (BP p. 211) compared Baby. aintu, described in a word 
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list as 34ipatu "wool" (see AHw 123.9b). Yet Eg etymology 

(Couroyer) sndy. t is much more likely and the context supports it. 

The final aleph is either Aram determinative or a vowel letter for 

/o/. 

** P 

--- h(s)p 11 "palm (= four fingers)" 

[Aram] BP 17.3,4,5 SP 1S3 "1 palm, 3 s(eah)" 

[Eg] Wb IV, 535.3ff since OK [Copt) on (Cerny p. 248). 

** SM "alabaster" 

--- 9s "alabaster" 

Ginsberg, JAOS 74 p. 159; Kutcher, JAOS 74 p. 236 

[Aram] BP 7.18 

[Eg] see Heb 6Y. 

** ý5 

--- ýs "linen" 

[Aram] Bresciani, Aegyptus 39 p. 4 1.3 

[E9] see Heb Lw. 

** THYT 

IQ t= 
--- t(3)-h(3)t(y) o 1% 

, "the courtyard" 

Couroyer RB 61 p. 252; Kutscher, JAOS 74.237 

[Aram] BP 6.13,9.4,13,15 

[Eg] Wb 111,222.5 [Demot) hy. t (Erichsen p. 377) [Copt] ZA ELT 

(Cerny p. 298 J J44 dQ 
The context indicates that this is an Eg word: WPLG TRBS' HW PLG 

THYT MSD(R! )YT "and half the court, that is the Eg THYT. " Notice 
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Gardiner's suggestion h3y. t (AEO II p. 210*) does not correspond to 

THYT phonetically. 

*# TM' 

--- dmf -3ý01ý4 a "precinct" 

[Aram] BP 4.10 MW'H M LH TM' ZY HNWM 'LH' --- "East of it 

(temple) is the TM' of Khnum the god ---" 

[Eg] Wb V, 455 [Copt] BtM6, btMI. 

Erichsen and Polotsky (BP p. 160), followed by Ginsberg (JAOS 74 

p. 154) connected it with Demot tmi "town" (Erichsen p. 632, used as 

"tmf of god"). The meaning is not "town", rather than "precinct, 

quarter" (CDME p. 313). B. Couroyer (RB 61 p. 253) points out that 

the TMY/' stands for a construction, judging from the context, and 

puts foward a solution: feminine article t3 +, m3y. t (Wb 11,12). 

Yet this Eg word is poorly attested, only once at the Saite period. 

The context shows that TM' is not necessarily a construction. 

* TMW'NTY 

--- t(3)-ml(. t)-nt(r) "the way of god" 

[Aram] BP 9.9 'GR' ZY HNPN' ZY BNHW MSRY' HW TMW'NTY "the wall of 

the HNPN', which the Egyptian built, that is TMW'NTY" 

[Eg] Erichsen p. 152.3; for mI. t see also Wb 11,41.13-15 

Couroyer explained TMW'NTY as dmi-ntr (RB 61 p. 557f). But this 

cannot resolve the W of TMW'NTY, because the Copt form of da is 

atME, b tMl , pl dmi. w THE (Wb V, 455). 

** Th 

Var. of TM' 

[Aram] BP 3.8 
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(Eg) see TM' (it is evident from the context that TMY is a variant 

of TM'). 

** TKYs 

--- tms(w) ýml'ý'`? 
± "panelling of fore- and aft- lookouts" 

"deck-planking (? )" 

[Aram] AP 26.13,20 

[Eg] Jones, Glossary p. 194 no. 181; Glanville, ZAS 68, p. 36. 

** TNNH' 

--- t(3)-mnh(. t) ®18 "the excellent one" 

[Aram] CIS 11,141.1 

[Eg] Wb 11,86.18; Eg fern. article t3 + enh. t "excellent. " The 

final aleph is Aram determinative, rather than vowel sign. 

** TRY 

--- t(3)-ri(. t) "the side" 

Couroyer, RB 61 p. 252; Kutscher, JAOS 74 p. 235; Ginsberg, JAGS 74 

p. 158 

[Aram] BP 4.3,4.6,9.4,9.11,10.3,10.6,12.13,21. 

[Eg] Wb 11,400; Erichsen p. 241 ri. t "side, room. " Cf. Copt pL 

(6erny, p. 134, compared with rryt (rwy. t) "official room" Wb 

11,407,13-14; ry. t "room" Wb 11,400.2 is another possible etymology 

of Copt pt , see Vycichl p. 171a). 

The meaning "the side" is more suitable in the contexts in which 

the word TRY occurs. 
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[5) Month Names 

** THWT 

--- dhwt(v1 ty the Ist month of 3ht-season" 

SIp. 1110; L p. 128 

[Aram) AP 6.1,10.1,11.8,25.1,81.122; BP 11.1,12.1,10; Cowley, 

PSBA 25 p. 205; Saqq 24.3,5 THWT, 128.2; Teixidor, S. vria 41 p. 285. 

[Eg] Wb V, 606 [Copt) 8000YT, b9WOYT (6erny p. 206, Crum p. 462a) 

[Gk) Bw69 [Arab] 

#* P'PY 

--- p(3)-(n-)ip(. t) "the 2nd month of 3bt--season" 

SIp. 1110; L p. 128 

[Aram] AP 2.1,7.1 P'PY, 37.15,43.1 P'[PY], 72.1,2 

[Eg] Wb 1,68.6 [Copt] 811AAtte, 11007TE , bfTAOTif (6erny p. 126; Crum 

p. 266bf) [Gk] ýoow(O( [Arab] 6ýe . 

** HTAWR 

"the 3rd month of 3ht-season" 

SIp. 1110; L p. 128 

[Aram] AP 8.1; TA-0 5.1 FITHWR; Saqq 30a. 1 HTHWR, 117b. 1 HTH[ 

[Egl Wb III, 5.12 [Copt] 2ABwp, bAOW, 0 (6erny p. 303, Crum 728a) 

[Gk] `A9up , `f19ýjp [Arab) 

**xYIJx 

k(3)-h(r)-k(3) ß "the 4th month of 3ht-season" 

SIp. 1110; L p. 129 

(Aram) AP 72.18 KYHK; TAE` 10a. 3 KYHK, 7 K]YHK, 11 recto. 3,13 

recto. 5 KYHK, 14 verso. 2 KY]HK; BP 10.1 
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[Eg] Wb V, 93.2 [Copt) SkolA2K' XO(AZK , K1, &2K ' 
bXo, AK[Gk) Xo[äK 

[Arab) 

** T`FBY 
A 

--- t(3)- `(3)b(. t) \p= "the 1st month of prt-season" 

[Aram] AP 42.14 T`WBY, 67 no. 1,68 no. 11,83.1 T`BY; BP 14.1 T`WBY; 

TAE` 12a. 1 [T`W]BY; Saqq 22.3 

[Eg] Cerny p. 181; cf. Wb 1,167.10 `3bt "offering" [Copt] sTwft, 

bTWB( (Crum p. 397b) [Gk] TD/3i [Arab] x, yb 

** KM 

--- mhyr -ý& 
0 
®§q° 

j "the 2nd month of prt-season" 

SIp. 1110; L p. 129 

[Aram] AP 24.34 [M)HYR, 35 M[HYR], 44 MHYR; votive stele: RES 

438.3; Saqq 6.2 MHYR 

[Eg] Wb 11,131,14; Lesko 1,237 [Copt) sbM ip, MEXrf (Crum 206a; 

Gern' p. 96) [Gk] MExE'p [Arab] 

** NHR 

--- Var. of MHYR 

[Aram] Bauer-Meissner, SBPA 1936 p. 415 

[Eg] see MHYR. 

** PMNHTP 

--- p(3)-(n-)(i)ron-htp 
Q, ý,,,,,, "the 3rd month of prt- 

season" 

L p. 129 

[Aram] AP 22.1,121,35.1 [PMN]HTP, 50.3 [P]MNFITP; BP 1.1 PMN[H]TP, 

5.1 PMNHTP 
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[Eg] Wb 1,493; Öerny p. 128 [Copt] SITAPMZATn, b[oAMENW6 (Crum 269a) 

[Gk] Cpd! FVWuS [Arab] c 4.4 f, . 

** PR1WTY 
D 

--- p(3)-(n-)rnnwt(. t) n "the 4th month of prt-season" 

L p. 129 

[Aram] AP 35.6 PRMTY; BP 2.1,6.1; TAE 87a. 3 PRI1[TY] 

[E91 6erny p. 128, Wb 11,437 [Copt l 8]TAPMoYTE ,bc pMoye( (Crum 

269a) [Gk] Soapuov6 [Arab] Cf. Demo rmwt. t (Erichsen 

p. 247), rn. t, rnn. t (Erichsen p. 250). 

Notice the change nn >a which is evident in the Copt, Gk, 

Demot, and Arab. 

** PINS 

--- p(3)-(n-)hns(. w) ® ýJ "the ist month of smw-season" 

SIp. 1110; L p. 129 

[Aram] AP 5.1,14.1,29.5,35.8 [P]HNS, 50.2 [P]k (? HTY? ) 

[Eg] Wb III, 300.15 [Copt] SUAyONC, b1TAXWN (derny p. 131, Crum 

p. 279a) [Gk ITfaxwv [Arab] ý .,. 

** P'WNY 

--- p(3)-(n-)in(. t) "the 2nd month of saww-season" 

SIp. 1110; L p. 129 

[Aram] AP 20.1 P'[WNY], 76.3 [P]'WNY; BP 3.1,8.1 

[Eg] Lesko 1,172; Cerny p. 126; cf. Wb 1,93 [Copt]TTAcuNE 
, TIAww( 

(Crum p. 263) [Gk] TTa0vi [Arab] 

** 'PP 

--- zp(i)p 
4 a` p "the 3rd month of saw-season" 
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SIp. 1110; L p. 129 

[Aram] AP 1.1,15.1,63.15; BP 4.1,7.1,13.3 [')PP, 8; APO 67,2.13 

[')PP; TAE 8 recto. 1,8 verso. 1 

[Eg) Wb 1,69.4; Lerny p. 37 [Copt] gFnEn , eT1GIIP , nHlp bEnHrt (Crum 

p. 57b) [Gk]'EnEI' , 'FiTicD( [Arab], 
_,,, 

i . 

** MSWR` 

--- ®sw(. t)-r h1 Pä2 1 
--. I°Q 1 "the 4th month of sxw-season" 

SIp. 1110; L p. 129 

[Aram] AP 8.1,9.1 [MSWRI', 13.1,29.1,63.16 M3WR`; BP 9.1 

17 [Eg] Wb 11,141.13 [Copt]MECOpH (oerny p. 91; Crum p. 186b) [Gk1HE00p 

[Arab] 
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C. ANALYSIS OF PHONOLOGICAL CORRESPONDENCES 

[1] Aram : Eg Phonetic Correspondences 

Aram ': Eg 3 (late 8th - ca. mid. 4th c. BC) 

PN='SYT ", 'SWRY, 'SRSWT, 'SRST, PT'S, PT'SY, PTN'SY, PS'; 

DN='WSRYHPY, 'WSRY, 'SY, 'SRY; GN='BWD, 'BWT; Lw='HW 

Aram ' : Eg 1 (late 6th - ca. 375) 

PN=' WPT§TW, 'HMS, 'IMT Y. 'MWRTYS, 'MHWT, 'P', 'PRY, HPY'W, 

NHMS'H, NPR'YT, P'H, PN', PTHW', TM'; DN=`BD'MN; GN='PY, N'; 

Lw='PP, P'WNY, P'PY, TM' 

Aram ': Eg lost r (5th - 4th c. BC)1 

PN=PH', SH', TH' 

Aram ': Eg lost n (515 - ca. 400)2 

PN='SHWR, 'SHNWM, 'SMN, 'SMT, 'SPMT, 'SMT 

Aram ': Eg 0 (5th - early 4th c. BC)3 

PN=THRQ', HRYWT'; Lw=TMNH', ANT' 

1This correspondence is restricted to Eg it "face" whose r is lost. 
The final ' functions either as a syllable-closing aleph or as a 
water lectionis indicating [o]. 

2This correspondence results from the loss of the initial n of ns: 
"nach dem abfall des n übrig bleibende s sich mit dem folgenden 
consonanten zu einer Doppel-konsonanz verbindet, vor der ein ' 
prostheticum trill" (Spiegelberg I, p. 1096). 

3The aleph in THRQ' and HRYWT' is possibly a water lectionis. The 
aleph of TMNH' and 9NT' is most likely to be the Aram determinative 
(see the later discussion [5] Matres Lectionis). 
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Aram B: Eg b (5th - early 3rd c. BC) 

PN=BKRNP, HRBK, HRHBY, HRPBK, SNBNT, PBN, PTSBQ, PSWBSTY, 

§RNHYB, THBS; GN='BWD, 'BWT, TBH, YB; Lw=QB, T`WBY, QLBY 

Aram B: Eg m (late 5th c. BC) 

DN=HNWB4 

Aram B: Eg p (mid-2nd c. BC) 

PN=PHTB 

Aram D: Eg d (>/d/) (417 BC) 

GN='BWD (from Abydos; cf. 'BWT) 

Aram H: Eg h (late 6th - 5th c. BC) 

PN=HRYW, HRYWT', §RNHYB, THRQ'; Lw=HN 

Aram H: Eg o (6th - beg. of 3th c. BC; PN from early 5th) 

(1) mater lectionis final (see below [5] Matres lectionis) 

(2) unknown: Lw=MNHH 

Aram W: Eg w (515 - early 3rd c. BC) 

PN='SWRY, 'SR§WT, WHPR`, WHPR'MHY, WNPR, WR§NP, HKRTYSW, HWNY, 

HPY'W, HPYW, HRYWT', HRWN, HRWS, YHWT, NKW, SMTW, PWMN, PWN6, PWSY, 

PHWN, PTWSYTY, PTWSRY, PTTWRY, PPT`WNYT, PWNPWR, PTW, PTHW', PTHWR, 

PTYRWT, PTMRW, SHPYMW, 9HPMW, BMW, TWT, THWTM'W, TTWSRY, TTHRWR; 

DN='WSRY, 'WSRYHPY, WSRY, THWT; GN=SWN; Lw=MSWR`, PRMWTY, THWT5 

4HNWB, a variant of hnwm (hnm. w), results from a dissimilation of 
/m/ after the long vowel (u); cf. Gk Xvovuls , Xv011131S (Moscati, 
section 8.8 m> b). 

'Some of them are matres lectionis, such as 'SRSWT, NKW, SWN (see 

below [51 Matres Lectionis). 
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Aram W: Eg b (5th - early 4th c. BC) 

PN=HRYW6 

Aram W: Eg m (5th c. BC) 

PN=P§TWT, TWT (see below [41 Notes on Correspondences b) semi- 

vowels) 

Aram W: Eg o (5th - end of 4th c. BC) 

(1) matre lectionis (see below [5) Matres Lectionis) 

PN='WPT§TW, 'MWRTYS, 'MHWT, 'SHWR, HWR, HWRY, HRNWPY, YMHWT, 

KNWPY, LYLW, NHTHWR, HP`WRT, PHWY, PHNWM, PTHNWM, PTMWN, PTMYHWS, 

PTTWM, PMWN, PgWBSTY, PgNPMWY, PTHWNS, PTHNWPY, PTWM, THNWM, TNWPY, 

TRWH; DN=HNWB, HNWM; GN='BWD, 'BWT; Lw=HTHWR, P'WNY, PHTMWNY, 

QLWL, T`WBY, PSHMSNWTY 

(2) unknown 

PN='WPT§TW; Lw='HW 

Aram H: Eg h (late 6th - mid-2nd c. BC) 

PN='HMS, 'HRTYS, 'MHWT, 'SHWR, WHPR', WHPR`MHY, HWNY, HWR, HWRY, 

HKRTYSW, HPY, HP'YW, HPYW, HPYMN, HPMN, HR, HRBK, HRWN, HRWS, 

HRHBY, HRHT, HRY, HRMHY, HRMN, HRNWPY, HRPBK, YHWT, YMHWT, NHMS'H, 

NHTHWR, `HHPY, `NHHPY, 'SEHR, P'H, PH', PHWN, PHTB, PHPY, PTHRPHRT, 

PTHRTYS, PTMYHWS, PTNPHTP, PMSH, PSMSKHSY, PQRQPTH, PRNHM, P§NPTH, 

PTHWR, PTHNWPY, PT`NH, SH', §HPYMW, SHPMW, TH', THWTM'W, THPY, 

TTHRP', TTHRWR; DN='WSRYHPY, HNMNTN, HR, HRZBD, PTH, SMHR, THWT; 

Lw=HSY, HSTMH, HTHWR, HTPY, KYHK, MHYR, PMNHTP, THWT 

Aram H Eg h (8th - 4th c. BC) 

PN=WHPR'MHY, HRHBY, HRMHY, MHPR`, MNHMN, NHTHWR, `HHPY, `NHHPY, 

`NHPM`Y, PHWY, PHYM, PHMR`, PSHMY, PTHWNS, THBS, THPRY, TRWH; 

6Assimilation of b to the previous vowel [v] (see below [4] Notes on 
the Correspondence, b) Semivowels. ) 
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Lw='HW, HSTMH, HTM, MNHH, PHTMWNY, PHNS, THYT, TMHH' 

Aram H: Eg h (late 6th - 5th c. BC) 

PN='SHNWM, HNM, PHNWM, PHNM, PTHNWM, PTHNM, PTHRPHRT, PTHNWM, 

THNWM, THRT; DN=HNWB, HMWM, HNMNTN; Lw=PSHMSNWTY 

Aram T: Eg d (late 8th - 4th c. BC) 

PN='HRTYS, 'MWRTYS, 'SPMT, HKRTYSW, TSTY, YHWT, PT'S, PT'SY, 

PTWSYRY, PTWSRY, PTHNWM, PTHNM, PTHNMW, PTHRTYS, PTHRPHRT, PTY, 

PTYSY, PTMYHWS, PTMWN, PTMN, PTN'SY, PTNPHTP, PTNTR, PTSBQ, PTSY, 

PTSRY, PTTWM, PTTWRY, PMT, TTWSRY, TTHRWR, TTHRP', TTSRY 

Aram T: Eg d (>/d/) (late 6th - beg. of 3rd c. BC) 

PN=HRYWT', TRT; GN='BWT, TBH; Lw=PHTMWNY 

Aram T: Eg t (471 - 460 BC) 

PN=PPT`WNYT 

Aram Y: Eg I (late 6th - 4th) 

PN='HRTYS, 'MWRTYS, HWNY, HRYW, HKRTYSW, HRHBY, TSTY, YHWT, YMHWT, 

PTWSYRY, PTHRTYS, PTY, PTYSY, PgNPMWY; DN=STY; Lw=PHTMWNY, TMY, 

TRY7 

Aram Y: Eg y (late 6th - 4th c. BC) 

PN=HWRY, HPY, HRY, PHWY, PPT`WNYT, PSMSKHSY, §PNYT, THPRY, TNYT; 

Lw=HSY, MHYR, RSY, QLBY 

It is most likely the Y is a vowel letter (see [5] Matres 

Lectioni. s). 

Aram Y: Eg lost fem. t (late 6th - ca. 375) 

PN='SWRY, 'SYT ", WHPR`MHY, HRMHY, 'NHPM`Y, NPSY, PT'SY, PTWSRY, 

PTYSY, PTN'SY, PTSY, PTTWRY, PSHMY, PWBSTY, PTM'Y, RNPNPRY, TTSRY; 

7The Y functions as a vowel letter (only YMHWT suggests the 
possibility of Y being a consonant). 
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DN='SY; GN='PY; Lw=HTPY, P'WNY, P'PY, PRMWTY, T`WBY 

The Y is a reflection of Eg fem. ending -t, which became [i]. 

Therefore the Y is a mater lectionis. 

Aram Y: Eg lost r (late 6th - 399)8 

PN='PRY, HRNWPY, KNWPY, PWSY, PTNTY, PTHNWPY, TNWPY; GN=MNPY, MPY; 

Lw=PSHMSNWTY 

Aram Y: Eg 3 (5th c. BC) 

PN=PTYRWT; GN=YB9 

Aram Y: Eg 0 

(1) mater lectionis (see also Y: i, Y: y, Y: lost fen. t, Y: lost r) 

PN=HPY'W, HPYW, HPYMN, LYLW, 'HHPY, 'NHHPY, NRP'YT, PIYM PHPY, 

PTWSYRY, PTWSRY, PTSRY, PMSY, PSMSNYT, PSRY, PTYRWT, §RNHYB, 

THPY, TTWSRY, TMYN, 6HPYMW; DN='WSRY, 'WSRYHPY, 'SRY, WSRY; 

Lw=KYHK, 9YM, THYT, TMYS 

(2) Gentilic 

PN=KSY 

Aram K: Eg k (6th - mid 4th c. BC) 

PN=BKRNP, HKRTYSW, HRBK, HRPBK, KNWPY, KAY, NKW, PSMSK, MUM; 

Lw=KYIK 

Aram L: Eg 1 (5th - 375 BC) 

PN=LYLW; Lw=QLBY 

Aram L: Eg r (ca. 375) 

8The Y represents Eg final r, which changed into [i]. Therefore, 
the Y is a mater lectionis. 

9As a result of Eg change 3>y t3w > (Copt STHY) > Aram TY; 3bw > 
Demot yb > (Copt IH9 , Gk '1 )> Aram YB. 
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Aram M: Eg m (6th - 4th c. BC) 

PN='HMS, 'MWRTYS, 'MHWT, 'SHNWM, 'SMN, 'SMT, 'SPMT, 'SPMT, 

WHPR`MHY, HNM, UPYMN, HPMN, HRMHY, HRMN, YMHWT, MHPR', MNHMN, 

NHMS'H, SMTW, `NHPM`Y, PQMN, PHYM, PHNWM, PHNM, PTHNWM, PTHNM, 

PTMYHWS, PTMN, PTMWN, PTTWM, PMWN, PMT, PMN, PMSY, PMStI, PMT, PNPTM, 

PSHMY, PSMSNYT, PSM§K, PSM6KMR, PSMSKHSY, PRNHM, PSNPMWY, PTWM, 

PTM'Y, PTMRW, RHMR`, §HPYMW, §HPMW, SMW, THWTM`W, THNWM, TM', TMYN, 

TMY, TPHNWM, TPMT; DN='BD'MN, HNWM, HNMNTN; GN=MNPY, MPY; 

Lw=HSTMH, HTM, MHYR, MNHH, MSWR', PHTMWNY, PMNHTP, PSHMSNWTY, §YM, 

TM', TMY, TMYS, TMNH' 

Aram M: Eg n (2nd half of 5th c. BC) 

Lw=PRMWTY10 

Aram N: Eg n (6th - 4th c. BC) 

PN='SHNWM, 'SMN, BKRNP, WNPR, WR6NP, HWNY, HNM, HPYMN, HPMN, HRWN, 

HRMN, HRNPR, KNWPY, MNHMN, NHMS'H, NHTHWR, NKW, NPSY, NP'WRT, 

NPR'YT, SNBNT, S§N, `NHHPY, `NHPM`Y, PBN, PWMN, PWNS, PHWN, PHNWM, 

PHNM, PTHNWM, PTHNM, PTMWN, PTMN, PTN'SY, PTNPHTP, PTNTY, PTNTR, 

PMWN, PMN, PN', PNPTM, PSMNYT, PPT'WNYT, PRNHM, P$NPWR, PgNPMWY, 

P§NPTH, PTHWNS, PTHNWPY, PT`NH, RNPNPRY, §PNYT, §RNHYB, THNWM, 

TMYN, TNWPY, TNYT; DN=`BD'MN, HNWB, HNWM, HNMNTN; GN=MNPY, N', 

SWN; Lw=HN, MNHH, P'WNY, PHTMWNY, PHNS, PMNHTP, PSHMSNWTY, SNT', 

TMNH' 

Aram S: Eg s (late 8th - middle 4th c. BC) 

PN='HMS, 'HRTYS, 'MWRTYS, 'SWRY, 'SHWR, 'SHNWM, 'SYT ", 'SMT, 

'°The change nn >m took place in Eg, being demonstrated in Copt 
1TApMOYTE , Gk gpapuo&B , The change occurs in Depot rn(n). t > 
rmw. t "the harvest goddess" (Erichsen p. 250,247). 
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'SPMT, 'SPMT, 'SRýT, 'SRgWT, HKRTYSW, TSTY, NHMS'H, NPSY, SMTW, 

SNBNT, AN, PWSY, PT'S, PT'SY, PTWSYRY, PTWSRY, PTHRTYS, PTYSY, 

PTMYHWS, PTN'SY, PTSBQ, PTSY, PTSRY, PMSY, PMSH, PS', PSMHY, 

PSMSNYT, PSMK, PSM§KHSY, PSM6KMR, PSRY, P6WBSTY, PTHWNS, THBS, 

TTWSRY, TTSRY; DN='WSRY, 'WSRYHPY, 'SY, 'SRY, WSRY, STY; 

GN=SWN; Lw=HSY, HSTMH, MSWR', PHNS, RSY, TMYS, PSHMSNWTY 

Arm ': Eg ' (6th - 4th c. BC) 

PN='SYT '', 'P`, WHPR`, WHPR`MHY, MHPR`, NP'WRT, `HHPY, `NHHPY, 

`NHPM`Y, PTM`Y, 'SUR, PPT'WNYT, PT`NH, RHMR', THWTM`W, TTHRP`; 

Lw=MSWR`, PR'H, T`WBY 

Aram P: Eg p (late 8th - mid-2nd c. BC) 

PN='WPTSTW, 'SPMT, 'SPMT, HPY, HPY'W, HPYW, HPYMN, HPMN, HRPBK, 

MHPR', 'HHPY, 'NHHPY, 'NHPM`Y, P'H, PBN, PWMN, PWN§, PWSY, PH', 

PHH, PHWY, PHWN, PHTB, PHYM, PHNWM, PHNM, PHPY9 PT'S, PT'SY, 

PTWSYRY, PTWSRY, PTHNWM, PTHNM, PTHRTYS, PTHRPHRT, PTY, PTYSY, 

PTMYHWS, PTMWN, PTMN, PTN'SY, PTNPHTP, PTNTY, PTNTR, PTSBQ, PTSY, 

PTSRY, PTTWM, PTTWRY, PMWN, PMT, PMN, PMSY, PMS1, PMT, PN', PNPTM, 

PS', PSMHY, PSMSNYT, PSMSK, PSM6KHSY, PSM§KMR, PSRY, PPT`WNYT, 

PQRQPTH, PRNHM, P$WBSTY, P§NPWR, PgNPMWY, P§NPTH, P6TWT, PTW, PTWM, 

PTHW', PTHWNS, PTHWPY, PTHWR, PTHNWPY, PTYRWT, PV NH, PTMWN, PTM`Y, 

PTMRW, RNPNPRT, 9HPYMW, 94PMW, §PNYT, THPY, TkIPRY, TTHRP', TPtINWM, 

TPMT, TTP; DN='WSRYHPY, PTH; GN='PY; Lw='PP, HTPY, P'WNY, P'PY, 

PHTMWNY, PHNS, PMNHTP, PRMWTY, PR`H, 6P, PSHMSNWTY 

Aram P: Eg f (late 6th - 4th c. BC) 

PN='P', 'PRY, BKRNP, WNPR, WRNP, HRMWPY, KNWPY, NPSY, NP`WRT, 

NPR'YT, PTNPHTP, PNPTM, PPT'WNYT, PTHNWPY, RNPNPRY, TNWPY; 

GN=MNPY, MPY 
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Aram P: Eg b (late 6th - 5th c. BC) 

PN=WHPR', WHPR`MHY 

Aram S: Eg d (late 6th - early 4th c. BC) 

PN=HRWS, SH'; Lw=PSHMSNWTY 

Aram Q: Eg k (5th - beg. of 3rd c. BC) 

PN=THRQ'; Lw=QB, QLBY 

Aram Q: Eg k (late 5th - early 4th c. BC) 

PN=PTSBQ; Lw=QLWL 

Aram Q: Eg g(> /k/) (late 5th c. BC) 

PN=PQRQPTH 

Aram R: Eg r (6th - 5th c. BC ) 

PN='HRTYS, 'MWRTYS, 'SWRY, 'SHWR, 'SRAWT, 'PRY, BKRNP, HRYW, 

HRYWT', WHPR', WHPR`MHY, WNPR, WR6NP, HWR, HWRY, HKRTYS, HR, HRBK, 

HRWN, HRWS, HRHBY, HRHT, HRY, HRMHY, HRMN, HRNWPY, HRPBK, MHPR`, 

NHTHWR, NP'WRT, NPR'YT, '§HR, PTWSYRY, PTWSRY, PTSRY, PTHRTYS, 

PTHRPHRT, PTNTR, PTTWRY, PSM§KMR, PSRY, PQRQPTH, PRNHM, P6NPWR, 

PTHWR, PTYRWT, PTMRW, RHMR', RNPNPRY, 6RNHYB, THRQ', THPRY, THRT, 

TTWSRY, TTHRWR, TTHRP`, TTSRY, TRWH, TRT; DN='WSRY, 'WSRYHPY, 

'SRY, WSRY, HR, HRZBD, §MHR; Lw=HTHWR, MHYR, MSWR', PR'H, PRMWTY, 

RSY, TRY 

Aram §: Eg § (late 6th - 4th c. BC) 

PN='WPTýTW, 'SR§WT, 'SR§T, WR§NP, K§Y, N, `§HR, PWN§, P6WBSTY, 

P§NPWR, P6NPMWY, P§NPTH, P§TWT, 6PNYT, SRNHYB; Lw=§YM, §NT', §P, 

S§ 
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Aram §: Eg s> // (420 BC) 

Lw=66 

Aram §: Eg t (6th - 5th c. BC) 

PN=PSM6K, PSMSKHSY, PSM5KMR, SHPYMW, SMW 

Aram T: Eg t (late 6th - early 3rd c. BC) 

PN='WPT§TW, 'MHWT, 'SMT, 'SPMT, 'SRgWT, 'SR§T, HRHT, YMHWT, NHTHWR, 

NPR'YT, SNBNT, PTNPHTP, PTTWRY, PTTWM, PNPTM, PMT, PSMSNYT, 

PPT`WNYT, PQRQPTH, PWBSTY, P6NPTH, PTWT, PTW, PTWM, PTHW', 

PTHWNS, PTHWR, PTHNWPY, PTM`Y, PTMRW, PT'NH, §PNYT, THRQ', TWT, 

TH', THBS, THNWM, THPY, THPRY, THRT, TTWSRY, TTHRR`, TTSRY, THHRWR, 

TM', TMYN, TMT, TNWPY, TNYT, TPHNWM, TPMT, TRWH, TRT, TTP; 

DN=PTH, THWT; Lw=HSTMH, HTHWR, HTM, HTPY, PMNHTP, PSHMSNWTY, 

PRMWTY, THWT, THYT, TMYS, T`WBY, TRY 

Aram T: Eg 1 (> /t/) (449 - ca. 400) 

PN=TSTY, PTNTY, PTNTR, PTYRWT; DN=STY 

Aram T: Eg d () /t/) (late 6th - 399) 

PN='WPTSTW, 'SPMT, NP'WRT, THRT; Lw=TM', TMY 

Aram T: Eg d (> /d/ > /t/) (5th c. BC ) 

PN=PTYRWT, THWTM`W; DN=THWT; Lw=TtWT 

[2] EQ : Aram Phonological Correspondences 

Eg 3: Aram ' (late 8th - ca. mid-4th c. BC) 

: Aram Y (5th c. BC) 

: Aram 0 (passiv) 

Eg i: Aram ' (late 6th - ca. 375 BC) 
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Eg i: Aram Y (late 6th - 4th c. BC) 

: Aram o (late 6th - beg. of 4th c. BC) 

(1) Fall of Eg i; 

PN='HRTYS, 'MWRTYS, WHPR`MHY, HKRTYSW, HPYW, HRBK, HRPBK, 

TSTY, KNWPY, K§Y, NPR'YT, PWMN, PT'S, PT'SY, PTWSYRY, 

PTWSRY, PTHNWM, PTHNM, PTHRPHRT, PTHRTYS, PTMWN, PTMYHWS, 

PTMN, PTNPHTP, PTN'SY, PTNTY, PTNTR, PTSBK, PTSY, PTSRY, 

PT'NH, PTTWM, PTTWRY, PMWN, PSRY, PRNHM, P§WBSTY, P6NPWR, 

PSNPMWY, P§TWT, PTWM, RHMR', §MW, §RNHYB, TTWSR, TTHRWR; 

DN='WSRY, 'WSRYHPY, 'SRY, WSRY; Lw='PP, HSTMH, PMNHTP 

(2) Eg prothetic aleph 

PN=K§Y 

Eg v: Aram Y (late 6th - 4th c. BC) 

Aram m (8th - 4th c. BC) 

PN='SR§WT, 'SR$T, SMTW, PPT`WNYT, PTW, 6HPYMW, §HPYMW, §HPMW, 

§MW; DN=THWT; GN='BWT, MNPY, N', SWN; Lw='HW, HSTMH, QB, 

9YM, SNT', THYT, THWT 

Eg `: Aram ` (late 6th - ca. 300) 

: Aram 0 (5th c. BC) 

PN='HMS, 'HRTYS11 

Eg w: Aram W (515 - early 3rd c. BC) 

: Aram 0 (passim) 

PN='HRTYS, 'MWRTYS, 'SHWR, 'SMT, 'SPMT, 'SRY, 'SR6T, 'P`, 

WNPR, PTSRY, PMT, PN', PS', PSRY, PPT'WNYT, PTWT, 6RNHYB, 

TTSRY, TM', TMYN, TRT etc.; DN='WSRY, HNWM etc.; GN='BWT 

"The 'ayn of i'h has been lost (see Ph 'HMS). 
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etc.; Lw=HN, HSTMH etc. 12 

Eg b: Aram B (5th - mid 4th c. BC) 

: Aram P (late 6th - 5th c. BC) 

: Aram W (5th - early 4th c. BC) 

Eg p: Aram P (late 8th - mid-2nd c. BC) 

: Aram B (mid-2nd c. BC) PN=PHTB 

: Aram 0 (5th c. BC)13 

PN='MHWT, HRHT, YMHWT 

Eg f: Aram P (late 7th - 4th c. BC) 

Eg m: Aram M (6th - 4th c. BC) 

: Aram B (late 5th c. BC) 

: Aram 0 (471 - 460 BC) 

PN=HRHBY, PPT'WNYT; Lw=PTHW'14 

Eg n: Aram N (6th - 4th c. BC) 

: Aram ' (515 - ca. 400 BC) 

: Aram 0 

12The Eg w, mostly at the final position, was reduced to a vowel, 
already in NK. The loss of Eg w occurs in the following cases; (1) 
proper names (e. g., hr. w, mw. t, nl w. t, 3bdw) ; (2) words (e. g., mdw, 
iw, t3w); (3) pronominal suffix sw, sw. t > Aram S, however, 
sometimes SW); (4) Eg old perfective ending (e. g., nfr. w: the 
ending is sometimes realized as W, 'SR§WT; cf. 'SR§T). 

13The example is restricted to Eg htp > ht in Aram HT or HWT, see Ph 
YMHT, Aram 'MHWT, YMHWT. 

14Here the Eg preposition m has been lost. 
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(1) Assimilation of Eg genitive n or n. t (psssim)15 

PN=BKRNP, `NHPM`Y, P'H, PBN, PWSY, PH', etc. 

Lw=P'PY, PHNS, PMNHTP 

(2) Other assimilation in Eg 

PN='MWRTYS (imn-ir-di-sw), WNPR (wnn-nfr); 

GN=MNPY (mn-nfr) 

(3) Assimilation in Aram 

PN='HHPY, MHPR' (see below [7] N-Assimilation) 

GN=MPY 

Eg r: Aram R (late 6th - 4th c. BC) 

: Aram Y (late 6th - 399 BC) 

: Aram ' (5th - 4th c. BC) 

: Aram o (5th - end of 4th c. BC) 

(1) The Eg final r, which is usually represented by Aram Y; 

PN=WRgNP, NPSY, PTNPHTP, PNPTM 

(2) The Eg final r, which is usually represented by Aram ', 

restricted to hr Q 

Lw=KYHK (k3-hr-k3) 

(3) Eg word Ari >§ 

PN=PANPWR, P§NPMWY, P§TWT 

Eg 1: Aram L (5th - 375 BC) 

Eg h: Aram H (late 6th - early 4th c. BC) 

15The n rarely remains before a bilabial P, e. g., P5NPWR, P$NPMWY, 
PNPTH. 
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Eg P: Aram H (late 6th - mid-2nd c. BC) 

Eg h: Aram H (515 - 4th c. BC) 

Eg h: Aram H (late 6th - 5th c. BC) 

Eg s: Aram S (late 8th - mid-4th c. BC) 

Eg s> // : Aram S (420 BC) 

Eg .4: Aram 6 (late 6th - 4th c. BC) 

Eg k: Aram Q (5th - beg. of 3rd c. BC) 

Eg k: Aram K (6th - mid-4th c. BC) 

: Aram Q (late 5th - ca. 375) 

Eg g: Aram Q (late 5th c. BC) 

Eg t: Aram T (late 6th - early 3rd c. BC) 

: Aram T (late 6th - mid-2nd c. BC) 

: Ara® Y (late 6th - ca. 375) 

: Aram 0 (passim) 16 

Eg I: Aram T (5th - 4th c. BC) 

: Aram T (471 BC) 

: Aram 6 (6th -*early 4th c. BC) 

'6Because Eg fem. ending t has been lost. 
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Eg d: Aram T (late 8th - 4th c. BC) 

: Aram T (525-399 BC) 

: Aram o (5th - ca. 375BC)17 

Eg 4: Aram ý (late 6th - ca. 375) 

: Aram T (5th c. BC) 

: Aram T (late 6th - beg. of 3rd c. BC) 

: Aram D (417 BC) 

"Note the change d>t>0 (dd >d: S 
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[3] Table-ofCorrespondences 

* Aram in capitals; Eg in lower case 

Aram primary Secondary Eg primary Secondary 

3i rl n2 o3 3 Y0 

glottal 
i 'Y 0 

stops 
e r r c 0 

Y y1 t4 r5 36 0 y Y Qf 

semi- 
vowels W wm b0 w W 

labials P pf be P P B0 

-- 

f P 

M ® n(n) m MW B0 
nasals 

N n n 

latrals L 1r 

trill R r r R Y1 0 

S s s S $ 

sibil- 
ants t s h 

d 

H h h H 

pharyn. H h h H 

laryn. h H 

h H 

--- ----- ----- Q kk gs k Q ---- 

velars K k k KQ 

G - g Q 

T t 0 ds d9 -- -t T T" Y0 

D - . 
dl 0 t T7 T" 

alveo- 
lars d T T8 

T d t1 ti t d' 2 d S TI 2 T9 DI O 
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Notes 1 In the case of hr "face". 

2 In the case of ns. 

3 Mater lectionis, Aram determinative or a syllable 

closing aleph. 

4 Eg fem. ending t. 

5 Eg final r> [i]. 

6 The secondary change. 

7 When T is caught between a labial and a laryngal, 

8 When Eg d is located at the initial or final position. 

9 When Eg d which became /d/ comes at the initial or final 

position. 

lo Dialectal in Abydos. 

11 When T is caught between a bilabial and a laryngal. 

12 When Eg d became /d/. 

13 Once at the finnl position 

[4] Notes on the Correspondences 

a) Glottal Stops 

No Eg 3 is represented by Aram ' except in DNs Isis and Osiris, and 

GN 'BWT "Abydos". The survival of Eg 3 in the medial position can 

only be observed in the PNs composed of Isis, e. g., PT'SY, PTN'SY etc. 

The Gk forms of PT'SY indicate that there were two different readings 

of the name; JT TF7ats (PT'SY) with the aleph and JTET%0'ts (PTYSY) 

with elision of the aleph. 

Eg 3 well corresponds to Aram ' in the initial position: 'SY, 'WSRY, 

'BWT. Osiris is rendered as 'SRY, 'WSRY, 'WSY[RY], (once WSRY 
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preceded by a preposition L), and 'SR in DN ('SRWNPR, 'SRTYS). Though 

the aleph of 'SRY is elided in the medial position (such as PTSRY), it 

seemes that the aleph of 'SRY is still functioning at least at the 

initial position, as a consonant of which the Eg conterpart has been 

long dismissed. Osiris should be transliterated as 3s-Ir (see the 

discussion in Ph). 

The correspondence between Eg 3 and Aram ' in the final position is 

suggested by two PNs 'SYT '' (*3s. t-t3-'3. t) and PS' (p3-n-s3w). 

However the possibility that they are matres lectionis is more likely. 

For the correspondence between Eg 3 and Aram Y, see above (i) Aram 

Eg Correspondences. 

Eg i is realized in Aram as (1) aleph (2) yodh , and (3) aleph +a 

vowel letter. The nature of the double pronounciations of the Eg 1 is 

revealded as follows; 

(1) Eg 1: Aram ' or Y, e. g., 1(1)-e-ht(p) --- 'MHWT, YMHWT (cf. Ph 

YMHT) 

(2) Eg i: Aram ' or Y, e. g., dii --- TMY, TM' 

(3) Eg I: Aram 'W, e. g., 2p. t-t3-d. t --- ' WPT6TW 

(4) Eg 1: Aram 'Y, e. g., nfr. t-i(1). t1 --- NPR'YT 

(5) Eg f: Aram 'W, e. g., p3-n -in. t --- P'WNY 

As shown above, the pronunciation of Eg i is either ['i) or ['o/uj. 

The majority of Eg i have no correspondence, because Eg f was 

reduced to a vowel which is represented by either Y or e in Aram. 

However the aleph-pronunciation of Eg f is well preserved in any 

position. The correspondence between Eg f and Aram ' is more normal 

than that between Eg 3: Aram ' which is restricted to Isis, Osiris 

and Abydos. 

E. g., at the initial: 'HMS, 'P' etc. 

at the medial: HPY'W, NHMS'H etc. 
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at the final: TM', PN' 

Eg I at the beginning of words is commonly preserved as a 

consonantal aleph, e. g., zp, t> 'W, P# > 'H, fmn > 'MW, 'MN (cf. 

MWN), 11 >' (also Y) (however, lb > YW, itm > TWM, Ir > R, im > M, 

im3hw > MH, ip > P). 

At the middle position the 1 is either preserved or elided, e. g., 

n1 w. t> N' , miw > M' (however, bzk > BK) . 

At the end Eg i is realized as either Y (mater lectionis) or 0, 

e. g., di )T or TY, bi. t > BY, m3i > MWY, §r. I >A etc. 

As for the final aleph, there are certain difficulties, see below 

[51 Matres Lectionis. 

b) Semi-Vowels 

Eg y and w correspond to Aram Y and W respectively. It is 

difficult to say that Eg y and Aram Y correspond to each other as a 

consonant, because this correspondence is restricted to the final 

position, except DN NYT (which is realized as NT) and Lw MHYT (which 

occurs as MHR). While there are many examples where Aram W represents 

a consonantal value of Eg w; 

E. g., At the initial: WHPR`, WNPR, WRtNP, etc. 

At the medial: 'SWRY, HRWS, PWN§, etc. 

At the final: HNMW, SMTW, PTW, etc. 

Aram W also stands for Eg w and b (for this b, see HRYW). The 

correspondence between Aram W and Eg in, occurring twice in Elephantine 

and Saqqara, is restricted to intervocalic m of Eg DN aw. t (TWT, P6TWT 

-t3-n. t-mw. t). That is to say either that Eg intervocalic m is the 

allophone of Aram W or that Eg in assimilated into the following /ü/ 

vowel; cf. the Gk forms: Tc, aot' qs , 
T"oü9(5 

, 
Tauvurts etc. 
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c) Laryngals and Pharyngals (Eg hs) 

In contrast to the varied correspondences in Ph, it is striking 

that Eg three hard hs are represented by H in Aram without exception 

(see below [6) Spirantization) 

d) Velars 

Among velars the correspondences seem to be inconsistent. The real 

problem is that Aram Q represents three E velars: k, k, g. The 

correspondence between Eg k and Aram Q is naturally supported. Yet Eg 

g also corresponds to Aram Q in PQRQPTH (p3-n-grg-pth). EK g was 

usually prepalatalizedJ8. Yet there are some Eg g, which remain as 

velar without being prepalatalized, so being realized as Copt K (e. g., 

g3g3 : KAR ; g3.4 : KA l etc. ) 19. The fact that Eg grg took the same 

course of phonetic change is demonstrated in the Gk form flaKEpKePces 

(*p3-n-grg-3s. 0 and the Copt form KEpKECOYXOc (grg. t-sbk; Gk 

KEpkEoouxo5 ). Therefore, it is not surprising that there is no 

correspondence with Aram G. 

The majority of Eg k is represented by Aram K. However there are 

two cases in which Eg k is represented by Aram Q: PTSBQ and QLWL. Eg 

k can be rarely represented by Aram Q at the final and initial 

position. LO 

lbVergote, Phonetique, p. 40; W. H. Worrell, p. 27f. 
19Ibid, p. 41. 
20For interchange of Erb k and k, see W. Ward, JNES, 16(1957), p. 200f. 
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e) Alveolars 

Eg t corresponds to Aram T. When it is the fem ending, the t is 

realized either as Y (as a vowel letter) or o. There are four 

instances in which Eg t corresponds to Aram T instead of T; 

e- g-, 'HTP (ii-htp) PHTB (p3-htp) 

PHTMWNY (p3-ht-mni. t) PTHRTYS (pth-ir-di-sw) 

Characteristically, the Ts are caught between a labial and a 

laryngal(H). Therefore, the secondary change in Aram T>T has taken 

place in this particular phonetic condition. The variation of MPTH 

and MPTH should be remembered here, whatever the identification is. 

This change is an Aram feature. 

Eg t is realized as Aram T, T and 9. Eg t corresponds to Aram T, 

because many Eg ts became /t/ in the course of phonetic history. 

However, there is an exception in which Eg t>t is represented by 

Aram 'P, e. i., PPT`WNYT. Again the /t/ is caught between a labial and 

a laryngal (`) and became /t/. Therefore, we can suppose the 

secondary change Aram T>T. The primary correspondence of Eg t (as 
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/t/, riot /t/) is, therefore, Aram 521. 

Eg d corresponds mostly to Aram T and rarely to Aram T. The fact 

that Eg d usually does not correspond to Aram T exhibits the existence 

of a phonetic difference beween Eg d and t, though they are not 

distinguishable in Copt (both became T12. Scribes prefer Aram T to T 

and D for Eg d. The correspondence of Eg d to Aram T is due to a 

secondary change, because they are restricted to the initial and final 

position; 

e. g., at the initial: TM', TMY 

at the end: 'SPMT, NP'WRT, 'WPT6TW, THRT 

Eg d corresponds to either S or T (therefore, to T, see above), 

exceptionally to D. Eg d has a double realization in Copt, namely, T 

and Y23. Some of the Eg ds remain unchanged, realized as Copt X, Aram 

S; some of the Eg ds, changed into Eg d, are represented by Copt T, 

Aram T (see above). It is shown again that Aram T can be replaced by 

Aram T at the initial and final positions (see above); 

21S. Serert observes that the emphatic T is dissimilated to T before 
Q in 'TYQ (< 'TYQ) and considers Heb `attiq as a loanword from Aram 
(Altaramäische Grammatik section 3.7.2.2.1; cf. BDB p. 801b). 
However, 'TQ is only attested in Eg Aramaic, the root 'TQ "to pass" 
occurs in Ug (UT 19.1938), Akk etequ "to pass" and Arab 'atiq "old, 
ancient" (Aram 'TYQ is a passive form), making it impossible that 
'TYQ is original. Also there is no reason to suppose Heb 'attiq is 
an Aram loanword. It is more likely that T is dissimilated to T 
after a laryngal ('TYQ > 'TYQ), as our observation shows the change 
of T>T. 

Another example of the change T>T has been observed in 6HT (< 
SAHT), since Dupont-Sommer (Les Inscriptions Arameennes de Sefire, 
p. 47), followed by Fitzmyer, The Aramaic Inscriptions of Sefire, 
p. 50, saying that 6HT for IT is due to the partial assimilation of 
T to H. Phonetically the change could be supported by our 
observation. Notice Degen's objection that IT and §HT are 
independent words (AAG section 20, p. 41, Anti II and n. 39). 

Cf. Gesenius, section 54b. 
For Ug d>t under the influence of the emphatics, see UT 5.24. 

22J. Vergote, op. cit. p. 28. 
23J. Vergote, Ibid., p. 28 
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e. g., at the end: PTYRWT --- p3-t3w-rwd(w) 

at the initial: THWTM`W --- dhwty-m3`. w; 

THWT --- dhwty 

f) Labials 

Eg b is almost always represented by Aram B. Yet once by P, once 

by W. The correspondence Eg b and Aram P is only realized in the name 

WHPR', WHPR`MHY. All other forms of this name indicate the change b> 

p before R, which took place in Eg before the name was recorded by 

Aram scribes. 

For the correspondence between Eg b and Aram W, see the discusion 

in HPYW. 

Eg p is realized as Aram P, once as B at the final position, once 

dropped in htp (see Eg p: Aram o). 

Eg f, for which Aram had no symbols, is realized by Aram P, rather 

than voiced B. Only if Aram B had been aspirated [b] > [vi, the B 

might have stood for Eg f. 

g) Nasals 

Aram M and N stand for Eg a and n respectively. Only one exception 

is PRMWTY in which Aram M represents Eg n as a result of Eg change nn 

>m (see PRMWTY). 

DN hnm. w is realized by either HNWM or-HNWB. The Gk variant 

XVOUJ 1s and Xvoulets indicate that this is not a question of Aram 

Eg correspondence, but Eg double values of hnm. w. Probably Eg e was 

dissimilated into b before [ü]. 
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h) Sibilants 

The correspondence of Aram 9 to both Eg 9 and t is in accord with 

the fact that PS interdental *t is written with 9 in OA (cf. with S in 

the Fakhariya inscription), with T in BA24, assuming Eg t was 

interde-_ntal at this period. 

In the Ph section, we have observed that Eg 
_t corresponds to Ph S, 

when Eg t became Copt X. However, it is clear enough that Eg t (Copt 

.) which is represented by S in Ph., was never realized as S in Aram. 

Aram S is the usual counterpart of Eg t (Copt)L ). 

e. g., Ph S: Eg t SHPMW (t3y-hp-1®w), 

SKNSMW (t3y-hns. w-irw) 

Aram : Eg I SHPYMW (t3y-hp-la. w) 

§HPMW (t3y-#P-im. w) 

Therefore, we could conclude that there is a certain difference in 

phonetic value between Ph S and Aram . Ph S corresponds to Eg t, to 

which Aram S corresponds. 25 

[51 Matres Lectionis 

The eater lectionis is fully developed to designate Eg vowels as 

follows; 

24Degen, AAG p. 33; Segert, op. cit. section 3.2.6.1. ). 
25Ph AMW could be Eg t3y-lm. w (cf. Aram AMW). Then it could be said 

that Ph § corresponds to Eg r. Yet the identification cannot be 
confirmed. 
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a) Yodh 

(1) medial [i] 

PN=HPYMN, PHYM, NPR'YT, ýRNHYB etc. DN='WSRYHPY etc. Lw=KYHK, 

§YM, THYT etc. 

(2) final [i] 

PN='PRY, HRNWPY, PTWSRY etc. DN='WSRYHPY, 'SY, 'SRY, 

etc. GN=MNPY, 'PY; Lw=TMY, TRY, PHTMWNY etc. 

b) Way 

(1) medial to/u] 

PN='WPT6TW, 'MHWT, HRNWPY, P§NPMWY etc. DN=HNWB; GN='BWT, 'BWD; 

Lw=HTHWR, PHTMWNYT, T`WBY etc. 

(2) final [o/u]? 

In contrast to the frequent occurrence of W as medial mater 

lectionis, the W hardly appears as mater lectionis at the final 

position. The possibility of the W as final mater lectionis is 

poorly suggested by PN NKW and LYLW. The W of NKW, however, more 

likely to be a consonant due to the Eg spelling nk3. w (and Heb 

variant NKW and NKH). The W of LYLW may also have a consonant 

value due to Copt AEA oY , AIA oY . The absence of waw as a mater 

lectionis at the end of words could be connected with he used as a 

mater lectionis indicating [o]. 

c) He 

(1) final (o/o] 

GN=TBH (Copt Tßw ); Lw=PR`H 
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PN PHH and Lw MNHH suggest that the he is used as a mater 

lectionis though their phonetic value are not determinable. 

d) Aleph 

The aleph as mater lectionis is uncommon and its phonetic value is 

not stabilized. Though it is difficult to distinguish aleph-consonant 

from aleph-mater lectionis, the following reveals that aleph is used 

as mater lectionis at the final position. 

(1) final [i/i] 

Lw=TM' 

The double realizations of Eg word dii as Aran TMY and 

TM' present evidence to indicate that the aleph is used as aater 

lectionis, because, as we have observed, Eg I at the final position 

no longer preserved the aleph pronuciation. Therefore, the final Y 

and ' here are interchangable, funiioning as mater Jectionis. 

(2) final to/o] 

PN=HRYWT' 

(3) final [a/a] 

PN=THRQ' (cf. Heb tirhagäh) 

However, it is doubtful that Aran ' is used as mater lectionis 

in the following; (1) PN 'SYT " and PS': Though ' could be 

interpreted as mater lectionis, the final aleph could also corres- 

pond to Eg 3, preserved by Eg t and w(* 3s. t-t3- `3. t, p3-83w). 

The Ph 'S" (3s. t-`3. t) indicates that the final aleph could be a 

consonant. (2) PN PN', TM'; GN N': Their final alephs could be 

either mattes lectionis or realization of Eg i (p3-n-niw. t, t3-n. t- 

miw, niw. t). (3) PN PH', SH' and TH': The final alephs indicate a 

final short vowel [o], if they are used as mattes lectionis. 
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However, Ph form SH' also has the final ', making as syllable- 

closing consonants. (4) Lw TMNH' and SNT': Both alephs are most 

likely to be the Aram determinative. 

In sum, medial and final [i/i] are indicated by yodh, medial [o/u] 

by waw, final to/o] by he, any final vowel by aleph. Yodh and waw 

are predominantly used as mater lectionis. 26 

e) Notes on the use of matres lectionis 

(1) matres lectionis in words or divine names which occupy the 

final position in Pns, never occur when such words or divine names 

occur in initial position. This seem to indicate that matres 

lectionis are used in connection with the position of accent. 

(a) nfr: NP in initial / NWPY in final 

At the initial: NPSY, PN`WRT, NPR'YT, PTNPHTP, PNPTM 

At the final: HRNWPY, KNWPY, PTHNWPY, TNWPY 

(b) ir: HR in initial / HWR in final 

At the initial: HRBK, HRWS, HRWN, HRHBY, HRMHY, HRMN, HRNWPY 

At the final: 'SHWR, NHTHWR, PTHWR 

(c) Iran: MN in initial / MWN in final 

At the initial: PMNHTP27 

At the final: PTMWN, PMWN 

(d) m31: MY in initial / MWY in final 

26Cf. In BA [i] and [e] are indicated by yodh, medial [ü] or [ö] by 

waw, final [ä][M] or [e] by he, final [ä] or [ei and [6) by aleph 
(Rosenthal, BA, section 5). In OA [ü) by waw, [i] by yodh, [äJ[61 
by he (Degen, AAG section 6). 

27Cf. 'MWRTYS; imn occurs in the initial position, a mater lectionis 

is used, instead the consonant n dropped. 
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At the initial: PTMYHWS 

At the final: P§NPMWY 

(e) di: T in initial / TY in final 

At the initial: PT'SY, PTWSYRY, PTMN etc. 

At the final: 'HRTYS, 'MWRTYS, HKRTYSW, PTY, PTHRTYS 

The fact is that NP, HR, HT, MN, MY and T can be the second 

elements, because scribes were not forced to use metres Jectionis, 

though they are customary. Yet the fact that NWPY, HWR, HWT, MWN, 

MWY, TY can not be the first component indicates that scribes were 

forced to write them without mattes lectionis. Hence it is most 

likely that mattes lectionis are used in the accented syllable. 

This means that Eg had an accent at the final position in the Late 

Period. 

(2) In Saqqara there are some indications that aatres lectionis 

were less developed; 

e. g. HWR --- HR in Saqqara 

HRHWT --- URFIT in Saqqara 

NYT --- NT in Saqqara 

Cf. 'SR6WT --- 'SR§T in Hermopolois 

However, unique in Saqqara is that the use of aatres lectionis 

with aleph as 'W, 'Y; 

e. g. 'WPTSTW (cf. 'PY), NPR'YT, 'WSRY, T'YS 

(3) Date of matres lectionis 

We are not in a position to determine the date of origin of Tatres 

lectionis. However, there are slight indications that uses of astres 

lectionis developed between 7th and 6th cent. BC in Aramaic. There is 

a seal containing the Eg name PT'S. In Aram, however, the theophoric 
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element (Isis) is never written as 'S without the final mater 

lectionis Y, when Isis is the last component of personal names, or 

used independently. However this seal (late 8th - early 7th cent. BC) 

bears -'S, which occurs in Phoenician twice. The names in LH, 

belonging to the end of 6th or early 5th cent. BC, tend to show that 

matres lectionis were less developed in Hermopolis (see above). In 

this connection, we may infer that the Saqqara documents show an 

earlier form of writing in terms of matres lectionis. 

[6] Spirantization 

The problems of the double pronunciation of the /bgdkpt/ have been 

extensively discussed for more than half a century, especially since 

P. Kahle, on the lines of the tradition of German scholarship, 

ascribed it to the innovations of the Masoretes between the 8th and 

9th century, as a result of the influence of Syriac. The range of the 

question is threefold; 

1) The date of the origin: from 10th cent. BC to 8th cent. AD. 

2) The direction of influence: (i) from Akk to Aran, (ii) 

from Hurrian to Semitic28, (iii) from Aram to Heb. 

3) The character of the pronunciation: phonemic or allophonic. 

In the following, only evidence which others have proposed will be 

discussed. Convenient summaries and bibliographies are found in 

E. E. Knudsen's "Spirantization of Velars in Akkadian" (Lihin 

mithurti, pp. 150f). 

28E. A. Speiser, "Progress in the Study of the Hurrian Language, " 

BASOR 74 (1939) pp. 4-7. 
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a) Phoenician Evidence" 

(1) Latin transliteration of Punic: Poenulus of Plautus3uca. 200 BC. 

(a) Latin th corresponds to Pu T in both initial and 

postvocalic; e. g., thuulech (=THLK) 934, yathyalm ('6T'LM) 931, yth 

('T) 930,935, alonuth ('LWNWT) 930 

(b) Latin ch corresponds to Pu K in both initial and 

postvocalic; e. g., chy (KY) 931, chil (KL) 935, chon (KN) 935; 

aelichot (H-HLYKWT? ) 937, anechi ('NKY) 995. 

(c) Latin ph corresponds to Pu P in initial; e. g., pho (PH) 932. 

(d) Latin f corresponds to Pu P in initial; e. g., liful (LP'L) 

935, rufe (RP') 1006. 

The above evidence does not prove non-existence of the spirantiza- 

tion in Punic. The inconsistent correspondences of Latin th and ch 

simply indicate the inadequate nature of Latin consonants to reflect 

the spirantization, as is now commonly recognized by many scholars 

(see below). We should pay more attention to the fact that Latin ph 

is used for an initial P and Latin f for postvocalic P. 

(2) NPu B represents /w/ in NPu transliteration of Nuoidian proper 

names (section 38); 

(a) YWBZ'L'N (Latin iuzale) KAI 117.2 (NPu-Latin bilingual 

text 1st cent. AD; cf. T'NBR' (Latin thanubra) 

(b) TBGG (Numidian TBGG *[Tuwga(g)] modern Thugga) KAI 101.1 

(Numidic-Punic bilingual text, 139/8 BC) 

29Spirantization took place in Ph accoring to Harris, Development, 
section 42. Yet Friedrich and Röllig are more cautious, PPG1 
section 38. 

30H. Sznycer, Les Passages Puniques, p. 108,114,147f (cf. Section 
38). 
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(c) ZBG (CIS 1,499.4,676.3), ZYBQ (CIS 1,569.4), ZYWG (CIS 

1,341.4; 460.4) for [ziwag] 4th - 2nd cent BC 

The above examples are in favour of the spirantization of Punic B 

after a vowel. However, it is not legitimate to ascribe Pu B 

representing [w] only to the spirantization, because interchanges 

among the bilabial consonants including w are fairly common in 

Semitic31. 

(3) Pu B for M (section 55) 4th - 2nd cent. BC; 

(a) intervocalic: 6M' > AB`, HMN > MBN 

(b) non-intervocalic: `BD'SMN > `BD'SBN 

(c) initial: MGN > BGN 

It is self-evident that the chnage of M>B is not necessarily due 

to postvocalic spirantization32, because it took place even in the 

initial position. 

Therefore, though there are some indications that the spirantiza- 

tion was operative in Punic (ca. 200 BC), none of then is conclusive. 

31Moscati, section 8.8; for Eg example see Ph HRB, Aram PTSBQ, HRYW, 

also Sethe, ZAS 50 p. 80-83. 

JLCf. UT 5.33 
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b) Hebrew Evidence33 

(1) B for P: ca. 598 or 587 34 

(a) NB6 for NPD 

(b) WHBQDM for WHPQYDM 

It is more likely that aspirated [b] corresponds to labial [w] 

rather than voiced labial [p]. The interchange of B for P is not 

necessarily due to the spirantization of B, which already occurred in 

the second millennium35. 

(2) Late Babylonian transliteration of West Semitic DN MLK in mid- 

5th cent. BC36. 

(a) dflil-hi-to-ri-bi (BE IX 42.3) 

(b) Nu-ä-hi-dMil-hi (BE 47.19) 

(c) dMil-hi-AD. §E§ (BE X 75.5) 

(d) Ab-di-dMil-hi (UMBS 11,1.226.19) 

The validity of the evidence, NW Sea K[k]: LB h, was negated by 

Knudsen37, because of a conditioned spirantization of Akkadian velar 

stops. 

33The spirantization in Hebrew has been in doubt because of Greek and 
Latin transliteration. The double realization is due to Syriac 
influence; Bergsträsser, HG section 6 m; H. Bauer and P. Leander, 
Hist. Gram, section 19 c; Kahle, The Cairo Geniza, p. 103-106; G. 
Beer - R. Meyer, HG2, section 8.2,13.2; G. Garbini, 11 semitica di 
nord-ovest, pp. 26,39. For inadequacies of Greek and Latin 
transliteration, see E. Y. Kutscher, JSS 10 (1965) pp. 24ff; J. 
Barr, JSS 12 (1967) pp. 9ff; E. Bronno, JSS 13 (1968) pp. 195ff; G. 
Dalman, Grammatik des jüdisch-palästinischen Aramäisch (1960) p. 65. 
Also see Harris. Development, section 42. 

34Aharoni, BASOR, 197 (1970) p. 20 n. 13. 
35Moscati, section 8.8; UT 5.28. For an oscillation of b and p, see 

M. Weippert, The Settlement of the Israelite Tribes in Palestine, 
p. 74ff. 

36A. Goetze, JAOS 59 (1939) p. 452 and n. 74; H. Ziuern, KA76 p. 471. 

37Li än mithurti, p. 151 
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(3) B for W in the Biblical Hebrew; 

(a) parbar (1Chr 26: 18) for *parwär in pl. parwärim (2K 23: 11). 

Notice that the b is preceded not by a vowel, but a resonant. 

Though spirantization is a possible explanation, again. a bilabial 

example much reduces the value of the evidence. The accent shift 

parbär > parwirim may have effect upon the change of consonantal value /b/ 

>/w/. 

(4) The Yemenite, a modern tradition, has preserved the double 

pronunciation of post vocalic BGDKPT38. 

There is not sufficient evidence that spirantization took place 

in Hebrew except for the reading of the Masoretic dagesh forte and the 

Yemenite pronunciation. 

c) Aramaic Evidence39 

(1) The merging of the Proto-Semitic d, t and t with their 

spirantized counterparts d, t, and t¢0. 

S. Kaufman says "once one accepts the inescapable conclusion that 

OA --- used the graphemes for the sibilants to represent the Proto- 

Semitic spirants for which the Canaanite alphabet had no symbols, it 

is obvious that a spirantized pronunciation of the stops could not 

have occured in OA, for if spirantization had occurred, d, t, and t 

3bKutscher, "Yemenite Hebrew and Ancient Pronunciation, " JSS 11 
(1966) pp. 220ff. 

39Spirantization was not operative in OA; H. Schaeder, Iranische 
Beiträge, I p. 44; S. Kaufman, The Akk Influences on Aran, p. 117. 
Spirantization already existed in OA; Segert, Altaramäish Gramma- 
tik, section 3.7.7.6.2 (? ); Brockelman, GVG section 78. Spiranti- 

zation was operative in Imperial Aramaic; Leander, section 1; 

Kutscher, "Aramaic" p. 374 (in Hebrew and Aramaic Studies, p. 117). 

40Bergstrasser, Introduction, section 4/1.11 and n. c. 
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would have been confused with the corresponding spirants, still 

separate graphemes, in the orthography. " However, this confusion took 

place in the period 700 - 400 BC. Therefore, in Imperial Aram 

spirantization systematically developed. Though this observation is 

certainly possible, it is not legitimate to ascribe this confusion 

only to spirantization in this lack of external evidence. The 

merging of consonantal value is always possible in the course of the 

history of any language. The relation between spirantization and the 

merging cannot be sufficient evidence of the existence of spirantiza- 

tion in Imperial Aramaic. 

(2) Akk transliteration of Persian PNs by Aram speakers. 41 

(a) U-ak-sa-tar for Uvakhhatra Gk kua fäp#s (APN 238a). 

(b) U-ma-ku-is-tar for Uvakhtatara Gk ku4. P75 (APN 240a) 

Here Persian postvocalic [h] was transliterated as Akk k [k]. 

Kutscher, following Eilers, assumes that as Akkadian by then was a 

dead language, the inscriptions were written by Aramaic-speaking 

scribes who "superimposed on the Akkadian their Aramaic pronuncia- 

tion. " Though Aramaic-speaking scribes are probable, the fact remains 

that we do not know about the scribes. Moreover, we are now well 

informed on the alternation of Akk l and K. Therefore, the above 

argument is not sufficient. 

(3) Arabic transliteration of GNs. 42 

(a) Arab h: Sem K [k] ( for ®ikaäs) 

(b) Aram h: Sem K (k] ( \�o for salkah) 

(c) Arab d: Sem D [d] ( 6); k for 'edr'f ) 

(d) Arab s: Sea T [t] ( U,, 9ý for `atäröj) 

41Kutscher, "Aramaic" p. 374; W. Eilers, Iranische Beamtennasen, p. 70; 

42Kutscher, JSS 10 (1965) p. 27f. 
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It is evident that spirantization existed at the time of the Arab 

Conquest. 

(4) It is well known that the Late Aramaic spirantization was 

operative. 

The existence of spirantization in Aram, esp. since Imperial 

Aramaic, has never been doubted. However, external evidence has never 

proved it until the Arabic transliterations reflect it, and the Late 

Aramaic demonstrates it. As for the Biblical Aramaic, if we accept 

the Masoretic points, spirantization was operative on the same 

principle as Biblical Hebrew. Therefore, we could assume that 

spirantized reading in BA was introduced under the influence of 

Biblical Hebrew. Therefore, we conclude, with Moscati43, that "there 

is no certain proof that it pre-dates the Christian era", except 

perhaps in Punic. 

d) New Evidence 

With this lack of evidence for spirantization, our consonantal 

correspondences of Eg to Ph and Aram seem to afford evidence that 

spirantizations of Eg laryngals (h, h and h) between Ph and Arai are 

significant. Their correspondences are as follows; 

Eg hhhh 

Ph HH H/K K 

Aram HHHH 

There was a clear distinction in phonetic value between Eg h/h and 

4JMoscati, section 8.10. 
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h/h, which was preserved until Coptic 44. Eg h and h, which are V 

always realized in Copt as either 2 or o, were much weaker than Eg 

and h. For example, the Greek forms of Eg names containing Eg h and h 

often have no phonetic counterpart. On the contrary, Eg h and h are 

usually realized in Gk as either k or X, though the normal realization 

of Eg h and h in Semitic is still H (Arab not K45. Therefore, it 

is normal for Eg h to correspond to Ph and Aram H, and Eg h and h to 

Aram H as above. 

However, it is characteristic that Eg h corresponds to Ph H twice, 

at the same time to Ph K four times, and Eg h to Ph K twice. These 

peculiar correspondences could only be explained either by the Eg 

velarization of h and h or by the spirantization of Ph K. The former 

is not only not known to us, but also contradicts the fact Eg h, h and 

h are all represented by Aram H. Therefore, the spirantization of Ph 

K seems to be most probable explanation of this correspondence. 

Furthermore, when we examine the condition of the spirantization, 

i. e., postvocalic or not, it becomes more probable; 

(1) Eg h in initial corresponds to Ph H: 

e. g., HTM (htm) 9/8th cent. BC-53 AD 

(2) Eg h after a consonant corresponds to Ph H: 

e. g., 'NHPMS ('nh-p3-ms) 5th cent. BC 

The non-existence of a vowel before Eg h is indicated by Gk 

'Ay o- and Axo - for Eg 'no- and the fact that N of 'NY is 

assimilated as 'H (see 'NHHPY, 'HHY). 

(3) Postvocalic Eg h and h correspond to Ph K: 

(a) PTKNS (p3-dß-hns. w) 5th cent. BC 

The existence of a vowel before Eg h (Ph K) is shown in Gk 

44J. Vergote, Phonetique, pp. 64-67. 
45 Ibid. , p. 65. 
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TTE TEXWV0 (cf. NB pa-at-ha-an-si showing vowel syncope, cf. 

pata'esi': pat'esi') 

(b) SKNSMW (t3y-hns. w-im. w) 5th cent. BC 

The vowel before Eg h (Ph K) is disclosed in Copt Xl 

and 6/ for Eg t3y. 

(c) 'MNNK (imn-nh) 

We can safely assume that there is a vowel before K, because 

the the second N opens a syllable. 

(d) HRPKRT. (hr-p3-hrd) 5th/4th cent. BC and 4th/2nd cent. BC 

The vowel preceding K (Eg h) is evident in Gk `Ap1OKpdTj5 

`AprToXpd7Ts. cf. Aram PTHRPHRT (p3-di-hr-p3-hrd). 

(e) PWSK (p3-wsh) 

For Eg wsh, cf. Copt OYw We (metathesis, cf. Arab 9 ). 

Notice the reading is difficult. 

The above PNs consistently indicate that Eg h and h correspond to 

Ph K when the condition of the spirantization, i. e., postvocalic, is 

satisfied. Since Ph K was spirantized after vowel: /k/ > /k/, Ph K 

was able to represent Eg h and h. On the other hand, Eg h which is 
VV 

not preceded by a vowel or in the initial position is represented by 

Ph H. Therefore, we can conclude that the spirantization was operative 

in 5th cent. BC in Phoenician. 

On the contrary, when we turn to the Aram documents and examine the 

thirty-seven Eg proper names and loan words (attestation 81 times) 

containing Eg h and h, we are led to an opposite conclusion, because 

every Eg h and h, whether preceded by a vowel or not, is exclusively 

represented by Aram H; 

(1) Eg h after a consonant (= Aram H): 

e. g., 'NHHPY (`nh-hpy) cf. Ph `NHPMS 
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(2) Eg h and h after a vowel (= Aram H): 

e. g., PHNS (p3-hns) cf. Ph PTKNS (see above) 

PTHRPHRT (p3-di-hr-p3-hrd) cf. Ph HRPKRT 

This striking fact displayed in 81 examples seems to be sufficient 

evidence to indicate that the spirantization was not operative in 

Aram. If the spirantization was operative, we could expect the 

correspondence between Eg h /h and Aram K, as shown in Ph as well as 

the late Aram and Arab: for MKMS, &L for SLKH (see 

above). With respect to the date, the 81 examples cover a consider- 

able length of time as follows; 

(1) PTHNM (p3-d1-hnm. w) late 6th cent. BC, Hermopolis 

(2) NHTHWR (nht-hr) 5th cent. BC, outside Eg 

(3) MY (p3-hv) end of 4th cent. BC, Elephantine 

These examples tell us that the spirantization did not take place 

during the currency of Imperial Aramaic. 

Once we accept the inescapable conclusions that the spirantization 

was operative in Ph, but not in Imperial Arasaic46, it seems more 

reasonable to assume that the spirantization first took place in Ph 

and was introduced to Heb under the influence of Ph. Yet in Aras it 

did not become operative until Middle Aram (300 BC - 200 AD). As for 

the Biblical Aram, we could assume the influence of the Heb pronuncia- 

46Maybe we can add one more observation as an evidence of spirantiza- 
tion in Ph; the different realization of Eg PN hr-lb between Ph 
and Arami. e., Ph HRB and Aram HRYW. As I have discussed in the 
entry HRYW, the final Eg b of hr-lb was partially assimilated into 
the previous vowel: *[JubJ > *[Iuw] ) YW. However, in Ph the B 
still stands for Eg b which was assimilated as [wJ. This is 
possible only when Ph B is spirantized. While in Aram the B, 
plosive, did not bear that sound value, hence, the Arama rendering 
of Eg hr-lb is HRYW. Therefore, we could conclude that Ph HRB 
suggests the spirantization of B in Ph (Eg b (bJ= Ph B lb], Aram 
W). 
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tion upon it. 

[7] N-Assimilation 

As Leander justly observed that "die Assimilation des n an einen 

folgenden kons. ist nur selten durchgeführt worden, " Aram scribes 

seem to be sensitive to n-sound. 

a) Eg `nh-) 'H in AD (9 times) and Saqq (`HHPY) 

However Eg 'nh > `NH in Elephantine ('NHHPY, `NHPM'Y, `NHMT). 

b) PN mit-nfr > MPY in Hermopolis 

However MNPY in Elephantine, Saqqara and Padua 

c; ) Eg mit >M in Wadi el-Hüdi (MHPR`) 

However the usual realization is mit (see above) 

d) DN imn- > 'MW in Elephantine ('MWRTYS) 

This assimilation may not result from the treatment of an Aram 

scribe, because some Gk forms and the Akk form lack the n (see 

'MWRTYS). Probably the intervocalic n was merged with vowels 

"i'amu/onortise) > *l'amu/ortise] 

The sensitivity to the n-sound in Eg Aram may be best expressed in 

the PNs of p3-brd-n-type. The n (Eg genitive) occurs before P three 

times: PSNPWR (Eleph. ), P§NPMWY (Eleph. ), P§NPTH (Saqq. ). Cf. P§WBSTY 

(AD), P§TWT (Saqq. ), also Ph P§MHY. 
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CHAPTER III: 

EGYPTIAN PROPER NAMES AND WORDS IN HEBREW 

Various attempts at the identification of Eg elements in the Old 

Testament have been made since the last century. The first organized 

study appeared when W. Spiegelberg collected his independent essays 

and published a monograph Aegyptologische Randglossen zum Alten 

Testament (1904; see a review by J. H. Breasted, AJSL 21 1905 pp. 247- 

250). Most of his discussions are still valuable. A half century 

later (1952) T. Lambdin throughly dealt with Eg elements in the Old 

Testament in the first chapter of his Ph. D. dissertation. It is 

obvious that his main concerns were with Eg loan words. His extensive 

discussion of 46 possible Eg loan words was, with one elimination, 

published in JAOS 73 (1952) pp. 145-155. This remains as a standard 

work on Eg loan words in the Old Testament until today. Eg loan words 

were re-examined by M. Ellenbogen, Foreign Words in the Old Testament: 

Their origin and Etymology (1962). Mostly following Lambdin, he added 

6 more possibilities to Lambdin's list following identifications 

included in KB' and eliminated 20 loan words from it. As far as Eg 

loan words are concerned there was little progress in his re- 

examination. Therefore there is room for further advances in 

identification of Eg loan words. Even though Eg proper names are 

always discussed in commentaries, Bible dictionaries and independent 

articles, there is no systematic treatment of their identifications. 

In the following will be treated all Eg proper names found not only 
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in the Old Testament, but also in all Hebrew documents including 

seals. 

References are cited in each inventory; for the references 

concerning Eg elements in the Joseph story, see the inventory of 'BRK. 

A. HEBREW DOCUMENTS: DATES AND PROVENANCES 

Y. Aharoni, Arad Inscriptions, no. 54,72 (ostracon): 

end of 8th c. BCI, Arad 

N. Avigad, Michmanim, 4 no. 6 (seal): 8th c. BC, n. p. 

--------, Hebrew Bullae, pp. 68,69: 7th-6th c. BC, Burnt Archive 

A. Lemaire, Semitica, 30 (1980) p. 19-20 (ostracon): 

late 8th-7th c. BC, Aroer (Negev) 

Anonymous, IEJ, 12 (1972) p. 146 (amphora): n. d., En-Gedi 

F. Vattioni, SE I (Biblica 50) no. 148: n. d., near Jerusalem 

--------, SE 11 (Augustinianum 11) no. 267: n. d., Judea. 

'A. Lemaire, Inscriptions Hebraiques, vol. 1, p. 201. 
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B. INVENTORY OF EGYPTIAN PROPER NAMES AND LOAN WORDS 

[1] Personal Names 

°w° 
--- 

�WI 
d W' 

[Heb] Yadin, Hazor, II p. 70 ]'W'; [Ammonite] Vattioni, SE I no. 194 

[Eg] Ranke 1,16.10 m. MK-NK. There are many similar names attested 

(see Ranke 1,16.9-23, e. g., iwi, 1wy) 

The name is more likely to be Semitic as Hammond (BASOR 160 

p. 39) compared it with the Midianite King 'Ewi (Num 31: 8), to which 

the hypocoristic termination aleph, which is relatively common in 

Ammonite (Jackson, Ammonite Lang p. 89), was attached. 

* 'HYMN'P ( 
-nib'nx 

) (hybrid) 

--- 'HY-mw. t "Brother of Mut" 

[Heb] lChr 6: 10 (25) 

[Eg) mw. t (Wb 11,54) is one of the commonest elements in Eg PNs. 

The name could be interpreted as a pure Eg name: 3h-mw. t V 

4 'L (Ranke 1,2.24) "Mut is glorious. " The name also could be 

interpreted as a pure Semitic "Brother of Death. " Yet the fact 

that 'HYMWT was born in Egypt leads us to be inclined to think it 

Eg. For MWT see `NMWT. 

'` ( y1 iflX ) (hybrid) 

--- ' HY-r ` "Brother of Re"' 

[Heb] Num 1: 15.2: 29,7: 78,83,10: 27 
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lEgl for Eg god r' see Wb 11,401 

There is a Heb noun ra' "evil" (from root R"). Yet a divine name 

is more probable. While a Semitic explana tion is possible, the 

root R' "evil" is not used in PNs (cf. IPN p. 236). Heb re'a, 

though its vocalization differs from 'HYR`, could be an 

alternative, 

* 'SYR ( 1' UX) 

--- 3s(ws)1r(. w) k "Osiris" 

IPN p. 63 n. 2; Avigad, IEJ 4 p. 238 

tHebi Ex 6: 24, lChr 6: 7(22), 8(23), 22(37) 

(E9] Ranke 1,85.5 m. Dynl8. 

The bearers of this name were probably born in Egypt. Therefore 

an Eg name is likely. Another Eg explanation is isr, Isr. w 

"Tamarisk" (Ranke 1,46.22-25; 11,246.14 m. OK-MK), which is more 

common (cf. Copt occ , Demot lsr). However 'SR is also a common 

Semitic root meaning "bind", of which derivations are 'Asir and 

'assir "prisoner. " Therefore, the identification is open to 

choice, although the root 'SR is not otherwise found in Heb PNs. 

* 'SNH ( 71JUX 

--- *(n)s-n(w. t) "He who belongs to Nut" 

IPN p. 63 

[Heb] Ezr 2: 50 

[E9] For a goddess Nut as a theophoric element, cf. inb-m-nw. t 

(Ranke 1,191.2 f. Dynl8), t3-di. t-nw. t (Ranke 1,373.16 f. Late), `nh- 

nw. t (Ranke II, 271.10 m. Late). 

Noth admitted that the name is Eg, probably because of the 

absence of a proper Semitic etymology. If 'SNH is an Eg name, it 
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is most likely to be identified with *ns-nw. t. 

** 'SNT ( Jiiux 
IT 

--- *Ws-n(y). t "She who belongs to Neith" 

L p. 56; For other references see Lw 'BRK 

[Heb] Gen 41: 45,50,46: 20 (wife of Joseph) 

[Eg] cf. ns + DN type names (Ranke 1,173.17ff m/f. OK-Gk; cf. Aram 

'SHWR, 'SHNWM, 'SMN, 'SMT, 'SPMT, 'SPMT etc. ). Though n(y)-s(w/y)- 

DN is one of the most common type of Eg PNs after NK, this type of 

name occurs even in OK and MK (Ranke 1,174.13,15,16,173.3,13, 

176.5,14,15,177.16,23 etc. ) [LXX] AvEVVEB 
, 'ArEVEB. 

Possible is K. Kitchen's reconstruction, based on an attested 

form, *iw. s-n. t "She belongs to you" (cf. zw. f-n. t "He belongs to 

you (? )" Ranke 1,14.12; iw. f-n. i "He belongs to me") which often 

occur in MK (Kitchen, NBD p. 94). However genitival adjective n 

plus the suffix of 2nd masc. sg hardly appears in Eg PNs. The 

above iw. f-n. t, which is only example that the 2nd masc sg suffix 

is used, can be interpreted as "He shall belong to Neith" (Ranke 

did not give the meaning to the name), whose identification with 

this name has been suggested by Vergote, following Spiegelberg 

(Joseph en Egypte p. 148f). iw. f-(n-)-DN type is a common type of 

name in NK-Late (Ranke 1,13-18). Therefore, this explanation is 

equally possible. 

'SR'L ( 5? ýýi'X) (hybrid) 

--- 3s(ws)-ir-'L "Osiris is god" 

[Heb] IChr 4: 16 

[Eg] see Ph 'SR 

The fragmentary genealogy in which the name appears makes it 
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impossible to date it. Phonetically the Eg identification is 

possible (cf. SKYWT = sk. tw). The absence of a Heb root 'SR 

perhaps indicates a foreign name, unless a misspelling took place 

as follows: 'SR'L > 'SR'L (root 'SR "to bind", yet could still be 

3s-it-'L). If Heb 'SYR is Eg name 3s(ws)-ir. w, as I discussed 

before, 'SR'L is less likely to be identified with Osiris. 

'SR'LY (hybrid) 

--- Var. of 'SRY'L (? ) 

(Heb] Num 26: 31b 

[Eg] see 'SR'L, 'SYR 

'SR'LH (; i) (hybrid) 

--- Var. of '8R'LH (? ) 

[Heb] lChr 25: 2,14 

(Eg] see above 

'SRY'L (5 ý'-ýWX ) (hybrid) 

--- Var. of 'SR'L 

[Heb] Num 26: 31a, Josh 17: 2, lChr 7: 14 (son of Manash) 

[Eg] see above and Ph 'SR 

That the bearer of this name was born in Eg strengthens the Eg 

explanation (for the root 'SR, see 'SR'L). The Y of 

corresponds to the Aram form 'SRY "Osiris. " Therefore, the Eg 

theophoric element is most likely. 

BNHWR ( -', n -JZ ) (hybrid) 

--- BN-hr(. w) "Son of Horus" 

[Heb] 1Kings 4: 8 
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[Eg] see HWR [ LXX ] )3EEV &i6s 'fp 

BSY ( 'ý D1) 

--- bs.. y JPýý ,J P4 
[Heb] Neh 7: 52 (=Ezr 2: 49); seal: Vattioni, SE I no. 245 

[Eg] Ranke I, 98.18f m. Late [Akk] cf. bi-i-sa-a (ANP 64b; Tallqvist 

considers that the name is Aram). Cf. Aram BS' 

The meaning of Aram BSY is unknown, "negligent" (? ) (DISO p. 39). 

Noth considered it the short form of besöreyäh (IPN p. 152). In the 

absence of proper Sem etymology, Eg possibility is likewise 

possible. 

BTYH ( , 71'n 1) 
bcl 

--- b(f ). ty(. t) 13 "Queen" 

KD3 p. 160 

[Heb] lChr 4: 18 (daughter of Pharaoh, Bithia) 

[ Eg] Wb 1,435.16-18 Gk (cf. by. tv "King" since Pyr. ) 

Other similar names are also attested: bity (f. Dyn 12), bity. i 

(? ) (f. MK), bti"(f. MK-Dynl8) Ranke 1,93.21,22,99.5,7. However, 

phonetically bi. ty. t best fits Heb BTYH. Therefore, if the Heb 

PR'H in lChr 4: 18 really designates an Eg King, the identification 

is most probable. 

HR'L (7, '( 1il) (hybrid) 

--- hr-'L "'L is pleasing" 

[Heb) Ezr 43: 15 (Qere 'ärl�e1) 

[Eg) cf. hr + DN type names (Ranke I, 230.20f Late) 

Cf. Ph HRB'L, Heb HRYHW 

Semitic interpretation "Mountain of El" is not impossible. See 
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HRYHW. 

HRYHW (hybrid) 

--- hr-YHW "YHW is pleasing" 

[Heb] seal: Vattioni, SE III p. 238 no. 273 

[E9) cf. hr-b3st. t (Ranke 1,230.20f); Wb 11,496.6ff hr "pleasing" 

Copt S PPE , b2epi 
. 

Both father HRYHW and son 'NYHW have possible Eg element hr 

"please" and `n "beautiful" both of which are common in Eg PNs, to 

which the same theophoric element YHW is attached. However Semitic 

explanations are also possible; see HR'L and 'NYHW. 

* Hwx ( -). in ) 

--- hr(. w) 
L "Horus" 

[Heb] Ex 17: 10,12,24: 14,31: 2 (=35: 30), 38: 22,1Chr 2: 19,20,50, 

4: 1,4; 2Chr 1: 5; Num 31: 8, Josh 13: 21; Neh 3: 9 

[Eg] see Aram HWR, Ph HR [LXX] "fLp 

Though admitting the possibility of the Eg name hr. w, Noth 

identified HWR and HWRY with Akk hdru "child" (IPN p. 220 no. 1). 

However the origin of these names is Egypt. 

** HWRY (,, in ) 

--- hr. y ,ý 
qq "He of Horus" (? ) 

LHeb) Num 13: 5 

[Eg] see Aram HWRY and above [LXX] 7-ouPt 

* HPNY (': 1'311) 
--- hfn(r) ä 4a "Tadpole" 

IPN p. 63 
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IHeb] 1Sam 1: 3,2: 34,4: 4,11,17 

[Eg] Ranke 1,239.13 m. MK [LXX] 

Though the occurrence of the name is restricted to the first four 

chapters of 1Sam, that his brother has Eg name PYNHS strengthens 

the Eg explanation. However the root HPN "hollow of hand" (Aram 

HPNY), which is not used in PNs, leaves the identification open to 

choice. 

** HPR' (v y on ) 

--- (0)h-(bb-r` 

[Heb] Jer 44: 30 (Eg king of 26 Dyn, Apries 589-570) 

[Eg] see Ph WHPR' [LXXIDud wP. 

HRHWR (i fl -i ri 

--- Pr(y)-hr, "Horus who is higher" 

[Heb] Ezr 2: 51; Neh 7: 53 

[Eg] Ranke 1,253,10 m. Dyn20 f. NK 

BDB considered that the name was a reduplicated noun deriving 

from a root HRR "to be free. " However, the Eg explanation is 

equally possible (cf. Copt ap for hry eerny p. 292). 

Hxxs ( vnýn ) 

--- *hr-hs(. w) "Horus is praised" 

[Heb] 2Kings 22: 14 (=2Chr 34: 22 HSRH); many MSS HRHS 

[Eg] cf. hs + DN type names: hs-b3st. t 
ýI'ý 

"Bastet is praised", 

hs-pth, hs-r' (Ranke 1,254.16,18,20) 

Though DN + hs. w (old perfective) is not common (cf. lion-nb-hs. w 

Ranke 1,29.16), the possibility of an Eg interpretation should be 

noted, because of the lack of a Semitic explanation. However the 
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text is uncertain. No Eg interpretation of the alternative reading 

HRHS appears possible. 

** HRNPR ( )onn 
--- *hr-nfr(. w) "Horus is good" 

IPN p. 64 

[Heb] lChr 7: 36 

[Eg] cf. hr-nfr (Ranke 1,249.9 m. MK-Gk) and DN-nfr 

[LXX] Avapioap 
. 

Note the Copt verb form, 2NOYyp , NEyp -, bNoyep "be good. " 

Vocalization of nefer took analogy from gatl: *[nafr-] > *[nefr] 

> [nefer]. 

YRH' ( II 
.QT) 

--- *Ir(t)-h`(1) "Eye of rejoicing" 

[Heb] 1Chr 2: 34 

[Eg] cf. 1r(. t? )-hr "Eye of Horus" (Ranke 1,42.13; cf. Copt 

FIEP- for eye) 

The context indicates that YRH' is an Eg servant, and as RH` has 

no cognate in Semitic, the possibility of an Eg name is most 

likely. However we must acknowledge that the identification is 

hypothetical as the name is not found in Egyptian. 

* YRYMWT ( 
-nib"-)" 

) (hybrid) 

--- YRY-mw. t "Mut has thrown" 

[Heb] lChr 7: 7,8 yeremöt, 12; 6(5), 24: 30,25: 4,27: 19; 2Chr 11: 18, 

31: 13; seal: Vattioni, SE III p. 245 no. 361. 

[Eg] For MWT for mw. t, see `NMWT 

Cf. YRMWT 
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This name belongs to the group of YR(Y) + DN type names, e. g., 

liýt1', , 1x'1' YR(Y) is derived from the root YRH (Ug yrw) to 

throw, shoot, " and MWT is Eg goddess Mut (see the discussion in 

`NMWT). If the root derived from a root *YRM, the second Y of 

YRYMWT cannot be explained (KB3 p. 419). The fact that Jeremoth in 

lChr 7: 7 was born in Egypt makes it likely that Eg element entered 

this name. 

* YRMWT (n 

--- Var. of YRYMWT 

[Heb] lChr 8: 14 (brother of SSQ), 23: 23,25: 22, Ezr 10: 26,27 

[E9) see YRYMWT 

Notice that Jeremoth in lChr 7: 8, who is different from another 

Jeremoth in the previous verse, was also born in Egypt. Both are 

grandsons of Benjamin. (see Albright, BASOR 125 p. 25ff. and JAOS 

42 p. 320f. ). 

** KWA (ßv-1 D. 

---ks The Nubian" 

[Heb] Gen 10: 6,7; 2K 19: 9; lChr 1: 8,9; Est 1: 1,8: 9; Job 28; 19, Ps 

68: 32,87: 4; Is 11: 11,18: 1,20: 3,4,5,37: 9,43: 3,45: 14; Jer 

46: 9; Ezek 29: 10,30: 4,5,9,38: 5, Nah 3: 9; Zeph 3: 10 

[Eg] see Ph KSY. 

** Kw6Y ( -W-ID ) 

--- gentilic of KW9 

[Heb] Num 12: 1; 2Sam 18: 21,22,23,31,32; 2Chr 12: 3,14: 8,14: 11, 

12,16: 8,21: 16; Jer 13: 23,38: 7,10,12,39: 16; Dan 11: 43; Amos 

9: 7; Zeph 2: 12 
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[Eg) see KW9, Ph K§Y. 

** MY'MN 

--- m(r)y-imn The beloved of Amun" 

[Hebt seal: Vattioni, SE III no. 437; Avigad, Hebrew Bullae no. 87, 

89 [M]Y'MN 

[Eg] Ranke 1,160.6 m. NK (GkJa, i avv (MB] ma-a-i-il"a-ma-na 

(Ranke, KM p. 12) 

The MB form indicates that the Eg r has been lost (perhaps 

assimilated to y). Therefore, the name perfectly fits a common Eg 

name jury-imn. The names of the jury + DN type are among the most 

common from OK to Late (Ranke 1,160.1-162.1). Avigad's interpreta- 

tion: MY "who" + 'MN "faithful" > "Who is of truth" is not 

impossible. However, Micaiah which he quoted is not really 

comparable: MY "who", K "like", YH "divine name". The Eg explana- 

tion seems much more likely. 

Another Eg identification is noteworthy, i. e., may-imn 

1V "Amun is a lion" (Ranke 1,144.2 m. NK), which is less 

common. 

MR'L 

--- mr(y)-'L "The beloved of 'L" 

[Ammonite] seal: Vattioni, SE I no. 194 'W' BN MR'L (Jackson, 

"Ammonite PNs" no. 66) 

[Eg] cf. mry + DN type names (mry-imn, mry-b3st. t, mry-pth, mry-r` 

Ranke 1,160.1ff m/f. OK-NK). 

As previously discussed in MY'MN, Eg mry became /ay/. There- 

fore, it seem to be unlikely that Heb MR stands for Eg airy. 

However, there is some reason to assume that the r might be still 
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preserved as a bi-form. K. Kitchen drew my attention to the 

peculiar writing of the word mry in the inscriptions of Ramesses 

IX and XI, that is, mrr (KRI V, 481.14; VI, 456.4; 706.3,4; 734.9 

etc. ). K. Kitchen suggested that the extra r may be added to 

indicate the pronounciation [r), which is not indicated in the 

normal writing mr(r). If this is the case, MR'L and others 

(MRB'L, MRMWT, MRYMWT) could be Eg names or Sem names containing Eg 

element. Semitic explanations, however, should not be excluded; 

(1) Aram MR "lord" (2) Ug mr "to strengthen, bless" (common element 

of Ug PNs, see Gröndahl, p. 159f) (3) Ug mr "to drive away", Hebrew 

meräyäh is undoubtedly comparable, whatever its interpretation is. 

Hence the identification is open to choice. 

MRB`L 

--- mr(y)-b`r "The beloved of Baal" 

[Heb] Samaria Ostracon 2: 7 (Reisner, HES p. 233 no. 2) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,160.12 m. Dynl9; for MR, see MR'L. 

MRYM (L TThd ) 

---mry(. t) +M "The beloved" 

Gardiner, JAOS 56 p. 195 

[Heb] Ex 15: 20,21; Deut 12: 1,4,5,10,15,20: 1,24: 9,26: 59; Mic 

6: 4; lChr 5: 29 (a sister of Aaron). lChr 4: 17 (a Judahite) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,161.14 [Gk] Mapiau , Mdrwv (lChr 4: 17)(LXX) 

For the discussion on the Eg mry/mry. t and Semitic MR, see the 

entry MR'L. Gardiner made a comment: "Nevertheless there is one 

way in which the old pronounciation Marye can be saved for an 

etymology of Mary, Mariam, Miriam. " He supposed a possible 

connection of Miriam with the Egyptian goddess and priestesses who 
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were called Mrt. However he left unexplained the afformative M, 

which is usually added to masculine names, such as GRSM, MLKM, 

`MLM (Gesenius, section 85t). Another Eg explanation is irr-lb 

"Heart desires" (Ranke 1,155.17 m. /f(? )OK-Late) with a slight 

phonetic change b> /m/ (cf. Lw HRTM). Thus Eg identifications are 

still open to question. If we admit a pagan element in the name, 

the interpretaion "Yamm is the lord" might be possible. " 

MRYMWT 

--- mr(. t)-mw. t 
I'° 

"The beloved of Mut" 

[Heb] Bordreuil-Lemaire, Semitica 32 p. 29f.; Aharoni, Arad 

Inscriptions p. 85 (ostracon no. 50) 

lEg] Ranke 1,158.24 f. Dynl8; cf. mri-mw. t (Ranke 1,159.26 m. Late) 

Again both MRY and MWT can be Semitic. Then four interpreta- 

tions are possible as follows; (1) Eg mr. t-mw. t (above), (2) 

hybrid MRY-mw. t (for MRY see MR'L), (3) hybrid mry-MWT (for MWT see 

'NMWT), (4) Semitic MRY-MWT. In the inventory of `NMWT, I 

concluded that the Semitic god Mawet "Death" is unlikely, therefore, 

the first two explanations are more probable. 

MRMWT( nid-, d ) 

--- Var. of MRYMWT 

(Heb) Neh 3: 4,21,10: 6,12: 3; Ezr 8: 33,10: 36 

[Egj see MRYMWT. 

MRYB B`L (5ia -1,, b 
--- mr-ib-B`L "The beloved of the heart of Baal" 

[Heb] lChr 8: 34,9: 40a 

(Eg] cf. mr-lb-pth Q°A$'tiQý (Ranke 1,155.18; 11,361 m. Dyn26); 
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mr-ib (Ranke 1,155,17 m. OK/f. Late) 

As there seems to be no satisfactory explanation of this name, 

this Eg solution is a good possibility. For MR, see MR'L. 

MRYB'L c yy1-ý, a) 

--- Var. of MRYBB'L 

[Heb] lChr 9: 40b 

[Eg] see MRYBB'L. 

MRRY ( -1 11 5) 
T1 

---mrr. y 
ý 4q 

, ®rr. i 4 "The beloved" (? ) 

L p. 55 

[Heb] Gen 46: 11; Ex 6: 19; Num 3: 20 etc. (39x) 

[Eg] mrr. y (Ranke 1,162.24 a/f. MK, 1,162.22 m/f. OK-MK) [LXX] 

MCpdP(C-P , 
MEpaper 

. 

The fact that Merari was born in Egypt strengthens the possibi- 

lity that the name is Eg. The Eg name mrr. i/y is common until MK. 

It is conceivable that a good Eg name has been preserved in Hebrew. 

A Semitic explanation is likewise possible; Pu PNs MRR, MRRB'L, 

YMRR (Benz p. 354) indicate that the root MRR is used in PNs, 

whatever their etymology is. Benz, followed by KB3, compared MRR 

with Ug mrr (UT 19.1556 "strengthen"), cf. Noth compared it with 

Arab mirratum (IPN p. 225 n. 9). 

? M6H (-i Vi ) 

--- ms 
m[ "(The) child" 

Gardiner, JAOS 56 p. 192ff (with doubt); Griffith, JNES 12 p. 225ff. 

[Heb] passim 

[Eg] Ranke 1,164.18 
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A considerable number of discussions have been made on the 

etymology of Moses. The decisive point is on the correspondence 

between Eg 9 and Heb 6. As has been shown, there is no conclusive 

evidence of the representation of Eg s by NW Semitic §, when Eg 

names or words were borrowed and transliterated by NW Semitic (see 

below [4) Notes on the Correspondences e) sibilants). Even the 

same Eg word ms in GN R'MSS (r`-ms-s) is transliterated as MS in 

the same period. Furthermore, the Heb root M§H "to draw" is to be 

prefered and the meaning of the root best fits the context with a 

word-play. Therefore, an Eg origin for the name is very doubtful. 

J. Griffiths, in his lengthy article devoted to this name, found 

support for the corresondence between Eg h and Heb § only in the 

cases of Egypto-Semitic cognates. Then he strangely made a 

distinction between "names which are transliterated from Eg into 

Heb or vice versa for a temporal purpose and those which find a 

permanent place in the second language and hence get a chance to 

develop. " Then he said that the case of Moses should be compared 

with those of Egypto-Semitic cognates which show the equation of Eg 

s to Heb §. However, there is no evidence of the "development" of 

*MSH > M6H. It is normal that, once borrowed, the consonants of 

the word do not undergo secondary change, cf. PNHS (borrowed for a 

permanent purpose! ), Lw QST etc. Therefore, at the moment, in the 

absence of clear evidence of the correspondence between Eg 9 and 

Heb S, the name is most likely to be of Semitic origin. 

M§, 

--- * iv ` "March" 

[Ammonite] seal: Vattioni, SE I no. 114 
C30 Y-w- [ Eg) cf. m. `-nfr (? ) 

D? 
"Good march, "m `-sbk (? ) 
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"Splendid march" (Ranke 1,166.2 f. Dyn20; 1,166.3 m. Dyn2l) 

The name could be a hypocoristicon of the above Eg names. 

Likewise possible is a derivation from Semitic root YN "to 

deliver", cf. Heb mesa` "deliverance" (king of Moab)", aesä` son of 

Caleb. The final aleph is a hypocoristic ending. 

* NBY 

--- nb. y p 
44 

He who belongs to the lords" (? ) 

[Heb] seal: Vattioni, SE III no. 343 and 433 

[Eg] Ranke 1,187.5 m. Dyn6 and NK. Cf. other similar names nb 

(Ranke 1,183.1 m/f. OK, NK), nb. 1, nb. w, nb. t (Ranke 1,187.4,6,7, 

17). 

Eg nb with its fem. form nb. t is one of the most common 

elements of Eg PNs used from OK to Gk. 

**NKH (%1D7) 

--- Var. of NKW 

[Heb] 2K 23: 29,33,34,35 

[Eg] see Aram NKW. 

** NKW ( 1D] ) 

--- nk(3). w 
(tii 

(Necho II, Eg king of Dyn26) 

[Heb] Jer 46: 2; 2Chr 35: 20,22,36: 4 

[Eg] see Aram NKW. 

SW' (. ýcID) 

--- Abbr. of w(3)s(3)rkn(i) 
( qýpý? 'L) (? y 

Kitchen, TIP? pp. 372-4,551,582-3 

[Heb] 2K 17: 4 Ketib 3Y' 
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[Eg) Gauthier, LR III p. 399f Osorkon, Eg king of Dyn 22 

[Gk] iwa , 1r/ywv , lwdcx (LXX) 

As Ramesses was abbreviated as sese, it is possible that Osorkon 

was shortened as SW' representing -s(3)r-. Osorkon is perhaps the 

only Eg king who supported Israel at that time. For the impossibi- 

lities of other identifications: sib'e turtan, shabako, Eg 13 

(vizier), and Tefnakht, see K. Kitchen, TIP2 pp. 372-374.551,582-3 

'MYHWR ( -), in 'bv) (hybrid) 

--- `MY-hr "My kinsman is Horus" 

[Heb] 2Sam 13: 37 (Qr. `ammihüd "My kinsman is majesty") (a 

Geshurite) 

[Eg] see Ph HR 

With a slight change of the reading of the Masora Text [hurl > 

[hör] (cf. SPHWR, BN-HWR), the hybrid name is likely. However, 

HWR could be explained as a word derived from a root HRR "be free, " 

such as HR "noble. " As for the name formation, cf. `MY'L, `MYHWD, 

`MYNDB. 

INYHW 

--- 'n-YHW "YHW is beautiful" 

[Heb] seal: Vattioni, SE III no. 273 

[Eg] for 'n + DN type names, see Ranke I, 61.11ff: 'n-b3st. t, 'n- 

mw. t etc. 

Eg 'n is one of the most common elements of Eg PNs used from OK 

to Gk. Therefore, the hybrid name is possible. However, Heb root 

'NH, though used in only one PN 'ansyäh, leaves the identification 

open to choice. On Ug 'nil (UT 1066.3) Gordon commented that 'n 

may be the masculine counterpart of goddess `nt, without citing 
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evidence. It should be kept in mind that `N often occurs with 

Semitic theophoric elements; Heb `NYHW, Ph `NB`L, `NBTB`L, Ammonite 

'N'L, making it more likely to be Semitic (cf. 'NMWT). 

t tijw 

--- 'n-mw. t "Mut is beautiful" 

[Ammonite] seal: Vattioni, SE I no-116 (maidservant of DBLKS) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,61.18 f. NK. For 'n + DN type name, see `NYHW. 

Albright, "Notes on Ammonite History" Miscellanea Biblica B. 

Ubach p. 4, followed by G. Landes, BA 24 p. 82f., and Jackson, 

Ammonite Lang p. 81f., considered that 'NMWT was related to the 

Thamudic, Safaitic, and Arabic name group, Ghänim or Ghänimat or 

Ghanimat. There are ancient Arabic names 'NM, 'NMT, GNM, GNMT 

(Harding, p. 445,458), deriving from gnm "booty" "to take as booty" 

(Biella p. 396; Beeston p. 54), and a Palmyrene name 'NMW "successful, 

noble", derived from Arab jAnis (Stark p. 106). However all these 

similar names cannot explain the W of 'NMWT. Jackson thinks that 

it is possibly a mater lectionis indicating [ü] of a fem. ending [- 

at]. Yet it is very unlikely. As J. Tigay discussed in You 

shall Have no Other Gods, p. 66 n. 12, judging from the fact that 

each of the -MWT names can be paralleled by others in which a 

theophoric element appears in place of -MWT, e. g., 'HYH(W), YRY'L, 

MRY(B)B'L, 'ZGD, it seems to be more likely that the MWT is a 

deity. Hence he identified the MWT with Semitic god Mawet "Death. " 

The possibility that MWT is a deity is strengthened by another fact 

that initial element `N- is often followed by a theophoric element, 

e. g., Ph 'NB'L, 'NBTB'L, Heb 'NYHW (for the discussion on 'N, see 

'NYHW). However, as far as the identification of the MWT is 

concerned a god Mawet is not likely, because its existence is not 
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certain outside Ug literature, and its occurrence in PNs is 

doubtful. While the Eg goddess Mut is one of the most common 

theophoric elements. I am inclined to think that 'NMWT is an Eg 

name. However, as `N could be a Semitic root, the identification 

is open to choice as follows; 

(1) pure Eg: `n-mw. t (see above) 

(2) hybrid with Eg goddess: `N-mw. t "Mut has answered" or "Mut 

has returned" 

(3) hybrid with Sem goddess: `n_MWT "Mot is beautiful" 

(4) pure Semitic: `N-MWT "Mit has answered. " 

NM5 

"The beautiful one is on the lake" 

Lemaire, Inscriptions Heb., p. 54 

[Heb] Samaria Ostracon no. 24 (Reisner, HES, I P. 235) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,61.15 f. NK 

Reisner noted that `NMS is apparently Eg (p. 235). Albright, 

"The Evolution of the West-Semitic Divinity 'AN- 'ANAT- 'ATTA" 

AJSL, 41 p. 83f, half admitted Reisner's note and identified it as 

'Anemds(e) for 'Anat-wasey "born of 'Anat" on the assumption that 

the fem. ending -t of 'Anat dropped. However, there is no evidence 

that the Semitic ending -t dropped as the Eg ending did. What is 

more, the equation of Semitic 9 with Eg s is questionable. 

Lemaire's interpretation 'n-m-9 is much more likely. 

** PWTY'L ( >x' (P 10 ) 
--- p(3)-di-'L "He whom 'L has given" 

[Heb] Ex 6: 25 

[Eg] cf. p3-di-DN type names (Ranke I, 121.18ff m. NK-Gk) 
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[LXX] ýOour17A , 

PWTYPR ( ") IJ' ci `J ) 

--- *p(3)-di-p(3)-(1)r(y) "He whom the companion has given" 

L p. 56 

[Heb] Gen 37: 36,39.1 

[Eg] For p3-iry 
q 

see Ranke I, 101.17f 

(m. NK often); see also Ranke 1,354.3, DemNB 1,352 pa-fry, Copt 

1TAHp(bHp "companion, love" for fry Cerny, p. 42). Also p3-dl-iry 

is attested in Demotic (DemNB 1,287) [Gk]1TETECPP7s (LXX). 

The name has been considered to be identical with PWTYPR'. 

However, it is not likely that the strong consonant `ayn dropped. 

If this is the case, p3-di-p3-iry is most probable. However, it is 

fair to note that this type of name usually takes a theophoric 

element after p3-di-, though not exclusively; see Ranke 11,328.20 

t3-di-ry (? ) vC and DemNB 1,287 p3-ti-fry. Unfortu- 

nately meanings of Eg ry (a sort of plant ?) and fry (short form of 

11 ry-hms-nfr ?) are not certain. Other names which have non- 

theophoric elements are DemNB 1,295 p3-ti-`93-1hy "He whom the 

Kingdom has given", 309 p3-ti-pp "He whom (PN) pp has given", 342 

p3-ti-sn-snw "He whom two brothers have given. " 

** PWTYPR' (Y1O' C9 I) 

--- p(3)-di-p(3)-r' &On "He who belongs to Re"' 

L p. 56 

[Heb] Gen 41: 45,50,46: 20 

Eg] Ranke 11,356 m. Dyn22(? )-Late (cf. 1,123.11); DemNB 1,529 

[Gk] ITET6c01S (LXX), 1IETEnPIS . 
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PwIH l , ýy"IO 

--- p(3)- `(3) "The great" 

[Heb] Ex 1: 15 

[Egj Ranke 1,102.11 e. /f. NK [LXX] (poum 

PW'H is a Heb midwife, Eg p3-'3, though being a male form, was 

used as a female name as well. PW`H, however, can be explained by 

Ug PN pgt "girl" (< pgy "a boy" UT 2083,2081). The identification 

is open to choice. 

** PH' 

--- p(3)-(n-)h(r) y. ý, 
¢Q He who belongs to the face" 

[Heb) seal: Avigad, Michmanim 4 p. 10 (no. 6) 

[Egj see Aram PH'. 

** PT 

--- p(3)-d(i) 

[Moabite] seal: Vattioni, SE II no. 267 

[Eg] see Aram PTY. 

** PTYHW (hybrid) 

--- p(3)-dl-YHW "He whom YHW has given" 

[Heb] amphora: IEJ 12 p. 146 

[Egj cf. p3-d1-DN type names (Ranke I, 121,18ff). 

** PYNHS cDnr 

--- p(3)-nhs(y) "The Nubian" 

Gardiner, JAOS 56 p. 191f; L p. 54 

[Heb] Ex 6: 25; Num 25: 7 (17x); 1Sam 1: 3 PNHS, 2: 34,4: 4,11,17, 

19,14: 3; Ezr 8: 33 
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[EgJ Ranke 1,113.13 m. NK-Late; II p. 354; DemNB 1,194 (p3-nhs) 

[GkJ @o(E)ivices (LXX) [Copt] T(ANEZAG (Heuser p. 16) [Aram] cf. 

HRPNHS 

P3-nhsy as a PN is common in Egypt. One who is called "The 

Nubian" is not necessarily a Nubian. The word Nubian signifies 

something like "blacky", perhaps because his skin is a little 

darker. The use of KS "Kushu (Nubian)" as Heb PN can be 

comparable. 

PKMT 

--- *p(3)-(n-)k(3)-(n-)m(w. )t "He who belongs to the ka of Mut" 

[Heb] Jar: Lachish Inscription 29 (Ussishkin, Tel Aviv 5 pp. 85-88) 

[Eg] cf. p3-n-k3-n-h. t "He who belongs to the ka of temple" (Ranke 

1,111.11 m. Late) 

Another suggestion is *p3-kat (. y); cf. kurt. y'1°, kmt. w, kmt. t 

etc. (Ranke I, 345.22ff m. /f. MK). Though all belong to MK, it is 

conceivable that the names occur with the article in NK. 

* PSMY 

--- short form of psm(tk) 

[Ammonite] ostracon: Heshbon 5.4 (Jackson, Ammonite Lang p. 55 

no. 5.4) 

[Eg) see Aran PSMY [Gk] jýa,, uis , yGýyrcES Y-duylls 

For the Ammonite hypocoristic ending -y, see Jackson, "Ammonite 

PNs" p. 518 (e. g., HGY, PLTY etc. ). 

** PPY 

--- pp 

[Heb] ostracon: Aharoni, Arad Inscriptions p. 96 no. 72 
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[Eg] Ranke 1,131.8 m. MK/Late 

In the first two positions identical consonants are excluded in 

Semitic. Therefore, a Semitic explanation is impossible. On the 

other hand, Eg does not have such a restriction and there are Eg 

names which commonly have P in the first two positions, e. g., pp 

(above), pp! (Ranke 1,131.12 m. OK-NK/f. OK-MK), ppy (131.18  . /f. MK- 

NK). Other possible explanations which are less likely, are p3-n-p 

a®s 
P3-n-PYU 

C1 (Ranke 1,107.12 m. Dyn22f; 107.24,25  . Late). 

* PRe 

O 

--- p(3)-(n-)r' "He who belongs to Re"' 

[Heb] seal: Vattioni, SE I no. 126 

[Eg] Ranke 1,109.13 m. NK 

There is a Heb root PR' "let someone loose" (cf. Ug pr`), which 

is not used in PN. Therefore PR' is likely to be an Eg name. 

** P§HWR ( 1iº n vi Q 

--- *p(s)A-hr "Horus shares" or "Share of Horus" 

[Heb] Jer 20: 1,2,3a, 3b, 6,21: 1,38: 1a, lb; Ezr 2: 38,10: 22; Neh 

10: 4,10: 22,11: 12,7: 41 

[Eg] cf. psi-mw. t® If (Ranke I, 137.5 m. Late) , psg-an. w (Ranke 

1,137.6 m. MK). 

Another possibility is p3-. 4ri-(n-)hr (Ranke I, 119.3 1/EVVpcs ) 

The son of Horus. " This type of name is much more common than the 

psA + DN type in the Late period. However, the Gk form indicates 

that Eg n is retained though the N-assimilation is quite possible 

in Hebrew. Therefore, psh + DN is a little more probable. Cf. Ph 

P6- type and Aram P§- and PAN- type. Cf. P§HR. 
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** PHR 

--- Var. of P§HWR 

tHeb] ostracon: Aharoni, Arad Inscriptions p. 86 no. 54; ostracon: 

Lemaire, Semitica 30 p. 20 no. 2; seal: Vattioni, SE I no. 148 and 

152; Avigad, Hebrew Bullae p. 97 no. 151, p. 98 no. 152, p. 107 no. 183 

[Eg] see P§HWR. 

** SH' ( xn1) 

--- d(d)-h(r) ¢ "Face speaks" 

IPN P. 63 

[Heb] Neh 7: 46 

[Eg] see Ph SH' [Gk] Y-? ä (LXX) 

KB3, comparing it with Aram SH', accept that Heb SH' is also an 

Eg name. However, its meaning cannot be "Horus/face speaks" as KB3 

say, but only "Face speaks, " because the Eg r of Horus was never 

lost. SH' can hardly be derived from any Heb root. So it is most 

likely that the name is Eg. 

** sYH' (x n'. Y ) 

--- Var. of SH' 

[Heb] Ezr 2: 43 

[Eg] see SH' [Gk] 2ou8td (LXX). 

SPNTP'NH ( n) y-J m-o-i ) 

--- *df(3. ý)-nt(r), p(3)-`np "My provision is god, the living one" 

[Heb] Gen 41: 45 

[Eg] cf. dß(. ß)-h'py "My provision is the Nile" (Ranke 

1,406.16 m. /f. MK), df3(. i? )-k3(. i? ) "My provision is my ka" (? ) 

(Ranke 1,406.18 f. OK) 
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Steindorff's interpretation (ZAS 30 p. 50-52) has been widely 

accepted (e. g., D. Redford, A Study of the Biblical story of Joseph 

p. 230; A. Schulman, SAK 2 p. 235-243), that is, *dd-p3-ntr-iw. f-`nh 

"The god said, let him live" (cf. dd-ßin-iw. f-`nh 
v 

"Amun said, let him live" Ranke 1,409.23 m. Late). However, (1) 

phonetically, an aleph is normally required between T and P, 

because 1w. f is normally represented by 'P (see Aram PN 'P' --- 

iw. f-`3, 'PRY --- iw. f-rr), though it is conceivable that the aleph 

is elided; (2) semantically, the meaning of the name is inappro- 

priate in the context. 

K. Kitchen has proposed (NBD2p. 1273) another solution with 

consonantal metathesis: *STNP- > SPNT-, because the sequence of ST 

is alien to Heb speakers. His interpretation is (Joseph) dd-n. f- 

'Ip-`nh "Joseph is called 'Ip'nkh, " which is a common name in the 

MK and Hyksos periods (cf. Ranke 1,22.16). However, (1) phoneti- 

cally, the aleph of 'Ip'nkh is not reflected in the name; (2) the 

interpretation is based upon a metathesis for euphony in Hebrew. 

A large number of suggestions has been produced as follows2. 

Yet each one is either (1) semantically inappropriate, (2) phoneti- 

cally incorrect (3) or not attested; 

(1) A. Harkavy (1870): df3-nd-p3-`n i "Food, protection of the 

life. " The name form is not attested; NT cannot stand for Eg pd. 

(2) A. Wiedemann: p3-snt-n-p3-'nh "The foundation of the life. " 
J 

The name form and the element snt are not attested; a metathesis 

(SP > PS) is assumed; S can hardly represent Eg s. 

2See Vergote, Joseph en 9gypte p. 151f. There are nine interpreta- 
tions listed, and Vergote's interpretation p. 145. (cf. Kitchen's 
review JEA 47 p. 161). For two more interpretations, see Redford, A 
Study of the Biblical Story of Joseph p. 230 n. 2, and A. R. 
Schulman, SAK 2 pp. 235-243. 
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(3) J. Krall (1888): d(d)-mnt. w-fw. f-`nh "Mont said may he 

live. " Though the form of name is attested well, a shift of a 

consonantal value (/m/ > /p/) is presupposed; the aleph of 1w. f 

dropped. 

(4) J. Lieblein (1898): df3-nty-p3-`nh "He who gives the 

provision of the life. " Though phonetically the name corresponds 

to the Heb form, the type of name is not attested. 

(5) 9. Naville (1903): ts-n. t-p(r)-'nh "The head of the school 

of learning, of the sacred college. " Eg is cannot be represented 

by Heb SP, neither n. t by Heb NT. The form is also unknown. 

(6) E. Mahler (1907): df3-n-t3, p3-di-'nh "Provision of the 

land, Life-giver. " The name type of df3-n-t3 is not attested, di 

has no correspondence in SPNTP`NH. 

(7) W. F. Albright (1918): p3-snt-(n-)p3-'nh "The sustainer of 

Life. " A metathesis is assumed, i. e., SP- > PS (cf. the Gk form); 

Heb S does not represent Eg S; no parallel is found. 

(8) R. Engelbach (1924): dd. w-n. f-p3-`nh "One called him, 

(Joseph is) `the living one'. " The interpretaion is assumed with a 

metathesis, i. e., *STNP- > SPNT- (cf. K. Kitchen's dd-n. f-ip-`nh). 

(9) H. Lutz (1945): d(i. t)-(h)p(r)-n-t(3-h. t-n)-p3-`nb "To 

procure the way of life" has no phonetic correspondence at all. 

(10) J. Vergote (1959): p3-s-nty-`m. f-n3-lh(. t) "The man who 

knows the matter. " The whole interpretation depends upon the Gk 

form ý, ovBo/l(ravýX . No parallel from of the name is found in 

attested Eg PNs. 

(11) Leibovitch (1964): df3-n-t3wy, p3-'nh "Sustainer of the two 

lands, the living one. " The form df3-n- is not attested. Eg dual 

ending -wy cannot be elided, cf. Aram PN SMTW (sta3-t3. wy), PTW (p3- 

n-t3. wy). 
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The solution proposed here df(3.1)-nt(r), p(3)-`nh is phoneti- 

clly perfect, the name form is attested, and the meaning fits the 

context. 

ss. i Q (untranslatable) 

[Heb] lChr 18: 16 

[Eg] Ranke 1,330.2 m. Dyn26 [Gk] Eoucoc (LXX) 

Cf. other forms §Y', §Y6' 

M', 9Y' (2Sam 20: 25), §Y6' (1K 4: 3) and 
SRYH (2Sam 8: 17) 

designate the same person, i. e., the scribe of King David. 6RYH is 

most likely to be the adopted Hebrew name of a foreign official. 

Therefore, several attempts have been made to identify it as a 

foreign name; (1) a Babylonian name: bam3u (B. Stab, J. Marquart, 

etc. see RB 72 p. 384). (2) a Hurrian name: a hypocoristicon of 

Aewi-sarri (B. Maisler, RB 72 p. 384); hehwe, hehwiya > *hewse, 

*heyka (K. Kitchen, VTS 40 p. 114). (3) an Eg name: 9s, b-4. i, 
. 
4J. y, 

s*. w (de Vaux, RB 48 p. 398f); *s3wy-s3ß "His is satisfaction" 

(K. Kitchen see above); s(h)('t) "secretary" (A. Cody, RB 72 

p. 387ff; supported by T. Mettinger, Solomonic State Officials, 

pp. 25-34). If the final aleph is a mater lectionis, samsu for SWS' 

is possible, though §Y9' cannot be explained. If the hypocoristi- 

con of sewi-Aarri is attested as bewiga, Maisler's solution is 

acceptable. If a metathesis took place, a Hurrian h'e9we, ge, wiya 

is probable. If both the W/Y and the aleph of SW/Y§' are vowel 

letters, Eg AA, hh. i, My, ss§. w is likely. However, Eg s3wy-s31 

requires an unusual correspondence between Eg s and Heb 6, and Eg 

sh `t has the inconceivable assumption that the Eg h dropped, and 

the Eg ' was reduced to aleph. Therefore, both are unlikely. 
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Considering that Heb W and Y, when they are vowel letters, appear 

alternatively, esp. between § and §, e. g., §W§Q, §Y§Q, SWSN, SYSN, 

we could assume the W and Y of §YS' and SM' are also vowel 

letters. It is true that the MT dealt with the W as a consonant 

(note the Y as a vowel letter), yet the Massoretes rarely failed to 

recognize a vowel letter and vocalized it as consonant (e. g'., 'äwen 

= '6n! "On"), when they did not know the etymology. Therefore, the 

Eg solution of de Vaux is certainly possible. This type of name 

occurs from OK to Dyn 26 (see Ranke 1,330.1-5). 

** sWSQ c ýýiw 
--- Var. of §YSQ 

[Heb] 1K 14: 25 (Qere §Y§Q) 

[Eg] see 6Y§Q, cf. MQ [Gk] foudok a (LXX) 

** §YS4Q ( p'' 

--- 3§(n)k 
(J 

Shoshenq I (ca. 945-924) 

[Heb] 1K 11: 40; 2Chr 12: 2,5,7,9 

[Eg] Gauthier, LR III, pt. 2 p. 307 (Eg king of Dyn 22) 

[ Gk] 2cawyx1s ,. LEowrXwcrrs ; 2ova'dKCa (LXX) 

Cf. §W6Q, 69Q 

The NA form su-si-in-ku suggests that WQ reflects the original 

vocalization. K. Kitchen notes that Manetho's MEOW YXwats probably 

shows metathesis and that the omission of n of 6Y9Q reflects its 

common omission in Eg throughout the Libyan period (TIFF p. 73 

n. 356). 

6' NP 

--- *A(3)`-nf(r) "Beautiful beginning" 
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[Heb]seal: Vattioni, SE III no. 343 and 433 

[Eg) cf. -43' (Ranke 1,324.20 f. Dyn18), . 3'-hpry (Ranke 1,324.21 

(. Late) 

In the absence of a Semitic explanation, an Eg identification 

deserves to be considered. 

--- ssn ý'l "Lily" 

Gardiner, JAOS 56 p. 189f 

[Heb] lChr 2: 31,34,35 (cf. Apocrypha, Book of Daniel v. 2 etc. 

WNH) 

[Eg] Ranke I, 297.29 m. MK [Copt] !! 0w! 9EN [Gk] 5-w"v(LXX) [Aram] SSN 

Cf. Heb Lw WN "lily" 

The original spelling of Eg lily was sggn (wb III 487 OK-MK), it 

then took a bi-form s9n (Wb III 485 since MK) and h9n (cf. Copt 

! 5E'1&N), which is now inscriptionally confirmed (K. Kitchen, VA 3 

p. 29-31). Therefore Heb 66N corresponds to Eg h9n, not sin. Note 

that Heb loan word SWSN (hOgan) shows different vocalization of PN 

N (9 an), behind which a change of vocalization [ü] > [e] took 

place (see below [5] Notes on the Hebrew Vocalizations c) Other 

Vowel Changes). 

* Q(pviW) 

--- ss(n)k c' d 

IPN p. 64 

[Heb] lChr 8: 14,25 brother of YRMWT 

[Eg] Ranke 1,330.6 m. Late-Gk 

Cf. SW§Q 

§tQ 
, relating to the fall of Gath (lChr 8: 13), most likely 
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belongs to David's time. Since the Libyans had already settled in 

the Delta in Dyn 21 (1069-945 BC; K. Kitchen, TIP p. 244f), it 

is conceivable that the Libyan name AAnk entered Heb at that 

period. In the absence of a Heb cognate, an Eg name is more than 

likely. 

THPNYS (a, ]0 nn 

--- *t(3)-(n. t-)h(. t)-p(3)-ns(w) "She who belongs to the house of 

the king" 

Stricker, AO 15 pp. 11-12; Grdseloff, Revue de 1'Histoire Juive en 

Egypte 1 pp. 69-99; Albright, BASOR 140 p. 32 

[Heb] 1K 11: 19,20,20 THPNS 

[Eg] cf. t3-n. t-h(w). t "She who belongs to the temple", t3-(n. t? - 

)h(w). t-`3. t "She who belongs to the great house" (Ranke 

I, 361.22f). For a mater lectionis Y, cf. Copt ZNHC (H. t-nn-nsw 

}® "Henes" ). 

Two more interpretations have been put forward; (1) Gredseloff: 

*t3-hm. t-p3-ns(w) "Royal wife. " The title rather than PN is 

preferable to the context where THPNYS is followed by a title 

"queen. " Since we know that there is a vowel after the m (cf. Copt 

ZIKEfor hm. t), the assimilation is rather unusual. (2) Albright: 

*t3-hn. t-p3/pr-nsw "She whom the king/palace protects. " Although 

an assimilation of n to p is assumed, it is more likely, because of 

CoptZwN , 2oN - for hn. t "to protect. " 

** TRHQH (71 11 J1 

--- thrk 

[Heb] 2K 19: 9 (= Is 37: 9) Eg king (690-664 BC) of Dyn 25 

[Eg] see Aram THRQ' (Notice a metathesis of H and R). 
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[21 Divine Names 

** 'MWN ( iio< 

--- it mn "Amun" 

[Heb] Nah 3: 8, Jer 46: 25 

[Eg] see Ph 'MN. 

HP10) 

--- hp St 
D "Apis" 

[Heb] Jer 46: 15 reading MDW' NS HP // 'DYRYK L' `MD "Why did Apis 

flee ? // Your bull did not stand ?" Cf. LXX Alai TI E(OUYEVct1TÖ aou 6 AIrIS 

LEg] Wb III 70; Ph and Aram HPY 

Interpretation of HP as "Apis" in this context, following LXX, 

(accepted by modern tranlations NEB, JB, see J. Bright, Jeremiah 

p. 303) is preferable, though it is impossible to make a final 

judgment, because Heb root SHP "prostrate" exists and so MT NSHP 

could be correct. 

[3] Geographical Names 

**' WN ( fix ) 

--- iwn(w) ö® "Heliopolis" 

[Heb] Gen 41: 50; Ezek 30: 17 'Gwen 

[Eg] Wb I 54; Montet, Geographie I p. 156; Gauthier, DG I p. 54; 

Gardiner, AEO II 145* [Ph] 'N [Copt] uVN [Gk] fv [NA] uz-nu 

(Parpola, NAT p. 368) [Baby] Ana (del Monte-Tischler, Die Orts- und 

Gewässdernamen der hethitischen Texte p. 15) [Arab] x, 10 
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** 'N ( 1'x) 

--- Var. of 'WN 

[Heb] Gen 41: 45,46: 20 

[Eg] see 'WN. 

'TM (aJnN ) 

--- itm (? ) 

,A, oBrau (LXX ) [Heb] Ex 13: 20; Num 33: 6,7,8 [Gk) 000 

Phonetically the most natural correspondence is It,,, "Atum. " K. 

Kitchen orally suggested *iw-(i)tm "the island of Atum" which is 

also possible, though both are pure reconstructions. Though often 

proposed, htm is impossible phonetically. 

**PS( O)Q) 

--- *h(w. t-nni)-ns(w) "Heracleopolis parva" 

Spiegelberg, ARAT p. 36-38 

[Heb] Is 30: 4 

Although HNS is commonly identified with Eg h(w. t-nn)-nsw 

"Heracleopolis" (Gauthier, DG IV p. 86; Montet, 

Geographie II p. 187; AEO II p. 113f), Heracleopolis in UE seems to 

be a strange parallel with Tanis in the context Is 30: 4. There- 

fore, Spiegelberg proposed *H(w. t-nn1)-nsw "Heracleopolis parva" in 

the Delta (cf. hi-ni-in-hi Assurb. 1 95; A vvacs Herodotus II 166). 

K. Kitchen also furnished a simple solution h(w. t)-nsw "The 

palace, " because there was a palace in Tanis (NBD1 p. 504)- 

* MYNPTWH (in nI J1 r0 7 ̀ b 

--- cf. mr(y)-n-pth (in n 3-hnm. t -mr. n -p th Qj iki 1--1 (O 

"The wells of Merneptah") 
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Calice, OLZ 6 p. 224; Stricker, AO 15 p. 14; Vycich, ZAS 76 p. 88; 

Aharoni, The Land of the Bible p. 172f. 

[Heb] Josh 15: 9; 18: 15 

[Egj Anastasi III, vs. 6.4; Wolf, ZAS 65 p. 41f; Casinos, p. 111, 

says "name of watering station in Palestine" (p. 554). 

Cf. Hittite PN 'Mar-ni-ip-tah (Laroche no. 765) 

It seems to be identical with modern Lifta (Abel, II p. 398; 

Aharoni p. 111 and 382), about 5km, west of Jerusalem. 

** MP (1 6) 

--- Var. of NP 

[Heb] Hos 9: 6 

[Eg] see Heb NP 

Probably the middle N (cf. Aram MNPY) was assimilated into the 

following a labial P (cf. Ara. MPY); see the later discusion p-351. 

** N' (\ 7 

--- ni(w. t) 
o, "Thebes" 

[Heb] Jer 46: 25; Ezek 30: 14,15,16; Nah 3: 8 

[Eg] see Aram N'. 

** NP (1J) 

--- m(n-n)f(r) "Memphis" 

[Heb] Is 19: 13, Jer 2: 16,44: 1,46: 14,19; Ezek 30: 13,16 

[Eg] Wb II 63.6-7 Montet, Geographie I p. 29; Gauthier, DG III 

p. 38f; Gardiner, AEO II p. 122* [Ph] MNP [Aram] MPY, MNPY [Heb] 

MP [Copt] SMNge, MN8F , bMEMIt etc. [Gk] ME, upcs [Akk] ae-ea-pi 

(S. Parpola, NAT p. 246) [Baby] aeepi (Zadok, GNNLB p. 228) 

The change M>N is not usual though conceivable (see the 
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later discussion 141 Notes on the Correspondeces d) Nasals). 

* NPTH (in býnnOj 1 
--- *n(3)-p(3)-(1)dh(w) "Those of the Delta" 

Spiegelberg, OLZ 9 pp. 276-9; Kitchen, NBD1 p. 865 

[Heb] Gen 10: 13 = lChr 1: 11 

[Eg] cf. Wb 1 , 155.8 n3-idhw 
q 

ca 
ýýýf "those of the delta land" 

From the context, the designation of Lower Egypt by NPTH, being 

followed by PTRWS (Upper Egypt), is more than a likelihood. 

Therefore, Brugsch (Wb VI p. 633) and Erman emend the text to 

(N)PTMHY to fit Eg p3-t3-mhw "Lower Egypt. " However Spiegelberg, 

without resorting to an emendation, proposed another possibility 

*n3-p3-idh(w), which is more likely. Spiegelberg, followed by 

Ranke, KM p. 31, also compared it with NA nathu (Assurb. 192 and 

97) and Gk va Bcu (Herodotus II 165). However these designate a city 

n3y-t3-hwt (hontet, Geographie I p. 169) in the Delta. 

** SWNH ( 711) b) 

E- lu 
--- swn. t I' P® "Svene" modern Aswan 

[Heb) Ezek 29: 10,30: 6 

[Eg) see Aram GN SWN. 

** SYN ( J'p ) 

--- sin 
0® "Pelusium" (modern Tell el-Farama) 

Spiegelberg, ZAS 49 p. 81ff; Kitchen, TIP p. 377 n. 877 

[Heb] Ezek 30: 15,16 

[Eg] Gauthier, DG V p. 14f.; Montet, Geographie I p. 199 

[Gk] £dýý (LXX) [NA] si-'i-nu (Assurb. I. 91,134; cf. Ranke, KM 

p. 34) 
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Streck (Assurb. p. 10 n. 3) suggests that si-'i-nu is identical 

with sa-'a-nu "Tanis. " However the context indicates that these 

cities are different from each other. Despite the variation in 

sibilant si-'i-nu is most likely to be Pelusium (see Kitchen 

above). 

** SYNYM ( l7 '3'9) 

--- Var. of SWNYM "Syenites" 

[Heb] Is 49: 12 . 

[Eg] see SWNH; also the later discussion in [5] Notes on Hebrew 

Vocalization c) Other Vowel Changes. 

SKT (nDO) 
--- tkw ýC'ýC: ý! ] (modern Tell el-Maskuta) 

Brugsch, ZAS 13 p. 8; Naville, The Store-city of Pithoa p. 23; 

Redford, VT 13 p. 404f.; Helck, VT 15 p. 35f.; Aharoni, p. 179 

[Heb] Ex 12: 37 (with locative he), 13: 20; Nun 33: 5,6 

[Eg] Gauthier, DG VI p. 83; Montet, Geographie I p. 213 

Since Brugsch identified SKT with tkw, the identification has 

been generally accepted by scholars, except Gardiner "The Geography 

of the Exodus" p. 213) and his followers (Peet, Eg and the OT p. 139; 

Caminos, p. 256). The reason why Gardiner denied it is that he 

mistakenly identified Raamsses with Pelusium (Gardiner, JEA 5 

p. 270). The location of tkw and the identification of tkw with SKT 

is almost certain by now. However, a philological question still 

remains, that is, the representation of Eg t by Heb S. No scholar 

has ever doubted since Brugsch that Heb borrowed tkw as SK, to 

which a Heb ending T was added. Yet the facts that Eg t is not 

represented by Heb S, and Heb S is normally represented by Eg t 
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when Eg borrows from Semitic (Burchardt, p. 147; Albright, VESO 

p. 65) lead us to conclude that Eg 
. 
tkw was derived from Semitic SKT. 

This conclusion more easily explains the loss of the final t in Eg, 

because Eg t ending was lost in NK. What is more, Heb SKT occurs 

as another GN, and the root SKH "booth", derived from SKK "cover, 

isolate, " is well attested, and designates a military camp in 2 Sam 

11: 11. Contrarily Eg tkw is meaningless in Eg. Therefore, it is 

conceivable that Semitic people named this place SKT as a temporary 

shelter or a camp site, when they arrrived in Egypt, then the name 

entered Eg as *tkwt > tkw (cf. c 1 /tu/ as the regular ending of the 

Canaanite feminine ending in Eg transcription in Dyn 18, Burchardt, 

section 133). 

** PYBST ( j- p i'! J ) 

--- p(r)-b(3)st(. t) "Bubastis" (modern Tell Basta) 

[Heb] Ezek 30: 17 

[Heb] Gauthier, DG II p. 75; Montet, Geographie I p. 173 [Gk] 

ßog5cft'zls , 13ovAo(o-ros [Copt] 7TOYßACTE 9 TTOYßACT. 

Notice the vowel change Heb [pi-] > [p/b6-1 (see the later 

discussion [51 Notes on the Hebrew Vocalizations c) Other Vowel 

Changes). 

? PYHHYRT ( ri n ý' 
[Heb) Ex 14: 2,9; Dt 33: 7 

Several attempts have been made to identify the name with Eg 

names: i. e., pr-hwt-hr (Gardiner, "The Geography of the Exodus" 

p. 213; Albright, BASOR 109 p. 16)), p3-hrw(m) (Saft El Henne; 

Cazelles, RB 62 p. 350ff. ). However none of these corresponds 

phonetically to (PY)HHYRT. A Semitic explanation is perhaps more 
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persuasive. Since PYHHYRT occurs without PY in Num 33: 8, it is 

acceptable that PY means "mouth" and the real place name is HHYRT. 

The first H could be an article with which HYRT, derived from root 

HRR "hole", was combined, meaning "the mouth of the canal. " If 

this Heb form entered Egypt, perhaps it was spelt as *p3-hrt > p3- 

hr, which might be comparable with Eg p3-hr in Anastasi 111,2.9 

(Caminos p. 74,78f). 

** PPM 

--- p(r)-(i)tm 
745° 

ý, 
® (probably modern Tell el-Rataba) 

Bietak, "Comment on the Exodus"; Kitchen, "Raamses, Succoth and 

Pithom" (forthcoming) 

[Heb] Ex 1: 11 

[Eg] Gauthier, DG II p. 59; Montet, Geographie I p. 215 [Gk]11E1B' 

(LXX), TT TTOq tou (Herodotus 11 158) [Copt) ITE BwM 

Philologically no doubt has ever been cast upon the identifica- 

tion: the r of pr lost its consonantal value, becoming [i], with 

which the i of . ftm was merged. However, the actual location has 

been long discussed. Though the localization is beyond the range 

of the scope of the present study, it is much more likely that 

Pithom is to be located in Tell el-Rataba (M. Bietak, above 

p. 168f. ) than being identical with tkw which is located in Tell el- 

Maskuta by most scholars, because Tell el-Rataba is a city of 

Raamses II, in which a temple of Atum existed (PM IV p. 55; Petrie, 

H, vksos and Israelite Cities p. 30f and p1.30). This identification 

(i. e., separation of Pithom from Succoth of tkw) makes it easy to 

explain why Pithom was never mentioned, while tkw (SKT) is always 

mentioned in the route of the Exodus in the OT. Succoth was on the 

route, while Pithom was too far West to be the route taken. 
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** PTRWS (tý i -) n0 

--- *p(3)-t(3)-rs(, v) "The southern land" (i. e., Upper Egypt) 

[Heb] Is 11: 11, Jer 44: 1,15; Ezek 29: 14,30: 14 

[E9] Inscriptionally this name is not attested, yet it occurs as 

pa-tu-ri-si in a NA inscription of Esarhaddon (Ranke, KM p. 31; 

Parpola, NAT p. 276) in the context "king of Egypt, paturesi and 

Cush. " Therefore, the identification is beyond doubt. The mater 

lectionis W of -RWS suggests a different vocalization from the NA 

form -risi, and Copt -pHC. Therefore, it is most probable that Eg 

p3-t3-rsy entered Hebrew before Eg [ü] in a closed accented syllable 

became [e] (e. g., püya >TTHI Albright Rec. de Trav. 40 p. 66f; 

Sethe, ZDMG 77 p. 207; Osing "Lautsystem" LA III p. 948). 

** PTRSYM 

--- gent. of PTRWS 

[Heb] Gen 10: 14; lChr 1: 12 

[Eg] see PTRWS. 

( ýº .ý) ** S' N 

"Tanis" (modern San el-Hagar) 

[Heb] Num 13: 22; Is 19: 11,13,30: 4; Ps 78: 12,43; Ezek 30: 14 

[Eg] Gauthier, DG VI p. 111; Montet, Geographie I p. 192ff. [Gk] 

Td"vrs [Copt) 3%AANE, bXANN" XaNl [Demot] d'ny [NA] sa-'a-nu 

(Assurb 1 96,134; Ranke, KM p. 34) [Arab] c)ý., ö. 

** R'MSS (o Dr) 

--- (pr-)r`mss 1O APP (area of Avaris, modern Tell el-Dab`a) 

Bietak, Tell el-Dab's II; A varis and Piramesse 

[Heb] Gen 47: 11; Ex 1: 11 ra`amses, Ex 12: 37; Num 33: 3,5 
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[Eg) Gauthier, DG III p. 129; Montet, Geographie I p. 194 

[Gk] `pfl rc-. (LXX) 

The identification of Rameses is firmly established by Bietak 

(see above), about 20 km south of Tanis. 

** §YHWR ( -i fl' V) 

--- 4-hr "The lake of Horus" 

Gardiner, JEA 5 p. 251f. 

[Heb] Is 23: 3; Jer 2: 18; lChr 13: 5; Josh 13: 3 HSYHWR 

[Eg] Wb IV, 397.4; Gauthier, DG V p. 124f.; Montet, Geographie I 

p. 200 

Shihor is a branch of the Nile in NE of the Delta, between Tell 

el-Dab`a and Pelusium. 

** THPNHS (n) nn l 

--- *t(3)-h(. t)-p(3)-nhs(y) "The mansion of the Nubian" 

(modern Tell Defneh) 

Cledat, BIFAO 23 p. 40ff. 

[Heb] Jer 2: 16 Kt. tahpanse, 43: 7,8,9,44: 1,46: 14; Eze 30: 18 

bithapnhes 

[Eg] This GN is not attested inscriptionally. [Gk]l cOpv7(Herodotus 

11 30) Ta spva r, Ta sp v') (LXX) [Ph] THPNIHS 

Cf. PN PNHS (p3-nhsy "the Nubian"). 

[4) Loan Words 

'BRR (, 1 1X 

--- lb-r. k "attention! " 
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Spiegelberg, OLZ 15 pp. 317-321 (cf. review by Breasted, AJSL 21 

p. 24); Ungnad, ZAW 41 p. 206; Lambdin, p. 146; Vergote, Joseph en 

Egypte p. 135-141 (cf. review by Kitchen, JEA 47 p. 162; Couroyer, RB 

66 p. 591f); Croatto, VT 16 p. 113-115, Redford, Joseph p. 226ff 

(cf. review by Kitchen, Or. An. 12 pp. 233-242); Lipinski, ZAH 1 

p. 61f; Ellenbogen p. 3ff. 

[Heb] Gen 41: 43 

[Eg] Spiegelberg's solution seems to be fit the context, if the 

word is an exclamation. Breasted questioned it because the pl. to 

instead of the sg. k would be expected. However, it is not a 

problem if we think that the exclamation was made as if to an 

individual. Another possibility, proposed by Brugsch (? ), Vergote, 

followed by Redford, is Eg imperative prothetic aleph i+ Sem Lw 

brk "to pay homage. " However, if the word is a designation of a 

title, Sum Lw provides abarakku "steward, minister" (AHw 3b, CAD Al 

32), proposed by Ungnad, Croatto, and Lipinski. However, judging 

from the context, an Eg solution is more probable. Ellenbogen 

tried to compare the word Eg b3k, however, there is no phonological 

basis. The first two Eg solutions seem to remain most likely. 

?' BYWN ( i' 1X) "Poor" 

--- bin J4' "evil" 

Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 109; Calice no. 590; Lambdin p. 145f.; Ellenbogen 

p. 1 

[Heb] Deut 15: 4 (total 61x) 

[Eg] Wb I, 442f. [Copt] bßwN, 8 wwN"bad"; cf. EßtHN "poor" 

[Demot] bin "bad"; cf. 3byn "poor" [Ug] abyn (Aist p. 18; UT 

19.24) "poor" 

There has been a general agreement that Heb 'BYWN is an Eg loan 
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word. However, Eg bin does not mean "poor" which Heb 'BYWN always 

designates. Therefore, we cannot confirm that 'BYWN is an Eg 

loanword unless we assume that the meaning was changed when the 

word bin was borrowed. When we consider the other related words, 

the following is drawn; 

Eg Ug Heb Demot Copt 

"poor" - abyn 'byn 3byn Eß(NN 

"bad" bin -- bin pwwN 

Therefore, it is more reasonable to assume either that the Eg 

and Sem words were cognates which developed differently from each 

other (i. e., *bin > abyn; *bin > bin) or that there were no 

connections at all. In the latter case, the word 'BYWN was derived 

from a root *'BY, as BDB classified it under the entry 'BH, 

followed by Ward (see Ug Lw ABYN), to which is added the 

afformative -on (Gesenius section 85u). Then in the Late Period 

the Sem word was borrowed by Eg as Demotic 3by, Copt EpIHN . Erman 

supposed that the Heb 'BYWN was derived from 6plHN . However, the 

occurrence of Ug abyn in the late second millennium BC makes it 

unlikely. 

* 'BNT ( (9 ]2<) "girdle, sash" 

I^^^^^ x 
--- bnd 4_J "wrap up" 

Stricker, AO 15 p. 10; Calice no. 594; Lambdin p. 146; Ellenbogen p. 2 

[Heb] Ex 28: 4,39,40,29: 9; Lev 8: 7,13,16: 4, Is 22: 21 

[Eg] WbI, 465 NK-Gk [Gk] cf. oc/$dv767 (Josephus, Anti. III vii 2), 

1BUv'ros "an Eg garment" (Liddell & Scott p. 333b) 

If 'BNT is an Eg loan word, 'BNT is probably derived from a 

passive participle of Eg bnd. The Gk form i5tV170s (see above) , if 
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derived from Eg bnd, indicates that a noun form of bnd existed. 

* 'H ( f1T) "brazier for heating a room" 

--- `h ® "brazier as an instrument for burning offering" LI 
J+ 

Müller, OLZ 3 p. 51; Calice no. 401; Lambdin p. 146; Ellenbogen p. 21 

[Heb] Jer 36: 22,23 

[E9] Wb I, 223.13-16 Saite-Gk [Copt] ay "furnace, oven" [Demot] 

There is no indication that Eg `h became 'h in the historical 

course of the Eg language (cf. Demot `h; against Ellenbogen). 

However, it is possible that Eg 'ayn became aleph before h (J. 

Osing, SAK 8 pp. 217-221). Also it is possible to assume the 

dissimilation 'ayn . aleph when the word was borrowed by Heb, 

because 'ayn and aleph are incompatible in the first two consonant 

in Hebrew (cf. J. Greenberg, "The Patterning of root morphemes in 

Semitic" Word 6 p. 164,169, for the case of verb root). 

** 'Hw ( iflX ) "grass, reed" 

--- 3h(y) '®44 "plant" 

Spiegelberg, Rec. de Trav 24 p. 180-182; Lambdin p. 146 

[Heb] Gen 41: 2,18; Job 8: 11; Hos 13: 15 

[Eg] Wb 1,18.8 NK; cf. 3h3h "green" (I, 18.16ff since NK); 13h. y 

"belome flooded" (1,33.2 Pry); w3hy (w dropped in early period) 

"become flooded, be green" (I, 258.13ff. Pyr-Gk); Demot 3h. t "flood 

season"; Copt bA: ýi, &Xi derived from GkLXEL LXX (eerny p. 17). It 

is not surprising in Egypt that the word 3h. y "plant, green grass" 

originated from the word w3hy "become flooded, " because the green 

pasture land was the result of the annual inundation. [Ug] 'AN 

"meadow" [Aram] 'HWH. 

Lambdin notes that the final W of 'HW points to a very early 
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borrowing, when the final -w of the Eg word was still pronounced. 

The Ug form indicates later borrowing because of the absence of the 

Eg w. 

** 'HLMH ýayn x) (the name of a precious stone) "At ;- 

--- hnm(. t) 
®ýý'o 

"reddish jasper" 

Brugsch, Wb p. 1100; Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 116; Lambdin p. 147; Ellenbogen 

p. 22 

[Heb] Ex 28: 19,39: 12 

[Eg] Wb 111,294.4-8 Dyn18: Harris, Lex. Stud. p. 123f 

As far as the equation between Eg n and Heb 1 is concerned, it 

has been known that some Eg ns were actually pronounced as (1), 

e. g., Eg n. m. t (LSM); ns (=Copt S. bAAC, a, fAEC, Demot Is). 

Especially interesting is that the change /n/ > /1/ is often 

observed between h/h and ei, e. g., hn® "smell = Copt SWAM (Cerny 

p. 241), hnmhn "become entangled" = 2), OMAu , hnmt "spring" = 2A>. ME 

SZoNm (Cerny p. 280). The above examples are strong enough to 

justify the case of hnm. t. 

As for the identification of this precious stone, Harris says 

"it is quite apparent that hnmt is to be interpreted as red jasper 

and the glass and faience imitations frequently substituted for it" 

(p. 124). The traditional translation "amethyst" should be correc- 

ted. 

** 'TWN c 1. I(9 x) 

--- 1 dm(i) ýýý, "red linen" 

Spiegelberg, ZVS 41 p. 130; Lambdin p. 147 

[Heb] Prov 7: 16 'TWN MSRYM "Egyptian linen" 

[EgJ Wb I, 153.15-16 since OK [Demot] it®. t/it®i [Gk] otov7 , 
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oßoviaw 'fine linen" (Liddell and Scott 1200b) 

A dissimilation m>n could be supported by the Gk form 

cf. prep m>n (Copt N-). 

'Y ( ýX) "coast, region" 

--- 
II w "island" 

Brugsch, Wb p. 29; Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 107; Calice no. 481; Lambdin 

p. 147 

[Heb] Gen 10: 5; mostly in Is, Jer and Eze (36x) 

[Eg] Wb I, 47.4ff. since MK [Copt] -bi - inm1 K2 "Philae" [Ph/Pu] 

'Y (DISO p. 12) 

It is possible that 'Y is an early borrowing from Eg zw. 

However, the correspondence between Y and w prevents us from 

determining whether it is an Eg-Sem cognate or an Eg loanwoard. 

That Eg iw became i is suported by Copt I in ni) Ak2, and 'I-sa-hy- 

ra (=Ishara) (VESO p. 35). 

** ' YPH ( ,ý ý' X) "ephah" 

--- ip(. t) ö. m "measure for corn and fruit" 

Brugsch, 0 p. 49; Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 107; Sethe ZÄS""62 p. 61; Lambdin 

p. 147; Ellenbogen p. 26. 

[Heb] Wb 1,67 since Dyn 18 [Copt] so(RE , bw1171 , fA1n1 (Cerny 

p. 121) [Gk] 0; (R' (LXX) 

There has been no doubt that 'YPH is an Eg word. The vocalic 

change of 1p. t is *apyat (James, Hekanakhte p. 65f) > aypat (= Heb 

'YPH) > Copt OOTE . 

? BWS ( Y"13 ) "byssus" 

--- w(3)d(. 0 ý° 
IT "a green coloured material for clothing" 
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Spiegelberg, ZVS 41 p. 128f.; Lambdin p. 147f. (with doubt) 

[Heb] Est 1: 6,8: 15, Eze 27: 16, lChr 4: 21,15: 27,2Chr 2: 13,3: 14, 

5: 12 

[Egj Wb 1,268.10-12 since Pyr IPhj B(W)S [Syria] BWS' [Old S. 

Arab] bazz [Ethj bisös [Gkj, 8UcrQO5 [NA/NB] bvsu (earliest 

occurrence in a text of Shalmaneser III ca. 850 BC) 

We have to note the fact that BWS only occurs in 6th cent. BC 

and later documents, in which period Eg d became d which does not 

correspond to Heb S. The correspondence between Eg w and Heb B is 

also unlikely. So the borrowing from Eg is very doubtful. A. 

Hurvitz, after observing the usage of ýý and BWS in the Bible, and 

their distribution in non-Hebrew sources, concluded that BWS is of 

northern origin, entered biblical Hebrew not before the 6th cent. 

BC ("The Usage of and BWS in the Bible and its implication for 

the date of P" HTR 60 pp. 117-21). Then BWS replaced due to the 

increased post-exilic contact with the Northeast. He points out 

(pp. 119f) that Ezekiel distinguishes explicitly between the BWS 

imported to Tyre from Aram or Edom (Ez 27: 7). Cf. also Est 8: 15, 

Gen 41: 42. 

BHT ((9i11 ) "a costly stone" 

--- (i )bht (, c-) 
QjÄ 

\M "a type of stone from Nubia" 

Lambdin p. 147 (with doubt) 

[Heh] Est 1: 6 

[EgI Wb I, 64.1; Harris, Lex. Stud p. 96f. 

Harris notes that ibhty is undoubtedly identical with Eg bht 

(not in Wb) which has the same meaning. So the absence of Eg i in 

the Hebrew form is not a problem. However the correspondence 

between Eg t and Heb T makes the identification very doubtful. 
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Furthermore, the meaning of ibhty is uncertain. 

BUN ( 113'D. ) "tested" 

--- bhn(. w) J, 2-C3 "dark hard stone for monuments" 

Lambdin p. 148; Ellenbogen p. 48 

[Heb] Is 28: 16 cf. Eze 21: 18(13) BHN (? ) 

[Eg) Wb 1,471.1-5 since MK; Harris, Lex. Stud. p. 78 

According to Lambdin, Sethe, assuming the bpn. w is used as a 

touchstone, points out the Eg origin of Heb BHN. He asserts that 

the meaning "touchstone" fits well in the context (Is 28: 16). 

However, the Heb root BHN "to test" is well attested (cf. Aram BHN) 

and BHN is a qutl-form with the second laryngal. There seems to be 

no necessity to change the meaning of the word in the context. 

Therefore, it is unnecessary to suppose that BON is an Eg loanword. 

*g() na) "watch-tower" 

--- bhn(. t) J®° "gate building, pylon tower" 

Brugsch, Wb p. 414; Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 110; Lambdin p. 148f. 

[Heb] Is 32: 14 cf. *BHYN (Is 23: 13) 

[Eg] Wb 1,471.9-11 since NK 

Because of the lack of any Heb etymological explanation, it is 

possible that the word BHN was borrowed from Eg btin. t. 

* BHYN l 1']`n 3) "siege tower (? )" 
T 

--- Var. of BHN 

[Heb] Is 23: 13 Qere BHWNYW 

[Eg] see BHN. 
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** GM' "rush" 

gmyý 14 "rush, material for mat and basket" 
111 

Loret, Rec. de Trav. 13 p. 201; Keimer, OLZ 30 p. 145-154; Lambdin 

p. 194; Ellenbogen p. 56; Spiegelberg, KHW p. 40; terny p. 57 

[Heb] Ex 2: 3, Is 18: 2,35: 7, Job 8: 11 

[Eg) Wb V, 170.5 since NK [Copt) s, bKA M (6erny p. 57) [Demot] ka 

(Erichsen p. 537.3) [Aram] GM' 

It has been acknowledged since V. Loret that Heb and Aram GM' is 

an Eg loanword. The word is hardly derived from Heb root GM' "to 

swallow. " Lambdin casts a serious doubt as to whether the word is 

an Eg loanword; because he identified GM' with Eg km3 (Wb V. 37.14- 

16; since Dyn 21), the phonetic problem (Eg k= Heb G) arose. 

However km3 is identical with gay (Keimer, above; accepted by tern' 

p. 57), because km3 occurs in perfect parallel with gmy. There may 

be bi-forms, one of which was borrowed by Semitic, and survived 

until the Late period (Is 18: 2). On the contrary, the form gay 

fell out of use in Eg (no Demot equivalent), only km3 survived as 

Copt KAM . 

? DYW "ink" 

--- ry(. t) it "colour of the writing and drawing" 

Lambdin p. 149 

[Heb] Jer 36: 18 

lEg) Wb 11,399 since MK [Aram] DYWT' [Arab] llj 

Lambdin assumes that Heb DYW is a graphic error of RYW. The 

identification is possible simply because there are no other 

explanations furnished. However, we also have to assume that the 

Aram, Syria and Arab forms originated from a manuscript of 

Jeremiah, in which the graphic error occurred. 
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? HDM (p 17)) "footstool" 

r-a --- hdm(. w) ,., -ý" "footstool " 

Brugsch, Wb p. 912; Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 114; Burchardt no. 669; 

Albright, VESO p. 52; Ellenbogen p. 66 

[Heb] Is 66: 1; Ps 99: 5,110: 1,132: 7; Lam 2: 1; lChr 28: 2 

[E9] Wb 11,505.17-19 since Dyn 18 [Ug] hdm 

Ellenbogen suggests that the word HDM is derived from Eg hdm. w. 

However, the Eg syllabic writing indicates that the word was 

borrowed in Eg as *hadmu (Wb 11,505; Albright, "The Furniture of El 

in Canaanite Mythology" BASOR 91 p. 42; K. Kuhlmann, Der Thron im 

Alten Ägypten p. 14f). C. Gordon has a further comment on this 

word, "the fact that Heb HDWM has no Semitic etymology, whicle Eg 

hdm. w is not attested before the 18th Dyn, suggests that the word 

is East Mediterranean" without any specification (UT 19.751). 

** HWBN ( a-171I Tl , Qere Zj' )j 7) "ebony" 

--- hbn(y)' ý. a "ebony" 

Brugsch, Wb p. 896; Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 114; Lambdin p. 149; Ellenbogen 

p. 63 

[Heb] Ezek 27: 15 

[Egj Wb 11,487.7-12 since Pyr [Gk] EP86vos (LXX Eica)4 vQ ) 

[Latin] ebenus [Ug] hbn. 

** HYN ( I'1 ) "hin" 

r1 
--- hn(w) -°6 

"a vessel, liquid measure" 

Brugsch, Wb p. 901; Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 114; Lambdin p. 149; Ellenbogen 

p. 68 

[Heb] Ex 29: 40, Lev 23: 13; Num 15: 4 (tatal 22 x) 

[Eg) Wb II, 493.2f since Pyr [Copt] 21N (eerny p. 285) [Demot) hn 
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U 

[Gk)Eiv (LXX) [EA) hi-na (14.111.62) [Aran] HN [Ug) hn (UT 

19.785) 

This Eg loan word is identical in function with, but different 

in value from Eg hnw. Eg hnw is about 0.5 litre (Gardiner, EG3 

P-199), while Heb HYN about 4 litres. 

ZRT (11)1 ) "a span (as a measure)" 

--- dr. t "hand" 

Bondi, ZAS 32 p. 132; Sethe, Verbum p. 183; Cal ice no. 946; 

Lambdin p. 149f 

[Heb] Ex 28: 16,39: 9; 1Sam 16: 4, Is 40: 12, Eze 43: 3 

[Eg] Wb V 580.3ff. [Copt) STWpE , 
bTWpt 

, 
fTwAl 

, 8TOOT=, bTOT= 

[Aram] ZRT (DISO p. 80) [Syria] ZRT' [Ug] drt (UT 710) 

If this is an Eg loanword, as Laobdin pointed out, the borrowing 

must have taken place in a very early period (end of 3rd millennium 

to early 2nd millennium), because d of dr. t became d which cannot 

be represented by Heb Z, and the t of dr. t, which is represented by 

Heb T, was lost quite early. Ug drt reflects the period after Eg d 

became d, before the final t was lost. The fact that the root ZRT 

has no Semitic etymology favours the Eg origin, though we cannot be 

sure. 

? HNYK (in 1'. '7x1 ) "the trained, retainers" 

--- link a-' 0 "the trustful" 

Yahuda, Language p. 291; Albright, AfO 6 p. 221; BASOR 94 p. 24 n. 87; 

Lambdin p. 150 

[Heb] Gen 14: 14 

[Eg] Wb 111,118; cf. mhnk (11,129.7-8 since OK) [Aram] HNK (vb), 

HNKH (noun) (DISO p. 92) 
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It was Albright, opposing Yahuda, who regarded Heb HNYK as an Eg 

loanword. He advocated that HNYK, as well as ha-na-ku-u-ka 

(Taanach letters no. 6.8, CAD H 76b) is unquestionably connected 

with Eg hnk/mhnk (AfO 6 p. 221). However, later he changed his 

view, and doubted the identification, because he admitted the 

reading of Eg hnk, quoted by Albright, is doubtful (G. Posener, 

Princes et Pays d'Asie et Nubie pp. 26-28, where he read the word as 

sgrvw). There is no difficulty in thinking that HNYK is a qatil 

type noun deriving from the root HNK "train, dedicate. " Therefore, 

Yahuda's original proposal is still valuable. It seemsmore likely 

that the word was borrowed by Egyptian. 

? HNYT ( Jl']fl ) "spear" 

--- hny. týt 44Qg "spear" 

Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 115; Calice no. 718; Ellenbogen p. 73 

[Heb] ISam 17: 7,13: 22 (47x) 

[E9] Wb 111,110.11 NK 

The Eg word hny. t only occurs in NK, in which the Eg fem. ending 

t was lost. Therefore, it is impossible for Heb HNYT to be an Eg 

loanword, unless we assume that the word was borrowed in a very 

early stage. The Eg hny. t occurs twice in the list of tribute from 

Rtnw in Syria (Urk IV, 719.727) and once in a magical text ( A. 

Massart, Leiden I 343, recto V. 2) as a weapon of Baal, suggesting 

that hny. t is Semitic loanword in Eg. 

* fflY ( f1 ) "white cake? " 

--- hr(. t) ö "a kind of cake" 

[Heb] Gen 40: 16 

[Eg] Wb 111,148.16 end of MK-NK 
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That the word appears once in an Eg context is in favour of an 

Eg loanword. BDB, however, classified it under a root HWR "be 

white", from which the meaning "white cake" was inferred. Though 

Eg origin is probable, it cannot be certain. 

* HRTM (in L]', ý(D )fl ) "magician" 

--- hrv-tp G` x, "who is upon, chief" 

Stricker, AO 15 p. 164; Gardiner, AE0 I p. 129*; Laabdin p. 151; 

Quaegebeur, in Pharaonic Eg pp. 162-172 (in which the more detailed 

bibliography and previous discussions are found, pp. 162-167); SAK 

12 p. 368-389. 

[Heb] Gen 41: 8,24; Ex 7: 11,22,8: 3,14,15,19: 11a, lib; Dan 

1: 20,2: 2 [Aram] Dan 2: 10,27,4: 4,6,5: 11 

[Eg] Wb III, 140.6ff since Pyr [Demot] hr-tb (Erichsen p. 321,325) 

(NA] har-d/ti-bi (KM p. 37) [Gk] (pEprTo i, coep1Taß( T7f), pp/Two , 

cpp(T<o)p , 90PIT0/3 (see Quaegebeur p. 167) 

The equation of HRTM with hr-tp has been long suspended because 

of phonetic problems: the representation of Eg t by Heb T, and Eg 

p>b by Heb M. However, the latter is certainly conceivable, 

because Al can become /m/ after [u) vowel (cf. Xvovurs //Xvov, 6rs 

HNWM // HNWB /m/ > Al after [u]). As for the former which is 

more difficult, Quaegebeur presents inscriptional evidence that . fir- 

tb and hr-Mb (0 // Q) 
are written in parallel designating 

the same person. He thinks that "this can only be a sportive 

writing of hry-tp, i. e., a kind of progressive spelling adapted 

more to the actual pronounciation than to the etymology. " If this 

is true, then all phonetic problems are resolved, because Eg d>d 

is always represented by Heb T. Especially the second evidence he 

presents seems to suggests strongly that hr-tb is written as hr- 
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(1)db. However, the ö 
which is considered as a progressive 

spelling of hr-tp and read as hr-idb is attested as a different 

title hr-wdb (Wb 111,1-5), as Quaegebeur admits. It is not strange 

in Egypt that one person bears more than one title. Therefore, the 

question is how we can confirm that $ is a phonetic writing of 

hr-tp of a different title which was possessed by the same person. 

Further, it seems odd to write a title with another title for 

phonetic purposes. The phonetic change could be explained differ- 

ently; /t/ > /t/ before M and after H, though /r/ a resonant 

intervened between H and T (see the previous discussion p. 259). 

Therefore the identification is almost certain. 

? HSML ( >/ Wf]) "some shining substance" 

"bronze" --- hsmn e 

Brugsch, Wb VI p. 853; Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 115; Calice no. 432 

[Heb] Ezek 1: 4,27,8: 2 

[Eg] see HYMN [NA/NB] cf. ehmaru (hardly to be connected with Heb 

hasmal, CAD E p. 366f. ) [OB] cf. e1me, u (CAD E p. 107f. "a precious 

stone of characteristic sparkle and brilliancy. In this peculiar 

quality, elmebu may well be connected with Heb ha. aal"). (For the 

meaning of elme9u, see Landsberger, VTS 16 pp. 190-198). 

Cf. HSMN 

The representation of Eg n by Heb L at the end is conceivable in 

particular after or before a labial: e. g., Eg sbn > *C$A 

(imperative COATE 6erny p. 147), tnm > 9Tw, \M(öerny p. 186), mnnn > 

bMI OAWW (öerny p. 81), knm >* kn®n® > 6. AofU M (`ern' p. 328). However 

the word is more likely to be a cognate, because of Akk words 

above. 
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H9MN (in Q '. ] n) "meaning unknown" 

--- hsmn "bronze" 

Spiegelberg, ARAT 

[Heb] Ps 68: 32 Y'TYW HNNYM MNY MSRYM "Bronze/Envoys (? ) will come 

out of Egypt" 

[Eg] Wb 111,163.14-24 since OK [Ug] hus/hasaannu (Syria 28 p. 55f. ) 

meaning unknown [Akk] cf. has®änu"a blue-green (wool)" (CAD H 

p. 142a); hu. mänu "a blue(? ) shade (of wool)" (CAD H p. 257b) 

Because of being only a single occurrence the meaning of the 

word is unknown, though the context is in favour of the Eg loan 

word. If it is of Eg origin, it is most likely to be derived from 

Eg hsmn "bronze", though the correspondence between Heb S and Eg s 

is a little troublesome. 

** HTM (Q Jj 1) "seal" 

--- htm "seal" 

Brugsch, Wb p. 1145; Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 117; Laabdin p. 151; Ellenbogen 

p. 74 

[Heb] HTM (verb) Lev 15: 3; Is 8: 16 (16x). HWTM/HTM (masc. noun) Gen 

38: 18; Ex 28: 11 (14x). HWTMT (fem. noun) Gen 38: 25 (lx). [Aram] 

HTM Dan 5: 18 [Ph] HTM 

[Eg] Wb III, 350.3ff. since OK [Copt] JwmM , ]TAM , 1NAH [Demot] 

htm (Erichsen p. 372.2) [Ph/Pu] HTM [Aram) HTM (DISO P. 98) [Arab] 

[Syr] hätami [Eth] mähtam 

The long vowel /o/ of hötem is a result of the Canaanite shift, 

because most Semitic nominal forms indicate a prototype *hätam 

(Lambdin p. 151). The fact that htm does not occur in Akk (cf. Akk 

kanaku "seal") leads us to incline to think htm is not a cognate 

but a borrowed word. The widespread occurrence of this word 
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indicates that it was borrowed very early (Lambdin). 

** TB'T ( n, y1Ü) "signet-ring" 

--- db `. t "seal" 

Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 123; Lambdin p. 151; Ellenbogen p. 75 

[Heb] Gen 41: 42; 43 times in Ex; Nun 31: 50; Esth 3: 10,8: 2,8a, 8b, 

10; Is 3: 21 

[Eg] Wb V, 566.5ff. since OK [Copt] $T130E (ýerny p. 181), TWW/5E "to 

seal" [Demot] tb` (Erichsen p. 623) 

The word db. t was borrowed in the early stage, perhaps in the 

third millennium, when Eg /d/ had already become /d/, and Eg fem. 

ending was retained. The absence of a proper Heb etymology (cf. 

TB' "to sink") makes the Eg origin of this word most likely. It is 

conceivable that Semites borrowed TB`T "signet-ring" as well as HTM 

"seal. " 

** TN' (X7 D) "basket" 

--- dni (. tl ý4, a4 "basket" 

Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 122; Yahuda, Language p. 97; Lambdin p. 151; 

Ellenbogen p. 77 

[Heb) Deut 26: 2,4,28: 5,17 

[Eg) Wb V, 467.2-8 since MK 

Due to isolated occurrences and the lack of Sem etymology, it is 

most likely that the word is an Eg loanword. 

** y'WR (-') "the Nile, river" 

--- 
z(t)r(w) Llo 

,4 
fit. 

Erman, ZDAIG 46 p. 108; Lambdin p. 151 

[Heb] Gen 4: 1,2,3; Ex 2: 3,5,4: 9 etc (total 65x) cf. Amos 8: 8 
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ki-'6r "like the Nile" 

[Eg] Eb 1,146.10ff. since NK [Copt] $Eioop , brop sjAAp (6erny 

p. 48) [Demot] yr (Erichsen p. 50) f NA] ABI" ya-ru-'u-ü (i trw- `3 

Ranke, KM p. 29; cf. Copt E(Ep 6erny p. 48). 

From Dyn18 onward the spelling without t occurs. The change t> 

aleph can be observed in the Coptic form but not in the NA form. 

** LWB (in "Libyans" 

--- rb(w) c .J 
$1c= "Libyans" 

[Heb] Dan 11: 43; Nahu 3: 9; 2Chr 12: 3,16: 3 

[Eg] Wb 11,414.2-3 

In the biblical contexts which refer to Egypt, the word is most 

likely an Eg loanword. 

** LN( -j)) "a precious stone" 

--- n. m(. t) ° 

Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 113; 

[Heb] Ex 28: 19,39: 12 

[Eg] Wb I1,339.19ff. 

The Heb L§M has no 

"green felspar" 

Calice no-227; La®bdin p. 152; Ellenbogen p. 97 

since NK; Harris, Lex. Stud. p. 115,231. 

cognate in Semitic, making an Eg loan most 

likely. As far as the representation of Eg n by Heb L is 

concerned, there is no difficulty, because Eg /n/ often became /1/ 

at the initial position; see Eg n(y) > CoptAA ; nwh >A wß s; nn > Y 

AEAo1; nsb >AArtcr ; ns >Mc ; nss >Awwc ; nfnf >A&fAj ; nhw >AE2 

nhm >AZHM (Cerný pp. 69-76) . 

As for the identification, Harris comments "there is nothing to 

suggest that nsmt was other than green in colour, and its use for 

the green felspar. That it covered bluish varieties of the same 

stone seems likely, and it is also possible that other green stones 
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were on occasion confused with it" (p. 115), and " nsmt is the 

material not for a scarab, but (with mfk3t = NPK) for two uraei 

(p. 231)". 

? MZH ( (lTQ) "girdle" 

--- mdh "fillet" 

Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 112; Calice no. 643; Lambdin p. 152 

[Heb] Ps 109: 19 

[Eg] Wb 11,189.11 since OK [Copt] SMoxL , aMA IL 2, bMox? (ferny, 

p. 101, says the word is probably a loanword from Sem MZH) [NB/SB] 

mezehu "a scarf or belt" (CAD M2 46) [SB/LB] mezehu (relates to 

Heb mezah, Eg mdh AHw 650a) 

B Gunn, "A Note on Brit. Mus. 828 (stela of Simontu)" JEA 25 

p. 218f., opposed the identification on the following two grounds; 

(1) Eg mdh is often wrongly translated "girddle" (Wb 11,189), yet 

mdh means "fillet" (Gardiner, GE3 p. 505 s. 10; CDME p. 123). 

Hence the meaning is not comparable. (2) Eg d became d, which 

cannot be represented by Heb Z. Therefore, Heb MZH is not a 

loanword from Eg. Gunn assumed with G. B. Driver that there was 

perhaps a general Semitic root MZH/HZM "girdle" because of Arab 

haze®a, Minaean hsm "strapped" and other Semitic forms. Copt Mox2 

then, is a Semitic loanword in Copt as Cerny notes (p. 101). 

? MTH (-i(gb) "staff" 

--- mdw 
ý`ýº Late "staff" 

Janssen, ATO P. 40 (IN KM3) 

[Heb] Gen 38: 18,25 onwards (250x) 

[Eg] Wb 11,178 since OK [Ug] wt "staff" (UT 1642) 

[Gk] ('Ea-9 grts = (ns-p3jwdw 
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If this is a borrowed word, it must have entered Canaanite in 

the second millennium, because the d of odw changed to t, at 

latest, in the Late period (see above), which does not correspond 

to Heb T. However, Heb fern ending -eh has no correspondence in Eg 

mdw, unless we consider that it is a vowel letter, and the w of adw 

dropped. As C. Gordon pointed out, it is much more likely that Ug 

mt was drived from 'nty = Heb NTH "to extend", which is very 

productive. In Ezek 19: 11,12,14 the word designates a branch of 

a vine. Therefore, it is no difficult to think that the meaning 

"staff" comes from the root NTH. 

MRH ( f1-)a) "rub" 

--- mrh(. t) 
ö°a "rub" 

Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 112 (with Ar. mrh); Calice no. 566; Lambdin p. 151 

[Heb] Is 38: 21 

Eg] Wb II, 111.1-10 since OK (< wrh "to anoint" Wb 

1,334.8ff since OK) [Arab] nrh (OB/SB] aarsjju (? ) [Aran] MRHY' 

(DISO p. 168 meaning unknown) 

It is difficult to discriminate between cognate and a loanword 

in this case. Von Soden (AHw 608b) compares Akk msrähu with Heb 

MRH and Arab mrh . If this is so, since Akk marähu is attested in 

OB texts, mrh/h is a Semito-Eg cognate. If this is not the case, 

Heb MRH is likely to be an Eg loanword. Notice CAD does not have 

marähu as "to rub" but "to spoil. " 
V 

M§Y ( -'yob) "a costly material for garments" 

--- ms. y M044 Y "a kind of garment" 

Ellenbogen p. 109 

[Heb] Ezek 16: 10,13 (used with S§ (Eg ss) "linen") 
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[Eg] Kb 11,143.4-5 NK-Gk [Arab] cf. wasy [Hittite] mas4i(ya) 

Though that the etymology of M6Y is unknown favours an Eg 

loanword, the identification is hindered by two difficulties; (1) 

different meaning: Heb M§Y indicates a material, while Eg msy "a 

kind of garment. " (2) unusual correspondence between Eg s and Heb 

§ (see below [4] Notes on the Correspondences e) Sibilants). C. 

Rabin, "Hittite Words in Hebrew" Or NS 32 pp. 113-139, put forward 

the Hittite loanword: mashi(ya) "shawl". Therefore, the identifi- 

cation is open to choice: (1) Eg loanword, (2) Hittite loanword, 

and (3) cognate. 

NHT ( nn)) "descent" 

--- nht ®Q "strength, power" V 

Ellenbogen p. 112 

[Heb] Is 30: 30 nht zrw'w "strength of his arm" 

[Eg] Wb II, 316.7ff. since Pyr [Copt]NA #TE (6erny p. 115) [Demot] 

nhtt 

As Ellenbogen points out, the expression nht hpA "strength of 

arm" is common and the meaning seems to fit the context (Is 30: 30) 

well. However, the traditionl interpretation is still possible, 

and Heb root NHT is attested well. Further NHT is used with ZR' 

and YD in similar expressions; e. g., wtnht `1y ydk "your hand will 

descend upon me" (Ps 38: 3); q t-nhw. 4h zr`ty wnhth "my arms can bend 

a bow of bronze" (Ps 18: 35,2Chr 22: 35). Therefore, an Eg 

explanation is unnecessary. 

** NPR ( 'jý'] ) "a precious stone" 

--- mfk(3. t) "(green/blue) turquoise" 

Lambdin p. 152 
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[Heb] Ex 28: 18,39: 11; Ezek 28: 13,27: 16 

[Egj Wb 11,56 since Pyr; Harris, Lex. Stud. p. 106-110,231 (Note Eg 

fk3. t in Wb I, 580 is a misspelling of "fk3. t) 

The representation of Eg   by Heb N at initial position is not a 

problem because NA aAuPi-ha-at-ti-hu-ru-un-pi-ki (pr-hthr-(nb. t)- 

mfk3. t) shows that the initial Eg At became Al (Ranke, KM p. 32, his 

identification is pr-hthr-nb. t-pr-k3. t, yet see P. Montet, Geogra- 

phie I p. 63). Supplementary evidence carves from the fact that some 

Eg as became /n/ at the initial position; Eg preposition w> Copt N; 

mny. t> NHNI ; any. t> NOYNE ; m-dr > NTEpE -; r dwn > NTOOYN ;1 ki > 

N61(Oerny pp. 102,109,112,113,119). Therefore there is little 

doubt that NPK originated from Eg mfk3. t. 

** NTR ( -I13 ) "natron" 

--- ntr(i) 
% "natron" 

Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 113; Lambdin p. 152f; Ellenbogen p. 117 

[Heb] Jer 2: 22; Prov 25: 20 

[Eg] Wb 11,366.8 since Pyr. [Gk] viTpo� , Avrpov [Akk] nit(i)ru 

(AHw 798a) [Nab] cf. NTR (? ) (DISO p. 189) [Arab] natur, naträn 

[Hittite] nitri; [Copt and Demot] not attested 

The Eg word ntri was borrowed in Heb after Eg t>t (NK 

onwards). The Heb, Gk, Akk forms indicate the original vocaliza- 

tion as *[nitr-J, from which the Heb form took the usual shift of 

giti- type: [nitr-] > [neter-]. The Arab form may be a later 

borrowing after Eg vowel shft [i] > [a] in closed accented 

syllables (1100-925 BC) (cf. Lambdin p. 145). 

? SWP ( 1.10) "reed" 

--- twf(y) ý' 'V "papyrus" 
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Brugsch, Wb p. 1580; Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 122; Calice no. 455; Albright, 

VESO p. 65 (he said not syllabic"); Lambdin p. 153 

[Heb) Ex 2: 3,5; Is 19: 6; Jonah 2: 6 "sea weed"; mostly in the 

combination YM-SWP Ex 10: 19 etc. (many) 

[Eg] Wb V, 359.6-10 NK-Gk [Copt]X ooYy (Öerny p. 322) [Demot] dwf 

[Arab] süf 

It seems likely that the word designating Eg papyrus is Eg. 

However there are other Eg words for Eg papyrus, such as d. t (Wb 

V, 511 OK-MK), mnh (Wb 11,83 since MK) etc. Considering that the 

twfy is a new word in the NK period, and written in syllabic 

spelling (against Albright), the possibility that twfy is a 

loanword in Eg is undeniable. Besides, there is a phonetic 

problem, that is, the correspondence between Eg t and Heb S. The 

phonetic value of Eg t seems to remain unchanged in this word until 

Copt XooYI, from which Arab probably borrowed the word suf. W. 

Ward, for the same reason, opposes a borrowing in either direction, 

he supposes a proto-Canaanite word *sp "reach", from which Eg twf, 

Heb SWP developed ("The Semitic biconsonantal root SP and the 

common orign of Egyptian NF and Hebrew SUP: "Marsh(-plant)" VT 24 

p. 339-349). 

SL`M (Q yýD ) "locust" 

--- snhm "locust" 

Brugsch, Wb p. 1253; Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 117; Calice no. 782 (admits as 

Lw); Vycichl, ZAS 84 p. 147 

[Heb] Lev 11: 22 

[Eg] Wb 111,461.6-7 since Pyr [Copt] 8CA NNEZ 

SL'M occurs once in Leviticus, and Eg snhm is attested since the 

Pyr Period, making an Eg loanword likely. However, the correspon- 
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dence between Eg h and Heb ` is questionable at the present. A Sem 

explanation is not impossible, as BDB suggest, i. e., a root SL' 

it split" to which an afformative M is added. 

** 'RH (in nisi ) "rush" 
T 

rJ 

--- 'r o VC "rush" 

Thacker, JTS 34 p. 163f 

[Heb] Is 19: 7 'rwt 'J-y'wr "plants along the Nile" 

[Eg] Wb 1,208.4-7 since OK; 'r. t Wb I, 208.8-9 Gk; cf. 'r. t 

"papyrus book roll" 

That the word has no cognate in Sem, and that it occurs once in 

an Eg context (above) strongly suggest Eg etymology. BDB, consi- 

dering the word 'RH to be derived from 'RH "be naked", translated 

it as "bare place. " However, it is evident from the context that 

'RH designates a kind of plant, growing on the bank of the Nile. 

Therefore, this 'RH is a separate word from the root 'RH "be naked. " 

As for Eg equivalents, masc. form 'r is attested since OK, while 

fem. form, which would better fit Heb `RH, only occurs in the Gk 

period. So, we could assume either that Eg fee. form is acciden- 

tally not attested in the earlier period in Eg documents, or that 

Eg `r became a fem. noun when entering Hebrew. 

** PH (no) "thin plate of metal" 

--- ph(3) 
®O "stone plate" 

Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 110; Calice no. 605; Lasbdin p. 153; Ellenbogen 

p. 130 

[Heb] Ex 39: 3; Num 17: 3 (16: 38) 

[Eg] Wb 1,543.12 Dyn 18 

The word has no Sem cognate, so it is likely this is an Eg 
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loanword. 

** PH ( f-Q) "bird-trap" 

--- ph(3) "bird-trap" 

Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 110; Calice no. 605; Lambdin p. 153 

[Heb] Josh 23: 3; Ps 119: 10; Job 18: 9,22: 10; Is 24: 17 etc. (tatal 

25x) 

[Eg] Wb I p. 543.15 [Copt] 8n, & ýtj , býpA [Arab] pahh 

That PH has no cognate in Sem suggests the word is borrowed from 

the Eg common word ph3 which is attested since NK. Heb verb form*PHH 

which once occurs in Is 42: 22 is a denominative from PH. 

** PR`H ( ; iJ ) "Pharaoh" 

--- pr-`(3) oo great house" 

Lambdin p. 153; Ellenbogen p. 139 

[Heb] Gen 41: 14 (274x) 

[Eg] see Aram PR`H. 

** sy (14 ) "ship" 

--- d(3)y 
LDJV '4 "river ship" 

Brugsch, Wb p. 1691; Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 123; Lambdin p. 153; Ellenbogen 

p. 145 

[Heb] Num 24: 24; Is 33: 21; Ezek 30: 9; Dan 11: 30 

[Eg] Wb V, 515.6 since NK [Copt] 401 (oerny p. 310) [DemotJ dy 

(Erichsen p. 674) 

Notice the word has no cognate in Semitic. 

** ß, 2B (ap) "kab (a measure of capacity) " 

--- kby aJ44u 
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Brugsch, Wb p. 1241; Erman, ZDMG 46 P. 120; Ellenbogen p. 147 

[Heb] 2K 6: 25 

[Eg] see Aram Lw QB. 

** QWP ( lip) "ape" 

--- g(1)f z4 $- , MK Jzj-- s "ape" 

Brugsch, Wb p. 1511; Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 121; Calice no. 451; Albright, 

VESO p. 61; Lambdin p. 154 

[Heb] 1K 10: 22; 2Chr 9: 21 

[Eg] Wb V, 158.12-16 since OK; cf. gwf (Wb V, 16.9) [Dempt] kf, kf 

(Erichsen p. 562,536) [SB/LB] uqüpu (AHw 1427b) [Gk) (7/305 , I'crynos 

[Aram] cf. QP' (Ahikar 117). 

QWP has no cognate in Heb while Eg gif is attested since OK, 

making it very likely that QWP is an Eg loanword. The phonetic 

correspondence between Heb Q and Eg g is no problem, and Eg gif 

became k/kf in Demotic (cf. Heb QST: gsti). 

** QLHT (nn 'p ) "pot, cauldron" 

d$o 
--- krh. t ia "vessel" 

Brugsch, Wb p. 1469; Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 121; Bruchard, no-258; Lambdin 

p. 154; Ellenbogen p. 149; Cerny p. 329 

[Heb] 1Sam 2: 14; Mic 3: 3 

[Eg] Wb V, 62.12ff since OK [Copt] cf. 6 A), A2r (Crum p. 813) [Ug] 

glht (KTU 5.22.16; Dietrich, Loretz and Sanmartin identified it 

with Heb QLHT, UF 7 p. 166) 

That QLHT has no cognate strengthens the possibility of a 

loanword. Since Heb QLHT preserves the Eg fem. ending -t, which 

had been lost by NK, the word was probably borrowed by Canaanite in 

the early second millennium. This early borrowing is also indi- 
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cated by Ug glht. After Eg krh. t was borrowed, the final t was lost 

in Eg, on the other hand the t was kept in Canaanite until the 

first millennium. Therefore, Copt 6A Xb, 2T cannot be a direct 

descendant of Eg krh. t. Lacau, "Sur la chute du o (-t) final, 

marque de feminin" Rd'E 9 p. 83, considers that 6AXa, 2r is a foreign 

word because of the final t. Therefore, we can safely assume that 

the QLHT re-entered Eg (öerny p. 329). 

** QST ( ji'o ) "scribe's palette" 

--- gst(i) ö aq a. "scribe's palette" 

Müller, OLZ 3 pp. 49-51; Eisler, OLZ 33 p. 585f; Lambdin p. 154; 

Ellenbogen p. 150 

[Heb] Ezek 9: 2,3,11 

[Eg] Wb V, 207.11ff. since OK [Demot] gst [Copt] 6dcr , 6OCT 

1< CT (6erny p. 337; Crum p. 832) [Gk]KaWTU (Eisler, see above) 

Lambdin notes that the only consonantal difficulty is the 

representation of Eg s by Heb S. However, this equation is normal 

(cf. PYNHS: p3-nhty, R'MSS: r`-ms-sw). Also the problem of the 

correspondence between Eg g and Heb Q can be resolved by the Eg 

phonetic change g> /k/, which is inscriptionally demonstrated 

ksd (Gk), kst (Gk), and Copt dialect KAcr (see Aram Q: Eg 

g in the previous chapter p. 247). The vocalization of qeset 

perfectly fits Copt and Gk forms [kast]. 

* SKYWT ( Jil'Dv) "ship" 

--- 9k. t (w) PR "ships" 

Driver, "Difficult words" p. 52; Albright "Baal-Zephon" p. 4 n. 3; Alt, 

AfO 15 p. 70; Lambdin p. 155; Barr, Comparative Philology p. 280; 

Ellenbogen p. 154 
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[Heb] Is 2: 16 // 'NYWT "ship" 

[E9] Wb IV, 315.9f. skty (NK), sk. tw (pl. Dyn 18) fug) tkt (UT 

2680) 

Eg pl. form skty phonetically and semantically fits the context 

well. Therefore the emendation: SKYWT > SKTY (Driver, and BHS), 

being based upon the singular form skty is unnecessary. As for the 

correspondence between Eg s and Heb S, it is normal, if the word 

entered Hebrew directly. (Canaanite cf. Ug tkt: Ug t= Heb 9). 

The Heb vocalization might be influenced by the parallel word 

'NYWT. The word cannot be confirmed because this is a single 

correspondence betweem Eg s and Heb S, though it is quite 

conceivable. 

** SWSN ( JuW , jwiW ) �lily" 

--- sb(h)n 
Brugsch, Wb p. 1314; Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 117; Lambdin p. 154; Ellenbogen 

p. 159 

[Heb] §W§N: 1K 7: 22,26; Song of Solomon (6x); Ps 45: 1,69: 1,80: 1 

(total 11x); SWANH: 2Chr 4: 5 etc. (4x) 

Eg] shhn Wb 111,487.9 OK-MK; s. 33n Wb 111,485.11 MK; in (K. 

Kitchen, VA 3 p. 29ff. for the disscussion, see Heb PN 66N) [Copt] 

ý9wýOEN [Aram] N (DISO p. 322) [Gk] 6000o(V [Arab] C'..:. 

** 5TH ( ß(9V%) "acacia" 

--- gnd(. t)I "acacia" 

Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 120; Calice no. 859; Lambdin p. 154; Ellenbogen 

p. 160 

[Heb] Ex 25: 5,10 etc. (26x); Deut 10: 3; Is 41: 19 

[Eg] Wb IV, 521.1ff. MK; cf. masc. form . nd (Wb IV, 520.9-13 Pyr and 
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OK) [Copt] 1,1ONTE, b! 90NT (eernv p. 247) [Demotj 
. 
4ntt (Erichsen 

p. 516) [Arab] 
. 
ý:.,.:. [Akk] cf. samtu3 

Notice n-assimilation only in Hebrew. Inscriptional spellings 

clearly show the following phonetic changes: sýnd. t > 9nd. t Rö 

(MK) > gnt. t R° (NK). Because of the representation of Heb T 

which only corresponds to Eg d, it is evident that Eg . nd. t entered 

Canaanite in the Middle Kingsom period, after Eg fen. ending 

dropped yet before the d became t. 

** 6Y6 ( LV ) "alabaster" 

---s ®Pä "alabaster" 

Stricker, AO 15 p. 12; Lambdin p. 155 

[Heb] lChr 29: 2 

[Eg] Wb IV, 540.10ff. since Pyr [Aram] 66 (DISO p. 321) 

In the course of the phonetic change of Eg A4, there is no 

inscriptional evidence for hh > sb. Therefore, it may be reason- 

able to assume that Heb ä corresponds to Eg h due to phonetic 

dissimilation of Heb S> under the influence of the first . The 

parallel change is observed in "linen. " 

? (SN)HBYM 

--- (AN)-3b(w) I}J ý *- "Ivory of Elephants" 

[Heb] 1K 10: 22; 2Chr 9: 21 

[Eg] Kb 1,7.16 since MK 

Phonetically Eg 3 can hardly be represented by Heb H. If Heb HB 

3 Akk samtu is a foreign name of the acacia, see hamtu (CAD S 125a). 
Lisa-am-tu is a name of Ü. GI.. U. GIR in Meluhba according to lexical 
series 

Üruanna 1,182; Ü. GI.. Ü. GIR is abAgu a kind of acacia. Since 
Meluhha stood for Nubia in NA texts, this could well be the Eg word 
(CAD A2 409a). 
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means "elephant", Heb and Eg 3b could be cognate, both borrowed 

from a third language. 

§SH ( ý0W) "to spoil" 

--- (3L (w) ý ý1 
' "Bedouin" 

Albright, BASOR 89 p. 32 n. 7; Lambdin p. 155 

[Heb] Judges 2: 14,16; 1Sam 14: 48,23: 1,2K17: 20; Ps 44: 11 etc. 

(12x) 

[Eg) Wb IV, 412.10-11 Dyn 18 [Copt] gyWc, 8, 'JAc 

Albright's identification seems to be groundless. If §SH is an 

Eg loanword, we must assume very early borrowing, because 6SH is so 

hebraized that the secondary root §SS "to plunder" is produced. 

More likely, however, both words are independent. 

3'TNZ ( T]l9)W ) "mixed stuff" (? ) 

--- *. 'd-nd "cutting of thread" (? ) 

Lambdin p. 155 (following Albrght's oral suggestion) 

[Heb] Lev 19: 19, Deut 22: 11 

[Eg] 'd (Wb IV, 422 since NK, a, f Wwwt , bWwr) "to cut" and nd (Wb 

11,376 NAT ) "thread" 

BDB's explanation using Copt NOYX "false" is impossible because 

Eg of N oy& is n`wd, and the `ayn cannot be explained. Albright's 

theoretical reconstruction *`d-nd is not impossible, though we 

cannot cite any evidence and the meaning does not really fit the 

context. 

** (WV) "byssus" 

--- 9s ý7 "linen" 

Stricker, AO 15 p. 6; Lambdin p. 155; Ellenbogen p. 164 
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[Heb] Gen 41: 42; Ex 25: 4,26.1 etc (32x); Eze 16: 10,13,27: 7; Prov 

31: 22 (total 38x) 

[EgJ Wb IV, 539.12ff. since MK [Aram] 66 (DISO P. 321) [Copt) cf. 

s jNC , b! YENC for A(s)-ns(w) 

That §6 has no cognate in Heb, while .s is attested since MK 

in Eg make it very likely that the word is an Eg loanword. As for 

the phonetic problem of Heb S and Eg s, see the discussion in AYS. 

For the biblical evidence, see BWS. 

** TBH (i ZIT) "ark, box" 

o --- db(3.0 HKýýJ, ay{ ' 
MKAýq-ýj'` etc. 

"shrine, coffin, chest, box" 

Brugsch, Wb p. 1628; Erman, ZDMG 46 p. 126; Cerny p. 180 

[Heb] Gen 6: 14-9: 18 (26x)"ark"; Ex 2: 3,5 "basket" made of papyrus GM' 

(see GM'). 

[Eg] Wb V, 561.8-12,434.10,261.11 [Gk] Bleis (LXX) [Copt] 

THH, E, Tä156 

The Eg words db3. t "shrine" (since OK), db3. t "box" share a 

common origin. The progressive spelling nj 4 -hk tbß indicates 

that the initial d already became /t/ in MK. Therefore, phoneti- 

cally TBH corresponds well. The word has no cognate in Semitic, 

strengthening the Eg etymology. It is interesting that an Eg 

loanword is found in the flood story in Genesis. 

? THR' (x )f1Jl ) "collar" (? ) 
T 

--- dir "the hide of an animal" 

Lambdin p. 155 (with doubt) 

[Heb] Ex 28: 32,39: 23 

[Eg] Wb V, 481,13ff since MK 
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As Lambdin comments, there is a phonetic problem in this 

identification: Heb T= Eg d, because it seems that the initial d 

of dhr did not change into /t/ (w'b V, 481). Also the meaning is not 

suitable in the context. More likely is the connection of THR' 

with Eg thr "leather part of carriage" (Wb V, 328.2; see 

Caminos p. 201), yet as shown by the syllabic writing, the word is a 

foreign word, which might be borrowed from Semitic. 
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C. ANALYSIS OF PHONOLOGICAL CORRESPONDENCES 

(i] Heb_ Eg Phonetic__Correspondences 

Heb ': Eg 3 

Lw='HW 

Heb ': Eg 1 

PN=MY'MN; DN='MWN; GN='WN, 'N, N'; Lw='TWN, 'YPH, TN' 

Heb ': Eg lost r in final positon 

PN=SH', SYH' PH' 

Heb ': Eg probably lost n in initial position 

PN='SNT 

Heb ': Eg lost t in middle position 

Lw=Y'WR 

Heb ': Eg 0 or y 

Lw=GM' 

Heb ': Eg 0 (prothetic aleph) 

Lw='HLMH 

Heb B: Eg b 

GN=PYBST; Lw=HWBN, TB'T, LWB, QB, TBH 

Heb G: Eg g 

Lw=GM' 

Heb D: Eg not attested 
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Heb H: Eg h 

PN=TRHQH; Lw=HWBN, HYM 

Heb H: Eg o 

(1) lost fem. ending -t [äh] 

GN=SWNH; Lw='HLMH, 'YPH, 'RH, STH, TBH 

(2) mater lectionis 

PN=NKH, TRHQH; Lw=PR`H 

Heb W: Eg w 

PN=NKW (? )4; GN=SWNH 

Heb W: Eg 0 

(1) mater lectionis 

PN=HWR, HWRY, KW6, KW§Y, PWTY'L, PWTYPR', PSHWR, WQ; DN='MWN; 

GN='WN; Lw='TWN, HWBN, Y'WR, LWB, QWP, WSH 

(2) unknown (case ending ?) 

Lw='HW 

Heb Z: Eg not attested 

Heb H: Eg h 

PN=HWR, HWRY, HPR', HRNPR, PH', PYNHS, PSHWR, SH', SYH'; GN=HNS, 

ýYHWR, THPNHS; Lw=QLHT 

Heb H: Eg h 

Lw='HW, 'HLMH, HTM, PH, PH 

Heb T: Eg d 

PN=PWTY'L, PWTYPR`, PTYH, PT; Lw='TWN, TN' 

40r mater lectionis ? which is interchangable with H. cf. NKH. 
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Heb T: Eg d(> d) 

Lw=TB`T, §TH 

Heb Y: Eg i 

Lw=Y'WR 

Heb Y: Eg y 

PN=HWRY, MY'MN (or Y could be a mater lectionis); Lw=SY 

Heb Y: Eg lost r 

GN=PYBST (the Y is a vowel letter) 

Heb Y: Eg w 

GN=SYNYN (probably confusion between SYN and SWN) 

Heb Y: Eg m 

(1) mater lectionis (see Y: lost r) 

PN=PWTY'L, PWTYPR', PYNHS, PPY, SYH', §YQ; GN=SYN, 

SYHWR; Lw='YPH, HYN, SY§ 

(2) gentilic 

PN=KW§Y 

Heb K: Eg k 

PN=KWA, KWSY, NKW, NKH; Lw=NPK 

Heb L: Eg r 

Lw=LWB, QLHT 

Heb L: Eg n(> /1/) 

Lw='HLMH, L§M 

Heb M: Eg m 

PN=MY'MN; DN='MWN; GN=MP, PTM, R'MSS; Lw='HLMH, GM', 

HTM, LSM 
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Heb N: Eg n 

PN='SNT, HRNPR, MY'MN, NKH, NKW, PYNHS, N; DN='MWN; 

GN='WN, 'N, HNS, N', SWNH, SYN, SYNYM, S'N, THPNHS; 

Lw=HWBN, HYN, TN', NTR, SWSN 

Heb N: Eg m (> /n/) 

GN=NP (change of the initial m >n in Hebrew ? ); Lw='TWN (the 

final m>n after [u] vowel), NPK (the initial e> /n/ before a 

labial) 

Heb S: Eg s 

PN='SNT, PYNHS; GN=HNS, SWNH, SYN, SYNYM, PYBST, PTRWS, PTRSYM, 

R`MSS, THPNHS; Lw=QST 

Heb `: Eg 

PN=HPR', PWTYPR`; GN=S`N, R`MSS, Lw=TB`T, `RH, PR`H 

Heb P: Eg p 

PN=PWTY'L, PWTYPR`, PYNHS, PHWR, PHR, PPY, PH', PTYH, PT; 

GN=PYBST, PTM, PTRWS, PTRSYM, THPNHS; Lw='YPH, PH, PH, PR`H, QWP 

Heb p: Eg f 

PN=HRNPR; GN=MP, NP; Lw=NPK 

Heb P: Eg b 

PN=NPR` 

Heb S: Eg d 

PN=SH', SYH'; GN=S'N, SY 

Heb Q: Eg k 

PN=§W§Q, §Y§Q, TRHQH; Lw=QB, QLHT 
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Heb Q: Eg A(> /k/ or /k/) 

Lw=QWP, QST 

Heb R: Eg r 

PN=HWR, HWRY, HPR`, HRNPR, PWTYPR`, PSHWR, PSHR, TRHQH; GN=PTRWS, 

PTRSYM, R'MSS, SYHWR; Lw=Y'WR, NTR, 'RH, PR'H 

Heb 9: Eg 9 

PN=KW§, KWSY, P§HWR, PSHR, WSQ, SYSQ, N; Lw=LSM, SWAN, ýYý, 6TH, 

ýý 

Heb §: Eg s(>/ /) 

Lw=SWIN, AYA, SS 

Heb T: Eg t 

PN='SNT, TRHQH; GN=PYBST, PTM, PTRWS, PTRSYM, THPNHS; LW=HTM, TB'T, 

QLHT, QST 

Heb T: Eg t(> /t/) 

Lw=NTR 

Heb T: Eg d(> /d/ > /t/) 

Lw=TBH 

[21 Eg__; Heb Phonetic CorresQo_ndences 

Eg 3: Heb ' 

: Heb 0 (excluding Eg article) 

PN=HPR`, NKW, NKH; GN=PYBST; Lw=NPK, PH, PH, PR'H, SY, TBH 
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Eg i: Heb 

: Heb Y 

: Heb 0 

PN=HPR`, PWTY'L, PWTYPR`, PT, PTYHW; GN=PTM; Lw='TWN, NTR, QWP, QST 

Eg y: Heb Y 

: Heb 0 (final Eg y> 0) 

PN=PYNHS; GN=PTRWS, PTRSYM, THPNHS; Lw='HW (? ), GM' (or Eg y: Heb 

2 ? ), HWBN, QB 

Eg ': Heb 

Eg w: Heb W 

: Heb Y 

: Heb 0 (Eg w dropped) 

PN=HWR, HPR', NKH; GN='WN, 'N, SYN; Lw=HYN, Y'WR 

Eg b: Heb B 

: Heb P 

Eg p: Heb P 

Eg f: Heb P 

Eg m: Heb M 

Eg m(> /n/) : Heb N 

Eg n: Heb N 

Eg n(> /1/) : Heb L 
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Eg n(> /'/) : Heb ' 

Eg n: Heb o (n-assimilation) 

PN=W9Q, 9YAQ; GN=MP, NP; Lw=§TH 

Eg r: Heb R 

: Heb L 

Eg r(> o) : Heb ' (see matres lectionis) 

Eg r(> 0) : Heb 0 

PN=MY'MN; GN=MP, NP, PYBST, PTM 

Eg h: Heb H 

Eg h: Heb 9 

Eg h: Heb H 

Eg s: Heb S 

Eg s(> /ý`/) : Heb 9 

Eg s: Heb 0 (Eg s assimilated into the following s) 

Eg A: Heb 9 

Eg k: Heb Q 

Eg k: Heb K 

Eg g: Heb G 

: Heb Q 
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Eg t: Heb T 

: Heb s 

(1) Eg fem. ending -t lost (see the discussion p. 364) 

PN=N'; GN=SWNH, PYBST, S'N, THPNHS; Lw='HMNH, 'YPH, TN', LAM, 

NPK, `RH, STH, TBH 

(2) Eg t(> /'/? 

Lw=Y'WR 

Eg t: Heb T 

Eg d: Heb T 

Eg d: Heb 0 (Eg d dropped: dd > d) 

Egd: HebS 

: Heb T 

: Heb T 
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(3] Table_of_Correspondences 

* Heb in capital, Eg in lower case 

Heb primary secondary Eg primary secondary 

31 rl ne t3 e4 3 p 

glottal- 
i Y m 

stops 
c r e 

Y iy r5 w6 o y Y 0 

semi- 
voewls W w o7 w w Ye sa 

B b b B -- - p---- -- - 

labials P pf bb p P 

f P 

------- -- M -- 
m 

- ---------- -- ---- 
m 

---- - ---- --- - M ------ -- ------ -- N 

nasals 
N n in n N L9 '2 Diu 

lateral L r n-9 

trill R r r RL '1 0 

-------- -- -S S S S §11 Pj 
sibi- 

S 
S11 s 

lants 
d 

H h 013 h H 

phary hh h H 

laryn tý H 

h - 

bl k gi a k Q- 

velars K k k K 

G g g G Q'4 

T t tls dis t T 018 

alve- D - t T15 

olars d T 0 

T d dl 7 d s T17 T18 
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Notes 1 in the case of hr "face" 

2 in the case of ns "He/She belongs to" 

in the case of itrw "the Nile" 

4 prothetic aleph and the case of GM' 

5 lost r 

e misspelling 

' mater lectionis 

I the secondary change p>b 

9 the change 1> /n/ 

10 n-assimilation 

11 the secondary change s> /s/ 

12 s-assimilation to /g/ 

13 fem. ending or mater lectionis 

14 the change g> /k/ or /k/ 

15 the change t>t 

16 the change d>d>t 

17 the change d>d 

18 fem. ending -t 

[41 Notes on the Correspondences 

a) Glottal Stops 

Eg 3 once corresponds to Heb ' at the initial position ('HW). The 

remaining examples of Eg 3 have no correspondences. Eg i is always 

realized by either ' or Y in the initial position ('MWN, 'WN, 'N, 

'TWN, 'YPH, Y'WR). In the final position, Eg 1 remains as ' protected 

by the following elements (N': ni. t, TN': dni. t), yet it is elided 
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when there is no protective element after it ('TWN: idmi, NTR: ntri, 

QST: gsti). In the medial position, Eg I is elided except in 'MN 

(MY'MN). 

Heb ' represents lost r in the final, lost n in the initial and 

lost t in the middle position. It also occurs as a prothetic aleph 

('HLMH). The ' of GM' seems to be a mater lectionis. 

b) Semi-vowels 

Eg y probably corresponds to Heb Y (HWRY, MY'MN, SY), yet it is 

impossible to make a distinction between a consonant Y and a vowel 

letter Y except in the case of MY'MN. Eg w certainly corresponds to 

Heb W as a consonant in SWNH and most likely in NKW. However the 

majority of Eg y and w dropped. 

Heb Y and W are frequently used as matres lectionis. The W of 'HW 

is difficult. It could be an old Eg case ending reflected in Heb. 

c) Labials 

Labials have nothing peculiar in correspondences between Eg and 

Heb. As in Aram and Ph, the P of HPR` is the only case where Eg b is 

realized by Heb P, probably because the following R influenced the 

articulation of P. 

d) Nasals 

Eg m and n are primarily represented by Heb M and N respectively. 

Eg initial m sometimes became /n/, corresponding to Heb N (NPK), and 

Eg n in the initial position and between a labial and h became /1/, 
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being realized as Heb L. 

Eg mit-nfr "Memphis" is realized as either MP or NP in Heb. The 

change M>N is not usual, yet the /®/ > /n/ before a labial is 

conceivable5. 

N-assimilation more frequently took place in Heb; 

(1) GN MP/NP (mn-nfr) --- of. Aras MNP, Ph MNP 

(2) Lw 6TH (. nd. t) --- cf. ONTE 

(3) PN WQ (ggnk) --- of. Gk FE6wrx(s 

e) Sibilants 

It seem that there is no confusion in correspondences between 

sibilants, i. e., S: s, s and S: d. Eg /t/, which corresponds to 

Ph S, and Aram § is not attested in Heb. The representation of Eg 4 

by Heb § has been long discussed. Only in the following cases does 

Heb ý represent Eg s; 

(1) PN SAN 
--- s9n > //An/ (cf. Copt ýiE-wEN ) 

(2) Lw MN --- ssn > /. 44n/ (cf. Aram SAN ) 

(3) Lw SY§ 
--- ss 

(4) Lw M 
--- ss > /ss/ (cf. Aram SS). 

Therefore, these indicate that Heb 6 does not really correspond to 

Eg s. It was Albright who advocated that PN `NMS finally settles the 

problem whether a Heb 6 may represent an Eg h, because he interpreted 

it as 'Anat-mäsey "Born of Anat. " However, Lemaire identified it with 

Eg 'n-m-s4, which is much more likely (see entry 'NM§). A loanword MSY 

(Eg msy) also suggested this possibility. Yet not only phonetically, 

5Cf. in the case of Akk, von-Soden, GAG section 31b; Millard, MAARAV 
4 p. 90; cf. m>n (GVG section 84. ), mt, mt > nt, nt (GVG section 
58). 
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but also semantically the identification cannot be confirmed (see also 

the discussion of Ph sibilants for '§R§LH, 'BD§R). After examining 

all possibilities of the correspondence between Heb § and Eg s, no 

certain evi. nce appears for it. 

The equation of Heb S and Eg s is suggested by two unconfirmed 

examples: 'SR'L (3s-it-'L) and §KYWT (sk. tw). The latter is more than 

likely though we cannot confirm it. 

f) Pharyngals and Laryngals 

Eg h and h (h is not attested) are represented by HebH. As in Aram 

transliterations Heb does not reveal any possibility of spirantization 

of K> /k/, since Eg postvocalic h consistently corresponds to Heb H. 

This indicates that all Eg elements entered Heb before spirantization 

became operative. 

g) Velars and Alveolars 

The correspondences between Eg and Heb velars show 

consistency without any double realization. 

Alveolars also show consistent correspondences with each other; 

i. e. , Eg t: Heb T, Eg d: Heb T, and Eg d: Heb S (Eg t is not 

attested). 

[5) Notes on the Hebrew Vocalizations 

a) Eg article p3 
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In Heb transliteration of' Eg names and words, Eg p3 is realized as 

follows; 

(1) Eg p3 : PY [ph 

e. g., PYNHS 

(2) Eg p3 : PW [Pö] 

e. g., PWTY'L (LXX cDOurt7A ), PWTYPR (LXX nETEcaP7s ), 

)6 PWTYPR' (LXX BETE(pp75 

(3) Eg P3 :P [pa] 

e. g., PTRWS (LXX ß«p uAwv1a ), P§HWR (LXX rO Xwp etc. ) 

(4) Eg t3 :T [tal 

e. g., THPNHS 

Corresponding to the divergences of vowel reflected in Heb forms of 

Eg p3, the cuneiform materials also show the variety of vocalization as 

follows (all examples are from Ranke, KM pp. 7-42); 

(1) Eg p3 : pi- 

e. g., MB pi-wi/e/a-ri (p3-wr) (EA) 

NA pi-ha-an-hu-ru (p3-kri-n-hr) (Assurb. ) 

NB pi-sa-mi-is-ki (psmtk) 

(2) Eg p3 : pu- 

e. g., MB pu-hu-ur (p3-hr) (EA) 

NA pu-tu-beh-ti (p3-di-b3st. t) (Assurb. ) 

NB not attested 

(3) Eg p3 : pa- 

e. g., MB pa-ha-am-na-ta (p3-hm-ntr) (EA) 

NA pa-ak-ru-ru (p3-krr) 

NB pa-at-e-si-i' 

'These Gk forms indicate that the translators of the LXX transcribed 
PWTY'L into Gk alphabets, yet they found the Gk form for the common 
Eg name, p3-di-p3-r'. 
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Judging from the cuneiform materials, we conclude that there is no 

consistent vocalization of the Eg article p3. The vowel value of Eg 

p3 could be any short vowel [a/i/u). It is most likely that Eg p3 had 

a murmuring vowel, like Heb shewa. The phonetic context, dialectical 

variations, and chronological changes of sound value all affected the 

determination of the vowel value. 

However, two Heb forms, PW and PY, seem to demand an explanation, 

because they indicate long vowel [ü] and M. 

(1) Heb PY: probably due to a dialectal form: In Bohairic, a 

dialect of the Eastern delta where the Semites settled in the 2nd 

millennium B. C. the definite article has two forms, weak and strong; 

weak strong 

masc. Tt -, ýp - 1Tt 

fem. T-, B- t 

This strong article Tit is used to indicate an individual, e. g., 

go-NoYt "God", Tti-NOYt "the god" 7. This usage of the strong 

article Tit would explain the vocalization of [pi] of PYNHS "The 

Nubian, " because in this case PYNHS represents an individual, not the 

Nubian in general. We do not know whether [i] of 1Tt is long or short. 

Yet the [i] vowel is explicitly articulated, no longer being a 

murmuring sound. 

(2) Heb PW: probably due to an older form: In the midst of the 

considerable divergences of the cuneiform realization of Eg p3, it 

seems that the following chronological development of vowel sound is 

observ--able among the Eg names of p3-di-type (Sem PT-); (all examples 

from Ranke, K4( 33-42) 

7A. Mallon, Grammaire Copte, p. 26f. 
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(a) p3-di- : Put- in NA (8-7th c. BC) 

Pu-ti-hu-u-ru-u (p3-di-hr) Johns 763 

Pu-tu-beg-ti (p3-di-b3st. t) Assurb. 

Pu-tu-um-he-e-su (p3-di-m3-hs3) Johns 307 

Pu-tu-pa-i-ti (p3-di-p3-? ) Johns 307 

pu-du-pi-ya-ti (? ) Johns 99 

pu-ti-ma-a-nil (p3-di-? ) Johns 763 

pu-ti-§e-ri[ (p3-di-? ) Johns 851 

(b) p3-di- : Pat- in NB (6-5th c. BC) 

pa-ta-de-si-i' (p3-di-3s. t) Clay X 39 

pa-ta-ni-e-si-i ' (p3-di-n. i-3s. t) Clay X 15 

pa-at-e-si-i' (p3-di-3s. t) Clay X 
nb- 

pa-at-mi-us-tu-u (p3-di-imn-,, ýnsit-t3wy) Dairus 301 

pa-at-ni-ip-to-e-mu (p3-di-nfr-tm) Darius 301 

pa-at-u-as-tb (p3-di-b3st. t) Cambyses 85 

pa-ti(? )-e-su (p3-di-3s. t) 

Since the phonetic context is fixed as p3-di-, and the vowel change 

[u] > [a] is consistent, we may assume that the vocalization of p3-di 

changed from [put-] to [pat-] between the 7th and 6th centuries BC. 

The Heb form of this type PWTY- may be a reflection of the older 

pronounciation. Even though the Akk forms do not show a long [u] 

vowel as Heb forms do, if the [u] vowel is explicitly articulated, it 

would be no longer strange to use a mater lectionis W for Eg p3. 

Likewise an alternative explanation may be possible, i. e., the 

difference between [put-] and [pat-] is a result of a different 

scribal convention beween Assyrian and Babylonian. 
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b) Eg feminine ending -t 

Eg fem. ending -t is realized in the following three ways; 

(1) Eg fem. ending has no reflection: 

e. g., GN=N', PYBST, S'N, THPNHS; Lw=TN', L§M, NPK 

(2) Eg fem. ending is realized as Heb H: 

e. g., GN=SWNH; Lw='HLMH, 'YPH, 'RH, 3TH, TBH 

(3) Eg fem. ending is represented by Heb T: 

e. g., Lw=TB'T, QLHT 

When the Eg fem. ending is indicated in Aram texts, the Y is almost 

always used (see Chapter II: Eg : Aram Phonetic Correspondences p. 243), 

indicating normal fem. sound value [i] or [ei in the late period. 

However, it is characteristic that Heb reflection of the fem. ending 

is H, with vocalization [-Ahl except GN SWNH [eh]. Though the H is a 

Heb fem. ending, it is less likely that Heb scribes, recognizing these 

fem nouns, changed the vowel value of fem. ending [i/eJ > [äJ, and 

added the H. Neither is it likely that the words were first borrowed 

as *'HLMY like Aram forms, then underwent the secondary change 'HLMH, 

attached with the sound change [e] > [ä]. Apart from all these 

speculatons, there are some indications that Eg fem. ending changed 

from [*at] > [a] > [e/i]; 

(1) The Eg fem. ending is realized as [a] in the following 

cuneiform writings in the 2nd millennium: 

(a) mA-ma-an-ap-pa (iin-m-ip. t) (EA KM p. 7) 

(b) na-am-. 4a (nms. t) (EA KM p. 15) 

(c) ra-ah-ta (rhd. t) (EA KM p. 24) 

(d) ®Mi-in! -mu-a-ri-a (an-m3'. t-r') (Bogasköi KM p. 12) 

Yet notice, if the ending is placed in medial position, the 

value [a] is often reduced to [i]. 
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(a) aluHi-ku-up-ta-ah Mt-k3-pth) (EA KM p. 10) 

(b) 'Na-ap-te-ra (nrf. t-Iry) (Bogasköi KM p. 14) 

(2) However, Eg fem. ending is realized as [i] in NA and NB (6th- 

7th c. BC) even at the end position; 

(a) ilubi-in-ti-ti (pr-b3-nb-dd. t) (Assurb KM p. 27) 

(b) "ma-an-ti-me-an(! )-hi-e (mnt. w-m-h3.0 (Assurb KM p. 30) 

(c) 1pu-tu-be. 4-ti (p3-di-3s. t) (Assurb KM p. 34) 

(d) mpa-ta-e-si-i' (p3-dl-3s. 0 (Clay X KM p. 39) 

Therefore, we could conclude that Heb forms of Eg loanwords reflect 

the older form of the Eg fem. ending. If the older form is [a], it is 

not difficult to infer that the original form was *[at], which is 

preserved in two Eg loanwords in Heb, i. e., TB`T (tabba`at) and QLHT 

(gallahat). Since these two preserved the fern. ending, they will have 

entered Canaanite in the Middle Kingdom before the /t/ was lost in Eg. 

c) Other Vowel Changes 

(1) PYBST (pibest): Eg pr-b3st. t 

Through comparison with Gk, ßou, &ccrrs 
, `3ou/3aIros and Copt noI CTE 

it seems that the vowel change /pi/ > /pü/ took place. It is well 

known that Eg pr became [pi] in NK, and b3st. t has a [u]-vowel at 

the initial as follows; 

pr = /pi/ NA fllupi-hap-tu (pr-spdw) Assurb. 

NA älupi-in-ti-ti (pr-b3-nb. dd. t) Assurb 

b3st. t = /ubaste/ PH 'BST 

Aram -WBST 

NA ubefti 

Hence, the vocalization of pr-b3st. t was *[piubasti], which became 

[p/bubasti] (Copt TiOY(3AcTE), then the [pi] for pr is usually reduced 
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to [p] when it was followed by a [u]-vowel and even a nasal consonant; 

e. g., *[pi-usiru] > aJipu-gi-ru (pr-3s-Jr) 

*[pi-nubu] > alu pu-nu-bu (pr-nb) 

Yet if the [pil is followed by a consonant, pr remains as [pi] as 

above. Therefore, we may infer from the Heb form PYBST that the 

initial vowel [u) of b3st. t, which is never inscriptionally confirmed, 

was the secondary development in the first millennium. The Heb form 

might preserve the original form [pi-basti]. Yet apart from the 

Biblical form, we have no evidence. 

The Heb form may be explained by an alternative vowel change 

[piubasti] > [pibasti] ([u] dropped rather than becoming [i]). The 

remainder of the Heb form took the analogy of gatl-form [basti] > 

[bast] > [beset]/ 

(2) The vowel change [u/o) > [i/e) 

(a) PTRWS (patrös): Eg p3-t3-rsy 

The NA from pa-tu-ri-si, Copt -PHC "north" indicates the vowel 

change [ö) > [e/i), which took place between Ramesses II and 

Ass. period (see entry PTRWS). 

(b) Lw SWAN (säsan) and PN ý§N (Aehan) 

Though one is a common noun and the other a proper noun, both 

originated from the same Eg root ss(h)n > sin "lily", and show the 

vowel change [ü] > [e]. Down to Copt Dw VEN (even today Susan), 

the [ü] vowel between the two Ss never changed. The change is more 

likely to be internal in Heb, as being suggested by LXX auaav for 

sesan. 

(c) PN SWSQ (LXX Y-ouodxý* ) and SYSQ ( LXX Ioucd+uýa )( cf . 
SQ 

sasaq ) 

The phonetic change [ü] > [e/Y] is suggested in the Gk forms 
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5-iEVwyX1s, and 2ErWYXwccs (Manetho). If this the case, we can 

apply the same Eg phonetic change (u) > [e] to this PN. However K. 

A. Kitchen suggested that Manetho's forms are due to metathesis. 

LXX ýovoakýýu for WQ as well as 6Y§Q may indicate that there were 

no phonetic changes, and SY§Q is an internal change [u] > (i] in 

Heb, whether phonetic or merely script (w/y). 

(d) M1 (, sawsä' LXX iouod ) and 6Y§' (kf. a' LXX fq%id ) 

Since both names indicate the same person, it is impossible to 

assume the phonetic change. Confusion in spelling is more pro- 

bable, or even confusion of W and Y in the square script. it is 

noteworthy that the vowel variation of W and Y took place between 

two 6s three times. This phonetic circumstance  ay cause the 

vacillation of vowels in the names and word SWS': §Y§', MQAYQ, 

§W§N: §§N. 

(5) SWNH (seseneh) and SYNYM (sini'm) 

From the context it is most likely that SYN(YM) is identical 

with SWNH, rather than SYN. This may be the result of misspelling. 
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CHAPTER IV: 

EGYPTIAN PROPER NAMES AND WORDS IN UGARITIC 

Ug PNs were studied by Gröndahl, Die Personnamen der Texte aus 

Ugarit (Roma 1967), in which he listed two Eg PNs, amanma§su and PMN 

(p. 300). Though he did not explain them, there occur two more Eg 

names written in Akk, whose Eg identification is confirmed by the 

context, pa'ahi and hehea. The other Eg names discussed below were 

taken from the list of PNs which were left unexplained by Gröndahl 

(pp. 304-314). 

We owe the comparative studies in Eg and Ug to W. Ward ("Comparative 

Studies in Egyptian and Ugaritic" JNES 20,1961, pp. 31-40) and C. 

Gordon (chapter 19 of UT 1965). However their main concern seems to 

be with cognate words. Because of the lack of the context in which the 

names and words occur (mainly attested in name or material lists), the 

identifications of Eg names and loanwords are more difficult. Thirty- 

nine possibilities are discussed below, of which only the fifteen are 

used to establish phonetic correspondences. 
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A. INVENTORY OF EGYPTIAN PROPER NAMES AND WORDS 

(11 Personal Names 

** ABDHR 

--- `BD-hr "The servant of Horus" 

Gröndahl p. 136 

[Ugl KTU 4.33.36; 4.40.11 ABDH[RI (UT 19.16; Aist 14) 

[E91 see Ph 'BDHR 

For A instead of ' in ABDHR, cf. ABDHR: `BDHR, ABD`N: `BD`N 

(Gröndahl p. 136,110); cf. also Ph 'BD'BST. 

** Aaanmas(s)u 

--- iron-ms "Amun is born" 

Gröndahl p. 300 

[Ug] PRU IV 17.28.0 'a-ma-an-ma-hi; PRU IV 17.28.16,27 Ia-ma-an- 

as-. §u 

[Eg) Ranke 1,29.8 m. NK-Late [EA) 'a-ma-an-ma-ha 

[ý 
Notice that imn-m-h 

, ý,,,,, ßn1 
rm "Amun is on the lake" (Ranke ; WC 

1,29.3 m. NK) is not impossible. However imn-ms is much more common 

in NK, making imn-m-9 less likely. 

* HR 

--- hr(w) 1 "Horus" 

Gröndahl p. 136 

[Ug] KTU 1.82.13; 4.46.13; 4.110.8 (UT 19.892; Aist 961f) 

[Eg] see Ph HR. 
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[Eg] Gauthier, LR 11 p. 306ff [EAJ Nibmuare(y)a, Nimm(')wareya. 

Mimmure(y)a, Mimmureya, Immure(y)a [GkJ A, uevw(oc 

The Ug form of Amenophis III's name is evidently based on the 

Akk transcription Nimmureya, which does not mark the `s of the Eg, 

whereas the Ug script could mark them easily. This suggests the 

letter KTU 2.42 was translated from Akk into Ug. 

** SNB 

--- snb "Being well" 

[Ug] KTU 4.311.3 (UT 19.1772; Aist 1924) 

[EgJ Ranke 1,312.15 m. OK-Late/f. MK 

This is one of the most common Eg names, which Gröndahl left 

unexplained (p. 313). 

* SNT 

--- s(3. t)-n. t "Daughter of Neith" 

[Ug] KTU 3.4.10 SNT BT UGRT (UT 19.1777; Aist 1930) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,289.22 f. MK; cf. male name s3-n. t "Son of Neith" 

(Ranke 1,282.15 m. MK-Late) 

Gröndahl left the name unexplained (p. 313). Ug SNT is a female, 

to which Eg s3. t-n. t corresponds well. Note that the male name s3- 

n. t was used until the Late Period. However, the bearer of this 

name is explained as "a daughter (citizen) of Ugarit, " making Eg 

identification uncertain. 

** `BDHR (hybrid) 

--- 'BD-hr "The servant of Horus" 

[U9] KTU 4.611.7 (UT 19.1801) 

[Egj see ABDHR 
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** Pa'ahi 

--- p(3)-(n? -)1 (`)h `ý'°ý X "He who belongs to the Moon" 

(Ug] PRU III 16.136.9 Ipa-a-hiamil aatmi-is-ri 

[Eg] Ranke 11,279.23 m. NK(? ); For the loss of `avn, see 'HMS. 

Pa-pa-na 

--- see PPN. 

PWN 

--- p(3)-(n-)wn "He who belongs to existing one" (? ) 

[ Ug ] KTU 4.70.8 (UT 19.2028) 

[Eg) Ranke 1,106.26 m. Gk [Gk] cf. Tr rWvls , 
T(drevfS 

Gordon suggested that PWN derived from *pw (cf. pwt "red, 

purple"), yet the final n cannot be resolved. The Eg explanation 

is just possible in the absence of other identification. 

** PNI 

--- p(3)-(n-)ni(. t) ýR "He who belongs to the town" 

[Ug] KTU 4.350.8 (UT 19.2060) BN PNI 4 // [AJBMN BN QSY 4 

[Eg] see Aram PN' 

Gröndahl left the name unexplained. The name occurs in the text 

in which many foreign names appear such as MN (perhaps Eg), DRSY, 

PRY, QSY, AGMZ, IBM, TRN, GMZ etc. The Eg name P3-n-ni. t best fits 

the Ug PNI. The questionable reading of the Eg word (n. t / 

/ nw. t / niw. t / nl. t) is virtually confirmed by the Ug PNI: the 

reading of 
ö, is ni. t (see the discussion of Aram GN N'). 

PNMN 

--- p(3)-(n-)mn 
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[Ug1 KTU 4.131 (UT 19.2066; Aist 2236) 

(Eg] see PMN 

Gröndahl left it unexplained. If the Eg preposition n is not 

assimilated, the Eg identification is likely. 

** PMN 

--- p(3)-(n-)mn(, w) ,, ý� 
"He who belongs to Min" 

Gröndahl p. 300 

[Ugj KTU 4.63; 4.232 (UT 19.2058; Aist 2229) 

[Eg] see Aram PMN. 

PPN 

---p(3)-(n-)pn(w) "He who belongs to the Mouse" 

[Ug] KTU 4.39.6 (UT 19.2084; Aist 2252) 

[Eg] see Ph PPN. 

Cf. epa-pa-na (Virolleard, Syria 28 p. 50 line 34). 

PRH 
Q `Z D 

--- p(3)-(n-)rh(. 0 
ý, ® _ "He who belongs to the knowledge" or 

"Knowledgeable one" 

[Ug] KTU 4.134 a list of merchants (UT 19.2102; Aist 2267) 

[Egj Ranke 1,109.20 m. Dyn19 

Gröndahl give no explanation for the name. There is a Semito- 

Hamitic cognate *prh: Heb pärah, Arab parka "bud, sprout", Akk 

pirhu "sprout" (AHw 856a), cf. Eg prh "bloom" (Wb I, 532.7-11), Ug 

prh which is used as a PN in Akk. Therefore, Sem explanation is 
W 

equally possible. 
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* PTM 

--- "p(3)-(n-i)tm "He who belongs to Atum" 

[Ug] KTU 4.153.6 (UT 19.2131; Aist 2291) 

[Eg] cf. p3-n-DN type: p3-n-3s. t etc. (Ranke 1,105.21ff. mainly NK 

and Late). *p3-n-itm is accidentally not attested. 

Gröndahl left it unexplained. The elision of aleph of itm can 

be compared with Heb GN PTM (pr-itm). Eg possibility is likely in 

the absence of Sem explanation. 

* RWY 

rw. y ý4 
, rw. i q. etc. "He of the lion" (? ) 

[Ug] KTU 4.103.9; 4.69.111.4 (UT 19.2310; Aist 2493) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,220.14-22.5 m. /f. NK; cf. many similar names such as 

rw. 3, rw. I, rw. y, rw. 1, rw. Y, rwi w (except rKv which may be 

group writing) 

Gröndahl left it unexplained. As this type of name is common in 

NK, the Eg identification is very likely, though there is a Heb 

root RWY "be saturated" which is not attested in Ug as a word and 

not used as a PN. 

** RT 

--- r(w)d MK "4ý "Strong one" 

[Ug] KTU 4.69.111.19 (UT 19.2357; Aist 2551) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,221.12 m. OK-NK/f. MK-Gk [Copt] $pooyr , bpwoyr for 

rwd (Wb 11,410) 

Gröndahl could not explain the name. Since Eg rwd already 

became rwd in MK, it is most probable that rwd became /rwt/ in NK. 

Then it fits well Ug RT. 
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[2] Divine Names 

** ANN 

--- imn q` "Amun" 

IUgj KTU 2.23.21 (UT 19.227; Aist 281) L. PN. AMN // W. L. PN. IL. 

MSRM 

[Eg) see Ph 'MN. 

[3] Loanwords 

ABYN 

--- bin 
.A 

"evil" 

Ward, JNES 20 p. 31f (denied) 

[Ug] KTU 1.17: 1: 16 (UT 19.24; Aist 18) 

(Eg] Heb 'BYWN. 

** AH "meadow" 
V 

--- 3h(. y) q 44 "plant" 

[Ug] KTU 1.10: 11.9 (UT 19.129; Aist 134) 

[EgJ see Heb 'HW. 

** AP "chamber/court" 

--- ip (. t) 
Q06 "harem, secret chamber" 

Ward, JNES 20 p. 32 

[Ug] KTU 1.3: V: [11], 27 

[Eg] Wb 1,67.13-15 since OK 

No cognate of AP is found in Semitic. The meaning and phonetic 

form properly correspond to Eg fp. t "chamber. " 
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* ARY "kinsman" 

--- 
irv "companion" 

Albright, JPOS 12 p. 197 n. 47; Ward, JNES 20 p. 32 

[Ug] KTU 1.4: V: 29; VI: 44; 1.5: 1: 23,25; 1.7: 1.19,20 (always 

parallel with "brother") 

[Eg] Wb 1,105.5-6 [Copt] EpHY. 

IRP 

--- 
1rp J a* "wine" 

NO KTU 4.123.20 (UT 19.371; Aist 417) 

[Eg] Wb 1,115.5-8 since OK [Copt] S. bHpi'r, sHAi7 

Gordon suggested an Eg origin of Ug irp; however, Aistleitner 

rendered it "vessel", as the context requires a kind of vessel. 

Therefore, the equation is doubtful. 

DD "pot, measure" 

--- dd(. t) V "bowl, pot, measure" 

Ward, JNES 20 p. 40 

[Ug] KTU 4.55.1-4,6,7,31,33,34; 6.21.1; 1.41.44; 4.14.7; 

4.128.1 

[Eg] Wb V, 501.14-18 since OK [Heb] DWD [Aram] DWD' 

[ Akk] dudu (since OB, CAD D 170) 

The word is so common in Semitic that it is impossible to deal 

with it as a loanword. Most likely it is a cognate. 

** HBN 

--- hbn "ebony" 

[Ug] KTU 4.402.6 (UT 19.743; Dahood, UHP p. 56) 

[Eg] see Heb HWBN 
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The text is a list of various items including lumber, tree 

(ti. r), Therefore the equation of HBN with hbn is likely. 

? HDM 

--- see Heb Lw HDM. 

HN 

--- hn(w) a "a vessel" 

[Ug] KTU 1.23.75 

[Eg] see Heb HYN 

Due to the uncertain context, the identification remains 

doubtful. 

** HTP 

--- htp(. t) orö t "offering" 

Spalinger, SSEA 8 p. 55 

[Ug] RS 24: 266. V° 15 (Ugaritica VII p. 35) [B]KR B[']L. N6[Q]D6 / 

HTP B`[L. N)ML'U "The first born for Baal we will consecrate / IITP 

for Baal we will fulfill" (by J. de Moor, Supp. of IDB p. 930) 

[Eg] Wb 111,183 

Cf. Aram Lw HTPY 

It seems that the word HTP is best explained by Eg htp. The 

meaning is fully supported by the context, while no Sem explanation 

can be offered. 

* MK "lo! " 

--- mk "lo! " 

[Ute] KTU 1.14.111.3; V. 5; VI. 31; VII. 12 (parallel with hn) (UT 

19.1472; Aist 1472) 
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[Egi kb II. 5 

Gordon commented that the word may have been borrowed into Ug 

during the period of Eg influence before the victories of 

Suppiluliuma. In the absence of proper Sem etymology, an Eg 

explanation is conceivable. Aistleitner gave the rendering "then, 

there, " comparing with Akk ammaka, maka "there. " However, since MK 

is used parallel with HN, MK is more likely to be a climactic word 

"lo!. " 

** QLHT 
dn 

krh. t 5 "vessel" 

Dietrich-Loretz-Sanmartin, UF 7 p. 166 

[Ug] KTU 5.22.16 

(Eg] see Heb QLHT 

The text is a list of items, in which h is often replaced by h, 

such as mpth for mpth, qmh for qmh etc. (see UF 7 p. 166), 

Therefore, the representation of h by 9 is not a problem. 

TKT "a kind of ship" 

--- sk. t(y) o "t "sacred boat" 

Alt, AfO 15 p. 70 

[Ug] KTU 1.4: V: 7; 4.81: 4,5,8,9 

[Eg] see Heb SKYWT. 
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B. ANALYSIS OF PHONOLOGICAL CORRESPONDENCES 

[11 Ug : Eg Phonetic Correspondences 

Ug A: Eg 3 Lw=AH 

Eg i DN=AMN; Lw=AP 

Ug I: Eg i PN=PNI 

Ug B: Eg b PN=SNB; Lw=HBN 

Ug H: Eg h Lw=HBN 

Ug H Eg h PN=ABDHR, `BDHR; Lw=HTP 

Ug H: Eg jJ Lw=AH 

Eg h Lw= QLHT (in the text H is replaced by H) 

Ug L: Eg r Lw=QLHT 
v 

Ug M: Eg m PN=PMN; DN=AMN 

Ug N: Eg n PN=SNB, PNI, PMN; DN=AMN; Lw=HBN 

Ug S: Eg s PN=SNB 

Ug P: Eg p PN=PMN; Lw=AP, HTP 
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Ug Q: Eg k Lw=QLHT 

Ug R: Eg r PN=ABDHR, `BDHR, RT 

Ug T: Eg d(> /d/ > /t/) PN=RT 

: Eg t Lw=HTP, QLUT 

(21 U Akk 
_ 

Eg Phonetic Correspondences 

Ug Akk a: Eg i PN=amanma. 4§v, pa'ahi 

Eg 0 PN=hehea (the a is a hypocoristic ending) 

Ug Akk h: Eg h PN= hehea, pa'ahi 

Ug Akk m: Eg m PN=amanmakku 

Ug Akk n: Eg n PN=amanmakku 

Ug Akk p: Eg p PN=pa'ati 

Ug Akk s: Eg s PN=aman®assu 

(31 Eý__Uý Phonetic Correspondences 

Eg 3: Ug A 

: Ug e DN=PNI, PMN 
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Eg i: Ug A 

Ug I 

Eg 
"v: 

Ug0 

Eg w Ugo 

Eg b Ug B 

Eg p: Ug P 

Eg m: Ug M 

Eg n Ug N 

Ug 0 

Eg r: Ug R 

Ug L 

Eg h: Ug H 

Eg h: Ug H 

Ug H 

Eg h Ug H 

Eg s: Ug S 

Eg k: Ug Q 

Eg t: Ug T 

Ug 0 

Eg d: UgT 

PN=PMN (final w), RT (middle w) 

PN=PNI, PMN (Eg genitive n dropped) 

PN=SNB 

PN=PNI; Lw=AP, HTP (Eg fem. ending t> 0) 

[4) Iýg _ Ug Akk Phonetic Correspondneces 

Eg 3: Ug Akk o PN=pa'a ii 

Eg I: Ug Akk a vowel at the beginning of syllable 

PN=amanma. sv, pa'ahi 

Eg p Ug Akk p 

Eg m: Ug Akk m 
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Eg n Ug Akk n 

Ug Akk o 

Eg h Ug Akk h 

Eg s Ug Akk 

PN=pa'ahi (genitive n) 

[5] Table ofCorresDondences 

* Ug in capitals, Eg in lower case 

------- 

Ug 

--- - 

primary secondary 

-- --------- 

Eg 

- 

primary secondary 

-- ---- - A 3f 3 - -- -- - A0 

glottal AI 

stops u - 

y - y -0 
semi- 
vowels W - w -0 

B b b B 

labials P p p P 

fP 

nasals 
NnnN rý 

lateral Lr 

trill Rrr 

Sss 

sibilants s- 

S- 
sibilants 

S- 

RL 

S 
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H h h H 

pharyngals H h h HH 

laryngals H h h H 

h - 

Q k k Q 

velars K - k - 

G g - 

T t t T ra 

D - t - 
alveolars 

d - 

T - d -T 

Ug Akk Eg Ug Akk Eg 

aienn 

hhpp 

mmss 

[6) Notes on_the Correspondences 

Since the number of' Eg names and words in Ug is limited, there is 

not much to demand comment. However, two things should be noticed: 

(1) Eg 1 is represented by either Ug A or Ug 1, so we may infer that, 

after Eg 3 was lost, Eg i stood for both ['a] and ['i). (2) It is 

most likely that the distinction between h and h was kept in Ug, as 

well as Eg, both corresponding to each other. In terms of Ug 

phonology, the interchange of 'ayn and aleph is noteworthy. 
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CHAFFER V: 

EGYPTIAN PROPER NAMES AND WO«DS IN EL-AMARNA TABLETS 

In 1910 H. Ranke thoroughly studied Egyptian elements in EA tablets 

and published a monograph, Keilschriftliches Material zur Altägypt- 

ischen Vokalisation (Berlin ). Then about forty years later two works 

followed: first, W. F. Albright studied Eg personal names in cuneiform 

texts "Cuneiform Material for Egyptian Prosopography 1500-1200 BC, " 

JNES 5,1946, pp. 7-25 (this work is cited here with a number, e. g., 

Albright no. 5). Secondly, T. Lambdin studied Eg words in EA 14 and 

3681 in his PhD dissertation (see Introduction p. 16f). Since then 

there have been no systematic attempts made to analyze the Eg elements 

in the tablets. Those studies still remain as standard works, though 

each Eg element has been re-examined and newly identified in small 

articles. 

In this chapter, our aim., i. s not to meet this need of systematic 

study of Eg elements in the tablets, partly because of constraints on 

time and partly because the language used in these tablets is not NW 

Semitic on which our studies concentrate, although it is generally 

'Prior to him, Egyptian in EA 368 was studied by T. E. Peet, 
"Additional Note, " JEA 11 (1925) pp. 239-240; W. F. Albright, "The 
New Cuneiform Vocabulary of Egyptian Words" JEA 12 (1926) pp. 189- 
190; Then most recently by J. Vergote, "La Chancellerie Royale 
d'Akhetaton" pp. 580-584. "Egyptological Studies" Scripta 
Hierosolymitana 27, (1982) pp. 105-116. M. Görg, "Anmerkungen zu EA 
368" UF 7 (1975) p. 356f. E. Edel, "Zur Deutung des Keilschrift- 
vokabulars EA 368 mit ägyptischen Wörtern" GM 15 (1976) pp. 11-16. 
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acknowledged that the language is heavily influenced by NW Semitic. 

Our aim is restricted to looking into some phonetic features in the 

second millennium B. C., which are revealed in the light of Egyptian. 

In the following inventory, therefore, without much discussion, are 

listed only Eg names and words whose identifications are unquestion- 

able (hence, wi=thout tht iiark'**) and their phonetic correspondences 

are analysed. 

A. INVENTORY OF EGYPTIAN PROPER NAMES AND WORDS 

[1] Personal Names 

Amanap(p)a 

Qa 
t) 

4. 
i2 "Amun is in Luxor" 

KM p. 7; Albright no-1 

[EA] 73.1,74.51,77.1 (? ), 79.9,82.1,109.62,117.23 Is-ia-an-ap- 

pa; 87.1 a-aa-an-ap-pi 

[ Eg] Ranke 1,27.18 a. NK-Late/f . NK; DeaNB 1,64 (fan-a-iPY) , 1,84 

(ian-ipy) [Gkl Auev£DPo s (NB p. 24). 

Aaanbatpe 
--- imn-htp(. w) 

4 "Arun is gracious" 

KM p. 8; Albright no. 2a 

[EA] 185-186 (passim) 'a-aa-an-ha-at-bi 

[Eg] Ranke 1,30.12 m. NK-Gk/f. MK-NK; DemNB 1,67 [Gk) A, ý1"'B7s 

'AyteYoL Ts 
' 

j4ýUEV'Q& 115 
, 

A, c, UEFVw#75 (NB p. 24), %AýEVwBod 

(DemNB I, 67). 
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Aaanaa34a 

--- imn-ms "Amun is born" 

KM p. 8; Albright no. 3 

[EA] 113.36,43,114.51 1a-aa-an-ma-sa 

[Eg] Ranke L, 29.8 m. NK-Late/f.. NK; DswNB 1,65. 

Cf. zmn-m-h "Amun is on the lake" (Ranke 1,29.2 m. NK; much less 

common). 

Api 

--- 
ipy 4rý'ýQQ 

KM p. 21; Edel, JNES 7 p. 23 

[EA] 138.8 Ia-p[i], 107 I[a]'-b[i], 107 1[91-b[i], 145.12 (? ) 

[Eg] Ranke 1,22.22 m. MK-Late/f. MK-NK; DemNB 1,62 (Ipe/Ipy). Cf. 

Ranke 1,21.26-23.4. 

Ap (p) i ha 

--- *ip(. t)-(m-)h(3. t) "(Goddess) 'Ip., t is in front" 

Moran p. 567 

[EA] 69.25,29 rap-pi-dis 

[Eg] For the name type of: DN + m-h3. t, see Ranke 1,4.4; 28.8; 

151.19 etc. m. MK-Late, 3s. t-m-h3. t, imn-a-0. t, mn. w-&-h3. t; for 

ip. t see Wb I, 68.7. 

Moran's interpretation "Api brille" by which he perhaps intends 

ip. t-h'f. ti is impossible, because the final ti is retained. 

Atalaaya 

--- see Tataaya 
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Haapi or Haip 

--- h sp(y) "The Nile" 

KM p. 21; Albright no. 4 

[EA] 107.16,132.40,42,133.9 'ha-ip; 149.37 Iha-a-pi 

[Eg] Ranke 1,234.7 d. NK (probably hypocoristicon). 

I araaas(s)a/-ä(ä)i 

--- hr-ms Lký mpý "Horus is born" 

KM p. 10; Albright no. 11 

[EA) 20.33 Iha-a-ra-ma-as-Afi], 36 49.25 (a]- 

ra-ma(! )-sa 

[Eg] Ranke 1,249.1 n. MK-Gk/f. MK-NR. 

Ha tip 

--- htp ý ti 
41 C3 gracious one" 

KM p. 10; Albright no. 12 

[EA] 161.38, X43,164.4,18,26,42,165.15,26,166.12,32, 

167.14(? ) Ihs-ti-ib 

[Eg] Ranke I, 257.22 m. OK-Gk/f. MK-NK [ßk] cf. ATITEUS, `ATn7s, `ATrr7E1s 

(VVB p. 64,65). 1 - 

Leya 

--- r(3: 3)t , r(3. )f(3) etc. 

KM p. 23; Albright no. 20 

[EA] 162.70 Ile-e-ia 

[Eg] Ranke 1,216.22,23; 28 (ri3. y), 29 (ry), 217.1 (ry3). 

Manahpi(r)ya 

--- mn-tjp(r)-r` 
(O) 

"May Existence of Re' be enduring" 
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(Thutmosis III) 

KM p. 12; Albright no. 22 

[EA] 51.4 Ima-na-ah. -bi-ia; 59.8 Ima-na-ah-bi-ir-ia 

[Eg] Gauthier, LR II 253-270. 

Mane 

--- on (" i) 9, an (. y) Q9 

KM p. 12; Albright no. 23 

[EA] 19.17,21,20.8,14,18,19,23,43,64,66,69,21.24, 

24,1.53,59,71,114,11.7,13,16,19,57,86,91,95,100,102, 

107,111,116, IV. 20,21,26,27,35,52,54,55,57,26.15,27.7, 

70,83,96,97,28.17v 37,29.70,78,89,90,151,167,174,176 

Ima-ni-e 

[Eg] Ranke 1,151.2 ®. OK-NK/f. MK; 1,151.4 a. MK-NK/f. MK. 

Mays 

--- My ' 

KM p. 12; Albright no. 26 

[EA) 62.26,292.33,337.26,29 ram-a-ia; 216,13,217.16 (? ), 

218.14,300.26,328.24 loa-ia 

[Eg] Ranke 1,146.10  . NK/f. NK. 

Mayati, Kayatu 

--- m(r)y(-t)-1't(n) 
4Ö ß44 "Beloved of Aton" (Meritaton, 

daughter of Amenophis IV) 

Albright no. 27 

[EA]. 10.44 pia-i-ia-a-ti®; 11. vs. 26 ha-ia-tu-ma; 155.8,26,29,62 

ma-is-a-ti; 155.15,22,42,50 ea-is-a-ti 

[E93ßanke 1,161.18 f. Dyn18. 
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Maireya 

--- in (r)Y-r ` 
ý9 

Albright no. 21 

[EA] 367.7 Ina-i-ri-ia 

"Beloved of Re"' 

[Eg] Ranke 1,160.23 n. MK-NK 

Cf. Miyare (®ry-r` ?) 289.31. 

Nahraaah (b) i 

--- On'r-as(. w) "N'r-tree is born" 

KM p. 13; Albright no. 33, ' 

[EA] 21.33 Ina-ah-ra-ma-as-[s]i 

[ Eg] cf. t3-n. t-n r ný , 0 
11,208-14-16 for n 'r. 

(Ranke 1,369.7 f. Late); cf. Wb 

The name has been identified with in-hr. t-as(. w) "Onuriäis 

born" (Ranke 1,35.14; 11,342 m. NK; cf. Copt AN ZoYpE , Gk bvoupts 

for Onuris). However, as shown in Copt and Gk forms, the initial 

vowel (perhaps preceded by aleph: Eg 1) is preserved and there is a 

vowel between h and r, neither of which are not reflected in this 

Akk form. Therefore, the identification is not likely. Although 

the sacred tree nr (Wb 11,208.14-16) occurs so far only in the 

late PNs, the identification is much more 11-kely. 

Naphuru/areya or Naphu'/rreya 

--- nf(r)-h(p)r(. w)-r' 
(ýý "Good is the Being of Re"' 

(Amenophis IV) 

KM p. 14; Albright no. 34 

[EA] 7.1,11.1 na-&p-hu-ru-ri-j&; 8.1 10.1 

[na-ap-hu]-ra-r[i-i]a; 14.1 [Ina-ap-hu-ru-Jri-a; 26.29,32,40,46, 

50,54,59,27.1,39 Ina-ap-hur-ri-[i]a; 29.61,631,65,67,76 
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'nap-hur-u-ri-ia; 53.1,55.1 In[aml-hour-i]a 

[Eg] Gauthier, LR II p. 343ff. 

Nibhur(r)ereya 

--- nb-hpr(. w)-r` O'© "Re` is the lord of Being" (Tutankhamun) 

KM p. 14; Edel, JNES 7 p. 14 

[EA] 9.1 ni-ib-hu-ur-ri-ri-ia 

[Eg] Gauthier, LR II pp. 365ff. 

Eg nb is always transcribed as nib, never being written as nap. 

Therefore the name is the designation of Tutanankhamun. 

Nibauare(y)a, Niiuu(')wareya, Xiaure(y)a, Niaaureya, Iaaure(y)a 

"Re' is the lord of truth" --- nb-m(3)`(. t)-r'( OöA 

(Amenophis III) 

KM p. 14; Albright no. 36 

[EA] 1.2 'ni-ib-mu-a-ri-a; 2.1 Ini-mu-wa-ri-ia; 3.1 llni-ib-sJu-'- 

wa-ri-ia; 5.1,17.1 Ini-ib-su-a-ri-ia; 19.1,21.1,22. IV. 45,47, 

23.1-rni-im-mu-ri-i&; 20.1 24.1.1,29.6 

passim 'ni-im-mu-u-ri-ia; 24.1.84,111.106 Ini-im-mu-u/ü-ri-i-ah; 

24.111.104 ria-mu-u-rijia; 24.111.106 'im-mu-u-ri-aä; 24.1V. 128 

'im-mu-u-ri-i-an; 26.8-35 passim, 27.9 Imi-ia-mu-ri-ia; 27.14,20 

'mi-im-mu-6-ri-ia; 27.38 Imi-mu-ri-ia 

[Eg] Gauthier, LR II, p. 306ff. 

Niiaahe 

--- nb-mh(y. t)gqo3 "The North is the lord", 

KM p. 24; Albright no. 37 

[EA) 162.77 Ini-ia-era--je-e 

[Eg) Ranke 1,185.7 m. NK. 
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Paapu 

--- p(3)-(n-)ip(. t) 
ö "He who belongs to Luxor" 

Albright no. 39 

[EA] 333. [2], 22 ('Jpa-a-bu 

[Eg] Ral2ke 1,, 106.7 a. Dyn18; De1NB 1,349 [Gk] nclw nis (NB p. 297); 

for apu for Luxor, see a-ma-an-ap-pa (iin-Ip. t). 

Paha(a)nata/e 

--- p(3)-he-nt(r) -k 
Dal I "Servant of god" 

KM p. 15; Albright no. 40 

[EA] 60.8,20,30,62.1 'pa-ha-na-te; 68.22,131.35 'pa-ha-at-na-ta 

[Egl Ranke I, 115.16 d,. NK-Late; I1,354; DeaNB 1,204. 

Puhuru/i, Pahura, Pihura 

--- p(3)-hr(. y) -LI ýº1 i 
"The Syrian" 

KM p. 15; Albright no-41 

[EA] 57.6,10,189.18,208.11 'pu-hu-ru; 117.61,123.13,34,132.47 

'pi-hu-r4; 122.31 Ipa-hu-ra; 189.17,190.2 Ipu-hu-ri; 207.17 Ipu- 

hu-ur 
v 
[Eg] Ranke I, 116.17 B. NK-Dyn22ff.; DeaNB I 210 (p3 mir) 

[Gk] TlXdlp7s , f(xoipts (NB p. 352). 

Paaahu 
v 

--- p(3)-(n-)mh(y. t) 
QoO( *qq ° "He who belongs to (goddess) 

Mhy. t" 

KM p. 15; Albright no. 42 

[EA] 7.76 Ipa-ma-hui-J 

[Eg] Ranke 1,108.15 m. NK-Gk; De®NB 1,375 (pa-ehy) [Ph] P14HW. Cf. 

Nimmahe (nb-mhy. t). 
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Pawara, Pa/uuru, Piwa/uri 

--- p(3)-wr "The great" 

ICM p. 16,17,24; Albright no. 45 

[EA] 117.47,124.44,132.38,171.15 (? ), 263.21 ['pa]-wa-ra; 131.22 

'pi-wa-ri; 287.45 'pa-ü-ru; 289.38' 'pu-ü-ru; 362.69 'pi-wu-[rii 

[Eg] Ranke 1,104.4 m. NK; DemNB 1,176 [Gk] 1ToOpts , TTovEp , 

1To. Epcs , 1To' pts (NB p. 335,341,342). 

Peya, Pieys 

--- pi (3)y °4 44 
Albright no-46 

[EA] 292.42,51 Ipi-e-ia; 294.16,24,30 'pi-i-ia 

[Eg] Ranke I, 129.25 m. NK. 

Piayari 

--- p(3)-sr 
Pý4 "The prince" 

Edel, SAX 1 p. 131ff.; "Brief" p. 120f. 

[EA] 162.71 'pi-ih-ia-ri 

[Eg] Ranke 117.12 m. NK [Copt] CIOYP "eunuch" (Crum p. 371a) [Gk] 

yiroüpCs ; for the extra y, see also the late spellings ýqa sir, 

ýýýý 
syr (Wb IV, 188). EA has the oldest attestation. 

Reanap(s) 

--- r`-nf(r) 
6 "Re` is good" 

KM p. 18; Albright no. 49 

[EA] 292.36 Iri-a-na-ap; 315.13,326.17 I[rii-a-na-pa 

[Eg] Ranke I, 219.10 m. OK. 
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Reya, anü 

--- r`-m-ni(w. t) "Re` is in the town" 

KM p. 24; Edel, "Neue Deutungen" p. 15 

[EA] 347.3 

[E$] cf. p3-r`-e-ni(w. t) (Ranke 11,282.8  . Late). 

§ar(r)u 

--- sr 
P°t "The prince" 

Albright no. 54 

[EA] 162.68 'ha-ar-rv 

[Eg] Ranke 1,316.25 m. OK-NK. 

. uta 
--- st(i) 

j('ýQ 
,jj° "Seth" or "Sute(kh)" 

KM p. 25; Albright no. 56; Edel, JNES 7 p. 19 

[EA] 234.14,23 Ihu-ta; 5.19 'Au-rat-ti; 288.19,22 Ieu-ü-ta 

[Eg] Ranke 1,321.17 m. NK. 

Tahaaya, Atahaaya 

--- (P)t#-ay 
A 

,. _ 'j (a short form of pth-as) 

KM p. 18; Albright no. 59 

[EA] 265.9 Ita-ah-ma-ia(! ); 316.15 [ita]h-m[a-iJa; 364.13 Ia-tah- 

ma-1$. 

[Eg) Ranke 1,140.6  . NK; see tahmasei. 

Tabu. (A) i 

--- (p) th-as (w) m J' "Ptah is born" 

KM p. 18; Albright no-60 

[EA] 303.20 rtäh-[m]a-as-hi 

i 
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[Eg] Ranke 1,140.9 a. NK. 

Teye 

--- ty 
ýYQ"ýY 

etc. 

KM p. 18; Albright no. 61 

[EA] 26.1,27.4,112,28.43,45, passim in 29 aeltute-i-e 

[Eg) Ranke 1,377.22 m. /f. MK-NK. 

Toys 

--- t(w)y oj44 
KM p. 25; Albright no. 63; Edel JNES 7 p. 20; 5AK 1 p. 16ff. 

[EA] 162.69 Itu-u-ia 

[Eg] Ranke 1,379.8 a. /f. NK. 

[2] Divine Names 

Arran (U) 

--- iion "Aaun" 

KM p. 7 

[EA] 1.46,19.15,24,76 ilUa-v[a-n]u-u®; 20.26,27.87 iiua-ea-a- 

nu; 20.74,369.29 ilea-ea-nu; 24.1.76,101,24.11.65,77,24. IV. 118 

ilea-ma-a-nu-ü; 71.4,86.3,87.5,95.3,164.40(? ) ilua-as-na 

[Eg] see Ph 'MN. 
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[31 Geographical Names 

Hikuptah, Hikutah 

a "The House of the ka of Ptah" (By- --- h(. t)-k(3)-pth c -7 a 

form of Memphis) 

KM p. 10 

[EA] 84.37 aluhi-ku-up-ta-ah(! ); 139.8 hi(! )-ku-to-ah(! ) 

[Eg] Wb 111,5.20; Gauthier, DG IV p. 137f.; Montet, Geograpie I 

p. 32. 

[4) Loan Words 

anahü 

--- 'nh (name of vessel in 'nh fors) 

Lambdin, Or NS 22 p. 363 

[EA] 14.1.36 a-na-hu-u/na-hu-u (Moran read as anahu) 

[Eg] Wb I, 204.15. 

daii 

--- ds Pd "jar" 

KM p. 26; Lambdin, Or N3 22 p. 364 

[EA] 14.1.48 da-bi 

[Eg] Wb V, 485.3ff. since Pyr. 

hapsi 

--- 0 
all "arm" 

Knudtzon p. 1549 

[EA] 147.12 ha-ab-hi 
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[Eg] Wb 111,268 early MK (cf. hpa "thigh, leg" since Pyr) [Copt] 

8!! fWTT- (tern' p. 250). 

haaan 

--- an "eight" 

For bibli., see p. 384 

[EA] 368.13 ha-ma-an 

[Eg] Wb III, 282.10-11 (Copt] B 1iMoYN , b'; 1MHN 

hastu 
v 

--- pmt 
ö_ 

"three" 

For bibli., see p. 384 

[EA] 386.8 ha-aw-tU4 

[Eg] Wb 111,283 [Copt] " tJoMNT ,b OMT 9 112AMT 

haniinu bahr 

--- hnn s'h' "an upright box or cheat" 

Laabdin, Or NS 22 p. 365; Edel, "Weitere Beiträge" p. 112f 

[EA] 14.11.52 ha-nu-u-nu sa-hu-u 

[Eg] hn 2Q "box, chest" (Wb II, 491.9ff since OK); s'h' 

"rise up" (Wb IV, 53-4 since Pyr) Copt BCOO2E I 
bCO2l 

hatapu 

--- htp 9: 1ý' "table" 

For bibli., see p. 384 

[EA] 368. rev. 11 ha-6? -pu 

[Eg] Wb 111,183.6 since Pry. 

Notice that all Eg words (except numbers) in EA 368 end with u, 

which may be Eg case ending. 
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Nina 

--- hn(w) 
�ro 

ab "a liquid measure" 

Lambdin, Or NS 22 p. 365; Edel, "weiter Beiträge" p. 105 

[EA] 14.111.62 hi-na 

[Eg] see Heb HYN. 

hubunu 

--- hbn(. t) 
ý' b "a large jar for votive offering" 

Morgan, JA 203 p. 152f.; Lambdin, Or NS 22 p. 365 

[EA] 14.1.58,60,11.51 #u-bu-un-nu 

[Eg] Wb 11,487.13-19 since OK. 

kuitüu 

--- k(3)-h(r)-k(3). V 'q lö (name of temple vessel) 

Erman, ZAS 34 p. 165f; KM p. 11; Lambdin, Or NS p. 366 

[EA] 14.111.43,55 ku-i-ih-ku 

[Eg] Wb V, 93.4-5 since Dyn20 (name of temple vessel). 

Cf. Aram month name KYHK 

The first attestation of this Eg word is found in EA, belonging 

to Dynl8. 

.V. 
1181 

--- m h ;; x ' cv' "soldiers, army" 

Lambdin, JCS 7 pp. 75-77 

[EA] 101.4,33,105.27,110.48 (? ), 52,111.21 (? ), 126.63 knudtzon 

read mi-1im, yet Ebeling's suggestion is nisi (p. 1550) 

[Eg] Wb 11,155.2-19 since OK [Copt] 8MHHtSE , bMH . 
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au tu 

--- ad n "ten" 

For Bibli. see p. 384 

[EA] 368.15 0u-tu 

[Eg] Wb II, 184.1-2 since OK [Copt) MHT. 

nabnasu 

--- n(3)-bn, § "the door posts" 

For bibli. P. 384 

[EA] 368. rev. 8 na-ab-na-su 

[ Eg ] bns j `'" "door post" Wb 1,464.3 since MK. 

Hauas 

--- nas(. t) ýýý°ý "a kind of jar" 

KM p. 13; Lambdin Or NS 22 p. 367 

[EAJ 14.1.32,67,11.50,111.37,67 na-am-sa 

[EgJ Nb 11,269.7-8 since Pyr. 

nah(är)a 

--- nA(w) "a kind of pot or a measure" 

IUf p. 14; Lambdin, Or NS 22 p. 367 

[EA] 14. III. 48, I1.80 na-ah-ha 

[Eg] Wb 11,338.14-15 since MR. 

pazata 

--- p(3)-h `t Qý ---0 04`x. "the bed" 

For bibli., see p. 384 

[EA] 368. rev. 10 pa-#a-tu! 

[Eg] Wb 111,43.15 NK. 
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pawira/i 

--- p(3)-wr "the great" 

KM p. 16 and 24 

[EA] 117.47 (? ), 149.30 pa-wi-ra; 151.59 pa-wi-ri 

[Eg] Wb I, 328.14ff since OK. 

pari to 

--- p(3)-t(3)t(y) 0X "vizier" 

Albright, 13a; Moran, p. 246 n. 1 

[EA) 71.1 pa-zi-t[e? ] 

[Eg) Wb V, 343.8ff since OK. 

piparu 

I 
p(3)-pr(y. 0Q 044 , 

0ý1=-==D344 
,,, 

"the houses" 

For bibli., see p. 384 

[EA] 368. rev. 5 pi-pa-ru 

[Eg] for pry. t, see Wb 1.518.12-13 MK-NK (for the final r 

pronounced, see Edel, GM 15 p. 15). 

pisit 

--- psd Q ý;; "nine" 

For bibli., see p. 384 

[EA] 368.14 pi-si-it 

[Eg] Wb 1,558.10 [Copt] s 'l7(y'ic ), b I4T . 

pitäti/u/a/e(u) 

--- pd. t(y) ö )J "bowmen, foreigner" 

KMp. 16 

[EA] 287.17 pi-to-ti-ä; 286.53 etc. pi-to-ti; 285.16 pi-to-tu; 
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287.21 etc. pi-to-t&; 269.12 etc. pi-ta-ta; 174.21,176.16 pi-ta-a- 

te; 166.4 etc. pi-ta-te 

[Eg] Wb 1,570.4 MK (for d>d, see pd. t0m )otº', 

pusbiä 

--- p(3)-sb3 0 PJ * Dq"the 
door" 

For bibli., see p. 384 

[EA] 368. rev. 6 pu-us-bi-ü 

[Eg] Wb IV, 83.9-17 since Pyr [Copt] HCBE , bEOH 

qapqapu 

--- kfkf, d dJ (a cult utensil) 

Edel, "weitere Berträge" p. l0lff. 

[EA] 14.1.67 qäp-qä-pu 

[Eg] Wb V, 33.5 Dyn18. 

rahta 

--- rhd(. t) °öÖ "vessel" 

KM p. 24; Laibdin, Or NS 22 p. 367 

[EA] 14.1.46 ra-ah-ta 

[Eg] Wb 11,441.5-7 NK [Copt] PA2TE , ýDOeTE 

ruhi 

--- rh(-nsw. t) 
-'. 

I) "(king's) acquaintance" 

KM p. 25 

[EA] 288.11 a"a1uru-hi (sarriri) 

[Eg] Wb 11,446.9-447.3 since Pyr- 
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sahsiha 

sI 
ca `(. 0 fdh 

--j o<\ "letter scribe" 

Albright, no. 53; Helck, Besiehungen2 p. 435 n. 6; Schulman, 

JARCE 3 p. 60 n. 73; Moran p. 540 n. 4 

[EA] 316.16 Isa-ah-gi-ha-hi-ha (the final -hi-ha is a dittography) 

[Eg] Wb 111,480.9 since end of Dyn18; cf. ss "scribe" attested 

since OK. (Note Eg sh > //s/ > /sah/ cf. Copt S CA2 9b CA p 

a CA? ). 

. 4apha 

ý. uu 
--- sfh "seven" 

For bibli. see p. 384 

[EA] 368.12 hap-ha 

[Eg] Wb IV. 115.15 [Copt] BcAtýfy ,b ýýq . 

Sau 

--- S1, (S) III "Six" 

For bibli. see p. 384 

(EA] 368.11 sa-ü 

[Eg] Wb IV, 40.7 [Copt] Coot . 

Nina 

--- sn (w) Wp "two" 

For bibli., see p. 384 

[EA] 368.7 Al-na 

[Eg] Wb IV, 148.6 [Copt] 8"bCNAY ,$ GNEY , CNO 

äunuti 

--- hn(w) ty Q öM (dual) "granary" 
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Helck, MDOG 92 p. 11; Moran p. 524 n. 2 

[EA] 294.22 gu-nu-ti 

[Eg] Wb IV, 510.1 since Pyr [Copt] sg. forms BWYNE, bSEYNl. 

tasbu, taasbu 

--- t(3)-isb(. t) "the stool" 

For bibli., see p. 384 

[EA] 368. rev. 9 ta-as-bu "the stool" 

[Eg] Wb 1,132.2-8 NK. 

tim 

--- dbn " "Eg measure of weight" a 

For bibli. see p. 384 

[EA] 368.12 ti-ba-an 

[Eg] Wb V. 438.2-10 since OK. 

ti U 

--- di (w) u "five" 

For bibli., see p. 384 

[EA] 368.10 ti-u 

[Eg] Wb V, 420.9-12 [Copt]toY. 

uruh(h)a 

--- wrs 
J' "head support" 

Km p. 19 

[EA] 5.22 i$°v-ru-(uTs-sa da IBUusf 

[Eg] Wb 1,335.9 OK-NK. 
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wehu, ueh, wea/u, ue, ui/eu 

--- w (w) "a low officer" 

KMp. 19 

[EA] 129.12 wi-hi; 230.11 w[i]-tau; 287.69 ü-e-eh; 109.39 wi-a; 

150.9 wi-ü; 287.47 ü-e-e; 288.10 ü-e-ü; 285.6 ü-i-ä; 

[Eg] Wb 1,280.3-8 Dyn18-end of NK. 

zabnakü 

--- t(3)b-n-k(3) J0 ^^ 1J "ka-vessel" 

KM p. 20; Lambdin, Or NS 22 p. 369 

[EA] 14.111.54 za-ab-na-ku-u 

[Eg] Wb V, 354.8-9 since Dyn19. 
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C. ANALYSIS OF PHONOLOGICAL CORRESPONDENCES 

[1) Akk : Ea Phonetic Correspondences 

Akk b: Eg b, 

Akk d Eg d 

Akk g Eg - 

Akk h: Eg h 

Eg 

Eg h 

Eg A (s > //. /h/) 

Akk y Eg y 

Eg i 

Eg 

Akk k: Eg k 

Akk 1: Eg r 

Akk i: Eg   

Eg b 

Akk n: Eg n 

Akk p Eg p 

Eg f 

Akk q: Eg k 

Akk r: Eg r 

Akk s: Eg s 

Eg e 

Akk Eg - 

Akk : Eg s 

Eg a 

Akk t: Eg t 

Eg t (> /t/) 

Eg d (> /t/) 

: Eg V (> /d/ > /t/) 

Akk t: Eg d 

: Egd(> /d/) 

Akk 8: Eg t 
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[2) Eg : Akk Phonetic Correspondences 

Eg 3: Akk o (mostly) 

: Akk /'/ between two vowels 

Lw=pusbiu (pu-us-bi-ü) /pusbi'u/ 

Eg 1: Akk vowel in the beginning 

PN=Amanap(p)a (a-aa-an-ap-pa) /'aman'apa/, Asanhatpe, 

AmanmaLLa, api, ap(p)iha, Mayati (ia-ia-tu-ma) 

: Akk /'/ between a consonant and a vowel in the middle 

PN=Amanap(p)a, Mayati /®ay'ati/ 

: Akk /'/ between two vowels in the middle 

PN= Paapu (pa-a-pu) /pa'apu/; Lw=au, taasbu, tiu 

: Akky 

PN=Leya, peya 

: Akk 0 at the end, 

Lw=. nta ('u-ta) 

Eg `: Akk vowel at the beginning 

Lw=ahahu (a-na-hu-u) 

Akk /`/ between a vowel and a consonant in the middle 

Lw=pahatu (pa-ha-tu) /paha'tu/ 

Akk /`/ between two vowels at the middle 

PN=Haapi(ha-a-pi) /ha'api/, Nibmuare(y)a, Reanap; Lw= sahu 

wea/u 

: Akk o at the end 

Lw=mi. 4i (mi-. i) /mihi'/, . ahü (ha-tbu-b) /sahü`/ or //ahu'u/? 

Akk y (ia-sign; restricted to the spelling of Re`) 

PN=Manahpi (r)ya, Maireya, Napiu/areya, Nibýur(r)eya, 

Nibmuare(y)a, Reyamanü 

Akk h 
v 
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PN= Nahraaas(s)i; Lw=sahsiha, wueh/ueh 

Eg y: Akk y 

PN=Maya, Maya ti, Peya, Tahmaya, Teye, Tuya 

: Akk i 

PN=Maireya 

: Akk 0 at the end 

PN=Api, Haap, Pnhura, Pama#u; Lw=piparu, pitätu, sunuti 

Eg w: Akk w 

PN= Pawara 

Akk u (restricted u-sign) 

PN=Pa/uuru; Lw=uru. (s)a, ueh 

Akk 0 

(1) Eg final w dropped: PN=Axanhatpe, Nahraaassi, 

Nibhur(r)ereya, Tahaah*i; Lw=hina, nae. a, Anne, aunuti, tiu, 
v 

we'hu 

(2) Eg middle w dropped: Lw=kunuti (Eg Anwty) 

Eg b: Akk b 

PN= Nibhur(r)ereya, Nibmuare(y)a; Lw=hubunu, nabnssu, pusbiu, 

taasbu, tiban, sabnakü 

Akkk a (/b/>/r/ before ") 

PN=Nimmu(')wareya, Misaur(y)a 

: Akk 0 

PN=Iiaure(y)a 

Eg p: Akk p 

PN=A®anap(p)a, Ananhatpe, Api etc. GN=Hikuptah; Lw=hatupu, 

hapri, pahatu, etc. 

Akk ' (Eg p> /'/) 

PN=Napiu'rureya 

Akk o (Eg p is not supported by a vowel) 
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(1) Eg hpr > hr : PN=Naphuru/areya, Nibhur(r)ereya 

(2) Eg pth > th : PN=Tahmaya, Tahmah(. )i; Lw=Hikkutah 

Eg f: Akk P 

PN= Naphuru/areya, Reanap(a); Lw=gapqapu, sapha 

Eg m: Akka 

PN=Amanap(p)a etc.; DN=Aaan etc.; Lw=haaan etc. 

Akk 0 

(1) Eg prep. m> /0/: PN=Appih 

(2) m> /O/ before n: PN= Paha(m)natate 

Eg n: Akk n 

Akk o 

(1) Eg prep. n dropped: PN=Paapu, Pamahu 

(2) the final n dropped: PN=Maysti 

(3) the initial n dropped: PN=Faaure(y)a 

Eg r: Akk r 

PN=Manahpi (r)ya, Na#raaaa. i etp. ; Lw=pawira/i etc. 

Akk 1 (Eg r> /1/ at the initial) 

PN=Leya. 

: Akk o 

PN= Manahpi(r)ya (mn-hpr-r'), Mayati, Maireya; Lw= kuilbku 

Eg h: Akk h 

Lw=hanünu bahn, hina, hubunu, rahta VVVý 

Eg h: Akk h 

PN=Amanhatpe, Appiha, etc.; GN=Hikuptah, etc.; Lw=hatupu etc. 

Egh: Akkh 

PN=Manahpi(r)ya, Pahura, etc.; Lw=anahu, haphi, etc. 

Eg s: Akk h 

PN=AmanmaA(s)a, etc.; Lw=dahi, etc. 

Akk s 
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PN= Haravas(s)a (cf. Harata. i); Lw=pusbiu, taasbu 

Eg s: Akk o (Eg final s dropped) 

Lw=hau (Eg sis > si) 

Eg A: Akk3 

Lw= hapAi, sihi, nAw, AahAiha, bunuti 

Akk s 

Lw=nabnasu 

Akk#(Egh> 

Lw= ii tja 

Eg k: Akk q 

Lw=gapqap 

Eg k: Akk k 

GN=Hikuptah; Lw: kuihku, $abnakü 

Eg t Akk t 

PN=Aaanhatpe, etc.; GN=Hikuptah; Lw=hastu etc. 

Akk 0 (Eg fen. ending t dropped) 

PN=Awanappa, etc; GN=Hikuptah; Lwshastu, hatupu, etc. 

Eg t: Akk z 

Lw=zabnakü, pasite (? ) 

Akk t (Eg i> /t/) 

PN= Paha(a)nate 

Eg d: Akk d/t 

Lw=dabi, tiban, tiu 

: Akk t (Eg d> /t/) 

Lw= rani to 

Eg d> /d/ : Akk t/d 

Lw=iutu, pitatu 

: Akk d/t/t 

Lw=pipit 
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[3] Table of Phonetic Correspondences 

* Akk in capitals, Eg in lower case 

Akk primary secondary Eg primary secondary 

p 3 , ®r (vowel) 
glottal 

1 vowel Y0 
stops 

vowel YH0 

Y Y Y YI 0 
semi- 
vowels W W Wu 0 

B b b B M 

labials P pf p P '0 

f P 

M m m M 0 
nasals 

N n n N 0 

lateral L r 

trill R r r RL0 

S sh s s rý 

S s ä SH 
sibi- 
lants s - 

Z t 

H hhhA h H 

pharyn. h H 

laryn. h H 

h - 

Q k k Q 

velars K k k K 

G - g - 
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TttdtT0 

alveo- DddtzT 

lars TdddDTT 

DT 

[41 Note on the Corresvondences 

a) Glottal Stops 

All Eg'3 were elided except one: pusbiu (p3-sb3) in which the final 

3 of sb3 is realized as /'/ between two vowels, i and u. This 

indicates that Eg 3 is still preserved at the final position (there is 

no example of the initial 3). 

Eg 1 is preserved well. Eg i is realized (1) by a vowel at the 

initial, (2) between two vowels in the middle, (3) between a consonant 

and a vowel, (4) with no reflection. The suggestion that Eg ß 

corresponds to Akk y in the two names, i. e., Leya, Peya (q. v. ), in 

which the spelling of Eg y and i is interchangable is weak. 

The Akk treatment of Eg ` is very similar to that of Eg '. 

The above four reflections are also used for Eg `. However, unique is 

the representation of Eg ' by Akk y (in the case of Re', with is-sign) 

and h. 
V 

b) Semi-Vowels 

Eg y, which was lost at the end, is represented by Akk y and i. Eg 

w, which was lost at the end, is represented by Akk w and u (always ii- 
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sign), both of which seem to be interchangable. 

c) Labials & Nasals 

Eg b normally corresponds to Akk b and to Akk w before m. Eg p is 

elided, becoming ' or o before a consonant. 

Eg m and n correspond to Akk v and m respectively. Yet Eg prep. R 

was elided once, and Eg m assimilated to the following n (notice that 

pa-ha-na-te could be normalized as Pahannate, cf. Pahainate). Eg 

prep. n in the name of type p3-n- "He who belongs to" is already 

elided and p3-n- became [pa] (e. g., Paapu, Pamahu etc. ). In two cases 

(Immure(y)a, Mayati) the initial and final Eg n is not realized by Akk. 

d) Pharyngal and Laryngals (Eg h-consonan*ts) 

Akk h stands for all Eg h sounds. If we could apply the 

correspondence between Eg h and NW Sem spirantized Al, the result 

suggests that there was no spirantization in EA Akk, because the 

postvocalic Egh is represented by Akk h, not k. 

e. g., (1) Manahpi(r)ya (Eg mit-hpr-r`): 

(2) Pahura (Eg p3-hr. y) 

(3) anahu (Eg 'nh) 

(4) ruhi (Eg rh) 

e) Sibilants 

It seems that there are no fixed correspondences between Eg and Akk 

sibilants. Eg s is normally represented by Akk §; however there are 

three cases in which Eg s i's realized as Akk s. The fact that 
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Haramassa is replaced by Haramasai indicates that they are 

interchangable. Eg A is usually equated with Akk A. However, once Eg 

.6 is represented by Akk s. 

Due to the secondary change in Eg, Eg k is represented by Akk P or 

lost. As for Akk z, see below. 

f) Velars and Alveolars 

There are no confusion among velars; Eg k: Akk q, Eg k: Akk k. 

Due to the Akk writing system which is incapable of showing the 

exact phonetic value among voiced, voiceless and emphatic consonants, 

the determination of the correspondence is more difficult. However, 

Eg d corresponds to not only Akk t, but also Akk d. The correspondence 

between Eg d and NW Sem D is exceptional. Yet in EA the 

correspondence seems to be usual. 

Unique is the correspondence between 99 t and Akk z, which has 

never occurred before. 

[5] Phonetic Cbanstes between EA and the Late Period 

Within the considerable time span between EA and the Late Period 

there are some phonetic changes observable. 

a) Consonants 

As shown above, Eg t corresponds to Akk a. However, Eg t is 

represented by Ph S (mid 5th cent. BC) and Aram 9 (6th cent BC)(not 

attested in Heb). This correspondence suggests that the consonantal 

value of Eg t has been changed. However as this is the case of a 
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sibilant, the conclusion cannot be conclusive. 

b) Vowels 

There is the following agreement about the Eg vowel changes, which 

is generally accepted by Egyptologists since Albright and Sethe (see 

PTRWS); 

accented CvC :a)oi>au>e 

accented Cv :a>oi=iu>e 

(1) /a/ > /o/ in open and closed syllable 

(a) Eg imn:. EA. ['aman] > Aram, Heb [(')amo/un] 

EA: Arran, (unaccented. Aaanap(p)a", Asanhatpe, Amanoah(h)a). Yet 

Aram: PTMWN, PMWN, 'MWN; Heb: 'MWN 

(b) Eg lp. t: EA ['apu/a/i] > Aram ['ope] 

EA: Paapu, Amanap(p)a (unaccented:, Ap(p)iha). Yet Aram: 'WPTATW. 

(c) Eg htp: EA . [hat(i/u)pe/u] > Aram [hotpi] 

EA: Amanhapte, Hatip, hatupu. Yet Aram: YMHWT, 'MHWT 

(cf. Ug: HTP, Ph: YMHT, Aram: 'HTP) 

(d) Eg nf(r): EA [nap] > Aram [nope] 

EA:, Napburu/areya, Reanap. Yet Aran: HRNWPY, KNWPY, PTHNWPY. 

(cf. Heb HRNPR (harneper) perhaps derived form harnapr, 

indicating [nap]). 

(e) Eg nt(r): EA [nata/e] > Aram [note] 

EA: Paha(m)nata/e. Yet Aram: PQNWTY, PSHMSNWTY 

(2) /i/ = /i/ in closed syllable 

(a) Eg hn(w): EA [hina] = Heb [hin) 

EA: hins. Heb HYN. 
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(3) /o/ > /e/ (see Heb GN PTRWS) 

(4) /e/ > /a/ or /a/ > /e/ (? ) 

(a) Eg `nh: EA [anah} of. Heb [`neah] 

EA: anahu. Heb SPNTP`NH (-pa `ne"h) 

Most of them are in accordance with the above rules of vowel 

changes. However, as far as Eg hn(w) is concerned we could expect 

[han] because hn(w) consists of a single syllable (Copt 2sN ). Yet the 

example tells that vowel [i] can remain'as [i] even in the closed 

syllable. 
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CHAPTER VI: CONCLUSIONS 

[1) Consonantai Correspondences 

The historical correspondences between ES and North-West Semitic 

are as follows (the table below contains only the primary correspon- 

dences); 

* Semitic in capitals, Eg in lower case 

Eg Ph Aram Heb Ug Akk 

3 A by vowel 0 
glottal 

i 'Y 'Y 'Y AI by vowel 0Y 
stops 

` by vowel 0YH 

y Y Y Y - YI 
semi- 
vowels w W W W - WU 

b B B B B B 

labials p P P P P P 

f P P P - P 

a m M M M M 
nasals 

n N N N N N 

trill r R RL RL RL RL 

lateral 11 L 

s333Ss 
sibi- 
lants s-S 
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h H H H H H 

pharyn. h H H H H H 
Q 

V 

laryn. h HK H H H H 

h K H - - - 

k - Q Q Q Q 

velars k K K QK - K 

g - - G - - 

t T T T T 

t s4 z 
alveo- 
lars d T T (D2) T - T D3 

d s s s - - 
1 Demotic 
2. Once. attested in GN 'BWD (3bdw), could be dialectal. 
3 Due to the inadequacy of Akk writing system. 
4 Perhaps dialectal 

2: ] Notes on the Corresnondences 

As the above table shows, the consonantal correspondences between 

Eg and NW Semitic are remarkably stable in the course of history of 

two languages. We can conclude that the phonetic values of each 

consonant did not change much. Semitic scribes seem to have had no 

difficulty in transcribing the Eg language. They carefully trans- 

cribed Eg and their results show great consistency. Semi-vowels, 

labials, nasale, trill, lateral, and sibilants have no double 

realization. 
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a) Glottal Stops etc. 

T& of three Eg glottal stops have no double realizations. 

The fact that Eg 1 is realized by NW Semitic both ' and Y simply 

indicates that Eg 1 has an aleph + /i/ sound value. When the aleph 

value was elided Eg i is represented by Sem Y. 

However, Akk scribes obviously had a great problem to transcribe Eg 

glottal stops, resulting in various realizations of Eg glottal stops. 

While they often disregarded the existence of Eg two alephs, there is 

a clear tendency for Akk scribes to try to represent the value of 

`ayn as a consonant: Akk y and h. Since these were caused by the lack 

of glottal stops in Akk, we should not extend this correspondence to 

the relations between 1 NW, Sea, and Eg, -1such as P! R - Bg-p3-hr. y 

(Benz p. 394). 

The aleph-value of Eg 3 was evidently preserved at the initial 

position until the Late Period. The fact is demonstrated in Heb Lw 

'HW, Ph DNs 'SR "Osiris" and 'S "Isis", Aram GN 'BWT "Abydos. " Akk 

pusbi'u (p3-sb3) also exhibits the aleph pronounced at the end in the 

New Kingdom. However, the majority of Eg 3 was completely elided, 

esp. in the middle position'. 

b) Sibilants 

Againstithe general assumption of the confusion of sibilants, the 

NW Semitic transcriptions do not provide any evidence of confusion. 

The difference in the phonetic value /s/ and /. 4/ was undoubtedly 

recognized by NW Semitic scribes who represented Eg s by Sea S, Eg 

by Sem §. While in Akk confusion of /s/ and 1.41 is evident. There 

seems to be no fixed rule to represent the difference between Eg s and 
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h. However, again, this confusion should no be extended to the 

correspondences between Eg and NW Sem (e. g. Ph PSR = Eg p3-sri Benz 

p. 193). 

It was unfortunate that we could not confirm the equation of Heb S. 

There is one Eg loanword in Heb, i. e., SKYWT (sk. twj which suggests, 

though the word is not confirmed, that Heb 8 represents Eg s: Eg 

scribes represented NW SeR, 3 by both Eg s and A. Yet from the NW Sem 

side the equation is open to further investigation. 

c)) Pharyngals and Laryngals (Eg h consonants) 

The realizations of Eg strong h consonants are most interesting. 

Due to the different-number of pharyngals, and laryngals between NW Sem 

and Eg, NW Sea scribes were compelled to transcribe then differently. 

This different realization of the three strong Eg he in NW Semitic 

sheds new light upon the existence of spirantization, which has been 

long discussed. Although there is general agreement, except in 

German scholarship, concerning the existence of spirantization in NW 

Semitic, the double realisation has never been confirmed. What was 

observed here in the light of Egyptian transcribed into NW Semitic is 

revolutionary: "t 

(1) In Ph, spirantization was completed in the fifth century B. C., 

because all postvocalic Eg h and h consistently correspond to Ph K. 

(2) In Imperial Aran, sptrantization was not operative, because the 

evidence expected in Aras transcriptions is not found. All 

postvocalic Eg t and-h are spelled by Aram H. 

(3) In Heb, our evidence is not appropriate, because postvocalic Eg 

h is attested in only two loanwords ('HLMH, PH) and we do not know 

when these ldanwords entered into Hebrew. It is most likely that the 
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loanwords containing Eg h. were transcribed into Heb before spirantiza- 

tion began to be operative. 

Therefore, the general view that Heb spirantization was a result of 

the influence of the, Aran spirantization needs tobe changed. 

Spirantization started in either Ph or Heb and Aras spirantization was 

caused by Ph or. Heb, espirantisation.. 

As for Ug,; since Ug has two strong hs, our method is inapplicable. 

In EA Akk, we may say that, there "is-no. evidence of spirantization, 

because EA Akk k does not correspond to postvocalic Eg P. However, it 

should be kept in mind that the phonetic value of EA Akk h seems to be 

very broad, because all Eg h-consonants (including soft Eg h) are 

representedby EA:, Akk h. - 

We can reconstruct " "Eg : 1aryngals: -and pharyngals in- terms of NW See 

as follows: 

Eg :. NW 8e® 

hH 

t1,. a H 

A=H 

poetvocalio h. _, spirantiaed K /ý/ in Ph and Heb 

=H 

postvocalic b= spirantized K /fit/ in Ph and Heb 

a) Alveolars 

Among alveolars, Eg t, d, 'd consistently correspond to Sea T, T, 

S. However, ithe-representation of Egt shows a great variety. It 

seems that Eg t is the only-consonant with which NW Semitic scribes 

had trouble. Eg t is represented by Ph S, Aras 6 and EA Akk z (not 
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attested in Heb). In terms of the realizations in NW Semitic, we can 

conclude that Eg t is not an alveolar, rather a sibilant or the like. 

It is not impossible to say that the variant realizations of Eg t are 

a simple result of the inability of the NW Semitic consonantal system 

to transcribe. Bg t. However since the-correspondence is consistent 

within each NW Semitic language, e. g., in Aras, Eg t is always 

represented by At it--is more-likely that there was some phonetic 

difference between Ph q1§ and-Aran S/J. Likewise, this problem 

representing Eg t by Ph S and by Aran 6 was partly caused by 

dialectical differences. It is known that some Eg t became /d/ (Copt 

Y) in Sahidic (see'Chapter I,, p. 75). Ph realization S may be this 

case, because the names-containing Egg d came from Elephantine. Since 

NW Sem S always represents Eg d (Copt X) and Aram § represents Eg t, 

we can conclude that NW Sea S represents Eg t which became /d/. We 

can reconstruct, therefore, the Eg alveolars in terms of NW Sea as 

Follows; = 

F NW See 

t=T /t/ 

I> /d/ f Copt Xy=3 /s/ (could-be J in Aram) 

I> /t/ (Copt 6) = /s/ 

d=T /t/ 

4d (°Copt X)S /s/ 

The historical change, of the phonetic value of Eg 
,t 

is suggested by 

the correspondence between EA Akk a, and Eg t. This is the only 

indication which allows us to infer the historical change of an Eg 

consonantal value. However the limited attestation of the correspon- 

dence (twice in Akk) prevents us from confirming this historical 
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change. Moreover, as this is the case of a sibilant, the value of its 

evidence is reduced. 

The correspondence between Eg t and NW Sem seers not to be so big a 

problem to Eg scribes as NW Semiscribes, because Eg scribes mostly 

used the t for NW-Sem S, rarely. for Z (Burchardt I section 143). 

However,. this difference itself between the correspondence from the Eg 

side and that. from the NW Sem side indicates that Eg t could not find 

an exact phonetic counterpart . 
in NW Semitic. 

NW Semitic G, D hardly appear to represent Eg consonants. Aram 

D once represen. s Eg d (Aram GN, 'BWD as a variant of 'BWT), ` Heb G once 

represents, Tg g (Heb- Lw GM'). , This is because Eg lost these two 

phonetic values (/9/, and, /d/) by the New Kingdom (perhaps much 

earlier), reflected in the fact that Coptic does not normally use 

and F ,,. which is a positional variant of Copt k in a. very small set of 

forms (Lambdin, Introduction to Sahidic p. x). Eg g, being prepalata- 

lized, became /k/ or /k/ (cf. Vergote, Phonetique p. 40), Eg d became 

/t/ or /t/. However rare examples of NW Sem transcriptions prove that 

Eg g and d originally corresponded to NW Sea G and D. In the Late 

Period, therfore, Eg g is represented by NW Sea Q (Aram PN PQRQPTH = 

p3-n-grg-pth; Heb Lw QWP = g/f; QST = gst. f). 

NW Sem Z is the only consonant which represents no Eg consonant. 

NW Sem Z could not find any phonetic counterpart in Eg in the Late 

Period, as Eg, t could not in NW Sesitic. ThLB is reflected in the 

fact that Copt does not use Z, which may occur for Copt'C in a few 

words. Eg. soribea-ev: idently had trouble in representing NW Sea Z, 

which was represented by Eg t and,. d (Burchardt I section 138 and 

153). 
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[3) Phonetic Changes 

It is almost impossible to list all Eg internal phonetic changes, 

such as ary. t > a(y)t. These Eg cases Were discussed in each entry. 

Here Listed are only phonetic changes which are! sosehow, or another 

related to NW Sea phonology and which are noteworthy, and which are 

noteworty. There are some cases, however, for which we cannot discern 

whether the change took place in Eg or in NW Sen. 

a). cianges of Consonantal 

(1) 1>' --- in Ug hybrid names 'Is replaced by ' at the initial, 

as Ph and Pu hybrid: e. g. ABDHR (_ `BDHR); cf. Ph 'BD'S='BD'3). 

(2) b>p ---- b. becaae p before r. The example is 

restricted to Eg w3h-1b-r `: e. g. Ph WHPR , Aram WHPR `, WHPR `MHY, Heb 

HPR`. Cf. Akk Uh-pa-ra. 

(3) b>w --- b became w- at the final due to assimilation to the 

previous [u] vowel: e. g. Aras HRYW (hr-ib). 

"(4) b>". --- b was partially or entirely assimilated to the 

following jr e. '9. Akk -Nia(')wareya (nb-n3 `. t-r `); cf. Aram Lw NM ̀TY 

(probably nb-i3.1. ty).: - 

(5) p>b --- p became b at the final position: e. g. Aran PHTB (p3- 

htp).. _ 

(6) k, > .k ---. k became , emphatic k at the initial and- final 

position: e. g. Aram PTSBQ, QLBY 

(7) ">b --- " was dissi. ilated to jr at the end due to the 

previous [ü] vowel: e. g. Aram HNWB ( . w). cf. HNWM. 

'Vowel changes were discussed on p. 360ff. and 413 
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(8) m>w --- a became w as an allophone in the case of Eg goddess 

Mut. e. g. PSTWT, TWT (-mw. t). 

(9) a>n --- in : Heb i became n before a labial: e. g. " . lieb GN NP 

(c f. Ph and Aram "foras MNP, I4NPY:. an-nfr) ; The . change is an-nfr > 

MNP > MP > NP.. , Another example is. NPK (afk3. t), whose change maybe 

occurred in Eg. Akk pahaanata/e and pahanata/e also shows the 

assimilation of a to -n 

(10) n> in --- n became in before a, labial (cf. above): e. g. Akk 

Mimmure(y)a, Mimmureya (nb-a3'. t-r'). 

(11) n>1 --- in Eg. it is commonly observed that the initial n 

became 1: e. g. Heb Lw LAM. However, the same change also occurs 

bwetween H anda labial: e---g-Heb Lw 'HLMH (hna. t), for other Copt 

example, see the entry of 'HLMH. 

(12) s>h --- s is assimilated into h under the influence of 

another; h placed near: e. g. Aran 66 (es), Heb WTI (sin), 

(As). Cf. Ph PN '§R6LH, `BD6R discussed on p. 74. 

(13) t>t --- t became t between a labial and h: e. g. Aras PHTMWNY 

(p3-h. t-mni. t), PTHRTY3 (pth-Jr-di-sw), 'HTP (ii-htp), PHTB (p3-htp). 

The same change occurs between a labial and `syn: e. g. Aram: PPT`WNYT 

(p3. f-t3w-a-'. wyy-n-nyt). The change, voiceless t> emphatic t, took 

place under the influence of pharyngals or laryngal maybe in Aram (cf. 

the change n >. 1 between h and a labial). 

(14) nn >n --- in Eg nn became a (probably nn >n> n): e. g. Aram 

month name, PRMWTY (p3-n-rnnwt. t). Then became a due to phonetic 

assimilation to the following long vowel [ü]: 

b) Dropping of-Consonants 

In many cases Eg consonants disappeared in words. Here common 
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cases, such as Eg preposition n, ary. t > my, are excluded. 

(1) b>0 at the medial position: e. g. Ph PTBNTT (-nb- > -n- ). 

(2) p>0 at the end: e. g. ' MHWT; YMHWT (htp > bt with long 

vowel [ü]). However there are nose cases that the ht realized without 

mater lectionis, e. g. Araa; HRHT from Saqqara where aAtres lectionis 

were less developed, Ph YMHT. 

(3) p>e at the initial in Akk: e. g. Tahaaya (pth-ay), Tahaas(s)i 

(pth-as), note that the p is followed by a consonant. Yet in NW Sem 

the initial p was always retained. 

(4) n>o before h in Aran: e. g. MHNYT, MHPR`, 'NHHRY (cf. `HHPY). 

Perhaps n'lis assimilated. into the following strong he 

(5) n>o before r in Aram: e. g. ' MWRTYS (Ian-Ir-di-mw) 

(6) n>o at the end in Akku e. g. Mayati, Nmyatu (mry-i tn). 

(7) n>o at the initial in Akkc e. g. Iaaure(y)a (nb-e3'. t-r`). 

(8)-w >0 at the initial in Heb: e. g. HPR` (w3#-ib-r`), cf. Aram 

WHPR`. 

c) N-assimilation: 

N-assimilation is hardly observable in the documents from Elephan- 

tine. However in octber places n-assimilation is observable: e. g. Eg 

enh > 'NH in Eleph, yet 'nh > `H in Saqqara and AD, Eg an-nfr > MNPY 

in Eleph, Saqq and Padua, yet mit-nfr > MPY in Hermopolis. Although 

generally n-assimilation is not common. in Eg Aram, its occurrence is 

geographically differentiated. In Hebrew n-assiiilation most frequently 

occurs: e. g. before a labial en-nfr > MP or NP; before eaphatic hnc. t 

> 6TH (cf. Aras SNT'), §. nk > SWSQ. 
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d) Prothetic Aleph 

In the transcription of Sg, words,: NW Sea recorded the initial vowel 

of Eg words, -#hieh im not: reflectedwin the Eg writigs; 

(1) Heb Lw 'HLMH (hna. t):. [a) vowel was paote. cted by '. 

(2) Ph DN 'BST (b3st. t): [u) vowel was protected by . '. 

[4] Matres Lectionis 

The frequent use. of. astres lectionis is prominent in NW Sem 

transcriptions of Eg PNi as, well as Lws.. Although the Ph language is 

famous for its rigid consonantal system, , the matres lectionis are 

observable at the final position, in, Ph, i. e., "KNPY, PT'SY, possibly 

SH'. We can confirm that Ph scribes were conscious that consonant Y 

can stand for a vowel [i], and probably ' for a vowel [o]. 

In Aram the use of ®atres lectionis is fully developed and strongly 

suggests that they were used wan accented syllable, i. e., the final 

syllable. The accented syllable usually has the eatres lectionis, 

yet it seems that the nonraccented: 'sy11ab1e is not capable of bearing 

the matres lectionis., This-fact means that Eg-had an accent at the 

final syllable.; The sound values of matres lectionis are mostly in 

accordance with BA, except the final H, indicating [o). 

Naturally the metres lectionis developed most in Heb, and the use 

of matres lectionis extended-to unaccented syllables. Peculiar is 

that even, Eg'article p3 is vocalized by the ea. tres Jectionis. 

The metres lectionis are used not only in proper nouns, but also 

commonly used in loanwords. The 0atres lectionis occur in more than 
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half of Eg loanwords in both Aram and Heb. 

[5] Quantitative Analysis of the E Loanwords 

When Eg loanwords, are categorized by semantic groups, that reveals 

which areas of the NW Sea worlds were most influenced by the Eg 

culture. 

Heb Aram 

Natural Mineral terminology 8 (26%)1; 1 (4%)2 
products 

Botanic terminology "6 (19%)3 4 (15%)4 

Tools and Utensils 6 (19%)5 2 (7%)6 
Domestic 11. 
materials Measures 3 (10%)7 3 (11%)8 

Textils and Clothes 2 (6%)8 2 (7%)10 

Officials or Titles 05 (19%)11 

Architecture 2 (6%)12 2 (7%)13 
Buildings 

Nautical termsinology 1 (3%)14 2 (7%)15 

Scribalberainology 1 (3%)1* 0 

Others 317 518 

Total 31 26 

1 .' LMH, NTR, PH LBMo NPK, NTR, PH, SYB; 
3 'HW, GM', HWBN, `RH, §W3N, §TH; 4 'HW, 3NT', N, SY§ 
5 TH' j ,! f&'T, KTM, QLHT, PH, ; TBH, s QLWL, HTM 
7 'YPH, HYN, QB 8 HN, 9B, SP 

, a, ' TWN, 10 6b: SNT' 
11 HSY, HSYTMH, MNHH, TMNH', PS}IMSNWTY 12 PR'H, TBH 
13 PR ̀H, TNYT 14 
15 PHTMWNY, TMYS 16 QST 
17 QWP, 'i WR LWB 1a QLBY, TM', RSY, TRY, HTPY, 
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The above table shows that the largest percentage (45% in Heb; 19% 

in Aram) of Eg loanwords are from terms for natural products in Eg, 

such as HBWN "ebony", which were pure foreign words to the Heb and 

Aram worlds. The second 1ärgest category (35% in Heb; 25% in Aram) is 

the daily domestic material culture. Contrarily Eg loans of 

administrative and political terminology' are completely lacking in Heb 

and quite rare in Aram. When we compare it with Akk loanwords in 

Aram, an entirely opposite result is seen. According to S. A. Kaufman 

(The Akkadian Influences on Aramaic p. 166ff), the largest percentage 

of Akk loanwords comes from the realm of politics and law. Another 

absence from the realm of Eg loanwords, in NW Sem. ia religion. Eg 

religious terms are not found in Heb, and only one (HTPY "offering") 

in Aram. Here the fact is not so comparable with Akk loanwords in Aram 

as politics and law, because, although some religieous terms were 

attested, the percentage is relatively low (3-4%). We may say that 

only in the realm of material culture Eg had a heavy impact on the Heb 

and Aram worlds. In this connection, we should take it into account 

that terms for natural products and buildings are by and large belong 

to the realm of material culture. Only Aram has a significant, 

percentage (15%) of Eg loanwords relating to a kind of title, in spite 

of the fact that they are not found in Heb at all.,. Though-in most 

cases they are qualifications of certain persons, not the official 

title, one Eg official title is attested (PSHMSNWTY). Here some 

administrative influence may be observable. However, since Arameans 

lived in the land, it may not be right to ascribehit tm-'Eg: intluence. 

For the same reason, it is not legitimate to-discuss the different 

percentage between Heb and Aram in the table. Twelve Eg month names 

found in Aram documents are not included in the table, because they are 

most likely to be the case of foreign words written by Aram in the 
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land of Egypt. 

[61 Light on the Age and Character of Ettyotian Terms 

An the Old Teataaet 

With the long time span of the old Testsaent,! 'we might expect 

divergent consonantal correspondences between Eg an&Heb to be 

attributable to different periods which might help in dating sources 

or: sections of the Hebrew texts. However, there is no unique 

correspondence attested so far. The. consonantalýcorrespondences are 

the same as those found in Ph and Aras-documents. The only corres- 

pondencesnewly attested in Heb is the representation of Eg g by Heb G, 

which would be expected. However, since Eg. g! became /k/ or /k/ 

(see above), it indicates the borrowing was early, yet it can not be 

dated exactly. Heb Lw 6TH (bnd. t) is another indication that the 

borrowing was in MK, because hnl. t became ent. t (snti] in NK. 

Though the"consonantal, correspondences, are stable, some vocaliza- 

tions and words reveal evidence that the time of their borrowing was 

early. ý#Notable. are two, Lws.. TB`Tc (db! t t} and QLHT (krh. t) which 

preserve the Ig fem, " ending -t. Since the . Kg ending was lost in NK, 

these words will have been borrowed into Canaanite in the early second 

millennium. 

The vocalization of PTRWS and PTRSYM (pa rusia) indicates that the 

entry of the Eg word p3-t3-rs(y) "Upper Egypt" probably occurred in 

the second millennium, because, if the word was borrowed in the first 

millennium, it would have been vocalized as PTRYS (of. NA pa-tu-ri-si; 

see Heb GN PTRWS). The vocalization of Heb PN HRNPR (harneper: Eg hr- 

nfr. w) also indicates that the name was borrowed in the second 
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millennium, because the vocalization of Eg nfr(. w) was [nap(r)] in EA 

(cf. Renap etc. ), which changed to [nüf(r)] in the Late Period (cf. 

Copt NoyyI). We can safely assume that Heb harneper derived from the 

earlier vocalization [harnapr}. i 11 

Heb vocalization of PWTYPR`, and: other names of the same type 

suggest that they reached their Heb forms no later than the seventh 

century- B. C....: and ithe, same criteria can be: applied to- Eg Lws which 

have [ah] (Hebii): vowel for the Eg fem.. ending. The! vocalization-of 

PYNHS could be traced back to the second millennium. 

Since-we are not informed-when. these vowel changes took place in Eg 

(roughly between &amdsses I"I and the NA period) and internal vowel 

changes are always conceivableo. these can not, give strong evidence for 

the purpose of dating. These observations,. however, do indicate that 

there were close relationships between Egypt and Canaan even in the 

early . second: millennium 

[7]; Hybridlaaee! (ER religious, influences) 

The spread of"hybrid naves is'also noticeable. The following table 

eloquently teils=us, how theiinfluence of Eg religioü spread over the NW 

Sem world: 

Ph Aran Heb Ug 

Number of 12 4 1 1 
Eg gods 

Eg gods Number of 28 5 1 2 
in hybrid ýhybrid'names 

Number of " 52 5 1 2 
attestations 
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Eg gods as DN 5811 

Eg religious terms 0101 

Striking evidence oUthe influence of Eg religion is observed in 

the Ph world. When, we,: consider, that the quantity of Ph documents is 

relatively small in comparison with that of Area, the percentage of 

the occurrence +of- Eg. gods-is much. higher. ý The most popular Eg god is 

"The lion" (p3-a31), which has been long unidentified. They are also 

fond of "Bastet"-(lioness godess) and "Isis. " Contrarily Eg theopho- 

ric elements are hardly found in Aran PNs, -though Araaeans actually 

lived in the land of Egypt. This result is in accordance with the 

quantitative analysis of Eg loanwords in Aran (above). Eg-gods were 

most welcomed by Ph, but were not, acceptable to Aram people. In the 

Heb world only one hybrid name are confirmed (HRNPR). However, 

several other possibilities are to be-mentioned here; 'HYR`, 'SR'L, 

'HYMWT, BNHWR. Although these-cannot be. confirmed an hybrid names, Eg 

theophoric elements are suggested. Whatever the identifications of 

these names are, Eg religion was not acceptable to the Heb world, as 

with the Arameans. 
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